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Marvin J. George

PO Box 393, Craig, AK 99921

(907) 826-2776

May 20,2008

Alaska Department of Fish & Game

Board of Fisheries

Shannon Stone and Scott Crass

Southeast Region

PO Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526

To Whom It May Concern:

Another way to stop the Yellow Eye and other bottom fish from being killed off or thrown away by the

sport fishermen and charter boat group is to impose a rule of no mooching in areas where the Yellow

Eye Red Snappers are located. This will keep the overkill rate down.

Whereas, we the true sport fishermen, who troll with down riggers and sometimes we just use 8 to 10

oz. trolling lead, are not hooking onto any Yellow Eye Red Snappers, but sometimes we catch a kelp

bass, but those dive back down to the bottom after we unhook and throw them back in the water.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Marvin J. George,

Craig Community Association Member
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Restructuring Proposal Form for Proposal 255
Andy Wright
{ HYPERLINK "mailto:fv windall@yahoo.com"}
907-518-0433

1) Southeast Drift Gillnet

2)
a) Harvester would need two permits to qualify for incentives.
b) Harvesting allocations would be relative to incentives decided on.
c) Incentives could include longer or deeper nets, more time for dual permit

holders, or other ideas that could come out ofpossible committee meetings.
d) No
e) Availability of permits would diminish as consolidation grew; the C.P.D.E.

should strengthen as gear is taken out of the water and all users would
benefits.

±) No
g) Yes
h) Depending on what incentive is adopted, the department would have to

modify their C.P.D.E. models as they monitor the fishery.
i) ?
j) Post-season evaluation of fishery would occur at meetings with industry and

department.
k) Conservation is not a primary motivation of this proposal; however, it would

be easier for the department to manage for weak stocks with less gear in the
water.

1) Enforcing fisheries with different net lengths may be a challenge; however,
this is not a new concept. Much can be learned from the experiments of
enforcement in the Bristol Bay salmon fishery and the Seymour Canal fishery.

3) The primary goal of this proposal is to bring the number ofparticipants down to a
level that achieves a more stable economic viability. The gross income of a
Southeast gillnetter should more adequately reflect the amount of investment and
risk.

4) Currently we have a large number ofboats competing over a small amount of
fish. This problem is going to be exacerbated as loss ofLF.Q.s makes salmon a
more primary target, and loss of Dungeness crab to sea otters diverts the large
amount of dual permit holders from the crab grounds to the salmon grounds. It
seems counterproductive to have 100 boats, for example, catching the same
amount offish 50 boats could catch. Providing incentives to consolidate would
help achieve better economic viability.

5) The term allocation usually refers to a specific division of fish numbers,
consolidation incentives don't guarantee more product to any individual, or group,
only the opportunity to increase their share of the catch. With that said, there are
ways that the fishery may be affected. Some areas may see higher use of the
program. This may be a challenge for management as permit disbursement
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equalizes. Another possible consequence could be less competition between gear
groups, if the gillnet fleet is reduced to a manageable level. It would be easier to
survive during lean years.

6) It seems that as case could be made that all could benefit. Harvesters would have
higher incomes, processors would have a more steady flow of fresh fish, and fish
handling would be limited to fewer boats. Communities would see more trickle
down economics as incomes grew healthy enough for participants to spend money
more freely.

7) There is no status quo. He continuity of the fleet is changing radically as young
aggressive participants buy permits is creating a chum salmon dependent
machine.

8)

As the fleet consolidates, it should be easier to manage wild stocks.
Management will have some extra workload as they adjust to new
management formulas.
Economic utilization would improve as more cost effective
operations bring disposable income into the communities.

a.
1.

ii.

111.

b.
1. It would be far more efficient to have fewer boats catching more

fish, limiting pollution and reducing fuel and other operating
expenses. As gross incomes rise and expenses shrink, a healthier
fishing fleet is created.

ii.
111. Permit values would most likely rise, depending on market value

of fish. There may be a negative impact on boat values as
consolidation progresses.

IV. Distribution ofproduct value would swing in favor of
consolidation participants, but remain static for processors and
market access.

c. No effect is anticipated on other gear groups and should not affect
interactions between regions or communities.

d. In past years, when the salmon fisherics were stmggling through hard
seasons, the state of the fleet's machinery was falling into disrepair, many
vessels were not adequately maintained because of cash flow difficulties.
A well maintained boat is definitely a safer boat, more income means
better maintenance and that translates into more dollars trickling into local
economIes.

e. There should not be much change in the market aspects after
implementation ofthis proposal, although the end result might possibly be
a better product.

f. Dramatic changes for processors are not anticipated. Fewer boats
delivering more fish may increase their efficiency.

g. Some crew jobs could be lost but others would become more lucrative.
The overall impact on the local economies should be positive, as no land
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based jobs would be lost and more disposable income is spent throughout
communities. Raw fish landing should remain static.

9) Many stakeholders are just absorbing the possibilities and are, as of now, unsure.
At this point, while it does not yet have "broad support," there seems to be
increasing interest and the amount of support may change over the next two
months.

10) The State of Alaska Department ofFish & Game has done an exemplary job of
resource conservation to the end ofharvestable excess. To date, there are few
conservation problems that the department cannot manage with their current tools.
This proposal should not create any new obstacles that hinder conservation goals.
I have been involved in the Southeast Drift Gillnet fishery since I was around 8
years old. I spent summers as I grew up crewing with my dad and the other
fishermen. I bought my first boat and permit with a state loan when I was 20 yeaTs
old and have participated under the capacity of skipper nearly every year for 27
years. This puts my lifetime experience in this fishery at somewhere near 39
years. I feel very strongly that it is incumbent upon me to do what I can to help
shape a fishery that can survive in perpetuity with economic viability. Does this
constitute fisheries development? In my mind, since "status quo" is
counterproductive, it does.

11) I am not aware of any legal ramifications, but it is clear that any consolidation
proposal will cause management changes with the department. Clearly the most
complicated would be time related incentives. When crafting proposal (255), my
intention was to get different ideas out to promote dialogue, which would lead to
better ideas. This already seems to be happening, as some new incentive ideas are
already surfacing. Hopefully, by the time the board meets, a concept will rise to
the top that industry and department can live with.
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To Board of Fish

Restrucuring Proposal No 253; Increase length limit for S.E. Salmon Seine vessels to 75 feet.

Question #1: S.E. Salmon Seine

Question #2:

a. Must have current SE Salmon Seine Card.

b. No allocations.

c. Fishing gear will stay the same.

d. Yes, increase vessel length limit to 75 feet.

e. No permits or harvest privileges affected.

f. No defined role for processors on the beach, but may increase custom processing on board.

g. Yes, it should be permanent.

h. Maybe, measuring vessels new to the fishery, but should be taken care of by documentation and

licensing.

i. Vertical integration should occur to some extent, but due to current fish prices will be small ,as not as

much need to value add currently as a few years ago ,ie ;( 6-10 cents Ib for pinks, 15 cents for chum, 80

cents for king,20 cents for coho and 70 cents for sockeye) but if prices fall then there should be an

increase in onboard processing.

Consolidation will not occur. No additional limits imposed.

j. Monitor by vessel licensing and evaluate by how many people change vessel size, not necessarily

capacity as I would add on to my current vessel length to increase speed and stability with no extra

capacity.

k. No conservation, ADF&G does a good job of monitoring and controlling the fishery.

I. The practical challenge that needs to be overcome is to convince the Board of Fisheries to allow it ,as

last board cycle ,there was only one opposing voice in committee by the Tender group, but it wasn't

much because it was agreed that it wouldn't affect Tenders much. There are less tenders now due to

buybacks restricting participation and attrition,(age, fires sinking's etc.) and no new tenders are being

built.

Question #3: Some of the changes/goals are

'/6
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a: Make vessels more versatile.

b: increase efficiency, keep operating costs down and increase fish quality.

c: Uniformity in Seine gear group.

D: Enable young/new participants to buy in.

Question #4 the proposal can meet the goals/objectives

a: to increase deck space, this would help in custom processing applications as you need much more

deck space to comply with regulations, with more room the processing won't be as cramped and there

will be better quality in better handling, storage, rinsing etc. Many boats participate in other fisheries,ie

Spawn on Kelp, where more deck space is needed, also larger decks tend to make things safer, less

crowding ie; S E Roe herring (Sitka) where multiple nets are carried on boats, this would give more room

for this and make it safer(stability). Pot fisheries would also benefit and other fisheries may that I don't

participate in.

b. Increase fuel efficiency and speed as longer vessels travel through the water faster with less

resistance. On larger vessels, you would not have to pack the fish as tight increasing quality.

(

c. Make the Seine gear group uniform, as the herring seine fisheries have no length limit on vessels.

d. Making more vessels of different sizes will make it more affordable for young fishermen to enter in (

the fishery and for others to upgrade if they wish to.

Question #5 Management plans should not be affected much, concern was voiced by a biologist that

larger vessels would increase catching ability, but I believe his concerns are unfounded. The seine net

catches the fish and the nets will stay the same, fishing in rough weather should not change as there is

more to it than just a bigger boat. In the summer of 2008 it was so windy where I was fishing that we

couldn't haul gear, the net would be blown off the deck. There was no wave action. The waves and wind

affect the skiff and side towing, a larger boat will make the net fish shallow and cause other problems

like lines breaking etc, and make it harder for the boat to stay on the gear. Another concern maybe

more capacity but already there are 58' boats that pack 200,000 Ibs and the management style is not

changed because of them. Currently very few vessels under 75' carry more than that.

Another point is that when fish are running heavy, tenders can just go pump out of the net or unload

the seiner while it is waiting in line( which happened in 2007 where I was fishing), so the larger vessel

catching more fish for management concerns really is unfounded.

If I was to lengthen either of my vessels, it would not increase packing capacity, just give me more deck

space and better fuel efficiency.

As far as allocation I couldn't think of any impacts or re allocations.

(
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Question #6 Who will benefit? First Harvesters, given more deck space, the ability to process if wanted,

new entrants into the fishery as they could buy existing vessels and not spend millions building a new

one, which most new entrants can't afford. Also a more efficient and economical operation.

Communities may benefit as more young or new entrants could afford to buy in.

Question #7 Its better than status quo by all the previous reasons and there is no valid argument against

it!

Question #8

a. l)There should be no biological impact as the harvest is based on escapement and the

seine/catching power is not changed.

2) The management should not be affected as the catching power ofthe nets stay the same,

and on big days(which there really aren't that many, and if there are ,there is usually more than

enough fish escaping, we can't catch them all!) the reasons I have stated previously still stand. 3)

Economic utilization is positive, as more or different vessels can enter the fishery. Value adding

custom processing can take place much easier, this I know as I have witnessed small boats try

and fail due to lack of space for one, and I have jumped through the hoops and got processor

license myself and all the equipment, but never tried it as the boat would be too small. It is

58'x17.5.

b. 1) this proposal will increase economic efficiency by offering better fuel savings, more room on

deck, make the vessels better in other fisheries.

2) None that I can think of.

3) None

4) a) It will increase product value to the fisherman by a) less packing in the hatch for improved

quality and the ability to custom process. b) Will increase value to processers by delivering a better

product, less tightly packed=less bruising, scale loss and better refrigeration due to increased

circulation over the product.

5) May increase market access due to custom processing and better quality.

c) Interdependence, should improve in some fisheries as seine vessels could be larger making better

vessels for some other fisheries that seiners participate in but could use bigger vessels,(herring,

crab, Spawn on kelp etc.) Regional interaction could be affected by larger vessels not being ablr=e to

fish there due to size limits. An increase in income to communities by more local vessels, higher

moorage income (by the foot, 58' vs 75')

d) It could increase safety.

e) Already stated.

F) Already stated.

3/Q
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g) Local communities; may increase employment by adding vessels, processing increases due to (

quality improvements resulting in more sales. Industry Impacts; by increase income in and to

communities and ports, increasing local business income.

9) Every seiner I have talked to supports the Idea, most agree a limit Is not practical and restricts

potential in today's fishery.

10) As stated previously, ability to custom process on a larger vessel, it is very difficult on a normal

58' seiner (Development), It may bring newer and more efficient vessels(fuel economy) among other

things.

11) Management should be the same and enforcement should also be the same, I am not a lawyer

or legal person so I don't know the legal implication potential.

Larry Demmert

(
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To All Board of Fish Members;

My Name is larry Demmert and I am writing on the various proposals below, I am part Alaska Native

and my family originates out of Klawock, Ak. I am a fisherman whose family has fished since time

immemorial, I have fished since I was 7, I have a residence in Craig, Ak. I own 3 seiners and several skiffs

and support vessels, I own permits in SE Sac Roe seine, SE Salmon Seine, 2 Spawn on kelp, have held a

Chatham permit and Area M Seine permit. My whole family owns permits, Brenda (wife) owns 2 spawn

on kelp permits, Voshte ( Daughter) owns 2 Spawn on Kelp permits, Nicholas (son) owns 2 spawn on

kelp permits and a SE Salmon seine permit, Daniel,( son) owns 2 spawn on kelp permits, Sharon

(mother) owns a spawn on kelp permit, Alexi ( nephew) owns a spawn on kelp permit. Rosemary (

mother in law) owns a spawn on kelp permit, Rudolph Johanson (father in law) 2 spawn on kelp permits,

1 Se Salmon seine permit In total I speak for 15 spawn on kelp permits and ~seine permits!

I will comment on Herring first, as we hold the largest amount of permits.

Proposal 199 General herring closure OPPOSE, many commercial herring stocks are at or near historical

highs, the group proposing this obviously has no history or scientific data on Herring, just using lies and

misinformation to drive hysterical ranting of overfishing .

Proposal 201 gillnet herring grab OPPOSE. Gillnetters have damaged their fisheries by harvesting only

large females, they have no right to damage other healthy herring stocks and have no history there.

Proposal 205 gillnet herring grab OPPOSE, see above.

Proposals 209,210 Support we cannot have a fishery like 2008, large sets were made but the quality was

way down, the biomass is so large it is hard to manage, this will appease many users, there will be very

little test fishing and when sets are good the herring will be taken, we can harvest in a variety of areas,

the tribe should support this all the wayllt will also make it much safer, last year I was rammed and set

in front of, causing web in the wheel, my partner boat was rammed and many other incidents were

reported!!

proposal 211 not requiring permit holder on kelp placement in pen Support. Fishing is defined as

catching/harvesting of fish, not kelp, putting kelp into pens is not fishing, therefore permit holders need

not be there, kelp can be harvested by non permit holders and sold!

Proposal 212 SUPPORT

Proposal 214 SUPPORT Makes sense

Proposal 215 expasnd 3b area SUPPORT There is no subsistence in this area, there are no Macrosistys

kelp beds in this area, there is plenty of good area for ponding that will have no impact on subsistance.

Proposal 216 expand open pond area in 3b Support This will allow open pounders more opportunity to

follow the spawn, and this is outside the subsistence area.
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The next comments are for SE Salmon Seine representing 4 permits.

Proposal 238 SUPPORT Will help in a short subsistence year.

Proposal 253 SUPPORT There is no valid argument for a 58' limit, it is a regulation whose time has long

past. last Board of fish meeting there was only one small voice of dissent from the Tender group ,but it

was not strong, as the argument that there are no new tenders entering fisheries and we are losing

tenders to sinkings, fire, buy backs etc. Some fish companies will pay the seine boat to pack their fish to

the plant.

In Herring there is no length limit, we should make these fisheries the same.

This will also allow for more capitalization as fish quality will be increased and it will also make on board

processing easier.

This will make boats more efficient, as longer boats go through the water faster, and give more deck

space and increase safety.

Managements worries of more fish being caught are unfounded, as they manage by escapement, seines

catch the fish and they are not being changed, many new wide boats pack 200klbs of fish and fish in bad

weather, we cannot fish in weather that will endanger the skiff, also it is too hard on the gear, lines

break and net tears due to heavy weather.

The size will likely be held to under 65' as there are many regulations on a vessel 65' or greater.

We should not be held back in making our boats more efficient!

Proposal 254 SUPPORT The measurement should be hull length only no add ons , bolt ons or anything

removable should count, it makes for better working deck, doesn't increase the catching ability of a

boat.

Proposal 263 extra net onboard seine fishery Support we do it in herring why not salmon?

Proposal 264 close seining in Klawock area OPPOSE Seining in area 4 is limited to hours a week, it has

very little impact on Klawock subsistence, if anything monitor the subsistence fishers who abuse the

system and take thousands of sockeye and sell it illegally, this is what's killing subsistence!!

Proposal 265 change harvest dates OPPOSE NOT BASED ON SOUBD SCIENCE!!! See above.

Proposals 271,273,274 SUPPORT Gil/nets have been catching more I it is unfair and not how its

supposed to be managed!

(

(

Proposals 294,307,308,310311,312 SUPPORTTHERE HAS BEEN ZERO OVERSIGHT ON SPORT FISHING

AND IT IS ABUSING THE SYSTEM! I see sport fishermen taking 10 to twenty boxes of fish home each, it is

ridiculous; they will cause severe damage to all fisheries with their unlawful and irresponsible ways. All

Lodges should have to pav for observers and have full coverage. thev make millions. if a fishing boat (
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pays for observer coverage and makes 10% of what lodges' bring in there should be no problem in

paying!!!

l\e~\ Q~e.....
WE THE UNDERSIGNED REQUEST THAT Larry Demmert represent us for the Board of Fish 2009 meeting

in Sitka, Ak.
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Restructuring Proposal Form for Proposal 256
Bob Martin
bobwmartin@yahoo.com
907.772.2923

Answers to questions 1 - 11:

l.What regulatory area, fishery, gear type does this restructuring proposal affect?

Southeast Salmon Drift Gillnet except Terminal Harvest Areas. (THAs are small but very
important areas were hatchery fish are targeted with very little impact on wild stocks)

A little background on net length:
Southeast salmon gill netting is allowed in five Districts: 1,6,8,11,15
Districts 1,11,15 have a 200 fathom maximum net length
Districts 6 and 8 allow a maximum of 300 fathoms
I do not know why the districts have different net length limits. I can see no reason at this
time. District 6 can be as difficult (strong tide rips, ship traffic, whales, shallow reefs) and
congested (lots of gillnetters) as any other area, yet it allows the longer net. All THAs have
a 200 fathom maximum. Far from being unaffected by this proposal, THAs would benefit the
most because they would feel the boat reduction, yet see not extra net length from any of
the remaining fleet.

2a. To be eligible for the extra length, a skipper would have to hold two permits.
2b. Not directly, but see question/answer #5
2c. Same means and methods. A second permit allows the skipper to append an additional
100 fathoms of legal gillnet to whatever maximum length the single-permit regulations
already specify.
2d. No
2e. No, please keep transferability the same.
2f. No
2g. Yes, a permanent regulation. (The Board can change permanent regulations though,
right?)
2h. Yes, ADF&G will need to monitor for a change in fleet catch rates and see if a change in
fishing time is needed to meet harvest and escapement goals.
21. I don't think vertical integration is affected. Isn't fleet consolidation horizontal
integration?
2j. I would like to see all possibly relevant data collected and made available in aggregate,
anonymous form by CFEC and ADF&G so all can see whether this proposal is working
toward its goal of a larger harvest for all vessels whether they have one or two permits. If it
is not, perhaps a future proposal couid rectify the shortcomings.
2k. Not fishery conservation, but fuel and pollution conservation motivation since we have a
lot more boats than we need cruising back and forth to our short weekly openings.
21. In practice, this proposai might not achieve much because it should immediately drive
permit prices up to a level where the acquisition of a second permit would cost as much as
the extra benefit to be gained. This is a problem with any voluntary buyback program. I can
only hope that since salmon gillnet permit prices fluctuate a lot, there will be times during
poor years when permits are cheap (and the need for fleet reduction most evident), when
far-sighted individuals in our fleet can snatch them up and eventually affect a meaningful
reduction in the fleet. Having severable permits would mean that the fleet could un
consolidate if permit prices got so high that it was tempting to sell one of the stacked
permits. However, if the permit value was so high, It would probably be due to the
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profitability of the fishery and another permit stacker could easily be the potential buyer for (
the severed permit. I like severability, though, since it takes some of the risk out of
acquiring a second permit. If it did not work out, you could sell it.

3. To reduce the number of boats and the quantity of gillnet deployed during the fishery,
thus making the fishery more profitable for remaining participants.

4. For every skipper who purchases a second permit and uses the extra 100 fathoms, one
boat and at least half of a gillnet will be absent from the fishery. The dual-permit holder
gets some extra net, while both dual and single-permit holders gets some extra space which
means more fish. .

5. It is possible that some fishing districts within Southeast could see more permit stacking
than others if, for example, District 1 fishermen thought a second permit
would provide a great benefit, while District 6 fishermen did not think they had much to
gain. On the other hand, District 6 fishermen are accustomed to fishing 300 fathoms, have
the large gillnet reels to accommodate long nets, and would naturally incline toward using a
300 fathom net when they fish in 200 fathom districts. The main weakness of my proposal
is that the extra 100 fathoms of net would be more valuable when appended to a 200
fathom net rather than a 300 fathom net, because it Is a greater percentage increase and
does not require the "experiment" of trying to make a 400 fathom net payoff. To my
knowledge, no one has ever fished 400 fathoms in the Southeast region, while most of the
fleet can envision the benefit of a 300 fathom net over a 200 fathom net. One solution to
this problem would be make 200 fathoms the maximum single-permit length in all districts.
While this has some support from area 6 and 8 fishermen, it also has some strong
opposition. Thus I avoided that fight in favor of a less controversial proposal. (

6. I do anticipate an increase in resource value.

7. If we do nothing, there will be increasing fleet effort and a smaller slice of the pie for
most fishermen as the older generation who received state-granted permits sells their
lightly fished or unused permits to new entrants who generally become more competitive. If
these permits could instead be absorbed by existing participants at half of the gear amount,
the trend toward a more potent fleet could be offset by a reduction in boats. Over many
years, enough permits would be doubled up to make a noticeable fleet reduction and those
remaining would be getting a larger share of the harvest.

Adjusting for inflation, average gross income for the fleet trended downward from 1988 to
2002. Since then, a few years of improved chum prices and strong hatchery runs have
caused an upturn in income. (Note, however, that some of this increase in income has
apparantly come at the expense of other gear groups as there is now a chum allocation
battle going on between seiners and gillnetters.) If chum prices and catches return to
historical levels, there will be a continued downward trend in inflation-adjusted income for
the fleet.

Sa. It is possible that in the long term, a reduced fleet could require more fishing time to
catch the harvestable salmon resource. I doubt much change would be necessary, as a
smaller fleet usually catches more per boat and mops up the allowable harvest with ease.
Since I am not aware of any over-escapement concerns for the salmon stocks targeted by
Southeast gillnetters, I would think there is no risk to the resource.

Sb. In the short term, the harvesters would face the hassle of dealing with two different net
(
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lengths, especially where boats wait in line to take turns. There would be some jealousy and
resentment of those who had two permits. Over time, these issues should settle down and
become minor. The demand for entry-level boats would drop, leading to lower boat prices,
especially for the smallest and least desirable vessels. However, this trend has already been
evident for many years as the fleet has steadily upgraded its boats and equipment.

8e. I cannot think of an effect on other gear types. As I mentioned in question #5 there
could be a regional effect if permits tended to flow toward areas where stacking was more
desirable.

8d. The only safety issue I can see is the adjustment of boat traffic to the longer nets.
Perhaps buoy size and visibility could be regulated to help other boats see the nets better.
Boat traffic is already a issue, and I think a larger buoy size could help an existing problem
as well. Having fewer boats and less gear in the water would mitigate the net length issue in
time.

8e. The market should not be affected. The resource can be fully harvested with far few
boats.

8f. As long as the resource can be harvested with fewer boats, the processors should have
only minor adjustments to make. It could even make fish buying operations easier with
fewer boats to service. Tender capacity needs should not change, although it is possible that
tenders could service the smaller fleet faster and get the fish to the processing plants a little
bit sooner. Again, we are not talking about a harvest reduction, only a fleet reduction.

8g. The reduction in boats and gear would increase the fleet's efficiency but this could come
at the expense of some associated businesses. Less money would be spent on fuel, fishing
gear, machinery, insurance, moorage. Individual boat maintenance might increase for the
remaining fleet, but there could be an overall decline in maintenance spending. Since the
same amount of fish would be harvested with fewer boats, the number of boats with a crew
might need to increase to handle the increased catch, possibly offsetting crew laid off by the
reduction in boats. If the remaining boats are more profitable, they will also have more
money to spend in the community. It is hard to predict how this would play out. The
resource will still be harvested, so the money is not lost, but more might be spent in a
disgressionary manner rather than in just paying the bills.

9. I have found support to be mildly favorable. Usually the proposal is greeted with
skeptical indifference, then followed by moderate support after the Issues are considered.
High prices for hatchery chums in the last few seasons have been good to the fleet and fleet
reduction is not on everyone's mind right now. Sometimes opposition to permit stacking is
fierce, however. I have found that the strongest opposition does not cite costs and benefits,
but rather stems from ego issues and the perceived injustice of any kind of permit stacking.
I think House Bill 251 invited this proposal. It is not just my idea.

10. I do not think there will be a noticeable effect on the saimon resource. I am proposing a
modest gear reduction that could induce fishery managers to allow a little more fishing time
in a very well understood fishery. Nor would this proposal lead to rapid change, as permit
prices would probably shoot up if a lot of permit holders tried to buy an second one. There
would be less fuel consumption and pollution.

11. Permit stacking by two separate permit holders on one boat already exists in Bristol Bay
and in herring gillnet fisheries and seems to cause very few problems. Enforcement is not
hard if stacking boats are required to be clearly marked so the whole fleet can tell if
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someone is entitled to a longer net. The fleet already watches for long nets and I suspect (
many citations issued by the Troopers already come from tips called in by nearby boats.

Fishery managers should be able to compensate for fleet reduction by adjusting fishing time
to match the level of effort. Surely they take fleet effort into consideration already. I do not
think there would be enough stacking in the first year to warrant any changes. After the
first year of catch data, the catches of stacking boats could be compared to non-stackers to
develop a simple multiplier that would be applied to stacking boats when describing the
level of fleet effort. For example, a stacking boat equals 1.4 single boats when calculating
catch per unit of effort, or a stacking boat equals 1.4 units of effort.

I would strongly advocate that permits that are stacked could be unstacked and sold by the
owner at any time. This would make the program more appealing and lead to more
participation in the fleet reduction.

(

(
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A MATTER OF PlffiUC CONCERN

We are the residents ofHerring Cove, and we are writing to express our concerns
and apprehensions regarding the upcoming fishing season(s). There have been designated
closures in this area for many years, but we have learned that Herring Cove will now be
open to fishing from the beach, due to a greatly increased return ofKings and Cohos that
were released from the SSRAA Herring Cove Hatchery 5 years ago. This increased
release was initiated at that time by Rep. Bill Williams and Sen. Robin Taylor for sport
fishing, however, local residents were·not informed of unusually large returns atthe
time. Now it is imminent, and we are told by Fish & Game to expect large numbers of
ailglers using the beach. The anticipated return this year is 5,700; next year it is
something like 10,000. Once the Hatchery has replaced its brood stock their ladders will
be shut and the rest will be "up for grabs".

Our greatest concern is that no preparation has been made by ANY authority
to handle the additional vehicular and foot traffic, parking, safety problems, trespassing,
and littering ofboth our neighborhood and the beach. We are told by Fish and Game
that they do not have the authority to close the fishery, nor do theyhave funds to develop
designated trails to access the beach. The Dept. ofNatural Resources controls the land
beyond the high water mark and the Department of Transportation controls some ofthe
property ostensibly designated to provide access to the shoreline. We are told there are 3
ofthese areas, however, none ofthese access points have been developed in any way.
This leaves beach anglers no choice but to trespass across private inhabited
property. Confrontations between the residents and trespassers are inevitable, there will
be many calls to state troopers to sort out the problems, and we are well aware ofhow
understaffed they are. There are no public sanitary facilities of any kiJid in Herring
Cove; please refer to the attached letter from Departmeilt ofFish and Game concerning
this and other related issues.

We all appreciate how important sport and commercial fishing is to Ketchikan .
and we do not suggest that tht;: fishery be closed. We do suggest, however, that a
reasonable alternative to a free-for-all "combat fishing" situation would be to allow!:lQa1s.
in the area, butprohibitfIShingfrom the beach untilpublic access facilities (parking,
trails and sanitaryfacilities) have actually been developed.

A page ofresidents' signatures is attached hereto and a copy of this letter has
been sent to the attached list ofgovernmental agencies.

(

(

(
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Herring Co~e Combat Fishing
CONTACT LIST

Ketchikan

Ketchikan

Anchorage

FISH & GAME:
Juneau Kevin Delaney, Director

267-2444
kevin_delaney@fishgame.state.ak.us
Steve Hoft'rilan
2030 Sealevel Drive #').05./ 225-2859 fax 225-0497

STATE TROOPERS:
Ketchikan Sgts.Ludwig & Arlow

P.O. Box 8700 1 225-5518
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES:
Juneau Commissioner John Shivley

400 Willoughby Ave. 5th Floor
Juneau, AK 998011 465-2400 fax 465-3886
Division of Lands
Attention: Bruce Phelps
3601 "c" Street .
Anchorage 99503 1 269-8592
BrucePhelps@dor.state.ak.us

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION: .
Tom Brigham, Director 465-4070.
Andy Hughes, Planning Chief465-4479
S.B. Regional Director 465-1763
ProcurementIProperty Control (SE) 465-8979

OFFICE OF THE OMBUDSMAN:
Juneau 240 Main StSuite 2021 (800)478-4970
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION:
Juneau Commissioner Michelle Brown

410 Willoughby Ave. #105
Juneau 99801/465-5065 fax 465-5070
Rob Danner
540 Water St. #203 1 225-6200

S.E. REGIONAL AQUACULTURE ASSOC. (SSRAA)
Jay Creasey, Hatchery Manager
188 Powerhouse Road 1225-2635
Bill Hallorau, Operatious Manager
2721 Tongass Ave. 1225-9605

SENATOR ROBIN TAYLOR
50 Front St. #203 1225-8088 fax 225-0173

REPRESENTATIVE BILLWILLIAMS
50 Front St. #203 1247-4672

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS OFFICE
50 Front St. #203 1225-9675

BOROUGH MAYOR JACK SHAY
344 Front St. 1228~6604
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Dennis and Janet Brand
8230 South tongass hwy
Ketchikan, Alaska 9990I

Governor Sarah Palin

For some time now the residents ofHerring cove have had to endure what the state
calls shore line fishing. We have fought to move the fish to a more user friendly area
.which they can do. It is becoming more dangerous with the huge increase in bear
population
There are no provisions for combat fishing. The only access is down slippery and
dangerous rock cliff. All other access is private and people are constantly trespassing.
If some one is injured on our property while trying to catch a hatchery fish we are
liable not the state, or SSRAA who created this abomination. Each time we are told
that something will be done it is the start of the fishing season and a new person is in
charge. It is not our intention to try to close the hatchery it is a vital part of Alaska's
industry, shore line fishing in a residential neighborhood is not. I constantly have
people use my rock wall for a restroom and not just urine. There is trash strewn all
over .there are treble hooks all over the beach so the children cant swim without fear
of stepping on a snagging hook.
I am sure the state troopers have more important problems than trespassers but ifwe
don't call we have no recourse if someone is injured.
There are times that we cannot drive across the bridge because of cars busses or vans
blocking the way.
I have enclosed just a few pictures and explanations ofthem. Please will someone not
take a look at this travesty? In our bundle ofrights as property and home owners we
are given the right to privacy and quiet enjoyment both of these have been taken
away. Depending on the tides we have persons here from 4am to lam. fishing
regulations are not enforced or controlled.

The state had offered at one time to open an alternate area but it would have been a
huge misuse of funds since there was no way to access the fish from these sites but
we were told that we turned it down. So must we now suffer the consequences?

When SSRAA. Was put in years ago we were told that it would have no impact on
our lives or surrounding area which was true until the state got involved and
released more fish than they new what to do with. At that time there were little to no
fishing because this was not a fish stream. it was created by SSRAA. I see no reason
not to close this area until a solution can be found

Sincerely Janet and Dennis Brand
Frustrated property owners

A copy ofthis letter is also being hand delivered to fish and game Ketchikan
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#1 bear was literally fed a carcass by a snagger. (Fisherman). Later the
Bear was shot and drug up the road by its leg because he was stealing
There fish

#2 commercial guides bringing tours down no one is checking for
appropriate licenses

#3 A fishermen climbed our rock wall to light his cigarette
Who is at fault ifhe is injured?

#4 People were too lazy to carry the fish up the appropriate trek so they
were left on the beach.

#5 garbage is a constant factor

#6 snagging in the creek with no one to control it

#7 behind this van is our fife hydrant. Beside the smaller blue car are our
mail boxes. Neither ofthese is accessible by fire department or homeowners

( #8 fish caught and left to rot

#9 I was to appalled to take a picture of the man defecating on our rock
wall

The following page is a letter and a list of officers that it was sent to in 1999;
ofthese we received two responses

(

(
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DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

SPORT FISH DIVISION

May 12,1999

Sgt~ LJ.\dwig and Sgt. Arlow
AlaSka State Troopers
Box 8700
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901

Dear Sgt. Ludwig and Sgt.Arlow:

TONY KNOWLES, GOVERNOR

2030 SEA LEVEL DRIVE. # 205
KETCHIKAN. AK 99901
PHONE: (907) 225-2859
FAX: (907) 225-0497

(

The Alaska Department ofFish and Game, Division of Sport Fish is writing you this letter to give you
a "heads up" on activities that we feel will develop this season at Herring Cove as the result of large
king salmon returns to the Whitman Lake hatchery. Beginning this season ( late June through mid
September) , the Department and staff from SSRAA that operates the hatchery at Herring Cove,
anticipate increased use of this area by sport fishermen fishing from the shore and boats. Past
problems at this site include the following.

1.
2.

( "J.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

.Illegal parking along the highway that blocks traffic and causes safety problems.
Trespassing through private landowner yards.
Urination and defecation in front of the public and on private landowner yards.
Litter accumulation and parties that create public problems.

.Confrontations between landoWners and anglers during trespassing situations.
Illegal fishing above and below the Herring Cove bridge..
Snagging of fish in freshwater portions of Herring Cove Creek.
Retention of over limits for salmon.

(

Our department is requesting help from your agency in dealing with above listed problems. We are
.wondering if signs could be posted concerning parking laws along the highway in Herring Cove and if
additional patrols by both "blue and brown shirt " staff could be scheduled to help with these problems
as they develop. Our staff will be spending additional time at this site also to deal with the fishery
related problems.

S~~
Stephen Hoffman
Area Management
Biologist
Ketchikan, Ak. (

(
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PLANNING/SOUTHEAST REGION

July 9, 1999

Residents of Herring Cove
C/O 8366 South Tongass Highway
Ketchikan, AK 99901

Dear Residents,

TONY KNOWLES, GOVERNOR

6860 GLACIER HIGHWAY
JUNEAU,ALASKA 99801-7999
PHONE: (907)465-1774
TTYITDD: (907)465-4647
FAX: (907)465-2016

(

We appreciate the informative packet that you have provided concerning the
potential for difficulties this summer on the South Tongass Highway at Herring
Cove. The prospects of a large return of hatchery fish may lead to large
numbers of parked vehicles, and individuals who wish to travel from the road to
the waterside.

In response, we enclose two right-of-way maps of this area. Both are old and
have never been updated. They indicate that the right-of-way managed by the
Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) varies in width,
and reaches 150 feet wide in the vicinity of the Herring Cove bridge.

Your letter states that some portion of the highway right-of-way is" ostensibly
designated to provide access to the shoreline". We do not understand why this
statement is in your letter. In a situation such as this one, planning for access
between the state highway and adjoining lands is the responsibility of local
government, not DOT&PF. While the highway right-of-way is available for
transportation purposes, we haven't taken any action to establish public access
from the right-of-way to adjoining properties and the shoreline.

With regards to parking, we encourage your review of regulations found in the
Alaska Administrative Code (13 AAC 02.340 etc.). Questions concerning the
enforcement of these regulations should be directed to the Alaska State
Troopers.

Based on this summer's experience, you may wish to propose a capital
improvement project to address access problems at this location. Unfortunately,
it typically takes two or more years before a project can be completed. Secondly,
it is imperative that some entity other than DOT&PF be identified to provide for
maintenance of the completed facility. Without a maintenance sponsor, the
prospects are dim for funding these improvements through the Statewide
Transportation Improvement Program (STIP).

25A-T46LH



Residents of Herring Cove - 2 - July 9, 1999 (

If you have specific suggestions in mind, please bring them to the attention of
the Ketchikan Gateway Borough, which coordinates local nominations of
projects for funding. It may prove beneficial to discuss your proposals with the
Department of Fish and Game, as they also may be able to provide funding
assistance.

Please contact me at 465-1776 if you would like to discuss these topics in
greater detail.

;:;;Y)LI
Andy Hughes
Regional Planning Chief

(

cc: John Hill, Associate Planner, Ketchikan Gateway Borough
Ron Schonenbach, Acting Southeast Regional Manager, Department of

Natural Resources (
Gary Hayden, Director of Construction, Maintenance and Operations,

Southeast Region
Thomas B. Brigham, Director, Statewide Planning
Frank Richards, Maintenance Engineer, Southeast Region
Pat Kemp, Preconstruction Engineer, Statewide Design and Engineering Services

(
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8230 South Tongass Hwy.
Ketchikan, AK 99901
July 10, 2006

Mr. Charles Swanton
State ofAlaska
Fish & Game
Juneau, Alaska

Subject: Hening Cove Fish Hatchery

Dear Mr. Swanton:

In response to my phone call with you on or about 6-29-06, below is information
regarding the Hening Cove angler problem(s).

It seems that we, the residents ofHerring Cove, have been ignored long enough. When
SSRAA introduced the salmon hatchery to the Herring Cove residents, (a combination of
residential and commercial neighbors), we were told that there would be little to no
impact on property or life as we knew it. To the contrary, we now must police our
property from trespassers which includes and is not limited to:

1. endure the trespassers foul language when they are asked to leave our property
2. put out camp fires that are left unattended
3. clean up the garbage they leave behind
4. collect yards and yards of fishing line which by the way the seals and wild birds get

caught in
5. neighborhood children can no longer go bare foot on the beach because of the treble

hooks in the beach sand and rocks
6. attempt to stop ignorant people from feeding the "cute" bear cub and its mother
7. tend to injured eagles that people try to feed and pet
8. the underside ofthe Herring Cove bridge seems to be a designated rest room
9. the rocks that line the Cove seem to be another designated rest room area
10. legal parking is really not available; consequently, they park (and block) in and

around driveways
11. parking in front of the fire hydrant seems to be okay too

The State ofAlaska and SSRAA have basically placed the resident's closet to the Cove in
jeopardy. The facts speak for themselves:

Fact I: We are liable if someone is injured on our properties.
Fact 2: Each year, the angler problem increases and each year, the responses from
Wildlife Enforcement and Fish and Game are less and less.
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Fact 3: We have requested over and over that some one take responsibility for this ever
increasing problem

Below are some suggested solutions to the Herring Cove fish hatchery problem(s):

Solution No. I: The State ofAlaska has a parcel ofland to the south ofHerring Cove
with ample room for them to set up parking, rest rooms, a dock for fishing and cleaning
fish.

Solution No.2: Allow snagging from the road. Problem! No parking.

Solution No.3: Move markers out from point to point forcing fishing to State designated
land (see diagram attached).

Solution NO.4: Close the Herring Cove fish hatchery; let SSRAA give the fish away.

Solution No.5: Purchase adjacent property from Ron and Barb Fitzgerald; the State
could create shoreline only fishing.

In summary Mr. Swanton, we do not appreciate spending our summers enduring the
problems related to the Herring Cove fish hatchery; summer in Ketchikan is too short and
too precious to have to spend our time asking anglers to stay off our properties let alone
cleaning up their messes after they leave. And making sure they only have what they
came with.
I was unable to scan the map but ifyou have a copy ofthe original proposal it is
alternative # 1 the markers would be moved to the point of a1t. #3 to alt. #1.
I look forward to meeting you on your visit to Ketchikan.
Sincerely,

Janet A. Brand
Tel (907) 247-8355

(

(
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FRANK MURKOWSKI, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

DIVISION OF SPORT FISHERIES

September 20, 2006

Residents of Herring Cove
Ketchikan, AK

Dear Residents:

2030 Sea Level Drive, Suite 205
Ketchikan, AK 99901
PHONE: (907) 225-2859
FAX: (907) 225-0497

(

In 1999 the Alaska Department ofFish and Game Sport Fish Division (ADF&G/SF) held several
public meetings with the propeliy owners of Herring Cove regarding the increased shoreline sport
fishery in Herring Cove. During these meetings, residents expressed numerous concerns including
trespassing, parking, garbage, waste, noise, etc..

ADF&G/SF proposed several different access projects to address these concerns. However, there was
an overwhelming consensus from the residents that there was no need for additional public access in
Herring Cove. Therefore, it was decided not to proceed with any of the proposed access projects at
that time.

In the past seven fishing seasons since then, there have been many more concerns with this fishery and
access to these fish. Every year ADF&G/SF receives numerous complaints fi'om the Herring Cove
residents regarding this fishery. This year several property owners have expressed interest in meet~in~g~ _
and discussing the issues regarding the access problem in Herring Cove. With that in mind,
ADF&G/SF would like to invite all Herring Cove residents to meet with us and discuss any and all
issues regarding this fishery. The meeting will be held in the Alaska Department of Fish and Ganle
Conference Room (Suite 209) 2030 Sealevel Dr. Ketchikan, AK on October 5, 2006 at 6:00 p.m..
n~ ....,-,,,,= ~~"''''' tJ"h.c. ....th stal'r~ose 0'- ple\mtr..r 11'! ;~,r' ::-:.",,-, ";Jort W'es! }.f.i:d~...... _ ....................:. .l'-'.L~ ....U.l-.... 'J~ _) ~.....',.., ..........~ .... .I- .:., •••••

Please infOlID any Herring Cove residents that may have been missed by this letter, and feel free to
call if you have any questions.

Thank you for time and we look forward to hearing yom suggestions and concerns.

Sincerely,

;::;4i?~;~;;:;~
Mike Wood
ADF&G
SpOli Fish Division I~
Th, A'",. D,p,"moo' of FI" ,"d Gam, adm'ol",~ ,II p,oQ"m, ,"d """"" f", fmm ,,>o,mloal-!:}" b"l, of ,e<. oo'oc. "co. ""gioo. 0"'00" origio. a",. marita' """'. ,-'goa",y.
!,,,.~n""0cd. '."" OIS<lollity. For imormatlon on alternative fnm,'1ls availat:", f,.c t,,;s £I"'; ·,:her d"f'>l'1'T!ent p~'DjicE!iQfl;;. contact tile Jer,-.""",m AI";:' C.oordinator i:li !'1lJicc) 907-465-4120,
(Ielecommunlcalion device for the deaf) 1-800-478-3648, orfax 907-465-6078. Any person who believes sheihe has been discriminated against should write lo:ADF&G, PO Box25526, Juneau, AK
!![)~C2. r;r;:.:, '" G~C, v.",_ :Jepal1lilefit0fth6Int""ior, Wa~;l;"<iton, DC 20240 ,_
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DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

SPORT FISH DIVISION

June 4, 2007

Dear Herring Cove Property Owners:

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

2030 SEALEVEL DR #205
KETCHIKAN, AK 99901
PHONE: (907) 225-2859
FAX: (907) 225-0497

(

We are rapidly approaching the busy fishing time in Herring Cove and there have been several
issues regarding our last proposal we sent you on November 29,2006.

The Department received several negative comments from Herring Cove residents in regards to our
proposed line change in Herring Cove. The Department has also met with the Alaska Bureau of
Wildlife Enforcement regarding this issue and they too were also opposed to our proposed line
change.

Therefore, we would like to invite and encourage you all to meet again and discuss the 2007 fishing
season options as well as long tenn solutions. The meeting will be held on June 12,2007 at 6:00
p.m. in the Fish and Game conference room. Please use the north stairway closet to Plaza Mall.

Please call if you have any questions or comments if you are unable to attend this meeting.

h4~/~
Kelly Piazza
Ketchikan Asst. Area Management Biologist
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FRANK MURKOWSKI, GOVERNOR

/
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DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAJ."\'IE

DIVISION OF SPORT FISH

November 29, 2006

Dear Herring Cove Property Owners:

P.O. Box 240020
Douglas, AK 99824
PHONE: (907) 465-4270
FAX: (907) 465-2034

(

c

First off let me express my apologies for the delay in this correspondence especially since recently noting the
meeting was on October 5, 2006. I want to thank you again for sacrificing the time to come and speak with us
and hopefully you came away with the thought we are sincere in trying to find a workable solution. With that in
~llnd. bvl;,~ arc recounted the variou3 options that were proposed at the meeting and our preft;ITed solution for
alleviating llUblic trespass, vehicle parking, angler ignorance and human waste disposaL

The options that were offered from the department and discussed with you were:
I) Lease land from a private property owner for parking -15 to 20 spaces, provide dumpsters, portable

toilets, and signage. Additionally increased public notification via signage, news releases, and radio
announcements.

2) Modify fishing times to coincide with tides.
3) Land purchase by non state entity and use state funds for vaulted toilet, parking lot and other

improvements.
4) Move boundary of fishery up to the bridge and allow snagging in the creek-This would be done within (

our existing E.O. authority.

After additional Sportfish Division internal discussions we have decided to embark on a measured approach that
could be accelerated if the desired outcome is not attained. The most workable option is to move the current
fishery boundary markers with signage being placed proximate to the down stream right hand corner of the cove
and extending out the cove diagonally to a marker on the left hand side of the cove. This change in the fishing
area would in essence make the left hand side of the cove and adjacent tidelands closed to fishing. Please find
attached a map that will be easier to understand. Our rational for this choice is that it addresses the largest
concern (trespassing) and will still provide ample area for anglers to catch and harvest fish as they have in the
past. We decided against modifying the gear (no snagging) and time the fishery is open because of the unique
opportunity this fishef'j affords for roadside angli..'1g for bng salmon.

In addition to moving the fishing boundary, we will provide signage for the closed area and informational
signage at several prominent access points. We are working towards providing off road parking (we are still
seeking landowners willing to lease space), portable toilets and bear proof garbage receptacles.

Please recognize that if these changes are not effective at cOlTecting thesitnation that took place during 2006
and in prior years we will not be reticent about revisiting these proposed changes and institnting more restrictive
measurus. With this i:1 mind let us rdterate that it is fallacy to think we can, through regulation, impose ethical
angler behavior; we can only try and promote it, and you can be assured that is what we intend to do.

Sincerely,

\
Charles O. Swanton
Regional Management Supervisor
Douglas, ~T(.
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PERSONAL USE
FISHERIES

ALASKA DEPARTMENT
OF FISH & GAME

(

STATE OF ALASKA
Department ofFish and Game
Frank Rue, Commissioner

Kevin J. Delaney
Director
Division of Sport Fish

For Immediate Release

Southeastern Region
P.O. Box 240020
Douglas, Alaska 99824-0020

Contact: Stephen Hoffman 4- tI.
Ketchikan Area Management Biologist
Ketchikan, Alaska
907-225-2859

June 30, 1999

HERRING COVE TERMINAL HARVEST
AREA PERSONAL USE GILLNET

FISHERY OPENING

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Sport Fish
announced today that saltwater areps of Herring Cove would open
to a personal use gill net fishery for surplus king salmon
returning to SSRAA's Whitman Lake hatchery located on upper
Herring Cove Creek. Open waters for this fishery will be Herring
Cove west of a line running from the southern entrance of Hole
In-The-Wall harbor to an un-named creek 1/8 mile north of Whitman
Creek to the freshwater/saltwater boundary signs located at the
mouth of Herring Cove Creek (see attached map). The fishery wi~l

be open by permit only that can be obtained from the Ketchikan,
office prior to the fishery. The personal use gillnet fishery
will be open from 8:00 am until 4:30 pm on the following days:

1. Tuesday, July 6, 1999.

(

2. Wednesday, July 14,1999.

(,

3. Wednesday, July 21, 1999.

4. Thursday, July 29,1999.

(
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Regulations require participating individuals to be State of
Alaska residents and to have their sport fishing license in
possession while conducting this fishery. Legal gear is limited
to drift gillnet 10 fathoms (60 feet) or less in length. There
are no restrictions on the size of the gillnet mesh.

The maximum number of other species of salmon that may be
incidentally taken is six coho salmon, six sockeye salmon, 100
pink salmon, and 20 chum salmon.

All king salmon caught with a clipped adipose fin must be checked
in with department or hatchery staff on site, so that coded wire
tags can be recovered.

Fishermen are reminded that sport-taken and personal use taken
king salmon may not be possessed on the same day.

~-Participants in this fishery are reminded to
/ respect private property in the Herring Cove
. area. Trespassing on and/or through private'- j property is not allowed and prosecution of

".

trespassers will occur by landowners. Personal
. use fishermen are also reminded not to use

Herring Cove beaches as bathrooms or garbage
dumps. Abuse of this area will negatively
influence the future of this fishery.

Anyone needing additional information on this subject should call
the Ketchikan office at 225-2859.
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To the Board ofFish:

RECEIVED

··OP200a

BOARDS

I am writing in opposition ofBOF Proposals 255 and 256 submitted by Mr. Andy
Wright and Mr. Bob Martin, respectively, of Petersburg. I have opposed similar
proposals in the past and my reasoning now is the same as it was then. I am opposed to
any individual similarly situated in a fishery receiving preferential rights over others in
that same fishery simply because he or she can afford to buy an extra permit. This is why
owning two permits was not allowed until recently in Alaska Law and why it was only
then permitted given that extra privileges would not apply by an act of the Legislatme
and even so the principal of these "permit stacking" schemes runs contrary to the Alaska
Constitution. The Board has ah'eady determined that these proposals qualify as
"RestlUcturing." I would argue that the Constitution of the State would have to be
amended, for these proposals to be legal.

If these proposals are approved, the Board of Fish will be engaging in social
engineering to the extent of creating two classes of gillnet fishermen, and make no
mistake you will be creating a low class and a high class. The economic ramifications
commensurate with this kind of tinkering with the social fabric ofour coastal
communities would be glaring, even Machievellian, in the way it would enrich a few, not
just at the expense of the rest, but; by also marginalizing many who would feel the
consequences to the extant of being pushed to the fringe of the fishery where they could
no longer support their families and lifestyles, or even maintain their boats.

By reapportioning wealth formerly shared by the entire fleet according to their
abilities, ambition and skills to a top-heavy share rationed out to those already in
possession of more wealth given their ownership of two permits, the sponsor of these
proposals is asking the Board of Fish to partner in an embezzlement of the resomce.

The Constitution of the State of Alaska specifically states in Article 8, Section 15,
that, ''No exclusive right or special privilege shall be created or authorized in the natural
waters of the State." Section 15 is the authority by which Limited entry was created and
also the Private non profit Aquacultme Associations because it goes on to say, ''This
section does not restrict the power of the State to limit entry into any fishery for the
purpose of resomce conservation, to prevent economic distress and those dependant upon
them for a livelihood and to promote the efficient development of aquaculture in the
State."

The Alaska Constitution continues on in Article 8, Section 16, to protect my
rights, as I already own a Limited Entry Permit that allows me to fish in any gillnet area
in Southeast Alaska with the same IUles applied to me as any other pelmit owner, saying
that, "No person shall be involuntarily divested of his rights to use of the waters, his
interest in lands or improvements effecting either. Except for a superior beneficial use or
public pUlpose and then only with just compensation and by operation oflaw."

Article 8, Section 17 is even more specific in slamming the door on permit
stacking schemes like BOF 255 arId BOF 256; that aren't buybacks, providing
compensation to single permit owners like myself, when it says, "Laws or regulations
governing the use or disposal of natural resources shall apply equally to all persons
sinlilarly situated with reference to the subject matter or purpose to be served by law or
regulation."

CD
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Without a doubt it could be successfully argued in comi, that when I am standing
on the deck ofmy gillnet vessel in Lylill Canal, or Taku Inlet, Clarence Straits or any
other gillnet area in Southeast Alaska, fishing for salmon with a Southeast Drift Permit
with a 200 fathom net unless it is in Area 6 where I would have a 300 fathom net, that I
am "Similarly Situated" to the other gillnet boat fishing next to me.

Without a Doubt, if the guy on the boat next to me is allowed more gear or time to
fish than I am, then my constitutional rights are being violated under AIiicle 8, Section
17, because the Laws governing the two of us being similarly situated are no longer being
applied equally. Also under Section 16 because I would have been involU1ltarily
divested of my rights to use of the waters without just compensation. And finally under
Section 15 because an exclusive privilege will have been created for the fisherman with
two pelmits, which is specifically prohibited.

Another thing that is without a doubt, is that I will continue to fish with as much
gear, for as much time, as any boat similarly situated to where I am, and without buying
another permit; and I would encomage anyone else to do the same. And if! get busted,
when I go to court I will have the constitution in my pocket, and so could anyone else.
It's what protects us from greedy schemers like Mr. Wright and Mr. Mmiin and other
promoters of pelmit stacking cons that would take away the rights to the waters that are
oms by ownership of Limited Entry Permits and guaranteed us by the State and it's Laws.

Sincerely yoms
Mike Satmders
President
Lynn Canal Gillnetters Assn.

@

(

(
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BOF Proposal 273 from RPT should be rejected by the Board of Fish.
BOARDS

First of all because it is not really from the RPT, it is from the Seiners, illustrated by the
identical BOF 274 that is directly from the Seiners Assn.

The spring RPT meeting in Juneau which I attended as a representative of Lynn Canal
Gillnetters Assn. was high-jacked by a cabal of the seine reps in collusion with one troll
rep, Alan Anderson of Sitka, who also owns a seine permit, and the other troll rep from
SRAA who went along for the ride. The vote to make this proposal to the BOF with the
idea it was fi'om the RPT, caused the ADF&G members of the RPT to throw up their
hands and not want any part of it sticking to them. The Vote was 4-2 along gear lines
with the two gillnet reps voting against, as it would take away half our fishing time at
Deep Inlet, which is established in regulation.

So let's get out of the way any illusion that this proposal comes from any real Regional
Planning Team effort in the respect to the way that Regional Planning Teams normally
work.

I am going to link it with the identical BOF 274 which is from the Seiners Assn. and
which I and Lynn Canal Gillnetters, whom I represent as President, also oppose.

While I am at it, I also oppose proposals, 267, 268, and 271,also proposals from the
Seiners Assn. to change rotation time established in regulation for other special harvest
areas.

Also; Let me stress that the numbers the Seiners, (SEAS) are using to claim that they are
out of their allocation range for the third rolling five year average are preliminary, and
haven't even been made public by the Commercial Fisheries Entry Comm.

In this letter, however I want to emphasize the importance of not changing the rotation
from Two to one, (gillnet-seine) for the net fleets at Deep Inlet in Sitka, an NSRAA
project that all gear groups are supposed to benefit from equally. I.e.; gillnet, troll and
seine fleets.

In 1989 when the rotational fishery was set as it is today at two to one,(Gillnet-Seine) the
NSRRA board passed a motion adopting a policy that it would make it's best efforts to
return to each gear group a Maximum of 40% to a minimum of 20 % in enhanced value
to each gear group. The two to one rotation (gillnet-seine) is supposed to facilitate this.

With last spring's (08) NSRAA board meeting, the seiners and trollers on the Board were
able to carry a motion, stripping funding away from the only gillnet projects NSRAA is
involved offBaranofIsland that provide any significant revenue to the gillnet fleet.
These m'e the remote release chum projects at Boat Harbor in Lynn Canal and Limestone
Inlet in Taku Inlet. These are projects that, respectively, provide half a million fish and
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up to two hundred thousand fish to the gillnet fleet on good years. NSRAA funding for (
these projects is now zero.

As of this writing. NSRAA budgets less than 1% of its annual operational budget off
Baranof Island. What the gillnetters have left out ofNSRAA is only our rotational
fishery at Deep Inlet.
And now the Seiners are asking with these two proposals, which are the same proposal
whether you call it Prop 273 or Prop 274 is for the Board of Fish to help them cut in half
that miserly bit ofNSRAA production that the GiI1net Fleet still gets to participate in.

In actuality these proposals would take away more than half of the miserly bit ofNSRAA
production the Gil1net Fleet still gets to harvest because many boats wouldn't go to Sitka
just to fish on the diminished rotation. It's moving forward with the SEAS agenda to
take all ofNSRAA production geared towards net fleets for the seiners.

SEAS is using allocation as their justification for these Board ofFish Proposals to take
hatchery production away from the gil1net fleet. This they have already achieved at the
board level at NSRAA by the loss of funding at Boat HarborlLimestone. They have
increased their allocation. What they want to do now with these BOF proposals is take
even more.

So the question is, do they really deserve more allocation and are they really out on the
downside of their range, anyway. And is the allocation process even accurately reflecting (
realities in hatchery fish harvesting today in respect to how it was set up to do fourteen
years ago? I answered some of these questions in my report to the spring 2008 RPT
meeting in Juneau entitled, "So Why Is This The Season Of Our Discontent" (see word
doc "Season of our Discontent")

One of the glaring realities outlined in my report to the RPT is that the seiners drop in
percentage of enhanced fish hmvested was precipitated by the downsizing of their fleet.
In all the years the seine fleet fielded over 350 boats they caught up over 60% of
enhanced fish. When their fleet dropped down in the 230 boat range where it has been
since 2003 they could no longer catch more than 39% ofthe enhanced catch although 230
boats did manage to catch 50% ofthe fish in 2006. 2007 was their lowest year with 29%
caught by 230 boats and at the time of my report last spring 2008 numbers were not
available although roughly 225 boats fished.

The interesting thing is that individual seiners are catching as much or more enhanced
fish as ever in value as the boat average in 2007 with 237 boats fishing was $167,000.
With the seine fleet catching 29% of enhanced fish. This is opposed to, say their best
percentage year, 2000, when they caught 63% with 356 boats fishing and boat average
was $106,000 of enhanced fish.

It seems absurd to me that the Board of Fish would at this time take away from the gillnet
fleet what little production we have left at NSRAA to make up for the fact that the seiners

(
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have taken 150 boats out of their fleet. There is a downside to fleet consolidation at some
point, for God's sake1

In summarizing, I would like to thank board members for taking the time to read my
letter, and I hope that it is as obvious to you as it is to me that these proposals by SEAS
are unwarranted at this time as are their other proposals changing the rotational fisheries
in the name ofallocation at Nakat, Neets Bay, and Anita Bay.

I would also respectfully request the board read my report to the Spring 2008 RPT
meeting in Juneau, "So Why Is This The Season Of Our Discontent." Because there are
some charts and numbers there that could be useful when considering allocation issues.

Sincerely yours,
MiKe Saunders
Pres.
Lynn Canal Gillnetters Assn.
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so WHY IS THIS THE SEASON OF OUR
DISCONTENT?

A REPORT BY LYNN CANAL GILLNETTERS PRES.
MIKE SAUNDERS FOR THE SOUTHEAST

REGIONAL PLANNING TEAM.

You'd think we'd be happy, (The gillnet fleet) being on the upside of our allocation target
Range. By the charts, catching more than our share of Southeast Alaska's enhanced
salmon production. The probablem being out on the topside means that you're in
Somebodies crosshairs.

The seiners are not happy being out on the bottom side of their targeted range on the last
five year rolling average, which is why they teamed up at the last NSRAA board meeting
with the Trollers to take away two of the top producing gillnet projects to fund an
increase in a project that the trollers and also the seiners, to some degree benefit from at
Deer Lake. (See: NSRAA Salmon- Comercial Value 1984-2007 "Top 10 Projects in
terms of Commercial Value; Individual gear groups "Top 5-7 Projects providing most
commercial value to each gear group) On the page showing the gillnet production the
graph depicts the "Top 5 gillnet projects" One of those projects is the defunct already,
Chilkat Lake Sockeye. With the loss of Boat Harbor and Limestone, if you use 2007
numbers the NSRAA board just cut 40% of it' s gillnet production. We only have one
NSRAA project left of significant commercial value. The Haines spawning channel
projects represent only about 1.5 % of commercial value, although I guess that number is
going to look bigger now.

The seiners want more, well they didn't really get more actual fish, but their percentage
ofNSRAA production is going to go through the roof now with this last board action.
Now let's see if they really deserve it. For now we'll ignore the little green book's
(Alaska Statutes and Regs for PNP Hatcheries) primary premise that allocation be fixed
by increased production rather than by taking away from one gear group.

The seiners; if you look at the graph are below their allocation target range for a couple
five year rolling averages (not official) Although they were way above their range from
1994 until 2000 only dropping into their range in 2001 and then below their range in
2002, with between 36% to 40% of all southeast enhanced fish on until 2005; then back
up above their range in 2006 with about 52%. The chart doesn't show 2007, but I can tell
you that they made more money in 2007 as those numbers are available. $38 million
total, ($162K boat average) in 2007 as apposed to $27 million for the fleet in '06 ($119K
Average).

(

(
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Let's look at the seiners catch versus their participation in the fishery with actual fished
permits. (boats) on the water.

SEINERS BOATS FISHING VS CATCH OF
ENHANSED FISH SE WIDE

YEAR BOATS % CATCH $FLEET $AVERAGE
1994 390 50% $61million $156 thousand
1995 375 61% $55 million $ 149 thousand
1996 357 62% $42million $119 thousand
1997 351 62% $40 million $116 thousand
1998 377 62% $45million $120 thousand
1999 359 59% $56million $157 thousand
2000 356 63% $38million $106 thousand
2001 345 47% $48million $141 thousand
2002 273 37% $20million $74 thousand
2003 235 39% $26million $113thousand
2004 209 39% $31million $151thousand
2005 232 36% $36million $155thousand
2006 230 50% $27million $119 thousand
2007 237 29% $38million $162 thousand

What do these numbers tell us?

That the seiners drop below their target range was precipitated by the
downsizing of their fleet in 2001-2003 where many of their boats lost their
markets due to consolidation in the processing sector.

And that when charted against their %ofharvest value the two charts mirror
one another exactly. Fish in the water had nothing to do with the seiners
rapid drop in harvest percentage it was just a reflection of a loss of over a
third of their fleet being retired in just two years. Even so their numbers
are trending up. The average seiner made more last year than in their hey
days in the ninties.

Do they deserve more allocation?

Boy, not looking at these numbers.
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How about a buyout?
Boy, that makes you want to laugh. Suppose they get one and there are only
A hundred seiners fishing? Do they still deserve almost 50% of the
allocation? Could they even catch it on years of high pink abundance?
I don't think so.

230 seiners are never going to be able to catch what 370 could. I know that
they'd like us to help them to. They's like all ofDeep Inlet in which case
the gillnetters would have no commercially viable NSRAA project. Period.
Given my experience at the last NSRAA board meeting the trollers would

~ only be happy to help in this endevor. Not tnat they's really gain anything
by it.

We'll take a look at the trollers next. It's an ugly job, because there sure are
a lot of them. They're the ones that should probably have a buyout. Maybe
that could be the thing to get them in their range. We've tried everything
else, including making enough king salmon to fill up the Columbia River.
Well, probably not. I've seen pictures ofthe old horse seining days in
Astoria. (

The trollers have never achieved the bottom oftheir range and they never
will be in their range. This isn't just my assessment. An unnamed higher
Level Aquaculture Association Staffer told me that himself.

In 1994 there were 804 power trollers fishing. There are over a thousand
hand troll permits but never more that 300 or so fishing on any given year.
Part ofthe reason for this is that many hand troll permits are displayed on
fancy pleasure and sail boats with big HT's on the bow so doctors and
lawyers can avoid paying taxes. I am not bothering with the hand trollers in
this report. They can do their own.

Year
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

BOATS
804
818
737
740
732
721
712

%CATCH
30%
11%
18%
18%
13%
20%
13%

$FLEET
$34million
$15million
$14million
$17million
$14million
$19million
$13million

$ AVERAGE
$42 thousand
$18thousand
$19thousand
$23thousand
$19thousand
$26thousand
$19thousand

(
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2001 701 23% $16million $23thousand
2002 666 24% $12million $18thousand
2003 637 27% $13million $21thousand
2004 688 27% $27million $39thousand
2005 715 27% $25million $35thousand
2006 737 14% $32million $44thousand
2007 740 ? $26million $35thousand

I don't know what one can deduce from these figures other than there are a
lot of trollers and they are still able to field a fleet of740 boats when they
feel like it. Their income has been trending up. One thing that is perhaps
A cons'lderation is that the troll fleet doesn't target enhanced fish in terminal
areas as the other gear groups other than the considerable effort put forth by
the chum trollers at Deep Inlet.

The gillnet fleet has been both below for an extended period in our allocation range as in
almost all of the 1990"s and now in the new century above our range although not as far
above it as the seiners were back in the '90's. We too, have gone tln-ough a bit of
consolidation in our fleet through with our numbers in the mid 400's and now in the mid
to high 300's. It doedsn't appear to have affected our catch rates either over all or per
boat average ifyou look at the statewide catch. Out targeting of enhanced fish is the
most effort of any of the fleets with enhanced value 44% of total fish value as opposed to
the other gear groups down in the twenty % to percentages in the teens of total value.
This more than anything else could account for our being out of our range.

Here are our catch vs boats statistics

YEAR BOATS %CATCH $FLEET $AVERAGE
1994 446 27% $17million $38thousand
1995 452 29% $16million $37thousand
1996 439 23% $14million $32thousand
1997 423 26% $11million $26thousand
1998 422 27% $Ilmillion $26thousand
1999 430 24% $1 Imillion $26thousand
2000 422 24% $lOmillion $25thousand
2001 433 28% $11million $26thousand
2002 391 38% $8million $20thousand
2003 375 33% $8million $23thousand
2004 348 35% $11million $33thousand
2005 368 37% $12million $34thousand
2006 358 39% $19million $55thousand
2007 387 ? $14million $37thousand
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These numbers represent in all cases actual numbers ofpermits/boats fished, percentage (
of enhanced catch, and overall dollars of all fish caught by fleets and boat averages for all
gear groups. I did not include actual dollar value of enhanced fish vs dollar value of all
fish.

For the gillnet fleet however with the last NSRAA board action cutting funding for the
FY'09 budget for Boat Harbor and Limestone Inlet, dollars are dollars and if, for example
the Boat Harbor and Limestone projects would have gone away in 1994 loss to our fleet
would have been in the neighborhood of$6million over those years.'94t02007.

Individually this would have represented losses in enhanced fish to the gillnet fleet of
(Just at Boat Harbor) per year of;
$SSlK,$337K,$S3K,$266K,$82K,$lS3K,$363K,$186K,$137K,$7OK,$2SSK,$147K
$688K, and $37SK.
and for Limestone: $103K,$291K,$122K,$8SK,$143K,$206K, $44SK,$21SK,$101K,
$46K,$64K, $S3K,$176K, and $171K.

Also when looking at numbers vs projects geared to our gear group in the years between
1998 and 2001 the Chilkat Lake sockeye projact provided $724K to our gear group by
year stmiing with 1998; $378K,$230K,$S4K,$40,K and $20k when it was coming to an
end. That project is gone, too.

When the seiners cry for more allocation, my answer is that they have already re done
It with the axing of these impOliant gillnet projects at their instigation at the NSRAA
Spring Board meeting. I'd say we're back at the bottom of the totem pole.

As things sit now these projects are not funded for FY'09 by anyone. DIPAC could step
in and fund them but their board meeting is after this RPT meeting. So there is not any
Certainty to that from my standpoint. That is speculation at this moment in time. The
money for the two axed projects has not been removed from the NSRAA budget, but; our
new Cost Recovery Policy, will take half of that money to put against next year's cost
recovery and the other half to reserves, .

(
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Pronosal SUDDort/Onnose Comment . '''.9-?D0.9-
225 Support We agree with this proposal which will allow ifi@~ai!cess to

hatchery fish for sport fishing for both residents an
residents. This could have significant economic benefits to
Ketchikan and outlying areas reliant on sport fishing.

226 Support We agree with this proposal which will allow increased access to
hatchery fish for sport fishing for both residents and non
residents. This could have significant economic benefits to
Ketchikan and outlying areas reliant on sport fishing.

269 Support We agree with this proposal which will have a significant
positive impact on sport fishing in Ketchikan and the out lying
areas by allowing a greater access to the Neets Bay hatchery
resource.

286 Oppose We disagree with this proposal - This is a back door attempt at
restricting the guided sport fishing industry by the commercial
sector. The proposal also targets non guided non resident
fishermen as well who obviously have to process and freeze
their catch before taking it home. The proposal will have a
significant negative economic effect on communities and
businesses reliant on sport fishing. All fish caught by guides and
charters is recorded on log book and has to be returned to AK
Fish and Game within a certain time frame. Therefore, all the
fish in the boxes at the airport caught by fishermen on guided
fishing/charter boats at the airport have been counted. Very, very
few charter operators/ guides deliberately exceed daily /
possession / annual limits. (I am sure that there are a few
unscrupulous guides/charter operators in business - every
business, including the commercial fishing industry has its bad
apples - but these are the exceptions not the rule) If, the writer's
true concern is the time it takes for Fish and Game to process
sport fishing log book data, then the correct resolution is for Fish
and Game to process this data in a timely fashion to allow the
data to be used in the same season that the fish are caught in
order to preserve and protect the resources for everyone

287 Oppose This is the basically same proposal as the above and targets out
of state/non resident fishermen. My comments are the same, I
believe that there is some confusion between the daily limit and
in possession limit, but not between these two terms and the
annual limit. If the daily limit has not been exceeded, and the
annual limit has not been exceeded then there has not been any
abuse.... and AK Fish and Game are reasonably aware of the
numbers of fish caught and set limits accordingly to preserve
and protect the resource for all.

288 Oppose Yet another attempt at restricting guided/charter businesses with
a collection ofunscientific observations (e.g: guided fishermen
have less success than guided fishermen! I). Also, I would have

I/S
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though that the reason that there is currently no annual limit on
the number of coho's is that AK Fish and Game do not believe
that this is required and Coho's are not under threat. In the
Ketchikan area there is more than enough Coho's to go around
in part due to the hatcheries in the area. Ifabundance declines I
am sure that AK Fish and Game will respond accordingly and in
fact have sufficiently good data collection and models in place to
take action before a predicted decline.. One again - if the
concern is use oflog book data collected by guides/charter
operators, then the resolution is for Fish and Game to process
guide/charter data in a timely fashion. This proposal would have
significant negative economic impact on Ketchikan and outlying
areas.

289 Oppose Basically the same proposal as 288 - and therefore my
comments/ response is the same. Bag and possession limits are
easy to enforce. The officer counts unprocessed fish and
compares this against the regulations in place at the
time/location. (AK Fish and Game have also introduced rules to
stop on board processing to assist this). Coho's are not
endangered, and so there is no need for hostile restrictions on
non resident fishermen. This proposal would have significant
negative economic impact on Ketchikan and the outlying areas
reliant on sport fishing.

290 Support We support this proposal- The steelhead runs in many southeast
Alaska streams are small (typically just 300 - 500 fish per year)
We fully support the proposals to preserve and protect these fish.
AK Fish and Game should consider catch and release only for
these species to avoid total closure ofvarious streams and rivers
at a later date.

Can AK Fish and Game also please explain what action is being
taken to reduce the by catch of steelhead by the commercial
fleet?

291 Support We support catch and release regulations for steelhead in high
use rivers.

294 Oppose We disagree with this proposal which is yet another attack on
the charter industry. So now the commercial fishing fleet claim
that they produce and own all the fish in a certain area? It is also
interesting to note another proposal later in the document which
supports an increased opening in an expanded area for troller's
which would allow an increase in catch without paying the local
hatchery fees!

307 Oppose We disagree with this proposal which is yet another attack on
the charter/lodge industry - . It is not clear how this regulation
protects or preserves fish resources apart from generally making
life difficult for people employed in the charter fishing industry (
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by preventing them from participating in their own personal use
sport fishing. There is already sufficient regulations in place
which prevent the crew from catching fish when paying clients
are on board. This proposal also implies that all charter operators
and lodge owners are using personal caught fish for paying
guests. This is not true. (I am sure that there are a few
unscrupulous guides/charter/lodge operators in the business -
every business, including the commercial fishing industry has its
bad apples - but these are the exceptions not the rille). If the
writer has specific examples oflodge operators breaking the la
he shoilld inform he appropriate authorities. It is highly unlikely
that this proposal woilld with stand a legal challenge on the
grounds that this proposal discriminates against some one by
nature of their empwymem

308 Oppose We disagree with this proposal which is basically the same
proposal as 307 and implies all charter operators / lodge
operators are breaking the law. The intent is to make life
difficult for charter/lodge operators and employees involved
with the sport fishing industry.- How exactly will this law be
implemented? For example, a small lodge operator catches some
fish for personal use but does not eat it prior to the arrival of
their guests. Do they then have to throw it away to comply with
the law? If the writer has specific knowledge of anyone breaking
the law they should inform the appropriate authorities.

309 Oppose We disagree with this proposal which is yet another attack on
the guided/charter industry with little justification. I believe last
year the limo for residents and non residents was 6 coho's per
day with no annual limit. Hardly a de-facto reallocation of the
fish from residents to the charter fishing industry!! The coho's
are not threatened, and there are plenty to go around!

310 Oppose We disagree with this proposal which is yet another attack on
the guided/charter industry - There is already a requirement for
all guides/charter operators to complete log books. If there is an
issue here, the correct resolution is for AK Fish and Game to
process data from log books in a more timely fashion - not
create another layer ofbureaucracy which will cost everyone
more money including AK Fish and Game.

31l,312, Oppose We disagree with this proposal which is yet another attack on
313 the charter/lodge operators and implies everyone involved in the

business is breaking the law and are guilty. This proposal
contains a number of errors. AK Fish and Game, State Troopers,
NOAA etc already have the authority to board any vessel for any
reason, and also inspect sport fish catch and compare with log
book entries. There are probably more small mom and pop lodge
operations in Alaska than large lodges. These small lodges and
B&B's are also people's homes. It is highly unlikely that any
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legislation which allows some ones home to be searched without(
a warrant (backed up by probable cause) will survive a legal
challenge. The writers may want to read a document called the
Constitution of the United States. Ifthe writers have specific
knowledge of abuse then they should inform the appropriate
authorities who would then be able to take action under existing
laws. Additional rules and regulations are not required

332 Oppose We disagree with this proposal. The Naha Bay Preservation
Coalition does not represent the communities located in and
around Naha Bay. The coalition does not have a significant
membership from the area, and does not "speak" for the
residents ofthe area. The observations made in this proposal are
not based on any rational data collection over the years, and
appears to be based on a recent summer vacation in the area by
the (non resident) writer who apparently did not have much luck.
We live in Naha Bay for over 6 months of each year and directly
overlook the Bay. Naha Bay is closed to commercial fishing and
does not see any significant sport fishing efforts guided or other
wise. This is due primarily to the distance from the road system.
In addition, on warm sunny days a prevailing south westerly
wind/swell makes station keeping (and therefore bottom fishing)
a little difficult. There are plenty ofbottom fish of all species in
the bay - you just need to know where to look and be patient

(which is why they call it fishing!

ProDosal SUDDort/ODDose Comment
368 Oppose Federal law prohibits applying different regulations to

anglers based on state residency. It is surprising that
this proposal has reached this stage unless it is the
intention of the board to throw it out immediately

(
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Proposal SUDDort/Oppose Comment
368 Oppose Federal law prohibits applying different regulations to

anglers based on state residency. It is surprising that
this proposal has reached this stage unless it is the
intention of the board to throw it out immediately
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Jim Marcotte
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Mr. Marcotte,

December 25, 2008
RECEIVED

'JAN 132009
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The Tsiu River has seen tremendous changes in the last 15 years. Physically, socially and economically.

The waterway of the fishery has physically changed. (The lake above the F&G marker that was once a
safe haven for both fish and sport fishers is gone. Filled in with sand from storms. That means over
half of the usable waterway has vanished. So now the scare tactics of harvesting with powered boats
are moving the fish out of reach of sport fishers.)
The state ofAlaska opened up the area in 1997 to permitting for long term leases. (before 1997 it was
yearly leases and temporary tent camps only. Commercial harvesters were allowed stick frame
buildings without permits or leases; sport fish operations were not.)
The number of users in each user group has changed (Sport fishers have sky rocketed, commercial

harvesters have dwindled to almost nothing, and at times, completely disappeared)
In,,2004 the state ofAlaska transferred ownership of the land of the Tsiu area to the city ofYakutat.
The economic value from the different user groups of the fishery has changed.

The fisheries management needs to catch up with what is going on today.

We are interested in:
1. stopping the scare tactics with powered boats that the commercial harvesters use.
2. bring all persons wishing to do business on the Tsiu River up to date with Yakutat's permit and (

leasing requirements.
We believe that by stopping the powered boat scare tactics, and have all businesses become current with
the city ofYakutat regulations, it will virtually eliminate all illegal activity currently taking place as seen
on the videos and stop the complaint letters. Plus, make it a much safer and enjoyable environment for all
user groups. Look at these laws:

5 AAC 39.290. Closed waters
-Ca) Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited at all times within the streams and rivers ofAlaska and within 500
yards of any salmon stream or over the beds or channels ofstreams and rivers ofAlaska at all stages of the tide or as
specified in regulations having particular application to designated streams or areas. The restrictions in this
subsection do not apply in the KodiakArea ......(d) The Ugashik, Yukon and Kuskokwim Rivers, the Yakutat Area and
any other river where a legal commercial fishery now exists are the only exceptions to this closure.

5 AAC 75.060. Molesting of fish
.Molesting or impeding spawning or the natural movement of fish contrary to the lawful methods and means of
sport fishing is prohibited.

5 AAC 92.080. Unlawful methods of taking game; exceptions
.The followIng methods of taking game are prohlbited,_
.(5) except a~ ,otherwise specified, with the use of a motorIzed vehicle to harass game or for the purpose of driving,
herding, or·m.i?lesting game;-.
5 AAC 39.190. Driving salmon prohibited
It is unlawful to drive or attempt to drive salmon from waters closed to salmon fishing.

§ 05.25.060. Prohibited operation
(
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Aperson may not operate a boat on water of the state_
(1) for a recreational purpose or another purpose, .... in a reckless or negligent manner so as to endanger the life or
property of another person

The Ugashik, Yukon, Kuskokwim and Situk rivers are extremely large bodies of waters compared to the
Tsiu River. The Tsiu River, with its average depth below 2 feet, is not a suitable river for scare harvesting
with any powered boats.

Our argument is:

The scare tactics used by powered boats: molest, impede spawning or the natural movement offish,
put an undue amount ofstress on the fish and scare them out of reach of all user groups by pushing
them upriver into unfishable waters.
The danger factor: people standing in the water in this very narrow river with large, high powered,
flat bottom jet boats zig zagging on the edge of being out of control.
The amount of stress: it puts on consumers trying to sport fish and enjoy the great Alaskan outdoors.

When these laws were made the Tsiu River slipped through the cracks probably because there was no
sport fishing going on there at the time. But now the Tsiu River has become a hugely popular, worldwide
sport fishing destination and the laws and management should be updated to protect the river and take
into account the changes that have happened in the last 15 years.

Because of the devastation that has been done to the sport fishing operations the last three years, we
cannot wait another three years for the Board of Fisheries to review our area. There may be nothing left.

One final thought from the Fish and Game code:

Sec. 16.05.092. Fisheries rehabilitation, enhancement, and development.
The department shall

(1) develop and continually maintain a comprehensive, coordinated state plan for the orderly present and long-range
rehabllitation, enhancement, and development ofall aspects of the state's fisheries for the perpetual use, benefit, and
enjoyment ofall citizens and revise aod update this plan annually;

(2) encourage the investment by private enterprise in the technological development and economic utilization ofthe
fisheries resources;

Thank you for your consideration. Have a great day!

Dan Emhart
Manager of Alaskan Wilderness Outfitting Company
PO Box 1516
Cordova, Alaska 99574
Office: 907-424-5552
Cell: 218-252-2337
Email: dan@ernhart.com
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Jim Marcotte

PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Mr. Marcotte,

December 25, 2008 (

The information contained in this package is in two parts. The complaint letters and the DVD labeled

"2007, 2008 Tsiu River Netting" are to illustrate the way commercial harvesting is conducted on the Tsiu

River. They will also show how it has been negatively impacting the sport fishing experience and killing

local business.

The other DVD labeled "2008 Tsiu Shacks and Junk" is evidence of the way the commercial harvesting

operation is allowed to do business with total disregard for environmental damage they are inflicting

and the aesthetic value they are ruining

Please keep in mind that the city of Yakutat requires all persons that wish to do business, (except for

commercial harvesters), on the Tsiu River to:

A. have a long term lease with a yearly lease payment

B. have survey and appraisal

C. have a substantial bond for clean up or abandonment (which is over $100,000 for some lease holders)

D. pay property taxes

E. have a Yakutat business license (

The commercial harvesters are not lease holders. They are allowed to conduct business without any of

the above mentioned stipulations, with the exception of possibly a business license. All others were

bound to meet the requirements A, B, Cand D before a business license would be granted.

As you read the letters and look at the videos and pictures you will probably start to wonder how the

city of Yakutat can force one user group (lease holders) to comply with all their demands to operate a

business while allowing another user group (commercial harversters) to come in and do business

without any requirements. And, it is that same, noncompliant user group that is hurting the legitimate

businesses and degrading the Alaskan experience for everyone else with their 'I don't give a hoot'

attitude. It is neither fair nor right.

Thank you for your time in reviewing this matter. I strongly suggest reading through the enclosed state

law pages and the letter by Dan Ernhart before the other letters and video. it will help explain what you

will be seeing and reading. Please contact me with any questions or comments.

Dan Ernhart email-dan@ernhart.com
Po Box 1516
Cordova, AK 99574
Cell - 218-252-2337 - office - 907-424-5552

(
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It is illegal to drive fish from closed waters.
5 MC 39.190. Driving salmon prohibited.
It is unlawful to drive or attempt to drive salmon from waters closed to salmon fishing.

;**********************
1. Most rivers are closed to commercial fishing. But Yakutat area is an exception.
5 MC 39.290. Closed waters.
_(a) Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited at all times within the streams and rivers ofAlaska and
within 500 yards of any salmon stream or over the beds or channels of streams and rivers of Alaska at all
stages of the tide or as specified in regulations having particular application to designated streams or
areas. The restrictions in this subsection do not apply in the Kodiak Area ....._(d) The Ugashik, Yukon and
Kuskokwim Rivers, the Yakutat Area and any other river where a legal commercial fishery now exists are
the only exceptions to this closure.
**************************
2. The Tsiu is specifically open up to 1/2 mile below Duck Camp Island.
5 MC 30.350. Closed waters.
_(a) Salmon may not be taken in the following waters:_
(12) Tsiu River: upstream ofADF&G regulatory markers located approximately one-half mile
downstream from Duck Camp Island.
*******************
3, Gillnets are legal.
5 MC 30.331. Gillnet specifications and operations.
(A) Tsiu River, one net not to exceed 15 fathoms;
*******************
4. Gillnets may not be less than 75 yards apart or cover more than 1/2 river
- MC 30.335. Minimum distance between units of gear.

10 part of a set gillnet may be set or operated within 100 yards ofany part of another set gillnet, except
that in the Tsiu and East Rivers, no part of a set gillnet may be set or operated within 75 yards ofany part
of another gillnet......
Set gillnets may not obstruct more than two-thirds ofany salmon migratory waterway, except in the Tsiu
River, where set gillnets may not obstruct more than one-half of the waterway.
***********************
5. For game. it is illegal to herd
5 MC 92.080. Unlawful methods oftaking game: exceptions.
_The following methods of taking game are prohibited:_
_(5) except as otherwise specified, with the use ofa motorized vehicle to harass game or for the purpose
of driving, herding, or molesting game;
************************
6. And the sportfish regs have a prohibition on molesting fish.
5 MC 75.060. Molesting offish.
_Molesting or impeding spawning or the natural movement of fish contrary to the lawful methods and
means ofsport fishing is prohibited.

§ 05.25.060. Prohibited operation
_A person may not operate a boat on water of the state_
(1) for a recreational purpose or another purpose, .... in a reckless or negligent manner so as to endanger
the life or property ofanother person

·'.A 1961, ch. 63, § 3; SLA 1976, ch. 60, § 1; SLA 1982, ch. 117, § 3; SLA 2000, ch. 28. § 13.
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Harassment Law
Sec. 16.05.790. Obstruction or hindrance oflawful hunting. fishing. trapping. or viewing offish or game.

(a) Except as provided in (e) of this section, a person may not intentionally obstruct or hinder another person's lawful (
hunting, fishing, trapping, or viewing of fish or game by

(1) placing one's self in a location in which human presence may alter the

(A) behavior of the fish or game that another person is attempting to take or view; or

(8) feasibility oftaking or viewing fish or game by another person; or

(2) creating a visual, aural, olfactory, or physical stimulus in order to alter the behavior of the fish or game that another
person is attempting to take or view.

(b) For purposes of (a) of this section, "lawful" means

(1) in compliance with

(A) this title, regulations adopted under this title, or applicable federal statutes and regulations;

(8) the Marine Mammal Protection Act (P.L. 92-522) or the Endangered Species Act (P.L. 93-205); or

(C) federal regulations adopted under 16 U.S.C. 3111- 3126 relating to subsistence hunting, fishing, or trapping on
federal land; and

(2) with the permission of the private landowner if the hunting, fishing, trapping, or viewing of fish or game occurs on
private land. (

(c) Notwithstanding AS 12.25, only a peace officer may arrest a person for violating this section. Apeace officer who has
probable cause to believe that a person has violated this section may arrest or cite the person or order the person to desist.

(d) In a prosecution under this section, it is an affirmative defense that the person was lawfully entitled to obstruct or
hinder the hunting, fishing, trapping, or viewing of fish or game.

(e) This section does not apply to

(1) lawful competitive practices among persons engaged in lawful hunting, fishing, or trapping;

(2) actions taken on private property with the consent of the owner; or

(3) the obstruction or hindrance of the viewing of fish or game by a person actively engaged in lawful fishing, hunting, or
trapping.

(I) Aperson who violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor and is punishable by a fine of not more than $500 or
imprisonment for not more than 30 days, or both.

Sec. 16.05.791. Civil remedies for violation ofAS 16.05.790 .

(a) Aperson aggrieved by conduct or threatened conduct in violation of AS 16.05.790 may petitlon a superior court to
enjoin the respondent from engaging in the conduct.

(b) Aperson aggrieved by a violation of AS 16.05.790 is entitled to recover general damages and special damages, l
including license and permit fees, travel costs, guide-outfitting fees, costs for special equipment and supplies, and other relatea
expenses.

(c) A court may award punitive damages in addition to the damages set out in (b) of this section. I(I)
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My name is Dan Ernhart. I have managed the lodge on the Tsiu River for Alaskan Wilderness

Outfitting Company (AWOC) for the past 14 years. I also conduct tours and provide guide

services for sports fishers.

In my experience the majority of the sport fishers who come to the Tsiu are older, affluent

guests who have fished all over the world and choose our lodge as among the best. I'm told

that we offer the best fishing and outdoor experiences. In fact, some of our best repeat

customers say they never go to the same place twice, as there are so many options and new

places to see. When customers, new and returning, first come to our lodge they are very

excited to see the wildlife, mountains, rivers and to catch fish; in general enjoy and partake in

the Alaskan experience.

By contrast, when the commercial harvesting operation is in motion our customers have had to

witness and endure the killing of seals, the loss of trumpeter swans, bears and other wildlife as

well as abusive behavior. Our customers have had commercial harvesters literally throw nets at

their feet, tell them to find other places to fish and run large, noisy, powerful jet boats in circles

around them. This behavior is intimidating and intrusive to people who have chosen a vacation

which used to offer them breath taking beauty and tranquility.

I have seen clients on their last vacations with friends and family become degraded and

demoralized by the behavior of the commercial harvesters. These are hard working folks who

have spent thousands of dollars on their trip and spent many days in a journey to have an

experience stolen from them that they will never get back. One commercial harvester with a

total lack of regard for the law, the environment and human decency has the power to destroy

another person's hard earned vacation with no recourse for the victim. Alii can encourage my

clients to do is move to a different spot; usually above the fish and game marker. These spots

get over-crowded fast as the harvesters have intimidated other sport fishers out of their fishing

holes. There have even been times when the commercial harvesters go above the marker; on

those days my clients literally have nowhere else to go.

There are many laws being broken that, if were upheld, would eliminate the problems between

sport fishers and harvesters such as:

• Forcing people out of their fishing holes

• Operating jet boats within 10 feet of people standing waist deep in the river

• Harvesting above the fish and game marker

• Nets stretched more than half way across the river (sometimes all the way across)

• Nets not in a predominantly straight line

• No buoys on the nets to identify them

• No Alaska (AK) numbers on the boats for identification
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Commercial harvesters also degrade the environment. They are not required to hold a lease or (

bond and there is no recourse for the devastation they leave behind. The enclosed videos will

show abandoned atv's and trailers, rusted out fuel barrels and dilapidated cabins dotting the

sand dunes of the Tsiu River. I have personally witnessed seven shacks and their contents fall

into the Tsiu River and the video will show evidence of that as well.

I have tried to call in these violations, but it is difficult when I cannot identify the boats or nets

that are not numbered. The representative of the Fish and Game, who is on site during the

commercial harvesting season, has historically chosen to not report illegal activities, and in

2008, this individual is the brother of the fisheries manager (Gordy Woods). When I asked Mr.

Woods if he takes into consideration the sport fishing element, he said the Tsiu River is only

managed for commercial harvesting and that there is no sport fishing management plan in

place. Mr. Woods is empowered to open commercial harvesting. In 2008 he announced 31

days of commercial harvesting openers in a 49 day period. That means that there were only

seven days out of a 49 day period that were free of commercial harvesters, and fully available

to our clients. The openers are from 9 am on the opener to 9 am on the day ofthe closure.

Even though the nets are pulled at 9 am the sport fishing opportunity is very limited due to the

fact there are very low numbers of fish below the marker. And all the fish above the marker

have been scared to death and are stressed out. They do not bite very well. We have to wait

for the next tide to see if more fish will be coming in. Then there is usually an opener the next (

morning at 9 am. Just when the fish are starting to fill in the emptied out holes the nets go

back in and the cycle starts again.

Equally troubling is the fact that the commercial harvesting operation is under the control and

management of the city and borough of Yakutat. That is, the cannery, harvesters, pilots, fish

and game management, and F&G on site representative all economically tied to the local

community.

Look at the numbers:

the numbers of sport fishers increased between 2000-2004 when there was no commercial

harvesting on the Tsiu and then peaked in 2005.

the number of sport fishers decreased between 2005-2008 when commercial harvesting

resumed on the Tsiu.

It's no coincidence. The way commercial harvesting is conducted on a river the size, depth and

length of the Tsiu is filthy, obnoxious, dangerous, and causing people to stop coming to the

Tsiu. Ultimately hurting someone's vacation, someone's employment, and someone's business.

That's not right.
(
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If you look at it from a purely economic standpoint, sport fishing on the Tsiu employs many

more people, the revenue base is extremely higher and is potentially even higher, the taxes and

lease payments to Yakutat is higher and potentially even higher. And the impact on the

environment and the fish resource is extremely lower.

The amount of investment in both time and dollars that the lodges on the Tsiu have put into

the infrastructure and building business here is enormous. The lodges all pay sales taxes,

property taxes and lease payments every year. The lodges all have a huge bond on their lease

sites in case of abandonment or for clean up. The lodges all had to get a survey and appraisal

done. The lodges all have business licenses.

The amount of investment in both time and dollars the commercial harvesting operation has

put into infrastructure and the area pales in comparison. There are no property or sales taxes,

no lease payments to make. No bonds to pay in case of abandonment or for clean up. No

surveyor appraisals to pay for.

AWOC spends in excess of $100,000.00 a year on advertising and promotions. We travel all

over the country working the streets to get those precious few new groups each year. AWOC

has been advertising the Tsiu for 25 years and has many long time guests and employees.

AWOC has seen a dramatic decline in the number of guests returning the last 3 seasons. Many

long time guests have stated they will never come back as long as there is scare harvesting with

motorized vehicles on the Tsiu.

I have had the question asked, "why is there all of a sudden a problem? What is different now

that there are so many complaints?" There has always been a problem. 1995 was my first year

on the Tsiu and even then I would get run out of my fishing holes by commercial harvesters.

Ironically, it was Greg Derrick running me out. He is now a lodge owner on the Tsiu. In the 80's

and 90's there was a great big lake above the marker. Plenty of area for fish and anglers to

escape the activities going on down stream. Then there was no commercial harvesting

between 2000-2004. During the last 14 years the lake was slowly filling in with sand blowing in

during the storms. So the area we used to be able to sport fish and get away was gone and was

forced to fish the main channel and the mouth of the river which was fine since there was no

commercial harvesting conflict. Then when commercial harvesting resumed in 2005, there

were new, young faces driving the boats. The price of salmon had fallen off, the price of fuel

had risen and these young guns were aggressive. Now that our safe haven for sport fishing was

gone, we were left shrugging our shouiders wondering what the heck to do. Then, in the years

to follow, the number of sport fishers has dropped off so much so that we are finding our backs

against the wall. There are already 2 ofthe 5 lodges for sale on the Tsiu. And 2 others have

turned into ghost towns. It's getting ugly. The Tsiu River employs me year around. This is the

way of life I have chosen. I have spent most of my adult life building, developing and turning
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th is lodge into one of the greatest sport fishing destinations in Alaska. That is becoming (

endangered. Endangered because of a few boats and a handful of young guys that like to hang

out and have fun on the Tsiu? It really is ridiculous when you think ofthe possibilities and

potential this river and area has for tourism. People will simply spend their money somewhere

eise where they don't feel disgusted and mad when they leave. Tourists should feel welcome

and leave here wanting to tell everyone about their adventure, what they did, the animals they

saw and feeling a sense of the great Alaska outdoors.

The Tsiu River is not just another river in the middle of nowhere. It really is a world-class,

worldwide destination for sport fishing silver salmon. There is nowhere else in the world a

person can go and catch the numbers and size of silver salmon day after day, year after year,

consistently. This place is as special as it gets. It is one of a kind, and should be treated that

way. Not like an empty beer can tossed on the beach.

Dan Ernhart email -dan@ernhart.com

PO Box 1516

Cordova, AK 99574

218-252-2337

(
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December 5, 2008

Mr Dan Emhart
P.O. Box 1516
Cordova, Alaska 99574

Dear Dan,

I wanted to take this opportunity to express my thoughts about the commercial harvesting
of salmon on the Tsiu River in Alaska.

As you know I have been putting together groups offly fishermen and taking them to
various fishing destinations since the early 1980s. I have been bringing such groups to the
Tsiu River since 1987. I have continued to bring groups to the Tsiu because this trip has
consistently offered excellent accommodations and food, friendly and helpful service,
and excellent salmon fishing. But during the last three years in particular the salmon
fishing experience has deteriorated badly, primarily because of the commercial fishing
operations allowed to exist on the river.

On my trips north I have been allowed to bring as many as 12 anglers to the Awac
lodge. On some years I have had to tum people away. I have almost always had at least
10 people-mostly repeat customers each of whom spends upward to $4000 to make this
Alaskan trip. Last year I had only 8 people and 4 of them averaged catching only one
salmon per day. Two were virtually skunked. A few years ago that would have been
unheard ofon the Tsiu. These men have all looked upon this trip as an armual get
together. Next year none of the four will be returning. For the first time, I am having
trouble recruiting anglers to come to Alaska. The current commercial fishing practices
on the Tsiu are killing off that river for sport fishermen.

There seem to be more commercial fishermen on the Tsiu than ever before-now
occupying virtually every spot where fresh-run salmon hold. These commercial
fishermen repeatedly circle boats to herd and harass the salmon with utter disregard for
anv sport fishermen there. In the photographs I have enclosed, the commercial fishermen
circled their boat so closely that my angling friends had to let their lines sink to the
bottom to keep them from being cut by the boats.

We are told that nets can only be stretched halfway across the river. Yet I have seen
places where less than 6 inches ofwater flowed over a wide sand bar. That shallow area
was treated as "half the river", the net being stretched over the entire remaining water
the only water the salmon could move through.

These commercial fishermen are so efficient at harvesting the salmon that we now have
.uubie catching fish on the dav following; the harvesting. Ifthere are no fresh fish
.;:lmmg mto the nver on those davs. there are few fresh fish left in thp, river Tt h,"s ,,,'ver
.clOre neen thIS bad.
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I have heard rumors that game wardens were alerted and visited the commercial
operation last season. If so, I suspect the commercial fishermen were tipped off. Perhaps
the wardens were looking out for their commercial-fishing neighbors. At any rate, when
we arrived, the wardens had gone and the abuses were, if anything, worse than ever.

As disturbing as this is, I am just as disturbed by the complete disregard these particular
commercial fishennen have for the salmon fishery itself. They really have a short
sighted view. Over the last 60 years I have seen the salmon runs in California diminish,
and now am beginning to see the same type of events converge on Alaska salmon runs.
Over 60 years offisrung has taught me that we can no longer treat salmon runs as if they
will always be there. Unlike California, fisheries management people needs to steo in
actively while such runs still exist. These commercial practices on the Tsiu need to be
seriously monitored and altered and violations emphatically enforced, if not for the
balance with sport fishing. at least for the future of the salmon rnns.

Sincerely yours.
. ,

;1/ !J. . yo?' /~,L
,---,-/~- G V7-<j~

A:Jvin R. Kyte I
fishing Author and Teacher

(

(
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James A. Perl)c

3385 Country Club Dr. S.
Salem. OR 97302

December 3. 2008

DanErnhart
Alaskan Wilderness Outfitting
P.O. Box 1516
Cordova AK 99574

Dear Dan:

I am delighted to provide my comments regarding what I see is an almost total disregard
by most of the gill net fishermen of the lights of sport fishermen who are sharing the liver
with them. First ofall. I believe that there is a proper place for commercial fishing, but
not in a small confined space such as the Tsiu given the manner in which such
commercial fishing seems to be conducted.

I have been fishing the Tsiu for a number of years now and have been planning my trip as
late in the year as I can in hopes of avoiding the gill net fishermen. The reason for this is
the total disregard most of these guys have for the sports anglers.

Let me give you some examples. I have been fishing a stretch of water and have gill
netters who apparently don't have boats wade through my fishing water hitting the water
with oars herding the fish down stream into their net. I have had gill net fisherinen in
motorized dorys speed down stream through water I am fishing doing "donuts" through
the hole and around their net to herd fish from the entire river into their net. I have been
forced out of the area I am fishing for rear ofbeing swamped by boats speeding in
confined areas close to me.

As you know, I am responsible for bringing a number ofanglers to Cordova and to the
Isiu. The economic impact which we have, not just to Alaskan Wilderness Outfitters but
to the community and state is not insignificant.

If I had my preference, gill net fishing in the river should be outlawed, particularly g:iven
the shrinkage in the size of the river over the last several years. If it is not banned
entirely, it should be more tightly regulated. Including the regulations which are all read~·

III eUect currently, herding offish should be banned entirely. A speed limit of5 MPH
maXImum snould be imposed on all motorized boats. Better yet, motors should be

mnea emueiv.

. c Tsiu is a orecious resource. ·Ine economic benefit to the State ofAlaska ofthis
=:.:rce IS not well served bv its exnloitation bv a few commercial fishermen.
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Frankly, if these conditions do not improve soon, I am no longer interested in coming to
the area for my annual salmon fishing trip. I have discussed this with several of my
.:;:nnanions who are in alITeemem. AS a matter offact. there are five individuals who
have been with me on prior trips who are so turned off because of their confrontations
with gili netters that they are unwillmg to rerum.

I hope this is helpful. ifthere is anythmg more i can do to asSIst, piease let me know.

Slllcerelv,
/ .~

- ~ / \ ~'-----

_~~~e:;'.!'..>'Perr/~ """

•

(

(

(
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Nov. 26, 2008

Weseside Cop~ and Graphio 8086623106

Mr. Dan Emhart
Alaskan WJ1derness Outfitting Co.
Box 1516
Cordova, Alaska 99574

Dear Dan;

Sorry it has taken me this long to get a letter off to you regarding commercial hat-vestmg of
salmon on the Tsiu River.

I have fished the Tsiu River Iwice, Olli:e in September 2003 when there was nO commercial fishing
on the River. It wa~ my first experience fly fishing for silver salmon and I had a wOl1derfultime.

I returned to the Tsiu River in2007 to learn that there was commercial fishing on the River. The
commercial fishermen placed nets out from the baIlk half way acrOss the river Oll alternating sides
of the river. Thus most ofthe fish were caught by the nets. Also, the commeridaJ fishermen used
boats to herd the fish into the nets. r caught only 3 fish the whole time I was there.

A major reason to go 10 Alaska is to catch fISh, I Call fish without catclrillg fish here in California.
N 10'18 as there are commercial fish=en on the Tsm River I will be quite reluctant to return.

7d::~~¥c----
72 Corliss Drive
Momga, CA 94556
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Dear Dan:

Westside Cop~ and Graphio 8086623106

November 11, 200&

(

r am writing this Jetter in hopes that something Cill1 be done about the persistent and
increasing problem of the commercial harvesters interfering/endangering us sport
£isherm,m in the Tsiu r'ver.

As you know, my friends and 1 havc been long lime llIlnUlil customers of tile
AJaskanWilderness Outfitting Companyin the Tsiu. We date back to the years when we
Jived in your ~tcntcity" prior to the establishment of your present permanent cabins in
your present location. I cannot recall one year when we did. not experience unpleasant
encounters with the commercial harvesters, Their nets usuaJly (ifnot aJways) would
stretch aCroSS at least 80 to 90% bfthe width of the river; They would rWI their noisy
high powered boats acrQSS our frshing Iines ~nd IntIny times come dangerously dose to
many of us who were alroady standing in the river even though we were there first prior
to tJlcjr anivaL During this years visit to the Tsiu (2008), our guide spoke to the
commercial ftsherman who seemed to be in charge of his group remitlding him we had
been fishing in this loca.tion prior (0 their arrival lind that they werc running their boat
dnngcrously close to liS. and the response our guide received was "I don't earc"----fis a
result. we had to leave that spot and went elsewhere. I might add that the above
desc6bcd encounter this year WllS not an isolated experience but also repealed in prior
years..

I find it (n~reasing!y difficult to enjoy my fishing in the Tsiu because of these repetitive
unpleasant encounters with the commercial harvesters and would appreciate it ifyou can

. forward my comments and experiences to the proper authorities. It seems to me that we
should be able to share the rivcr with each other withcut conflict. It is my hope that I call

continue to retum to the Tsiu anuually to Fully enjoy what otherwise is II very fulfi lling
and enjoyable fishing experience. Anything your company can do to help ensure this
goal would be decislve in our returning to the Tsiu.

My personal regardJi to you, Tom, Katie and the rest ofyour organization.

Sincerely'

(l'
tJ4~

Gilbert1 Hum
177 J Longhi!! Drive
Monterey Park, CA 91754

(

(
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I came to the Alaskan Wilderness Lodge for a
fishing trip in summer of 2007. I had taken at least six prior trips
with them. I came from Philadelphia on my last fishing trip and it
is a grueling series of plane rides to finally arrive at the Lodge on
the Tsiu River. There is also a series of expenses involved in
lodging expenses in Cordova and Anchorage. I point these items out
since fishing at the Tsiu River involves sacrifice and strength to
arrive there in addition to saving for the funds to pay for everything.

In 2007 I was exposed to the activities of the commercial fishermen
in the Tsiu River. They had large nets, they had aluminum motor
boats with strong Horse power motors to herd the salmon into the nets
. It had a huge negative effect on my fishing experience. They
drove the boats within my casting range from shore trying to herd the
salmon into the nets. They moved the nets around so that we were
forced to fish around their fishing territory and at times that was a
chaotic situation. We worked hard to locate fishing opportunities
on the river and often the salmon were a confused and skittery group.

The worst part of the experience was the large amount of noise from
the motors as they ran in circles to herd the fish into the
nets. How in the world can one have a positive experience with
several boats running in circles and coming close to the shore where
I was fishing? I would look at these fishermen at work and I felt
like leaving and going home. I did not come to Alaska to see noisy
boats circling the River and it influenced my decision for the summer
of 2008. I did not return in 2008.

At this time I am considering a return to the river for summer of
2009 but I assure everyone that the status of the fishermen will
influence my decision on returning. I have spent thousands of
dollars to both catch wild salmon and to have a pleasant and
enjoyable experience. That is not possible with the actions of the
commercial fishermen.

I am concerned about the actions of the commercial fishermen and it
will definitely influence my decision on returning for a fishing trip
to the Tsiu River.

Dr. Harold Frey
5720 Olinda Rd.
El Sobrante, CA 94803
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my wife and family hve been fishing the Tsiu for the
past 8 years. Some years have been better than others! but we always
have had a good trip.
The past 2 years we have had to put up with the commercial fisherman!
they have no respect for the SPOtt fisherman. Two years ago they raced
their boat out to the mouth of the river fouling up all the lines in
the water.
and last year they took just about all the fishable water with their
nets! so on those days the sport fisherman were froze out.
I would like to add that for us to come to Alaska to participate in
your wonderful fishing, that we spend almost 5 thousand dollars per
guest for air fare, lodging, license/etc.
In closing I can't see Alaska Fish and game making a small stream like
the Tsiu a stream for the commercial fisherman.

Arthur and Donna Alger
3937 Chaboya Road
San Jose California 95147

(

(
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October 30, 2008

I have brought two groups of family and friends to the Tsiu River to experience the
fabulous scenery, excellent accommodations and service that AWOC provides as well as
the exciting salmon fishing. Our first trip was in late September 2006 and once again in
late September 2007. These trips were very special for us and we still talk about the
fabulous experiences they were.

During both trips we were surprised at the brazen attitude of the commercial salmon
fishennen. I respect their right to have access to the salmon but do not support their
actions when they put recreational fishennen in danger. I have spent a good sum of
money to take my family and friends to the Tsiu and am extremely disappointed by the
unprofessional actions of the commercial fishennen and clear lack of supervision oftheir
daily activities.

There has never been a day of fishing on the Tisu that we did not have to quickly reel in
and get to the shore area because some halfwit commercial fishennen was blasting
directly towards our positions which we had been fishing in for sometime. This would
happen several times a day as well knOw. It was obvious they intentionally came all the
way across the river to harass us. I have even had occasions when I could not get to the
side of the river fast enough and they would speed up stream between me and the river
bank missing me by less than 30 feet! It was clear to me that the commercial fishennen
believe this is their river and we recreational fishennen are trespassing.

Alaska affords the fishermen such unforgettable experiences but being run over by an out
of control commercial fishennen on the Tsiu is not one I want to remember.

I do hope the authorities can provide some resolution to the Tsiu fishing conflicts
between recreational and commercial fishennen before someone is run down or the
cOlmnercial activities escalate to the point that we recreational fishennen stop coming to
such a special part ofAlaska.

Sincerely

Bill McKemy
Reno,NV.
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Blog posted on internet

Posted by Jim Mancuso on 2006-09-18 20:19:39

I just returned from a week long trip to the Tsiu in Alaska and was really upset over the amount
of commercial fishing that is going on this year. Attached is a letter I sent to the commissioner of
Alaska Fish and Game. I urge anyone who has had the pleasure to enjoy this wonderful fishery to
contact the Alaska Fish and Game with their comments on this issue. Maybe with enough input,
they will do something about the number pennits and/or days allowed netting.

To the Commissioner ofFishGame@FishGame.state.ak.us

(

I have just returned from a fishing trip on the Tsiu River, located between Cordova & Yakutat.
This was our sixth trip there for silver sahnon, for myself & two friends. I would like to plan a
fishing trip for six to Diericks Lodge, for 2007, but I am concerned due to the extensive amount
of commercial netting I witnessed this year on this magnificent river. Last year there was
minimal amount of netting, but this year it seems that the netting has doubled or more. Talking to
the owner of the lodge, it is apparent that the netters are allowed twenty-four hours on and
twenty-four hours off of salmon netting. This involves blocking off two-thirds of the river, in
prime water, with each net. It is almost impossible for any fish to pass and spawn. We tried to go
above the nets and fish for salmon, but there wasn't any in the upper reaches of the river due to
the extreme salmon netting pressure. It seems that three lodges have to fish in one area near the
mouth below the last net. But due to the netters swerving back and forth in their boats to push the (
fish to the nets, this creates extreme muddiness down below. They didn't even care that we were
at a certain stretch ofriver first, butjust implemented their nets right above us and ran boats back
and forth to push the salmon into the nets. I'm sure that since this is a four year salmon, that there
will be a very small run in 2010.

I hope the Fish and Game will not let this situation continue, as this will certainly ruin the sport
fishing possibilities and future runs on this magnificent river.
I would like the Alaska Fish and Game to look into this matter and see if anything can be done
about the amount of commercial netting or amount of days that will be allowed.

I would appreciate a response to this letter.

Thank you very much,

James Mancuso
GregorJim@aoLcom
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November 19,2008

Alaska Department ofFish and Wildlife

Dear Sirs:

I have fished the Tsiu River for the past four years as a guest of the Alaskan Wilderness
Outfitting Company based in Cordova. Five to six of us come up from Oregon for the
wonderful fly fishing for Coho sahnon that the Tsiu River has to offer. We have had a
great time each year with the exception of having to deal with the commercial fishermen
who "work" the river with their nets for the Coho.

Two years ago, we had been fishing a stretch of the river not too far up from the mouth
when the cormnercial fishermen came in and put their nets below us and then proceeded
to go round and round with their boat to herd the fish into their nets. They then went up
stream from us and proceeded to walk down the middle ofthe river aslapping the water
surface with long poles, thus driving the fish dowuriver back to their nets. The river at
that point is narrow enough that they were only about three rod lengths (about 30 feet)
from where we were standing and fishing. We were all disgusted with this and one of our
guys yelled to the commercial fisher that he was ruining our "water". And the reply was
something to the effect that he had to make a living. We told our guide that we wanted to
go somewhere else to fish since our spot had be totally ruined.

This past season (September 2008), we had gotten into a great fishing spot by 8:00am and
had been fishing for over an hour when the commercial guys came up on the opposite
side of the river, put up their nets just below where we were fishing and then went roaring
up the river with their boat coming quite close to several of the fishermen. Needless to
say, the upstream movement of the fish to where we were fishing was severely restricted.

We enjoy fishing the Tsiu River because of the relative remoteness of the area, the great
fishing and the wonderful hospitality of the Alaskan Wilderness Outfitting Company.
We also see fishennen from other guide camps on the river but have never had any
conflicts. There is plenty ofriver for the sportsman fisher. However, it is really
distressing to have this serene situation ruined by several commercial fishermen who are
bent on getting their harvest regardless ofwhat others are doing.

Sincerely,

BruceL Wulf
656 Lamplighter Circle SE
Salem, Oregon 97302
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c. Allen Pool
273 San Bernabe Dr.
Monterey, CA 93940-6123
831-372-5564

November 1, 2008

To Whom It May Concern:

With the exception of one year, I have, since 1998, had the pleasure of fishing on the Tsiu River as
a guest at the camp of the Alaskan Wilderness Outfitters Company in either August or September.
Each trip was unique. The setting is beautiful beyond words as has been the abundant supply of
incoming Silver salmon.

(

Only one feature has prevented the experience from being perfect. That has been the bad
manners, rudeness, and illegal activities of some of the commercial fishermen. Each time that I
have fished on the river at the same time as the commercial fishermen, some of them, not all, have
used their boats to interrupt me and others while we were fishing a school of fish. They would
run and circle their boats between us and the school of fish so as to herd the school into their nets.
Many times, they have done so without regard for our fishing and our safety. (

At the times I and others have called out to them, they expressed their rudeness by saying such
things as ''I'm just making a living", "This is my income", or "F..... you". This past September a
woman was fishing about 15 yards to my left. There was a school of fish between her and the
opposite bank. A commercial fisherman raced between her and fish and commenced circling in
front of her and herding the fish to his net. In doing so, he came dangerously close to her. When
she called out to him, he respond holding up to her his middle finger.

I don't begrudge the commercial fishermen their right to fish or to make a living. However, they
should do without infringing upon the rights of others and without violating the law. Greater
enforcement of the fishing regulations is needed Without vigors enforcement, those commercial
fishermen who have behaved badly and have violated the law will continue to behave badly and
violate the law.

Respectfully,

ri~~
C. Allen Pool

(
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This past September tenth through the fourteenth completed my fifteenth consecutive
trip to the Tsiu River, Alaska. It was my worst fishing experience here or anywhere!

Several years ago was my first experience observing commercial fishing operations on
the river. There was a mutual respect between the commercial fishermen and the
anglers. During my break period, I had the opportunity to talk to some of the commercial
fisherman, some of whom were hard working husbands and wives, trying to make a
living. They gained my deepest respect. Some of them apologized to us for their
activities but they operated within the law.

However, in recent years there has been an increase in the violations of accepted legal
commercial fishing practices.

1. The illegal practice of herding fish into the nets by spinning their boats and forcing
the fish into the nets verses the natural captivity of fish swimming into the nets was most
disturbing. The bow man was

tauntingly laughing and waving to us. The aural effect of the boat motors were also
altering the natural behavior of the fish.

2. Nets were anchored more than halfway across the river. This year some were
placed 90% across the river and later reversed to cover the remaining 10%. This was
done in front of a line of anglers. A

net anchor was dropped haughtily at the feet of one of our guides.
3. One of the boats circled within ten feet of shore in front of me and ran over my fly

line. He continued to harass the anglers by obstructing our casting and herding the
salmon into the nets.

4. Miraculously, when peace officers responded to the complaints and visited the river,
all conditions changed to an orderly harvest by the commercial fishermen. It was
obvious that there had been an internal

"tip off." The following day the few obnoxious commercial fishermen returned to their
unlawful practices.
Until these violations are corrected, I would not recommend anyone to fish this river.
Unfortunately, the fishing lodges, business in Cordova and the state of Alaska will be
negatively impacted.

People from different parts of the world seek to experience the natural beauty of Alaska
and their fine people. With proper enforcement, the mutual !awful sharing of the Tsiu
River can be returned.

Respectfully,

Donald A. Langrock
dslangrock@earthlink.net
530-632-3561 (Cell)
P.O. Box 1416
Williams, CA 95987
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Dan, I am writing this to say how much I appreciate your efforts to protect the quality of the sport fishing on
the Tsiu River. Before I started coming to the Tsiu two years ago, a group of friends and I had made over 20
annual trips to Yakutat where we fished the local rivers for silvers. We even made a couple of trips up in the
summers to try the sockeye runs. We all enjoyed the fishing experience, realizing that some runs were going
to be great and some down. However, we started looking for a new destination as the fishing around [
Yakutat deteriorated and the crowds increased. We found ourselves scheduling day trips just to get aw J

from the commercial nets and the increasing crowds. Fortunately, a friend from my office, Jim Perry, had
been traveling to the Tsiu and bringing back tales a great salmon run and wonderful accommodations with
your company at the Tsiu Lodge.

Accordingly, two years ago, I coordinated a trip for most of my group to the Tsiu, and this year, after one last
trip to the Lost River and Yakutat, we returned to the Tsiu. On my first trip to the Tsiu, I was actually a little
disappointed by the number of nets in the lower river. There seemed to be more than on the Lost river.
Moreover, the commercial fisherman were even more aggressive. If we were fishing along a cut bank, they
would set nets a 30-40 yards above us or below us. Periodically, they would start up their boats and race
around the river, occasionally spinning their boats as they moved towards their set nets. It was clear that
they were chasing fish. After waiting for a while they would then go pick the fish out of their nets. The cycle
was pretty regular; 1. Set nets, wait; 2. Fire up boats and go down or upstream and race back towards the
net while doing some spinning; 3. Wait for 10-15 minutes; 4. Pick fish from net Wait for a while and start
process over. Fortunately, the nets were only in the river a portion of our visit.

This year, we arrived later in the season, and the nets really were not an issue for us. However, I understand
from a friend who came up earlier and stayed at another lodge on the Tsiu that the same aggressive actions
by the commercial fisherman were again being practiced this year. The noise of the boats, the obvious
herding of fish, and the "this is our place" aggressive attitude of some of the commercial fisherman are
putting a great sport fishery at risk. This year, it was such a joy to not to have to deal with the unnecessarv
conflict between us as sports fishermen and the commercial fishermen. I feel very fortunate that I do n1
have to try to make a living in the elements in which they work, but there is really no excuse for their
abrasive attitude. As a group, we spend a lot of money in our efforts to find a beautiful and enjoyable
environment to spend a few days each year fishing. The accommodations that you provide really add to that
experience. However, the noise of the speeding boats, the obvious herding offish and the aggressive
behavior of some of the commercial fisherman will ruin both the quality of sport fishing on the Tsiu and the
reputation of the Tsiu as a great place to fish with rod and reeL

Several years ago on the Setuk, I saw a confrontation between a commercial fisherman and a sports
fisherman almost end in fist fight on a gravel bar. The commercial fisherman was speeding up river in a
boat and got too close to a fly fisherman who was trying to back out of the hole. This is not a good situation
when some ofthe participants are actually carrying firearms. There is room for both types of fisherman on
the Tsiu. I encourage those who regulate commercial fishing on the Tsiu to take whatever action is
necessary to control the aggressive behavior (e.g., setting nets from opposite banks in an off-setting manner
to essentially block the river, racing or spinning of boats, etc.) of some commercial fisherman. The
economic impact can be substantial when the sports fishing community believes that they are not a
welcome part of the community. The Tsiu is a great river, but there are other places to fish in both Alaska
and Canada where sports fisherman do not have deal with the stress of nets, racing motors and angry
commercial fisherman setting nets around them.

Dan, keep up your efforts to make the Tsiu a better place for all of us. Give my best to your team. They do a
great job.

Regards,

Public Comment#jL1.~/fL
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October 30, 2008

Our group has been fishing with Alaskan Wilderness on the Tsiu since
year 2000. In the past few years, the commercial fishing industry has
made our experience rather difficult. It is almost to the point where
fishing the Tsiu on commercial days is an experience in being harassed.

Nets are placed right in front of the sport fishermen with us being
pushed out of the way from a good fishing hole. When the nets are out,
then the boats run at high speed with loud motors herding the fish into
the nets. This is not the serene fishing that brings pleasure to us.

This year, 2008 the boats ran at high speed between us on the river
where we were 20 feet apart. This included running over our lines with
fish on the hook. The wake from the boats almost knocked me into the
water. When the boat ran between us, the driver held his index finger
aloft to salute us. There was 200 yards of water that he could have used
instead of between us.

We have no way to counter the action of the commercial fishermen as
we are there on a recreational trip for a few days. The expense of a trip
to the Tsiu makes me wonder if I want to continue with the harassment
from the commercial fishermen.

As the Tsiu is one of the few clear water streams in Alaska, I believe it
should be reserved for recreational fishermen.

Jim Miner
2871 Tarn O'Shanter Drive
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762
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September 28,2008

Alaska Department of Fish & Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Gentlemen:

For the past 9 years, several of us fish the Tsiu River for Silver salmon
during the month of September. The fishing is great and the lodging in
Cordova and with the Alaska Wilderness Outfitting Company on the Tsiu
are the top of any fishing and hunting areas we frequent.

The commercial fishermen on the Tsiu River have become aggressive
over the years to the point that they push the sport fishermen out of the
way when placing their nets. This year they were so aggressive that
they would run their boats at high speed between two of us that were (
20 feet apart while we are standing in 3 feet of water. There was over
100 yards of water that was available for the boats. The wake of the
boats made it difficult not to fall into the river. At the same time the men
in the boat waved their index fingers at the sport fishermen.

The Tsiu is one of the few clear water rivers for fly fishing that I know of
in Alaska. I ask that you consider the banning of commercial fishing on
the Tsiu reserving the clear water fishing for the sport fishermen.

We have made reservations to Fish the Tsiu again in September of2009.
At the age of 81 I hope to make the trip for many more years.

Yours truly

Jim Miner
2871 Tam O'Shanter Drive
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762

(
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I want to comment on my sport fishing experience on the Tsiu. I have lived in Alaska 34 years, and I have
fished all over the Alaska Peninsula at various lodges and at the Tsiu for three years (one full week each time).

In all my experience of sport fishing in Aiaska, I have never seen anything like the experience on the Tsiu.
First, the silver salmon experience is by far the best fishing I have ever had. I love it. Secondly, the
commericial fishing on the river is like I have ever experienced anywhere in Alaska. It is hard to believe that
our state fishing reguiations allow what happens on this incredible river.

The Tsiu is a short, extremely shallow, narrow river. I cannot believe that commercial fishing is allowed on
this river because of its shallowness and importance to overall silver salmon health.

However, it is currently allowed, but the commercial fishermen abuse the priviledge by:
1. Netting completely across the river--on a daily basis from my experience

2. Driving boats with large, large horsepower to herd fish above and below the nets into the nets.

3. Coming within yards of sport fishermen as they fish in the water. This year, a commerical fisherman came
within yards of me at a FULL tilt while I am fishing in the water. Another woman at the lodge was also scared
by a commercial fisherman coming fast within yards of her. She was terrified. I personally have been soaked
with a wake from a boat while I was fishing.

I am concerned, not only for the sportfishing industry on this river, but most of all for the salmon. The Tsiu is
shallow and small. The fish don't have anywhere to go when herded and when scared by the huge motors.
The motors dig up the sand and change the flow of the river. This is abuse and poor conservation of the
resource.

I believe that the Board of Fisheries needs to take a long, hard look at the way this river is currently managed
and the abuse of regulations that take place. It needs to change--not just for the sport fishermen--but for the
long term conservation of the resource,

Commercial fishing on this river needs to be phased out, but in the meantime, much more heavily regulated
and monitored.

Kate Sandberg
PO Box 1025
Girdwood, AK 99587
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I am a guide on the Tsiu River. I have seen years of commercial fishing and sports (
fishing going on side by side. The Tsiu is a short, shallow and narrow river. When
the peak of fishing is underway the river becomes quite crowded. Every year the
crowds seem to grow. With all the people standing in the river commercial and
sports fishing the use ofhigh-speed boats has become dangerous.

Because the Tsiu is a shallow river a flat bottom boat require a lot of speed to keep
from dragging the bottom. Boats running up and down the river weaving through
people is asking for an accident. The boats must follow the channel, fisherman fish
the channel, not much room for error. I have witnessed numerous close calls. Once
an angler actually have to dive out of the way to avoid being run over by a boat
sliding out of control around a corner!

There is very little respects given to the angler visiting Alaska's Tsiu River buy the
commercial fishing boats. It is bad enough that angles are run out of fishing holes
buy nets laid at their feet. It is just not safe or fair to run the angles off the river with
a boat run in circle at high speeds in front of them. People come to Alaska for a
special fishing experience, not to be run off the river buy dangers that could be
regulated. Let me know if I can assist in making the Tsiu a safer place to experience.

Captain Matt Williams

(

(
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PHIL ERICKSON
H+

3345 STONE VALLEY ROAD ALAMO, CALIFORNIA 94507
Phone (925) 837-0278 Fax (707) 922-1465

Email PhilErick@sbcglobal.net

November 4, 2008

To all concerned,

I have fly fished the Tsiu River numerous times and fully enjoyed many of
them, however my experiences the last three trips to the Tsiu were so bad
that I have quit going to what was once one of my favorite venues.

The sole reason for my discontinuing traveling from California to the Tsiu is
the disruption and harassment caused by the commercial fishing elements!

In my earliest encounters with the commercial operators, they appeared to
respect us sport fishermen and avoided close encounters, sadly my last few
trips that has not been the case. They act as though the river is theirs to do
as they please and would like to drive us from the Tsiu by harassing us.
When I have asked them to please not get so close, they totally ignore the
request!

Their techniques of herding the salmon are not only unbelievably noisy, but
also make it impossible for sport fishermen to access very large portions of
the river, many being the very best runs for fly fishing. Many times they
come right in and place their nets where we are fishing.

Sadly, until changes are made in the commercial fishing practices on the
Tsiu, it will no longer be on my list of places to fish!

Sincerely,

Phil Erickson
The Phishin Phool
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L_ TSIU River, Alaska

Join Date: Jun 2008
Location: Millbrae, Cal
Posts: 85

Just got back from flyfishing the Tsiu river... located between Cordova & Yakutat, below
Anchorage...This was my 6th trip, & probably the last one...This river has probably the best
runs of silver salmon in alaska...A lot of nearby rivers have diminished runs in c1uding the
Situk river at Yakatut... Problem is every commercial fisherman is keying in on the new
increased prices they're getting for wild alaska salmon ...about $1 per pound or so?...Of the 5
days we stayed at the lodge, it rained really hard except for two half days...And when we
were doing great in areas, the commercials move right in & pullout gill nets & drive the
salmon up past us into the nets with their boats...Seems to get worse now the prices have
risen ..Turns out the lodge has a couple of permits to fish also & i reconized the owners son
helping them out... Needless to say, I was pissed & iet him know that you can't have it both
ways..Too bad, cause we used to get 50-100 fish a day when the weather was good ...Now
that California & Oregon have closed the salmon fishing, that this will only make things
worse..We still did well, until the boats moved in ...Wish i had better news to relay to you

about all wanting Alaska salmon fishing reports...Jim1P

(

(
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November 7, 20.08

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
PO Box 115525
Juneau, AK 99811

To Whom it May Concern:

Three to four of us have fished Alaska in early September for the last six years. It has been a wonderful
experience until this year. We fished at the Alaskan Wilderness Outfitters Tsiu River Lodge. I
personally spent over $10,000 on this trip.

We had fished the Tsiu River in 2005, and had a great experience. This year's trip, however, was less
than anticipated. The commercial fishermen on the river created substantial problems for the sport
fishermen. It was apparent they were using their boat and outboard motor to move or herd the salmon
into their nets.

In so doing they had complete disregard for me and two companions who were fly fishing the northern
river bank. They (the two commercial fishermen) would point their boat at full throttle directly at us
and then just before reaching our location they would make a sharp turn to prevent a collision with us.
We had to carefully time our casts to prevent out line from tangling with their boat and motor.

heir actions were very intimidating and dangerous. Carelessness or poor judgement in their
maneuvering could have resulted in a serious accident. The wake from their boat rocked us.

It is my conviction they purposely intended to intimidate us and frighten us from fishing the river.
Noise from the outboard motor spoiled the opportunity for a true Alaskan wildemess experience. There
is abundant room for commercial and sport fishermen on the Tsiu, but each must respect the others
rights and territory.

J am convinced those two commercial fishermen were deliberately trying to make our time on the river
unpleasant and frightening-they were successful.

Sincerely,

Gordon Smith
PO Box 1933
Belgrade, MT 59714
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11-14-08
DanErnhart
Alaskan Wilderness Outfitting Company,

Dear Dan,

For about the past 10 years our group of4-5 people has been coming annually to the Tsiu
River with Alaskan Wilderness Outfitting Company to fish for silver salmon.

The presence ofthe commercial fishermen is becoming a greater negative as to whether
we return.

The fishing nets often extend near the width ofthe river, there is no identification on the
nets of the permit holder, the jet boats are deafening and have gone directly over my
fishing line and severed it, the fish are herded out ofour fishing site, and our presence is
completely ignored near the point ofcontempt.

During the 2007 season while we were there, it seemed as if the river was near
completely emptied ofsahnon by the commercial harvesters, resulting in very poor
fishing for the sportsmen.

We have all felt that this river and its salmon run have produced many positive memories.
The location, scenic beauty, and the quality and class offered to us by Alaskan
Wilderness are outstanding.

I think we contribute significantly to the economy and should have our presence
recognized so that we do not feel harassed by these people.

I suggest that the Fish and Game force them to conform to the laws ofAlaska and be
restricted as to frequency ofaccess.

Most Sincerely,

"~~~ (, ~\rVo-"~
John L. Sorensen, M.D., F.A.C.C.
219N. CirnarronRd.
Las Vegas, NY 89145

(

(

(
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Edward Rabinowe
34201 Big Meadow Lane
Deer Island, OR 97054

(503) 366-3565
ERabinowe@jUl1o.COlll

Alaskan Wilderness outfitting Co.
PO Box 1516
Cordova, AK 99574
Attn: Dan Emhart, Manager

Dear Dan:

Thank you for continuing your effort to make the fishing experience on the Tsiu River
even better. 1have been fortunate to have spent vacation time on the Tsiu for the past 20
years. Doubly fortunate to spend time with AWOC for the best in Alaskan wilderness
adventure in the business.

In my 40+ years offishing vacations, the commercial fishing on the Tsiu is unique. Never
before or elsewhere have I been run out of my fishing hole by a power boat. 1 enjoy
wading and fly casting to salmon. The commercial fishermen just set their nets near
where you stand fishing and run the fish into the nets with power boats running over you
lines in the process. A wading fisherman has no choice but to leave the river for safety. It
is hard to argue while wearing waders and carrying a fly rod with power boats swerving
just feet from you while they clean all the fish out of the river and deprive you ofyour
spot on a stretch ofpublic open water where you were fishing.

Vacation cost on the Tsiu is significant, as is the sportsman's dollar in Alaska, and
AWOC excels in giving you what you pay for. The commercial fishermen have no
respect for the tourist dollar or the tourist's safety, sport fishing or common decency.

Sport fishermen are always willing to share a river. I have never heard ofa sport
fisherman asking a commercial fisherman to move his net no less try to run him off.
The Tsiu should be as available to me with my current fishing license as it is to anyone
else.

Please continue your work to assure that we all have fair access to the Tsiu river. I look
forward to fishing there again.

Tight lif:'J~~
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November 14, 2008

(9I6) 929T9680 (

FAX NO. (916) 929·9798

ALASKAN OUTFITTING COMPANY
Box 1516
Cordova, Alaska 99574

Dear Sir or Madam:

I have: baen.:fi;'hing and hunting. in.·Alaska: ·.s:b:;c~ ·1971. JV!Qst
years I make 2-3 trips to Alaska and have fished in many
locations. One of my favorite locations is the Tsiu River for
silver salmon in late August or the early part of September.

On a number of occasions we have had "problems" with
commercial fisherman cutting our lines, driving the fish away,
or, in some instances, putting their nets directly into the area
of the river where we are fishing. This last season, September,
2008, was a 'prime example of their conduct. (

There were seven of'usindur group, we went out to the
river early and'were fishing in'avery nice part of the river
opposite of where the commercial fisherman fly their fish out to
Yacutat. We had been there for about an hour when two commercial
fisherman came by in their boat 'and after a moment came back and
placed their net directly in front of us in the "hole" that we
were fishing. At that time we had caught at least one fish per
person and were hoping to get additional fish for our limit but
that ended right there.

The commercial fisherman then circled their boat on both
sides of the net and within about 20 minutes took at least 200
fish out of that hole and our fishing was over.

It is about the most blatant and egregious conduct by a
commercial fisherman that I've seen although I have seen some
that were almost as bad.

I know that the commercial fishing industry in Alaska is a
very important part of their economy and I realize that many
fisherman need to do commercial fishing for a livelihood.
However,' there should be 1 imits as to what they can and cannot
do. (
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DeMers &DOllOl'dn
A PROFF.....SSIONAL CORPORATION

I have read the "Harassment Law" of the State of Alaska
and this last example certainly falls within those parameters.

It is my hope that a more aggressive enforcement of existing
laws should enable both the commercial fisherman and the sport
fisherman to coexist.

LAD/tIm

cc: John Jackson
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November 16, 200S (
8823 Memorial Creek Dr

Spring, TX 77379

Alaska Wilderness Outfitters Co
P. O. Box 1516
Cordova, AK 99574

Dear Tom and Katie:

During my trip to the Tsiu River Lodge with you in September onhis year, 1
experience an unpleasant situation on the river with the commercial fishermen. 1
think: it is important that I relate this to you since it will affect my decision to return
in the future. This was discussed with the guides at the lodge, but I thought it would
be appropriate to advise you in writing since it will influence my decision to return
in the future. Unless something is done to improve their conduct, I will not be
returning to fish with you.

I understand the commercial fishermen had the authority to fish the river
during the time I was there from September 18 thru 23. However, their action of
traversing the river in front ofour fishing area, running within less than 30 teet of
us, and forcing us to stop fishing for fear of injuring someone in the boat was
arrogant and dangerous. They showed no respect for our presence on the river and
allowed us very little peace and quiet to fish only a small part ofthe river. They also
set their nets across the river from us and often ran in circles to drive the tish into
their gill nets.

I personally watched one group of commercial fishermen load more than 53
fish into a cart for processing while our party of over 6 fishermen tried to harvest
our limit of fish. I personally fail to understand the position that the Alaska Game
and Fish Department has taken on commercial fishing versus sport fishing. The
sport fishing industry clearly brings in more revenue to the state than the
commercial fishing industry. A relatively small number of commercial fishermen
are awarded the privilege of reaping the greatest amount ofthe available resource
while the sport fishermen are left with less and less. Regrettably, it has affected my
decision to return in the future.

Sincerely,

1tu~~ ~~4/~
Vernon Broussard
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/
John M. Jackson, Sr.

5665 Power Inn Road, Suite 140
Sacramento, CA 95621

(916) 381-8113

November 19, 2008

Alaska Outfitting Company
Box 1516
Cordova, Alaska 99574

Dear Sir or Madam:

I have been traveling to Alaska since 1971 to hunt and fish. Each year, I make several
trips to Alaska, and have fished in many locations. In late August or early September,
one of my favorite locations is on the Tsiu River to fish for silver salmon.

(

Let me first point out, that I know that the commercial fishing industry in Alaska isa
very important part of their economy. I also realize that for many people, commercial
fishing is their livelihood. However, there should be some limits as to what the (
commercial fisherman can and cannot do.

My group and I have encountered a few problems with the commercial fisherman on
several occasions. Not only have we encountered the commercial fishermen cutting our
lines or driving the fish away, they have also dropped their nets directly into the area of
the river where we are fishing.

This past season, in September 2008, was a prime example of some of the commercial
fishermen's conduct. Our group, there were 7 of us, had gone out on the river early and
we were fishing in a nice part of the river opposite of where the commercial fishermen
fly their fish out to Yucatat. At this time each of us had caught one fish, and we were
hoping to catch our limit, but because of the commercial fishermen's conduct noted
below we were unable to catch anymore.

After we had been there for about an hour, two commercial fishermen came by in their
boat, and dropped their net into the "hole" that we were fishing. Then they circled their
boat on both sides of the net and after about 20 minutes, they had taken about 200 fish
out of that hole. Needless to say, our fishing was over at that time. I have seen some bad
conduct by commercial fishermen in the past, but this particular instance was the most
atrocious behavior by a commercial fisherman that I have encountered.

I have read the Harassment Law of the State of Alaska, and that the example I've given (
above, definitely falls within those parameters.

Public Comment #.l.D-



I truly believe that with more aggressive enforcement of the existing laws, both the
commercial fisherman and the sport fisherman should be able to coexist.

~__J'--J_/C.~
( I John M Jackson, Sr. ---
v l.

kam
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Ronald L Ott (

7831 Fiftieth Street North
Lake Elmo MN 55042

Phone 651-777-7527
EMail vhfleo@mtn.org
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Attention: BOF Comments
Board's Support Section

ADF&G
PO Box I 15526
Juneau AK 9981 1-5526

ffi:CENED

. JAN f 5 200~

OOARDS

I am a 33 resident of Southeast Alaska and have been involved in the harvest of food
from the sea since I was old enough to walk and hold a pole. I am currently a member of
the Sitka F&G Advisory Committee, but I offer these comments as my personal opinion
separate from those of the AC.

Proposals 133, 134, 135, 139,307 & 308: These multiple proposals indicate that there is
a widespread feeling that the current regulations governing charter/non-resident (i.e. sport
fishing regulations) she!1fish harvest are not working at this th-ne. It is quite possible that
this would not be an issue if the existing regulations were strictly enforced, however, I
understand that the current budgets severely limit the reach of enforcement personnel.
Given that, I urge the board to take action that addresses the non-compliance by passing
regulations that are enforceable with less effort than those currently in place. Proposals
133 & 134 meet this criteria, (though 133 is arguably excessive). Proposal 135 (which I
authored) could probably be improved in this regard ifpower pullers were prohibited on
board a charter boat unless there were clients that were legally allowed to use them.
Proposals 307 & 308 meet this enforceability criteria as well.

Proposals 137 & 138: These nearly identical proposals seem to be excessively heavy
handed way to address the recent exploitation of the blackcod stocks by the charter
industry. A simpler and better solution would be to provide for a reasonable sport bag
limit for blackcod and have the department keep an eye on any other non-traditional
stocks that the may be targeted in the fi!ture. It is not necessary to preempt these as-of
yet-untapped fisheries with a bag limit for all un-named species, as the 3-year board cycle
allows plenty of time for the board to address species of concern before excessive harvest
occurs. This would be poor precedent and unduly restrictive. (If a charterfishennan
",mnts to keep 30 starry flounder, is this really a problem?) Note that if while discussing
proposals 296, 297 & 298, the board decides to prohibit electric reels, the bag limit for
black cod is probably not necessary, as only the recent combination of electric reels and
modem spectra fishing line has allowed fishermen an easy means to successfully target
blackcod and other extremely deep water fish.

Proposals J64, 165, 166, 167 & 168: Current regulations do not allow for red king crab to
be harvested under subsistence authority. The board should correct this mistake /
oversight. Additionally, the personal use harvest in much of Southeast is open with a
very generous (6/day) limit during years when there is sufficient crab to sustain a
commercial fishery, but closed entirely when the stocks are not at a commercially
harvestable level. The board ought to give the department the direction and authority to
open the personal use (and subsistence) fisheries even when the harvestab!e population is
not at a commercial threshold. A bag limit of I, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 crab may well be in order
in these situations.

(

(



Proposals 169 & 170: These proposals attempt to address two perceived problems. The
first being people legally scouting for red king crab in advance of the open season and the
second being illegal poaching of king crab during the week or two leading up to the open
season.
I see no problems with advance scouting. It has been fully legal in the past and is a time
honored tradition in hunting and fur trapping. Anyone that wants to spend the time and
gas money to confirm that the crab are in the same area that they have always been in
should feel free to do so. This is not a problem that needs to be fixed.
As for poaching, while getting pots out of the water for a week or two might reduce the
poaching during that time frame, shifting the illegal harvest to other times of year is not
much of a solution. In short, these proposals are unnecessary.
There is a gray area in the regulations regarding the practice of setting pots before the
opening day of the king crab season and pulling the pot as soon as the season opens. If
the board feels that this is a problem and wants to address it, I suggest that a better
solution would be to specifically allow this practice and shorten the season by a few days
to compensate for the additional fishing time.

Proposal 221: This is a poorly written proposal that worsens the problem that it claims to
address. I urge the board to reject this proposal.

Proposal 222: This proposal addresses an important concern, but as written will likely
have the unintended effect of concentrating the guided sports fishermen in the areas that
remain open to chinook retention, and thus concentrating the chinook harvest into these
area. It would be poor practice to focus fishing effort in the areas of lowest abundance
(i.e. weakest stocks). Hence I urge the board to modify the proposal to only close the
high chinook abundance areas to guided fishermen when the 48" minimum size limit is in
effect. (I.e. when chinook retention is not an objective for these fishermen.)

Proposal 223: I support this proposal. Sportfishermen, like commercial trollers place a
higher value on winter fish. (They taste better.) Anything that makes winter fishing
more attractive will allow more of these high value fish to be taken. The board should
note that this proposal may also (slightly) increase the by-catch of other species.

Proposal 224: i,Vhile the stated intent of this proposal is to allow fuller non-resident
pmticipation in the Golden North Salmon Derby, the proposal goes well beyond this. To
keep the intent of the original compromise that allowed this exception to the general 48"
minimum size limit in the first place, the board should continue to limit the time peliod to
10 days (changing the specific days as the Territorial Sportsmen, Inc. changes the dates
of the derby) rather than expand it to 25 days.

1-/5 Public Comment #:....:..1.../ __



Proposals 286 & 287: These proposals address the loophole in the current regulations that
permits frozen fish to be excluded from a fishermen's possession limit. I urge the board
to adopt this, or some other effective means of closing this loophole. If the board
considers the proposal too extreme, as an alternative, I suggest that the board consider a
requirement that the fish still be fit for human consumption after 2 I days. This would
allowed canned, (but not frozen fish in a wet-Ioc box) to be excluded from the possession
limit.

Proposal 290: I very strongly urge the board to reject this proposal for a several reasons.
Firstly, the number of36"+ steelhead harvested from systems outside of the 16 listed
ones is very small both in absolute numbers and as a percentage of the population.
Steelhead this large are rare even in the 16 most proquctive watersheds, but exceeding
rare in the unlisted small streams. Furthermore, thes'e fish are ones that could be
harvested without adversely affecting the stock. Large fish tend to predominately be
males, a..nd furthermore they are nearing the end of their lifespan and have likely spawned
several times already ensuring that their genes have been passed on.

While the likelihood of catching a fish large enough to keep is very small, the mere
possibility is important to many steelheaders. (If only to be able to freely choose to
release such a fish should they catch one.) Thus, by anointing a specific list of streams,
tiris proposal would have the unintended consequence of greatly focusing fishing effort
on the 16 drainages listed. These are systems with well-known run timing and as such, a
fishermen can quickly learn how to fish them effectively. This focused effort will lead to
increased catch and thus increased handling mortality in these systems. This will
increase, not decrease the total Southeast steelhead mortality.

The current regulations spread the effort out to many small relatively undocumented
streams that an angler has to study for several seasons before learning how/when to fish it
effectively. (Since unlike the well-known systems, the fishennan isn't able to obtain run
timing or ot.l-jer infonnation from department personnel or at the local sporting goods
store.) Once this hard-earned knowledge has been gained, the fishemlen has a great
motivation to protect his secret from other fishennen and to protect the resource that
makes the secret valuable. Proposal 290 reduces ti,e protection that these small streams
have by devaluing their secrets.

Historically, the Board of Fisheries has prudently decided against general area closures
paired with specific open areas in favor of liberal general regulations and specific
limitation on an as-needed basis. Again, I most strongly urge the board to continue this
wise tradition and reject this proposal, choosing instead to close harvest on specific
streams as the department sees the need to do so. (Proposal 317 is an example of a
handful of streams that may need such protection.) The great majoriry of steelhead
streams are so isolated and remote that very few fishermen (whether sport or subsistence)
utilize them. Hence it is not necessary or prudent to further restrict harvest levels in these
little-fished streams.

(

(
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Proposals 296, 297 & 298: The uncertainty of whether or not electric reels are
pe~ssible sport tackle should be addressed by this board at this time. While electric
reels don't seem very sporting to me, it is more important that the board make a clear and
timely decision than exactly what that decision is. If the board decides to permit the
general use of electric reels by able-bodied sport anglers, the board should also
implement bag and possession limits for blackcod (see proposals 137 & 138) as electric
reels and modem spectra fishing line have recently allowed fishermen to effectively
target these fish and other deep water species.

Note that as written, proposal 297 would specify that a fishing rod has guides. There are
now fishing rods on the market in which the line is threaded though the hollow blank and
do not have traditional external guides. I see no reason to prohibit such a fishing pole, as
the only advantage that it gives the fisherman is reduced tangling when several rigged
rods are stored together.

Proposal 309: Please pass this proposal to give the guided sport fish industry an incentive
to maximize the value of the resource that they already harvest rather than the current
incentive to increase Lheir harvest. This proposal will also give other users a predicable
future share ofthe coho resource.

Proposals 3 I 1, 312 & 313: These similar proposals aim to make enforcement of existing
regulations easier and less time-consuming for enforcement personnel. As enforcement
budgets are quite limited, this is a step in the right direction. Uniform frequent
enforcement helps to level the playing field between the guides that play by the rules and
the competition that chooses not to.

Proposals 320 & 321: Both of these proposals seek.to increase the value of the troIl
caught chinook resource by increasing the number of fish caught during the tit-ne of year
that the prices are typically higher. The board should implement these proposals which
also permit a greater share of the chinook quota to be caught during the time of year
when the highest percentage of Alaskan fishermen are fishing.

Proposals 325 & 326: These proposals seek to alter the coho troll season to coincide with
the greatest abundance of the coho on the fishing grounds. I agree ""ith the authors of
these proposals that for reasons unknovm, the coho run is later than in used to be. That
said, other user groups would be unfairly shorted if the troll season was made longer as
per proposal 325. On the other hand, it doesn't make sense to prohibit coho retention
during the high-effort days of the July chinook opening as proposal 326 desires. I
suggest a compromise where coho troll season would open conculTently with chinook
season on July 1 (two weeks later than it currently does) and end on September 30 (also
two weeks later than current) to maintain the same length of season and better align the
troll fishery with the coho abundance.

d-/
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Proposals 349, 350, 351 & 352: The research that I have seen on decompression devices
indicates that they are worth using. The board should be supportive of these proposals hi
general, but should not require that the rockfish be released "at or near the bottom" as
proposals 351 & 352 would. The research that I have seen indicates that the fish merely
needs to be released deep enough that it continues down tmder it's own power. In most
cases this would be less than 50' below the surface. There is no need to require that the
fish be forced ali the way to the bottom.

Thank you for considering my points of view.

~
Tad Fujioka

(

(
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RECEIVED

JAN 162009

Whom It May Concern, BOARDS
I come from a family of fishermen, consisting of generations of commercial

fishermen peppered with others whom have guide services for sport fishing on Lake

Erie. As you can imagine, family gatherings are an intricate balance of joyous

celebration and impassioned debates of each group's perspectives. It is a historic

competition for fishing rites that is not defined by: a time period! economic status,

or geographic location.

Fisheries can appear to be healthy and self-sustaining, yet the ebb and flow

of nature can be destroyed in an instant. Many more fisheries are diminished

by the actions of man, as has been documented countless times by many state

agencies (i.e., Fish and Game Departments or Departments of Natural Resources).

The imbalance that man tends to create is the reason these agencies exist, so

as to provide state and federal guidelines to protect fisheries for future

generations. Many states investigate, document, and revise the laws as well as

possession limits for both commercial and sport fishing annually. Thereby,

providing resources for all user groups, as well as maintaining the balance of

each fishery. At this time the Tsiu River fishery seems to be a location where

concern is paramount.

The situation occurring last fallon the Tsiu River seemed quite different

from past years during my visits there. I am quite fortunate to say that I

have fished many locations: all the Great Lakes, fly-ins in Canada, Mexico,

Aruba, Jamaica and many locations in Alaska. It is Alaska's beauty and

diversity which brings me back frequently. However, the recent fishing tactics

noted on the Tsiu River have me considering spending my vacation monies in some

other state. I waS appalled by tactics employed by the commercial fisherman on

the Tsiu. More difficult for me to grasp was the seeming lack of supervision

or monitoring of the abuses that were taking place. I may be naIve. However,

I thought that a portion of the monies collected by fishing licenses was to

ensure that law enforcement could be employed to regulate the laws that are in

existence.

I think the contrast between the regulations I am used to in Ohio versus

Alaska may have been the reason my sensibilities were insulted. The Ohio

fisheries on Lake Erie are under supervision daily during the summer months.

In fact, Wildlife officials from southern counties are temporarily relocated

during the summer months to ensure adequate coverage of Lake Erie's fisherman,

commercial and sport. It is just a daily happening. Perhaps that is why the

abuses I witnessed and heard about enraged me. I stood in shame to admit that

I was from a family of commercial fishermen.

The guide staff of my outfitting company attempted to downplay the situation

and act as professional as possible to ensure my safety. I assure you that I

felt safer fishing among griZZly bears feeding on salmon than I did standing on
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the bank of the river in the presence of those commercial fisherman. Those men

felt free to blatantly violate the laws of the state, as well as, plunder the

balance of nature by overfishing the river, and the killing of wildlife.

Again, not to fault my outfitters, but I did not feel safe when a power boat

went shooting down the center of the river while I was standing on the sandy

bank with my line in the water. Nor did it seem ecologically plausible when

nets were placed across the entire river to collect the fish during their river

run. Those men seemed to be trying to prove a point, that they had more of a

right to claim the salmon than did any other person or entity. I viewed their

actions as an obvious disregard for the future of commercial fishermen.

As a country, we often refer to Alaska as "The Last Frontier," the

implication being once the frontier is gone, there cannot be another.

Furthermore, without that frontier, there is less of a future for all of us.

The implication, perhaps unfairly so, is that some people view Alaska as a

state that must work more diligently than any other to protect that frontier,

its wildlife, and its resources.

After what I witnessed, I feel the State of Alaska needs to work harder at

investigating how other states or federal agencies work to enforce and manage

the laws that were created to regulate this balance. Please invest some of

(

your energies into protecting the Tsiu River. It is a beautiful place which

can teach so many about nature. This fishery is so much more than two user

groups attempting to benefit financially. It is about wildlife, the

environment and the future. It is my belief that it is not just Alaska's job

to protect its resources. I believe it is everyone's job to protect her

resources.

(

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter. I hope-that my words will

assist you in taking action about the abuses occurring on the Tsiu River.

Respectfully Yours,
Kristen Quisno-Witt
Customer of Alaskan Wilderness Outfitting Co.
8680 Genzman Rd.
Oak Harbor, OH. 43449

(
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Amend proposal of 199 to read as follows:
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PROPOSAL 199 - 5 ACC 27.035 Closure of registration areas.
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All herring fisheries In Southeast Alaska; Areas lA through 16 sball be clo.ed until
further notice. EICeption: Subslstance personal use at current levels (AND) winter
bait find winter bait pound (lsherifts shall remain at ClU'rent levels.

ISSUE: Depleted herring stocks in SoutllellSt Alaska are unable to recover due to tne
increased population of whales. Humpback whales have increased from 82 in 1986 to a\1
estimated {4,OOO} from thc southcrn border to Prince William Sound. Each adult
Humpback consumcs an estimated {3 tou.} ofherring, planlaon. and krill daily.

API'ROVED BY:

Ketchikan Herring Action Group
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www.ruralcap.com

January 2, 2009

BOF Comments
Boards Support Section
Alaska Dept. ofFish and Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

RE: Opposition to Proposal #235, Subsistence Fishing Permits

Dear Members of the Board ofFish:

The Rural Alaska Community Action Program, Inc. (RurAL CAP) is a statewide nonprofit
organization that has been advocating on behalf of low-income and rural Alaskans since 1965.
RurAL CAP is governed by a 24-member Board ofDirectors with representatives including
publicly elected officials and representatives from every region of Alaska.

During itsquarterlY)Iweting.on December 11,2008, the RurAL CAP Board ofDirectors
d~scllsse.d the SlIPsistence harVest ofhernng eggs. The consensus of the Board is that traditional (
uses of fish and game continue to be a mainstay ofAlaska Native culture and vital to the well-
being of rural communities. The subsistence harvest ofherring eggs is integral to ensuring that
rural and Alaska Natives continue to have access to a resource that has been utilized for
thousands of years.

Alaska's indigenous people continue to see erosion in their opportunities to harvest fish and
game resources for traditional uses as a result of changing regulations and more competition for
resources. Proposal #235 requiring permits and reporting for all harvest ofherring spawn in
Sitka Sound is one more attempt to discourage traditional uses. There is no consensus on such a
requirement and it only serves to place another unnecessary burden on harvesters. The RurAL
CAP Board ofDirectors opposes the Sitka Herring Association's Proposal #235.

For more information about this issue, please contact our Deputy Director, Sarah Scanlan, at
907-865-7365.

:R",gh,fu;,miveD.=M
Rural Alaska Community Action Program, Inc.

(
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Ivan & Lorita Leighton 907-225-4276 p.t
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ATTN: Board of Fish Comments
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department ofFish & Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526
Fax 907-465-6094

Re: Proposals 296,297, and 298.

Jarluary 16, 2009

I am writing to voice my objection to these proposals, all of which seek to end the use of electric reels
for sport fishing. I am a disabled person who lives to fish. I have a progressive neuromuscular disease,
as well as other medical conditions, including an ann injury which required a 4 inch metal rod in Oile
ann. The pictme above was taken 10 days after I had casts taken offboth legs and one arm. I was
successful only by using braces on my limbs, and by resting the pole on the tops of the boat rail and
laying my upper body over the reel to stabilize it wbile I reeled for dear life. My busband has 2 electric
reels on board, but they are not desi gned for salmon fishing and it would be near impossible to use.
them to playa salmon while they run, jump, and dart in all directions. But I simply cOlJlDd not catch a
lnalilblJlt, or any bottom fish, even a small one, without the aid of an electric reel. I cannot reel up
260 foot or more of weighted line, especially while supPOliing all that weight on the rod llying to pull a
balibut off the bottom. It does not help me catch~ halibut, it only assists me in reeling up the ones
that I do catch.

If these proposals are implemented, it will end my ability to bottom fish entirely, as it will for
many other disabled persons. I am sending copies of my letter to the Muscular Dystrophy Association,
the Alliallce for Disabled Sportsmen Rights, the Charcot-Marie-ToothAssociation, Families of the
Disabled, and many other disability organizations, and if these proposals are accepted by the board,
I will be filing a complaint witb the Department of Justice under the ADA.

But rbese proposals will not just effect disabled persons. When my cbildren were younger, they
were only able to bring halibut up with the help of the eIectTic reels, and my husband is a Charter boat
operator who has many very elderly and/or infilm clients, as well as children, who also would never be
able to enjoy bringing up a halibut with out the aid of an electric reel. If these proposals pass, many
sports fishermen will be unable to bottom fish, not ilJlst cha,:te.- cliellts who are disabled, or very
young, or very elderly.

111ank you for your time,

J-~4c/:~-A,ZiiYz
Lorita Leighton {l
PO Box 5175
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
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Board of Fisheries
Box 115526
Juneau,AJ( 99811

January 19, 2009

Board of Fisheries:

I am a SE Alaska troller and here are comments on some ofthe proposals slated for
review in February:

#227 - 'open troll fishery 7 days per week in District 8' - strongly support; It is
appropriate to modifY the rules to allow trollers to have a better chance of catching
something approaching a historic average based on percentage.

#228 - 'open portion ofFrederick Sound to trolling in May & June' - support: Trollers
should have better access to the stocks that we helped rebuild

#230, #231 -'open troll fishery 7 days per week in District 11 when transboundmy river
fishery is open' - Currently the troll fleet does not have an OPPOltunity to catch its fair
share. One tenth of 1% in 2006 shows just how low the troll share has been. ModifYing
the rules to allow an increased troll catch makes sense

#286 - 'amend the definition ofpossession limitfor SE AK to take into accountpreserved
fish as well as unpreserved' - strongly support. Current wording includes an unintended
loophole that allows possession of more fish than is really allowed. Clarification to
include preserved fish makes sense. Certainly everyone has at one time or another been
shocked at the huge pile of fish boxes you see for one traveler at the airports.

#288 - require non-resident anglers to have nontransferable harvest records in
possessionfor coho salmon; limits proscribed in #288' - As king salmon catches are
forced to drop due to newly negotiated annual quotas and as halibut stocks in SE continue
to decline, we can anticipate a big increase in effort on coho salmon. It makes sense to
enact some limits before the coho abundance is hannnered further and agitation between
gear groups increases.

#289 - require non-resident anglers to have nontransferable harvest records in
possession for coho salmon' - Agree strongly that monitoring and enforcement of bag
and possession limits is very important and it makes sense to have a mechanism in place
to enable ADFG to do so.

#301 - 'require use ofbarbless hooks for salmon fishing ifrelease is intended' - stromdv
support. This is a simple way to reduce mortality when a fisher is intending to release
any catch. The greater the number of salmon who survive catch & release, the more
salmon for everyone to catch.
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#312 - establish system to monitor and inspect vessels andfreezer facilities associated wi
charter fishing - Strongly support. Commercial catch information is monitored closely
and immediately upon landing. Without a regulation allowing ADFG & DPS to inspect
private lodges and charter boats, how can enforcement be fairly applied to the charter
sector?

Sincerely, \

D~~~<~
Daniel W Miner
1406 34th St
Anacortes, WA 98221

(

(
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Adeline Florschutz
Box 547
Wrangell, AK. 99929

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Proposals 257,258: I support
The current regulation of gillnet fisheries is to open on
Sunday at noon. The exception to this is the spring King
Salmon fishery. I feel that this should be changed so that all
fisheries open on Monday. One reason for this is
observance ofreligion. If the fishery opened at noon, those
who observe the Sabbath can continue all Sunday without
having to compromise to prepare for fishing (though, if
someone plans ahead this can be solved) so the fishery
could also open at 6 am. If this were established it would
allow for religious individuals to observe their worship
without the danger of lost fishing time.

My main concern is for religious worship, but
changing this would also increase family time. Both of
these things will help establish good values in individuals
and families.

Also, weekends are primarily a time spent in fun
pursuits, such as boating, which puts the gillnetter's nets at
risk. Opening on Monday would greatly decrease this risk.

Therefore, I feel that it would be best if the opening
time was therefore changed to Monday.
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Support for Proposal 244

(

Name

I encourage the Board of Fisheries to SUppOlt Proposal 244. I have been paying a 3%
enhancement tax to the Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association (NSRAA);
by comparison to other gear groups my return is pretty close to nothing. The overall
gillnett portion of the NSRAA budget is around 8%. The fish I catch are predorrrinantly
produced by the Douglas Island Pink and Chum hatchery in Juneau and I believe they
should not be included in the Southeast Allocation Plan. The Southeast Enhanced Salmon
Allocation Plan is allowing us to be both taxed and penalized by our Regional
Aquaculture Association.

L- ~~~~---------

Address_---'{-'D"--"Q'----"'D.."6"',,,u""'''".....'-''-_'D'='-'r--'-'·'v>-."-"-__--'~'___l---'-l'-'\s.""....""'--- _

Name.fL.M:... LUJ -&mre.t>u <Jz--,,-,"-------

Address {to lbol1o.... 'D,- S'/-IU~
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Proposal 244

I have gillnetted Southeast Alaska for 18 years mainly in the Northern areas catching
enhanced fish from the Douglas Island Pink and Churn (DIPAC) Hatchery. After 18 years
of paying my 3% enhancement tax to the Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture
Association (NSRAA) I feel that the Northern Gillnet fleet is not being represented by
NSRAA in fish production. I believe that all the enhanced taxed fish I catch from DIPAC
should not be counted towards the Southeast Alaska Enhanced Salmon Allocation plan. I
believe paying a Regional Aquaculture tax is essential in prolonging our fisheries but the
North end gillnet fleet is .getting shafted from paying a tax without any directed gain. We
call it 'Taxation without Representation". Supporting proposal 244 will eliminate all the
salmon allocation proposals before you. Please support proposal 244.

*Board ofFisheries has set a precedent in May of2006, #2006-248-FB

Tj1eT~~L
ii~~njr
Sitka

Third Generation Alaskan fishelman 41 years

NSRAA Board ofDirectors 17 years

"Taxation without Representation"
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Support for Proposal 244
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I encourage the Board of Fisheries to support Proposal 244. I have been paying a 3%
enhancement tax to the Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association (NSRAA);
by comparison to other gear groups my return is pretty close to nothing. The overall
gillnett portion of the NSRAA budget is around 8%. The fish I catch are predominantly
produced by the Douglas Island Pink and Chum hatchely in Juneau and I believe they
should not be included in the Southeast Allocation Plan. The Southeast Enhanced Salmon
Allocation Plan is allowing us to be both taxed and penalized by our Regional
Aquaculture Association.

Name

Address 6 rs 0 X- I :s-

/-!4JN e 3 /Ma-5Ff9 ?o)
(
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"The trollers have been out oftheir range from the start, so we can ask for more money
to be spent on our projects. It gives us more political power at the Board level." Alan
Andersen, Troller, NSRAA Board of Directors

JAN 2620ng
This comment is written to address BOF proposals 244(take out DIPAC production out
of the SE allocation plan), 273 and 274(to make Deep Inlet a 1:1 rotllffilA.~tS the seine
fleet). Being both proposal are Allocative driven it's easier to address them as one.

The Southeast Alaska Allocation Task force (SATF) was formed by the Alaska Board of
Fish in 1991, there task was to form a southeast wide allocation plan for enhanced
sahnon*(1).

The Alaska Board of Fisheries adopted the SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA AREA
ENHANCED SALMON ALLOCATION MANAGEMENT PLAN [5 AAC 33.364] on
January 17,1994*(1).

At that time the SATF used wild stock catches to produce the allocation model for
enhanced fish, this OCCUlTing from 1985 to 1990*(1).

Now some 24 years later our fisheries have changed. HistOlY has proven the allocation
plan needs to be updated to create equity within the fleets. Some if the issues are as
follows:

The southeast Alaska seine fleet is in the middle of a federal funded buyback program.
.Southeast Revitalization Association (SRA) has finished phase one of the buyout retiring
35 pelmits (8%) in 2008. The [mal buyout will occur by 2010 cutting the original fleet of
418 permits by 35-40% (156 permits). During the SATF allocation planning years 1985
1990, the active seine permits were 368,368,381,394,365 and 360 in 1990 respectively.
This is what the Southeast allocation plan was based on*(2). Now we will be looking at a
maximum fleet of about 263 seiners.
The seiners dropping below their allocated range was precipitated by the downsizing of
their fleet in 2001-2002. Many boats lost their markets do to processor consolidation and
weak markets, this on five years of very large pinks catches of 45-67 million pinks per
year.
Even through attrition, the seine fleet has enjoyed high value through low efforts and
their numbers are trending up yearly*(2).
As of this writing NSRAA is actively seeking an agreement with Kake Tribal on a joint
enhancement project involving a 65 million chum sahnon permit. Their Gmmack Creek
hatchery has been in a near failme state and we at NSRAA believe we can bring these
paper fish into reality. This as a seine/troll project faIling within the SE Allocation Plan
*(1).

The Southeast Troll fleet has been in their allocated range twice since the inception of the
Southeast enhanced allocation plan. The troll fleet has not been as successful in targeting
enhanced fish like the net groups. CUl'fent market reports say: "the troll fleet will suffer

'Taxation Without Representation"

!/~
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from this globlll recession; the people cannot afford the high end commodity like King (
Salmon". This further complicating the SE Allocation Plan.

The hatchery enhancement efforts have been successful in the areas of higher volume,
lower cost fish like pinks and chum, this at the cost of about I cent per chum fry*(3).
This price per fry enables hatcheries to mass produce these fish, giving chum a higher
cost to benefit ratio to the fleet than any other specie. The higher end King and Coho
production has not been as successful because they are very expensive to produce at the
cost of 10 cents per Coho smolt and twenty-five cents per King smolt.*(3). These two
species are the favored catch of the SE Troll fleet. To date there are only about 24
committed active Chum trollers, and that number can be as high as 100 when market
conditions and lack of natural stocks force other trollers to take up the not so desirable
fishery.

At a time when the Pacific Slllmon treaty was being negotiated a model for Alaska
Hatcheries would produce a catch of 100 thousand "Alaska Hatchery Kings", this fllliing
way short and being in the neighborhood of about 20-30 thousand catch per year.
Another troll project failure.

It is well known in the slllmon industry that the hatcheries cannot produce enough fish for
the troll fleet to stay within their allocated ranges. It would bankrupt the associations. The
taking of time and area away from other gear groups is not the answer. The Board of
Fisheries needs to resurrect the Southeast Alaska Allocation Task force (SATF).

The Southeast Gillnet fleet has been holding strong fishing 80-85% of their limited
permits. In the North end fisheries the gillnet fleet has the benefit of catching fish from
the Douglas Island Pink and Chum (DIPAC) hatchery during wild stock fisheries. In the
last five years DIPAC hatchery has produced an average yearly gillnet catch of 1.2
million chum salmon* (4). During years of weak natural runs (Taku, Chilkat and Chilkoot
Rivers) in the Northern areas, DIPAC hatchery has been a godsend producing fish for the
fleet. The gillnet fleets pays nothing to catch the DIPAC fish, yet we get taxed for our
catch, pay the Regionlll Aquaculture Association (NSRAA) our 3% enhanced slJ1mon tax.

If proposllls 274 & 274 pass it will be the last nail in the coffin since NSRAA gillnet
projects are only about 4 percent of the current NSRAA operations budget. The North
end Gillnet fleet is not being fairly represented by our regional association. The BOF
needs to support proposal 244 or reconvene the Southeast Alaska Allocation Task force
(SATF) to delll with these issues.

The long telm allocation ranges and targets are as follows: Troll 19% target 27-32%,
Seine 49% target 44-49%, Gillnet 32% target 24-29%*(5). As you can see the seine and
gillnet fleets are not that far off their targeted goals. From1994 to 2000 the seine fleet was
above their allocative range while the gillnet fleet was bouncing below their allocated
range. When this ineqlJity was addressed at the Regional Planning Team it was voted to
let the status quo be. Now that the table has turned the gillnet fleet wants fair equity.

(

(

"Taxation Without Representation"
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Sitka Gillnet

• Third Generation Alaskan fishennan 41 years

• NSRAA Board of Directors 17 years

*1 Board ofFisheries findings 94-148-FB

*2 http://www.cfec.state.ak:.uslbitlxsOla.htm

*3 Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association... Chip Blair, Data Analysts

*4 http://www.dipac.net/2008%20SEAK%20Chum%20GilInet%20Harv.pdf

*5 SE Alaska Allocation of Enhanced Fish Nov 2008 update.doc (NSRAA for RPT)

"Taxation Without Representation"
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Southern SE Regional Aquaculture Association
14 Barch Street, Ketchikan, AK 99901; Phone: 907-225-9605; FAX 907-225-1348

22 January 2009

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Board Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Board Support:

RECEIVEC

JAN 262009

BOARDS

Please include the enclosed written testimony from Southern SE Regional Aquaculture Association with
the mail out testimony (to Board Members) for the upcoming Board of Fish meeting in Sitka.

Thank you,

Jo?rv7~~
John Burke

(

(
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Southern SE Regional Aquaculture Association
14 Barch Street Ketchikan, AK 99901; Phone: 907-225-9605; FAX 907-225-1348

Written Testimony to the Alaska Board of Fisheries concerning: the
Joint RPT recommendations regarding the allocation of enhanced
fish; and, proposals 226, 229, 270 and 294.

The following testimony was written on behalf of the Southern SE Regional
Aquaculture Association (SSRAA) Board of Directors as a result of actions taken
regarding these proposals at the SSRAA Annual Meeting on 17 January 2009.

John Burke ~/~ 12 _. L
General Manager JtJ{/yJ,1c1J.tfA ~...O"--__
SSRAA .
14 Borch Street
Ketchikan AK 99901
(907) 225-9605
johnb@ssraa.org

Written in January 2009

Background:

Southern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association is a not-for-profit
corporation. The SSRAA Board of Directors is comprised of21 people, 13 of
whom are fishermen holding designated gear-group seats. The primary officers
of the corporation are chosen from the gear group representatives. The
willingness of SE Alaska fishermen to annually tax themselves 3% of the ex
vessel value to fund SSRAA (and NSRAA) was the fiscal cornerstone of the
corporation.

SSRAA derives most of its operating revenue from the cost recovery harvest of
summer chum salmon in the Neets Bay Special Harvest Area. SSRAA is unique
among fisheries enhancement associations in that the organization contracts
for the harvest and custom processing of most of the cost recovery harvest and
retains the products for later marketing.

SSRAA operates 3 of its own hatcheries as well as one state facility through
contract with the Division of Sport Fish. Summer and fall chum, summer and
fall coho, and chinook comprise the primary production at the SSRAA facilities.
SSRAA also conducts several small sockeye projects. SSRAA does not produce

Public Comment#-.2:l-
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pink salmon. The Neets Bay program is one of SE Alaska's largest chum
projects and also includes the regions largest long-term fall coho project.

SSRAA operates a number of remote release sites (Nakat Inlet, Kendrick Bay,
Anita Bay, Neck Lake, and Bakewell Lake) where, depending on the specific site,
significant numbers of summer and fall chum, summer and fall coho, and
chinook are released. These sites are deliberately situated so that returning
fish are primarily harvested in traditional common property fisheries with
clean-up fisheries in the terminal areas. Cost recovery harvest occurs only in
Neets Bay and at the Neck Lake raceway in Whale Pass; all of the fish returning
to the other sites are intended only for common property harvest. In addition,
when escapement warrants, SSRAA is/has been involved with sockeye
restoration work at Hugh Smith and McDonald Lakes.

The fishermen members of the Southern SE Regional Planning Team (RPT) are
members of the SSRAA Board. The Southern SE RPT fishermen members
comprise half of the fishermen members on the Joint SE RPT. Related to any
imbalance in the allocation of enhanced fish, the Joint RPT is tasked by the
original allocation plan with recommending changes that could result in
restoring the agreed balance between the gear groups.

Summary of SSRAA recommendations:

1. Support the recommendations of the SE Joint RPT (attached) related to
the current imbalance in the allocation of enhanced fish in SE Alaska.

Background: Currently both the trollers and seiners are below their agreed
allocation percentage ranges while the 5-year average drift fleet harvest
value is above the agreed range. The ranges are based on the percentage of
the total ex-vessel value of enhanced fish annually received by each fleet.
Though there have been individual years when the troll fleet was in the
agreed range, the problem for the troll fleet is chronic; they have never been
in their range across any 5-year period. The troll shortfall is in part due to
US/ Canada Treaty constraints on fishing time and in part due to the
difficulty of producing fish for trollers that are not later cleaned up by net
fisheries. Because of the nature of hook and line fishing, troll fisheries are
not generally effective in the clean up a terminal return. In essence,
increasing the value of the troll harvest consequently also increases the
value for net fisheries used to "clean up" the terminal areas.

(

(

For a number of years the seiners were above their agreed harvest range,
but more recently that has not been the case. The drift fleet is now above
their target range with the seiners, for the first time, fall under that value for
a 5-year average harvest period. There are a number of reasons these two
fleets vacillate as you will surely hear during public testimony. Those
include the relative successes of different large-scale chum releases that
primarily benefit one fleet or the other. Specifically, if the NSRAA release in
Hidden Falls does exceptionally well (survival) while DIPAC' s releases in
Lynn Canal do not do well, the seine fleet may be over the value range. (
Conversely, in years when the DIPAC releases do well in Lynn Canal and
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Hidden Falls does not produce at the same survival range, the drift fleet
might exceed their agreed harvest range.

Though the explanation above illustrates how an imbalance can occur, it is
far too simplistic; other factors like the increasing value of net-caught
chinook and coho have primarily fallen to the drift fleet, while poor pink
survival in several recent years has dramatically reduced seine fishing time
and area, which can keep them from catching enhanced fish in their normal
common property openings.

The "fmdings" associated with the allocation plan suggests that attempts to
correct an imbalance should not alter traditional fisheries. The plan
suggests long and short-term means by of adjustment by either adding new
production or the management of terminal fisheries in Special Harvest Areas
(SHA's) as methods to bring additional harvest to the group(s) below the
agreed allocation.

Needless to say, attempts to restore the allocation balance can be as
controversial as any issues facing the SE gear groups. An effective proposal
involves real compromise, and it is generally true that real compromise does
not leave any participant perfectly happy with the outcome.

Over the past five or more years the Joint RPT has worked through a
number of meetings trying to understand and refine the process of
estimating the harvest and value ofenhanced fish. Related to this, in recent
years SSRAA has spend an increasing amount of revenue to thermally tag
all chum releases as well as take on the task of port sampling and otolith
processing, so that harvest and value can be accurately assessed, as funds
for this purpose have generally been taken from the ADF&G budget. In
addition there have been controversial changes in the management or
production in several THA's, that at the time seemed relatively reasonable
but currently seem to contradict the present allocation situation.

This past December the SE Joint RPT met for two days in Ketchikan. The
first day was an allocation workshop and the second the scheduled fall RPT
meeting. The workshop was a public meeting attended by fishermen from
across SE. Though the Department does not participate in decision making
related to the allocation of enhanced fish, they attended the workshop to
technically support the process. A consensus proposal/recommendation to
address the imbalance was developed across the two days. The joint RPT
recommendation addresses the allocation proposals submitted to the Board
for consideration at the February meeting makes several suggestions for
changes in production to the enhancement agencies in SE, primarily SSRAA.
The recommendation also address all of the proposals submitted to the
Board about this process.

Public Comment#~
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In summary, the SSRAA Board:

• Is receptive to the suggestions of SE Joint RPT involving new
production.

• Supports the proposed management changes of THA's (Deep
Inlet, Anita Bay, and Neets Bay) in the SE Joint RPT
recommendations.

• Consistent with the RPT recommendations, the SSRAA Board
does not support the following proposals as they are currently
written: 244,245, 246, 267, 268, 271, 273, and 274.

• Supports proposal 327, extension of coho troll season in Behm
Canal to 9/30, if there are no significant wild stock concerns
associated with this proposal.

We have comments on four additional proposals:

Proposal 226: Amend the current regulations to double bag limits in all
troll corridors for May and June in the Ketchikan area...

The SSRAA Board opposes this proposal.

Comment: Our primary issue with this proposal is enforcement, but the
proposal could also prove allocative by increasing the portion of the return for
sport harvest. We assume the "corridors" referred to in the proposal are the
"experimental" or "hatchery access" spring troll fisheries. These fisheries are
conducted in relatively discrete areas where there is a known high percentage of
Alaska hatchery fish during the time they are conducted. Since most of the
annual harvest of Alaska hatchery chinook is not counted against the treaty
quota, trollers are given the opportunity to fish these areas when adult chinook
are expected to be returning to SE Alaska hatchery terminal areas. It is
important to note that these are the only areas open to troll fisheries during
this period, which makes enforcement of the commercial fishery relatively easy.
If a troller is fishing elsewhere, the troller is not fishing legally.

This is not true of the concurrent sport fishery, which is open throughout SE
waters during the same period. The hatchery access areas create a relatively
complex patchwork across SE, and determining whether sport harvest took
place in the "corridor" with one bag limit or an adjacent area that was not in
that "corridor" with another bag limit in effect would not be possible unless
individual fishermen were observed during their entire period of fishing.
Fishing bag limits could only be enforced when anglers were confronted while
fishing; bag limits could not be enforced at the dock.

(

(
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Proposa1269: Amend the currentregulations to extend the boundary of
the Neets Bay terminal king salmon harvest area.

The SSRAA Board opposes this proposal.

In essence this proposal would extend the Neets Bay Terminal Harvest Area
from Neets Bay to the Ketchikan road system. This extended area does not
comprise a classic terminal area where by and large only enhanced fish are
present. The proposed area is the migration corridor used by naturally
produced Behm Canal chinook stocks. These stocks, some of which are
significant (Unuk and Chickamin Rivers), have been protected from intensive
harvest near the rivers of origin since prior to the US/ Canada Salmon Treaty in
1985. While this proposal would probably increase the sport harvest of Neets
Bay chinook it would also increase the sport harvest of naturally produced
Behm Canal stocks.

Proposal 270: Close shoreline fishing at Herring Cove and change
hatchery release location.

The SSRAA Board opposes this proposal.

SSRAA is reluctant to join this controversy, which we feel is more an issue of
trespass and enforcement than the placement of the hatchery. The short of it is
that sport anglers sometimes trespass on private property when they are
engaged in this fishery. Herring Cove provides the only significant opportunity
for a recreational angler to harvest chinook from the bank in the Ketchikan
area.

We find the proposal misleading on several points. First, the hatchery was
developed and producing chinook for a number of years prior to the
development of the specific property in question.

Secondly, and more important to the production of these fish, it is not possible
to easily move the release site as the proposal suggests; in fact it is not possible
without also moving the hatchery itself. The current release site is the hatchery
site. When fish are released directly from where they are reared, straying is
minimized and the collection and handling of broodstock is optimized; and, in
many instances the actual hatchery site is the only place broodstock can be
consistently successfully collected. This is the case at Whitman Lake Hatchery
in Herring Cove. The brood we collect at Whitman provides the fish for SSRAA's
chinook releases at Neets Bay, Anita Bay and Whitman Lake.

The current project in Herring Cove is precisely what drives the successful
Mountain Point marine chinook fishery (comprising thousands of angler hours)
at the southern end of the Ketchikan road system. This is the single most
intensive chinook fishery in the Ketchikan area and it exists because of the
releases from Whitman Lake. Moving the release to Settlers Cover would end
this fishery as Settlers Cove is in Behm Canal on the north side of Ketchikan.

PUblic Comment # ~\
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Proposal 294: Close regional aquaculture association Terminal Harvest
Areas to guided sport fishing.

The SSRAA Board opposes this proposal.

• While there are certainly controversies over the allocation of returning
chinook between commercial, resident sport and guided sport anglers;
SSRAA understands and acknowledges the concept of a "common
property" resource. SSRAA also acknowledges the respective roles of the
Board of Fish, ADF&G, and the association related to allocation and
management of that resource both in and outside of THA's. It is a general
rule that if a THA is open to troll - or any other commercial gear group 
it is also open to sport fishing. When broodstock must be protected,
THA's can be closed to all users. This proposal would violate the concept
of salmon as a resource available to all legitimate users.

(

(

(
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I began cornmercial fishing for herring at the
age of 16. I fished seiners, hand pulled kefp
with roe, and gill netted for herring up until
1972, Fisheries were Carrol Inlet, Ward CoV(~,

Pond Reef, West Beam canal,Egg Island in
Craig, Kashaks, &South Lynn canal. Herring
there are now depleted, You have stopped all
cornrnercial herring fishing in those areas.
Please stop the Sitka sound fishery before it
gets depleted, I don't believe that Herring need
to be named endangerd just stop all fishing for
herring except for sUbsistance use by Alaska
Natives, thank you very much

Bruce D Rogers
4168 Aspen Ave
Juneau, Ak 99801
907-789-7677
cell # 907-209~7543
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January 27,2009

Alaska Board of Fisheries
Board Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 15526
Juneau AK 99811-5526
Attn: BOF Comments

Dear Board of Fisheries Members:

The Juneau Charter Boat Operator's Association represents 25 independently owned
guided recreational fishing businesses located in the Juneau area. Our membership
ranges from cruise based charter operators to full service fishing lodges. We are writing
to comment on the CUlTent finfish proposals for Southeast Alaska. We are directly
affected by the proposed regulations.

There are 18 Proposals that are toxic to the charter industry in this years Board of
Fisheries green proposal book before you. They are: 137, 138,286,287,288,289,294,
296,301,302,307,308,309,310,311,312,313, and 368. We are opposed to allIS of
the above proposals. They range from reducing bag limits on all unspecified fish
species, annual limits on Coho, changing the definition of possession limits, to
inspection of lodge facilities. The cumulative affect of these proposals would leave no
incentive for nonresident anglers to come to the area to enjoy SPOlt fishing and could
end the guided recreational fishing industry in Southeast Alaska.

These IS proposals were submitted by commercial fishing advocacy groups and/or their
members. None of these proposals were brought to the Board by ADF&G staff. None
of these proposals address conservation concerns. They are anallocation grab. Clearly,
there is an attempt by commercial interests to subvert the Alaska Board of Fisheries to
their protit. When taken in conjunction with commercial efforts at the federal level
regarding halibut, these effmts emerge as an orchestrated assault on the Charter/Lodge
industry in Southeast Alaska.

Proposal number 368, submitted as an addendum by the Southeast Fisherman's
Alliance, is a typical example of how malicious these Proposals are toward the guided
sport fishery. This proposal asks that the possession limit for sport fishing be reduced to
one daily bag limit. The justification offered is as follows;

ISSUE: Change the regulations for possession limits for non-residents to be one daily bag
limit for all species. Too many non-residents detemlined the validity of their trip on what
the commercial value is of the bag limits they are allowed to keep. Alaska does not need
to give large amounts of its resources away to non-residents to take home and put in

Page 1 of 1
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Juneau Charter Boat Operators Association
P. O. Box 34522

Juneau, Alaska 99803

freezers and eventually be thrown out. A reasonable amount of fish would be provided
under this regulation, as processed fish does not count toward their possession limit. This
regulation would also prevent the abuse of leaving at II :59 the night before and therefore
claiming it is a two-day tlip or alternatively coming in on the second day at 12:01 a.m.
This does not harm the Alaskan resident taking a weekend trip.

We find the reasoning behind this proposal flawed throughout. For example, how was it
arrived at that non-resident anglers determine the validity of their trip on the commercial
value of what they are allowed to keep? Who is it that determines what Alaska's needs
are? How is non-resident angling, giving something away? How did infoilllation become
available that non-resident's caught fish were being thrown out? What is a reasonable
amount of fish for a non-resident? Who is taking non-resident anglers fishing at 11:59 PM
and or returning at 12:01 AM with two bag limits? Why aren't current regulations
adequate to address these issues? This proposal is based on rumor and insinuation with no
fact to back up the issue statement. Its very language paints the guided recreational fishing
industry as an undesirable element on Alaska's fishery landscape. We feel it is a waste of
the Board of Fisheries time and State resources. It is, along with the other 17 proposals, an
obvious attempt to harm the ChalterlLodge industry.

The Chmter/Lodge industry brings to Alaska the highest value added use of the
fisheries resource, Alaskans realize more economic benefit per fish from the
ChalterlLodge industry than any other fisheries, Already, guided recreational fishing is
allocated the smallest fraction of the resource, This industry brings to coastal
communities high paying jobs, not only fishing jobs, but jobs throughout every
spectrum of local economies, None of these charter-toxic proposals consider the
economic impact on small recreational fishing businesses and local communities should
this Board pass them, We request that the Board of Fisheries consider the Alaskan
residents living in coastal communities who depend on guided recreatioual fishing for
their livelihood and the support of their families when reviewing these proposals,

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

p,p, Todd Wicks
President

TW/JY
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January 28, 2009

Board of Fisheries
Alaska Dept. of Fish & Game

Dear Sirs:

IN SUPPORT OF PROPOSAL #320

I have had the privilege of commercially trolling for salmon for the past 30 years in SE
Alaska. Also, I have also been a dedicated participant in the spring hatchery access
fisheries since their inception.

It is well understood that ADF&G has treaty constraints with regard to how the spring
troll fishery is conducted. We appreciate the efforts made to continually [me tune
openings over the years to maximize our oppOltun1ties to catch these valuable hatchery
fish which we have helped create.

Proposal #320 represents a continuation of that effort toward fme tuning and maximizing
our access. Within the constraints ofthe Salmon Treaty and good science, there are
excellent reasons to "roll over" any uncaught fish from the winter troll fishery into the
spring fishery.

--It provides the public with high end salmon when relatively little is available in
the market.

--Prices are higher to fishermen than during the summer "glut".

--Continuity ofproduct during these months is important to processors and
important to keeping our long term customers.

--Product in May and June keeps our shore workers employed in many plants.

--Opportunities to fish over a longer stretch of time reduces financial risk to
fishermen in case of a bad summer season (for whatever reason).

--Spring hatchery fishing in inherently less risky to the participants than either
winter or summer fishing due to calmer inside waters and is often located closer
to town which makes it more economical as well.

--For many seasons now trollers have been unable to catch their relative "share"
of hatchery fish as compared to gillnetters and seiners. Increased access to
hatchery king salmon in the spring would help this imbalance.

Public Comment # 14

(



Thank you for your consideration of this worthwhile proposal.

Sincerely,

.z:s~ DP~-

Dennis Parent
FN Teaser

Public Comment # ~4
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Gregg Bigsby BOARDS
Rustler Fish COmp«:liny
POBox 151
Haines,Alaska 99tH!1

COMMENTS
Chairman ;John ,Yensen and Board of Fish Members."
RE: SE FINFISH PROPOSALS FE8. '09

SuppOli for Proposal 244

I respectfully encoural;e the Board ofFisheries to support Proposa1244. We
need to gut The SE AI': ENHANCED FISH ALLOCATION PLAN.

It is OUT OF DATE, D( )ES NOT WORK,AND UNCONSTITUTIONAL.

ALSO, by supporting this proposal, we are supporting STATUS QUO, and that
should be our current goal, in fairness, and for what is right.

Some say that this (PU.N) was written and agreed upon by consensus, and
some say that they have consensus agreenltilts now. NO WAY, we have very
different goals as gear ;(TOUPS, different ideas and goals within each gear group,
and we haveRPT/Alloc ttion Committee (Gear Group) members with a very
political agenda. Also I.vas at that meeting and I didn't agree!! Ha, butT didn'i
have a vote.

(

THE PLAN [S OUT OF DATE;
It is written that we tak< the "long tcnu" ftxes on aHocation, using a rolling 5 year
average. This I believe i:. out of date. On every BOF cycle we will all be hack to
"ftx" oui percentages, because in hindsite, a 5 year roIli-lilg,werage is SHORT
TERM. Fact of the matte' is, since] 990, both the gillnettet~ and the seiner<; are
both over oll''their percentages "over the real long tenu" pretty much at about an
even amount. And the toIlers don't catch very many Chum Salmon, and the
Seiners are into a major teet reduction which affects their totals. And the (
giIInetters don't target wild river fish runs much any more, targeting hatchery

I. _ _ -
I/z.
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ChlUIIS mostly because it's a Social-Economic thing. The basic focus ofSE
Gil/netting is very diflerent in present times, compared to the past.

THE PLAN DOES NCT WORK
Nobody wants to shu t down net fishing completely to give the trollers more
opportunity. Fish Quality would go from good to terrible. The best plan is exactly
what we are doing, Sj: ending more and more on future projects for trollers. Before
the SEAK ALLOCATION PLAN was written, there was a Policy passed at
NSRAA to spend 1/3 1/3,1/3 on each gear group. This was tossed, in favor of
THE SEAKALLOC,I.TIONPLAN, to further STATUS QUO. Now again we
should prefer status ( uo.

UNCONSTITUTION,I.L
I am being taxed 3% (fmy gross fish tickets. Paying NSRAA to make fjsh for the
other gear groups. Alld they are additionally wanting to close down some of our
opportunities. It wOlild be "hollsekeeping" to EXCLUDE PRODUCTION, FROM
THOSE PRIYATE NC N-PROFITS( PNP SALMON HATCHERlES WHO DON'T
RECEIVE THE TAX rEVENUE). FROM THE ''VALUE'' CALCULATIONS Th[
TREPLAN.

And I believe that thi; proposal has merit. Thank-you very much for your time
and consideration.

Gregg Bigsby

Public Comment # 25"



Janumy 17, 2009

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Board of Fisheries
RE: Proposals 257-259
Sunday Gillnet Openings

(

Proposals 257, 258 and 259 would chmlge the first day of gillnet openings from Sunday to Monday.

These proposals would Ulmeccessarily cause hmm to the following groups:

1. Fishermen who also work other jobs and have invested in boats, permits and gear based on
the Sunday opening schedule.

Many fishennan have other jobs and take time away from work to fish during the peak season, mld
fish on Sundays dUl1ng the shoulder season. These fishermen have taken 10alls alld plmmed their
business aroUlld the Sunday opening schedule. Changing the opening day from Sunday to Monday
would reduce the nUlllber of days they have available to fish, causing U1l1leccessary hann to this user
group.

2. Fishermen whose crew members have other jobs, and would be unable to fish as many days
under the proposed schedule.

Crew members who work other jobs alld the fishennen who employ them would be adversely
affected by this proposal. Challging the opener from SUllday to Monday would reduce the nUlllber of (
days these crewmembers have to fish. Some crewmembers would be unable to fish (or fish fewer
days) alld some captains may have to fmd new crew members as a result.

3. Fishermen who need to seek supplemental income during poor fishing seasons.

In bad years (as we experienced in 2000-2003) mmlY fishennen had to fmd other jobs to supplement
their income (especially during the shoulder seasons), and continued to fish on Sundays to support
their families. These proposals would limit the ability of fishennen to continue fishing if they have to
find other jobs during poor fishing years.

These proposals have unintended consequences that would cause fishermen to suffer. They
would reduce the availability of crew members during the peak seasou, and they would inhibit
fishermen from earuiug supplemental income during poor fishing seasons.

Please reject proposals 257-259.

Sincerely,

h~
Luke Fmming
JUlleau, Alaska

(
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, BOARDs
We the underSigneJSitka residents who hold S03a gillnet permits do not support Board
of Fisheries propo~ls 273 & 274. Without another gillnet fishery within 100 miles oJ;
Sitka we have built our businesse~".9):l this fishery over the past 18 years. We believe
taking any time g area • . 6Jt'Us gillnetters will result in an un-economical fishery.
We also beli '. t we w,.. . 'srepr at the December Joint Regional Planning
meeting in K~tan. We believe the of the Joint Regional Planning team does
not reflect the majority of the gillnetters views from Northem Southeast Alaska.
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William J. Glenovich
3889 James Street Road
Bellingham, WA 98226

(360)733-4672
WDGlenovich@comcast.net

ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

RECEIVEC

JAN 302009

BOARDS

January 24, 2009

(

I'm writing to request your assistance to increase fishermen's safety by voting to approve
bag limits for the herring fishery in Sitka, AK.

I've been a permit holder in Sitka for over 25 years and I've personally witnessed that the
fishery has gotten increasingly dangerous. Within the last two years, a number of fishing
boats have collided, personnel aboard a skiffwere nearly run over and a number of boats
ran directly over nets fouling both the net and the propeller. Not only is this extremely
dangerous, but also results in significant additional costs to the fishermen.

Instituting bag limits would not impact the fishery - fishermen still wonld not exceed the
calculated weight of fish to be caught in the fishery. (

I greatly appreciate your time reading this letter and would appreciate your support for
setting bag limits to increase safety for the fishermen.

Sincerely,

William J. Glenovich

Public Comment #
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PAUL G. SOUTHLAND

January 31, 2009

Board Support SedJon
Alaska Department r:A Fish and Game
John Jensen, Chair
1255 West 8'" street
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax 907-%5-6094

RE: Comments Prof)osels #257 - 259 Southeast Finfish

Mr. Chairman end Board Members;

. I authored proposal #258 and wish to direct my comments prtmartly to this proposal. I,
apologize thllt I may not be able to attend this meeting due to a conflict with the Southeast
Tanner fishery. This In no way should be seen as a sign ttlat I do not fully support the proposal
only that eronomlcs dictate my 10000tion.

I have held a limited entry permit In the Southeastern glllnet fishery since the Inception
of limited entry, and have partldpated In the fishery since 1964.

Frankly, the rationale Included In the proposals requIres no explanation. In recent years
witt! the advent of commercial dlarter operations the potentIal and actual gear conflicts have
Increased. My sector of the Industry should avoid ttlls friction If at all possible and weekend
conflicts can be avoided.

A large number of gilinetters have families living In Alaska and Wish to partldpate with
thefr chIldren In weekend aetMtles, especially dUrfng the shoulders of the season when school Is
In session. It Is, rarely, the case ttlat durtng these portions of the season extended weekly fishIng
pertods occur ellmlnatlng the chance r:A starting a week on Monday and endIng during the week
end.

I and many others attend, or rather wish to attend, religIous services on Sunday. If there
Is no compelling biological, product quality, or economic reason to Impose a conflict with religious
aetMt:y then government should not force participants in a flshery to choose between feeding
theIr families and feeding their souls.
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While, the 9111net tlIsk force did not take action on this proposal they did have extensive
discussions of the loglstfcs and timing of the flshery to make best use of resources and develop
the best quality product. At least two processors asserted that speclflcally In District 6 and 8
Improved quality would occur, or potentially oo::ur, by opening at 6AM. While thIs Is not a spedflc
proposal [ would hope the Board might entertain the option of experimenting In DIstrict 8 and 6
with a fiAM Monday opening.

I want to end by thanking each of you for your service to our state and the fishing
community.

(

RECEIVED TIME JAN,3D, 11:23AM
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STAN NELSON

24 SHOREWOOD DRIVE
BELLINGHAM, WA 98225

January 26, 2009

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau,AK

Dear Sirs;

ReCEiVe

JAN 30 2009
BO~p,,·

1"'\./ \ l.I.;::

I have been an Alaska purse seine fisherman for 30 plus years. Over these years, I
have witnessed many changes in fishing equipment, rules and regulations and the
ability to make a living as a fisherman. Many fishermen are having trouble surviving at
this time because they do not have the ability to value add to their economy.
Presently, the area regulations that are in place that govern the time of fishing and the
size of net to accomplish harvest guidelines adequately protect the resource in
Southeast Alaska. However, limiting the size of the purse seine vessel no longer
serves any real purpose in harvest management and reduces the ability for fishermen
to better their economy.

I would like the Alaska Board of Fisheries to consider today's dilemma that many
fishermen face as they try to improve their fishing equipment and economy. The 58'
limit is forcing fishermen to expand the width of new boats to increase capacity. By
doing this they violate basic naval architecture. For a vessel to be efficient (requiring
less horsepower, burning less fuel) the length over width ratio needs consideration.
To comply with the 58' rule, fishermen are expanding the width of the vessel to nearly
half of the length of the boat.

I have not been able to see a down side in eliminating this 58' rule in Southeast
Alaska purse seining. The positive benefits for fishermen would be:

1. There would be less horsepower requirements and less fuel burned to
accomplish the same harvest numbers.

2. Fishermen would have more flexible choices to expand their economy. If
longer vessels were allowed in Southeast Alaska, fishermen could value add
their fish by bleeding, heading or gutting and freezing of their more valuable
species.

3. Fishermen could realize better prices by delivering more of their catch
directly to processors. Less handling of fish equals better quality of product.

Ill,
Public Comment # ?;()



FN PACIFIC JOURNEY
STAN NELSON

24 SHOREWOOD DRIVE
BELLINGHAM, WA 98225

4. The fishing industry would be credited with attempting to make the
industry more "green" by reducing the fuel ''footprint'' for harvesting salmon.
Boats with reduced horsepower, packing more quality salmon back to
processors equals a progressive movement for the industry in today's political
climate.

5. Longer and more efficient vessels would not threaten the sustainability of
Southeast Alaska purse seine fishery. Our new president has challenged us
to become less fuel dependent and seek change in many areas. This is one
small attempt to comply that that in the fishing industry.

Please give this some consideration.

Stan Nelson
Southeast Alaska Purse Seine Permit Holder

(

(

(
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Charles A. Piedra
619W.l1 th St.
Juneau, Alaska 99801
January 25,2009

To the Alaska Board ofFisheries
RE: Proposal 312

I SUPPORT this proposal, because I want the DPS to be able to enforce the rules and limits for
sport fishing in the guided charter fishing industry. I am concerned about some unscrupulous
operators who allow catches way beyond the limit, who pack freezers and fish boxes as full as
they can, and thumb their noses at enforcement officers who have to ask permission to inspect
their vessels or premises. These violators are taking more of the resource than they are legally
allowed, and compete unfairly with other law-abiding charter operators and commercial
fishermen, as well as sport and subsistence fishers who just want to catch a fish to eat.
Enforcement officers need the tools to bring these violators into compliance with the regulations.
Voluntary compliance is ineffective among those who intentionally flaunt the regulations. As a
law-abiding commercial fisherman, I am subject to random, mandatory inspections and
boardings for enforcement purposes. I feel that commercial charter operators who also profit
from the harvest of common property fish resources should be brought under the same system of
enforcement.

Note: I also support Proposals 311 and 313 which appear to be very similar in intention.

Public Comment#&



Charles A. Piedra
619 W. 11 th St.
Juneau, Alaska 99801
January 25,2009

To the Alaska Board of Fisheries
RE: Proposal 286

(

I SUPPORT this proposal; the definition ofpossession limit needs to be amended so that
preserved fish are included as part of the limit. This is a huge loophole that is currently being
exploited by the some in the guided sport-charter industry, particularly an increasing number that
have commercial kitchens, walk in freezers, and processing equipment in their shoreside
facilities. I have personally witnessed, numerous times in the past decade, certain charter
operators running into Elfm Cove and Pelican after fishing in the morning, oftloading a full daily
limit for each client, taking the fish to a shore-based freezer or custom processor. Then they and
their clients return to the fishing grounds to catch a second limit on the same day. Unfortnnately,
this type of abuse appears to be increasing. In the past forty years I have known several ethical
charter operators who allowed their clients to harvest moderate numbers of fish and also offered
other activities, such as whale-watching, bird-watching, beachcombing, photography. The goal
of this type of charter experience was to have a memorable vacation, experience Alaska, and
have a taste of fishing. Now, increasing numbers of charter businesses seem to be nothing but
meat-hunting operations, with emphasis on sheer quantity of fish packed in boxes to return to the
lower 48. Operators advertise that they guarantee certain numbers offish per day, as if they had (
some sort ofrights to specific numbers of fish. They allow clients to play catch-and-release until o/r
they hook the largest possible fish, leading to wanton waste of the smaller fish they discard. All
this adds up to basically unregulated fishing, in an era when conunercial fishermen are kept to
strict limits and quotas. Furthermore, the excessive catches resulting from the possession limit
loophole can promote other illegal uses of the fish such as black-market sales of sport-caught
fish once the client returns to their home state, or serving sport-caught fish in a commercial lodge
or restaurant. It's high time to close this loophole and make sure possession limits function to
regulate sport harvest and maintain fair, sporting limits as intended.

Public Comment#~
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Longtime fishing friends, Dick and Mary Cabela (Sidney, NE), Lance Howard (Sun
City. A7J and Dan Bryson (Darrington, WA) with a king caught by Lance on the
Alagnak River out of the Branch River Lodge in King Salmon, Alaska. Lance,
who submitted the photo, said "In July of 1996 we caught and released 52
kings In the 25 to 45-pound range and had 13 triple hookupsl What a day: I'll
never forget it!" Photo taken by Bob DiVito.
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Mark Howey
221 Lance Dr.
SitkaAk.99$35

JAN 3D2009

SOMC,,,,Dear Sirs.
I'm a commercial salmon fisherman and here are my thoughts on some ofthe proposals.
Proposition 221- It is a good idea to restrict the charter harvest ofking salmon, since the
resource is in decline and they don't keep very good records ofwhat they catch.
Proposition 222- Catch and release by guides and clients is killing king salmon just for
fun. Those fish are so womout they don't have a chance of survival.
Proposition 225- There is no way that sports people need to take our hatchery fish. They
already work on them for months while we are tied to the dock. The charter people don't
seem to be inclined to contribute money to hatcheries like we do. If those kings aren't
caught. They can come back the nextyear.
Proposition 226- Again the guided sportspeople have very little right to our hatchery fish.
Proposition 227- I think trollers should have a go at the stikine fish.
Proposition 228- I think trollers should have an opportunity to fish more.
Proposition 234- I agree that the subsistence herring spawn harvestors need more.
Proposition 288- Yes. Limit non-resident sports to 12 coho and keep records.
Proposition 289- Yes. Non-residents should be reporting their coho harvest.
Proposition 310- We definitely need a fish ticket system for the guided sport fishery.
Proposition311,3l2,313,- We need to monitor the charter industry.
Proposition326- Delaying the coho opening would hurt us trollers.
In conclusion we need careful management to preserve the fish stocks.

Thank you
Mark Howey

(
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Shannon Stone/Scott Crass
Board Support
Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 998 I 1-5526

January 30, 2009

To Members of the Board ofFish:

RECErVED

JAN 30 2009

BOARo-;;;,

With all the turmoil and controversy surrounding the oommercial and charter boat fleet, it seems to me that
a good place to start to alleviate some of the stress, solve most of the problems, and Save the fishing
resourCe9 throughout ti,e State, would be a mandatory system of accountability for the charter boat
industry.

As we alllmow, every fi9h and or pound ofproducl that the commcrcial fleet harvcst, is accounted for, and
the same should hold true for the charter boat f1ect. Their fish, ofall species, should not be processed until
they are counted at dockside stations, period.

Tn the name ofgreed, the State ofAla,ka has sacrificed its fisherie. resources for the toUri9ts dollaTS. How
this Same .tate, renown throughout the world for its commercial fisheries management, could stand idly by
and Jet another user group·run roughshod over the induslly, in total disregard for the re90urce, is beyond
belief. In the words of Sir Henry NewboJt in reference to the now extinct Labrador duck, -uYe have
robbed ... ye havo slaughtered and made an end, take your ill-got plunder and bury the dead."

Greed is Hke a cancer, it grow, and it .preads. This fast growing malignant tumor began at the 'tate level
and spread through th9 charter industry like wildfire. The commer\'lal fleet was spare4l:11'~~!lSI' many year,
ago we were given a dose of common sen,e, and became immune from the diease. We became stewards of
our induslly. Thropgh lilTJ.ited ""try, the IFQ program, hatchery enhancement taxe" size restrictions, area
closures, and a host"ofother conservation measures, we were able to prolect and preserve a su.'tainable
fi,heries resource. Together we .ailed the sea', and weathered the political st011llS, we rode the waves from
crest to trough, never losing .ight of the horizon and the future it would hold for our kids. But now the
horizon is cluttered with little boots for as far as the eye can see, blatantly taking advantage ofall we tried
so hard to achieve. .lust like that, our resource is teetering, and our future bleak. It just sickens me to know
that I have witnessed, in just a few short years, one of the worst cases ofmanrnado catastrophe in this
country since the market hunting days.

Time is ofthe essence. It Is up to us to demand from the State and its polley makers, from the top 10 the
bottoTJ1., to put some common sense and accountabilil)' into the equation now, before the situation becomes
terminal. Ifwe do nothing, the resourcc'wilJ die and the rest of u. will go down with it, no matter what USer
group we belong to.

Very Sincerely,

J11~·fl.~
Martin Dennis Beam .
35628 Whiloah Lane
Richland, OR 97870

Cc:ATA

RECEIVED TIME JAN,30. 3:04PM
Public Comment #--.21.
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The Alaska Board ofFi.sheries preposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations oontained ill Title 5 oftb,e (
A.laska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From Febru3W .17_26''', 2009 at the Harrington Centeonlal
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed .".egul.atiOllS changes is: nVRi.lable from the Alaska Department ofFish and Garno,
Boards SUPP011 Sootion, P.<). Box 115526, Jun.eau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also vi.ew them on the intemet at: h!!p:llwW"W.boal·c.1fj,AA1~Ji.tat~.ak.uM

PU.blio testimony is 5:ohedulcd to start the aftcmoon oftbe lib; the 5ign~\.1p d'&adJinc for public le.."Jtimony is
JO:OOAM Wednesday Fobruaxy18"'. Mail or f~x your written comments on individual proposals to the addre••
below. Written comment. must be .rcceived by the .February 3, ;1.009 ensure inclusion in tbe board workbook.
When prevjding written eomment:l 01) a specific prepes.ls list the proposal number you are cemmenting en and
specifical.1y wheiher you suppot1 or oppose tbe prepesal er include support for amended Janguage. rJlE BOARD
OF FISH. IS NOT UMITEIJ BY TIiE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THA'" Il"AVE BEEN SUBM"TED BY THE I?UBUC OR BYA1I'.\'.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 1155?-6

JUlleau, AK 99811-55?-6
Fax: 907-465-6094

RECEIVED

.IAN 272009
80 . - -

1-. '"' ~

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan. for the commercial sac roc harvest in Sitka Sound. This comm.ent form

. does 110t support or oppose any specific herring proposal lITlder consideration in this
Board cycle. TIle Board of Fish and Departm.ent of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Comm.e.rcial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is p.rovided annually by th<> dopartment. The present methodology
used to predict the bi,omass does not include sufficient scientific infonnation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and ,language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Hen:.ing Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all ofthe best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infollllation is made available and used.

~ ~ ,
Name: 6& G f\..J ( i\-..:)
,\ddl'es~ b~6f;?i§~
Slgnat' e 0

You may fax tho first pago oftb;s form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the addre..s on the back
page. A slllmp is required and it must bo received by February 3,d.

(

RECEIVED TIME JAN,27. 2: 02PM
Public Comment #-M.



RECEIVED

The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations conta~~iWgtfthe
~aska.Adminislrative ~ode dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast an? Yakutp~h
(mchiding salmon, herrmg, and groundfish) From February 17-26th

, 2009 at theHarrm~QMtE!Mial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards SUPPOlt Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: h\lp:llv,m"".boards.adf~state.al;.usz

Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17'"; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
I0:00AM Wednesday February 18'". Mail or fax your written comments onindlvidualproposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
Wben providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or includesupport fur amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISHIS NOT LIMrtED BYTI:f&SPECWIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS 'rHATHAVE BEENSOOMI'1"TED BY 'rHEPUBUC OR STAFF.

ATTN; BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. TIlls comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cY,9Ie. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka SoUnd Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF)to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the requiredtegulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full tiIne biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose ofiInproving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes allofthebest available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available arid used;

Name: . r/<- far t.t-lfIrLe/J
Address: /U] (.1f(~by;J '.JAy
Signature: ~

Date:

You may fux the first page ofthis form to 907-465-<i094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stallJp is required and it must be received oy February 3"'.

IJublic Comment#~



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: S()utlleast and Yakutat FinfISh
(including salmon, herring, and groiIndfish) From February 17_26th

, 2()09 at tlie Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofilie proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Jmlean, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: tmP";!lWv~''Vj.boards.adfg.~tate.ak.usJ.:

Public testimony is scheduled to stlllt the aftemoon ofthe 17th
; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is

I0:00AM Wednesday February 18th
• Mail or fax your written comments on.individualproposals to the address

below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposalnillnber you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or lnclude support for amended langnage. THE BOARD
OF FISHISNO'tLTh:fITE~BXTHES~~ClF1CLANGUAGE()RCONFWES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAl'HAV}> BEEN SOOMITTED BY THE PUBLIC ORST1\...FK

ATIN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

JAN 292009

Proposal: All Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the developmentofa sustainable Sitka Sound (
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herri.ng
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish(130F) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the tequiredregUlations, rule changes, and langUage
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes allofthe best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used,

Name: Go.."( -A.. ~:ls Date: /. z.'" DC!

~:e:~:;t:mztQ k.

You maymx the first page oftbis form to 907-465~6094or fold and mall in this form to the address on the back I
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'. \

."'ubiic comment#&
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The Alaska Board ofFisherIes proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in TItle 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic product'! for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'\ 2009 at the HalTington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A oO'rnplete oO'py ofilie proposed regulations obanges is available from the AlaIlka Department ofFish and Game,
Boards SUPPOlt S.ction, P.q. Box 115525, Juneau, AK 99811·5525; Phone 907.405-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: hitp:IIw\>lW.bon"is,aclfq,Atat.o,ak,u,1
Public testimony i. 'cheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17'"; the sign-up deadUne for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18"', Mail or r""your written comm<llts on indMdual proposals to the address
b.low. Writton comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure Jnc\w;ion in the board workbook,
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commonting on and
,pecifioaUy whether you support or oppo,. the proposal or include SUppOlt for amended language, THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITrED BY THE I'tlBLIC OR STAFll'.

Date: -ttl-Of /0 a,

RECEIVE:

JAN 292009

ATTN: BOF COIv!M1lNTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P,O.Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811·5526
Fax: 907-465·6094 80AAC,~

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamiCll of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work withthe Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regUlations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

'?Jllb~#iJl:Enr
You may fax. the first page ofill• form to 907·465-0094 or fold and mail in thls fmm to the addres' on th. back
page. A stamp Is required and it must b. teceived by February 3".

l 'd ms 'ON

,'ublic Comment#&
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JAN 30 2009
The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in lt1;1@A~f-~e

Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Fintls'£(~
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26th

, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Halt, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: hUQ;f;'Yi.\;\'Jy,1>oaIQ?.JlQfg.state.akJlfu'
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18th

• Mail or fax your written connnents on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number yon are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

(

Proposal: All Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound (
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infonnation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all ofthe best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

Yl\u may fuxthe first pageofthis form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page: A srarnpjsreq!!ired and it must be received by February 3,d

l.·~

PUblic Comment#~
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26"',2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Halt, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: !ll!PiL\Y\l'w.bQardliJldfg,state,ak,us!
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:OOAM Wednesday February 18th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED·BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

RECEIVED

JAN 302009

BC-- ...

Date: -+-/--<.d""flL.-7....Q<.t9_

Proposal: All Herring Committee A Proposals
By signingthis proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all ofthe best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: U;.4/G'1 (!.. W6,

=tj51i.~tr~t
You may fax =eoftbis fonn to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this fonn to tbe address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.

.·'·uol;c Comment#&
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The Alaska Board, of fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 ofthe (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish: and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yak:utat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and gronndfish) From February 17_26fh

, 2009 at the Hilrrington Centennial
Hal!, 330 Barbor Dnve, Sitka

A oomplete copy oflhe Proposed,r;,g11Iations changes is aV3ilablc from the A1""kaDcpartrnent ofFish and Garno,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 1'l5526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also viow them on the intcmetat: h!!p',;iQ'i.'l'lY~~oar~!l"a"<.\fg".$Sj;.ak.u1ii
Publlo testimony is schedUled 10 start the aftemoon OftllO 17' ; tho sign-up deadline for pUblic tcstimollY is
J0:00AM WednllSday February HIl!>, Mail or fax your written comrnen~ on individual proposals to the address
below. Wrincn conunents must be rcoeived by the February 3, 2009 ensure mclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments 011 a specific proposals list the proposal number you are conunenting on and
spcoifically whether you support or oppose tb.e propos",l. or include support f(rr amended language. THE BOARD
OF mIl IS NO':rLIMlTED BY THE SPEClFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF TIlE ACTUAL
PROPOSALs THAffiA,VEriEiNS~'BY' tHE PtJ&LIC OkSTAFF.." . . . .

AITN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AX 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofasustainabh~Sitka Sound (
Management Plan for the oommcrcial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or <wpose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board offish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict tbe biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board J>fFish{BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, andothets to develop the tequired regulations, rule changes, and language

.that are ti,eces-smy'tofun:d' Suffibtent(atleastone fuli tiiile bionretritlian) l:1it;lugist'" ,
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose ofimproving
herring researCh in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new I
prediction methodology that includes allofthe best available science. Funding should be
suffiCient to fund any reasonable requests by the DepamnenttOei!sure the best llvailable
scientific information is made 'avmlable and'used;" "

You may "rnx the flrstJ:1'lge ofthls foun to 907-465-6094 or fO,ld and mail in this form to the address on the back, I
pnge:'A"sulInp'is'required aDd it must be received by'Febniary 3"'. ,',' \

RECEIVED TIME JAN,30. 2:28PM
PUblic Comment#~

PRINT TIME JAN,30, 2:30PM
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RECEIVED

JAN 3 0 201.19

The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained ini~tge~
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Ya!rutat Finfish
(including salmon, hemng, and groundfish) From February l7-26!h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes i. available from the Alaska Departmenl ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also viowthem on Ihe internet at: httn:llwww.bcard•.adfg_staJ~
Puhlic testimony is scheduled 10 star! the afternoon ofthe 17"; the sign-up deadline for public testimony i.
I0:00AM Wednesday February 18 th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are conunenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the propo,al or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
.Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P,O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK. 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

You mlly fllx the first page of this fbrm to 907·465·6094 or fold and mail ill this form to the address on tho baok
page. A stamp is required and it must be reoeived by February 3"'.

Public Comment#~
RECEIVED TIME JAN.31. 10:51AM
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RECEIVED

JAN 30 20C3
OOARDS (

The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of Inc
Alaska Administrative Code dealiog with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'b, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available iJ:om the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Bo" 1I5526..Juneau, AK 99811-5526; PhQne 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the intemel at: http://www.boanls.•dt.g.state.ak.usl
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17"; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
W:OOAM Wednesday February 18''- Mail or fax your wdnen comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3,2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a .specific propo~als list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you suppor! or oppose the proposal Or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OJI FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF nm ACTUAL
PRo.POSALS TMAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOP COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 9981 1-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Shka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals (
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific hen-ing proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
hen-ing research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

A"': r I/Dpt If'5;~peN,vy
Name:~ /l1 Date: I ~ 3 / ~o '1
Address: ~/S~. .4k ==nrSignature: ._~_ /Yf ~ _

(
You may fax the first page of this form to 907·465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on.the back .
page. A :::tamp is required and it must be received by February 3rd• ./) 1

Public comment#-.al

RECEIVED TIME JAN, 31. 9:29AM PRINT TIME JAN. 31. 9: 31AM



FRI 21:39 FAX ~07 747 6394 NORCOAST MARINE SURVEYOR 141001

RECEIVED

JAN 302009

Name;-_Jl~\ S~0~Date;
Address: -l.-'-,:"--,;--:+-,-~=-~>-=,~---"",,,,,L=-,_'-""lSA'<!;5C;-

, " Signature; (A;~:Sl2~~~t;======.--

1/30/D1
, /

07465-6094 or foldaiIdmailin this fonn to the'address:'<fli:the:hlitk
~~~.IJ'l:' eived by February 3'", '"",.,' ,

PUblic comment#~"
RECEIVED TIME JAN,30, 8:53PM,



3V'ill lNI~d ,'I £ 'NVfV'idsH "'deH '1£ 'NVf 3V'iIl 03AI3:JH .>:,f.;C,:"
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.. JAN 3 1:~~1 ;~~ii.-';

, '...: .' BOARDS C J~
The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 ofthe .';;"T-'.':.:
Alaska Administrative Code dealing With fish and aquatic products for: Southeast arid'YakutatFinfish ,.
(including salmon, 'herring, and groundfish) From February 17·26th

, 2009 at th~ Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka .

A compleie ~opy·oftheproposed regulatio/lS changes is available from the Alaska Departmcnt ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section. P.O. Box 0;;526; Junean. AK 99811~5526; Phone 907-465-4110;
You may also view them on the internet at:, http://www.boards.adfg:state.ak.us!
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17th

; the. sign-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February 18th

• Mail pi: fax your written comrnt,nts on individual propOsals to ihe address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written cOmments on a specific proposals list the .proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether.you·support or. oppos~ the proposal or include Support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT.tIMri:ED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE'OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALSTIJATaAVE BEEN SU)jMITTED BY TilE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

(

9178#m/Hl aBed

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS.
i Boards Support Section

Alask~DepartmentofFishand Game
':. . P.O. Box 115526
t'Jiilieau; AK99811-5526

. 'Fax:967:465~6094
.. ..~" : ,.

.··.·".~~1~~~~tt~~~~d~fNf~~B~i~iS~~~~~~fe~fta:=~:~~~~~posals
Management Plan tor the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka S01lIld. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal1lIlder consideration in this
Board cycle.. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecastbioniass that is provided -annually by the department. The present methodology
used to piedictthe:bim~ass ~oes *ot include sufficient scientific imonnation to respond
to the changing dynamics oftlie flsheryinSitka S01lIld.
I suppoitthe efforts oftheBoardpfFish(BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Departlrient, aild others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that areriece~j;ary to fund sufficient (at leastone full time biometrician) biologist
positimi(s)tope based in the Sitka Fish arid Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring resea'f~h in the Sitka SOUI!d Herpp,g:Manilgement Area and developing a new
prediction:iill'ithbdology thatinclWI,es,alhlf.thc:best available science. Funding should be
sufficient tofuriii,'anYr.ea,~qn!lbleJequestsbytheDepartment to ensure the best available
scientific infc)"atlonfsmlf'de avitmible aild used:" ,

v IV "D,,;.t.;,I - ..:r,;;..~ no;. au . .

~ . Date: 314-.2007
<--Ad~esS:8/:JfS- 'S r+1........ A10(~
S~e: . -C' \



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in TitleS e
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish. .
(includimi salmon;herring, and groun<!fish)J:'1rgm February: l7-261h

, 2009 at tile HanjnwnGen.i~?).~::''.
'Han;3~0HlU-blirDri"e,'i?WcJJ.' ':" .....•..• ;>,' ,,' ': .;" '~':, .C" ';',':" ':", '--"~:".' .

'.-f,' ..

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulationS cliang~js,avililable :fromthe.'A18Ska);>~~~.Q{F;"hand GiUiie,:.: '
Boards Support Section, P,0. Bcix 115526, Jmreiu;AK:99illi=sS26; Pii~9il7746541-'i(r ':;:;,,"'''''. ":~':: :<:""',,

fi~~~:::~~~E~¥=~:E=~:~=?~~:~i:::":~:'~ .·:I'~~ I
below. Written comments must be received by the FebitJary 3, 2009 ensUre inclusion in the board workbook. " i, ....,
When provi?ing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal nu:mber you are,commenting on and:'" i.U ;;Z;
specifically whether you support or opPQse the proposal or inclwre '!'JPPort for amended language. THE BOARD~; ':«
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE ORcoNFINEs OF TIlE ACTUAL .' ... ' '.,~
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEENSUBMJ.TrED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN.: BOPCOMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game ....;~\.,;:.-?.::."i

P.O. Box115526~:f~'1fi!
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 .' ' -.:;'~" ..'7"

Fax: 907-465-6094 . .:. ";,~~:'!~

~ - :_ .--!;f'~J~.-~~·i';~~:' ~-.~:~~:~;:; ..: .._.. . ._'..~... :..:!~\:~~!?~J~~~~~~~~~~·i*~~~~\~~~~~~~;~~~~~~
PtoposaE Af'Sitldl'Soinid"and SaIisbiiry Sound Herring Co'mmifte6A PrOpoSiiIs ", - -,
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound

. Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. Thi~:9~¢fii~t~.!EJ
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this"'" ":::-'L.
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Depart:ri1ent ofFish and Game presently develop the'
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The presentmethodology
used to predict the biomass does not includl':,~llfficientscientific information to respond
to the chal1gmgdynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the effortsofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with.the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at leastone full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purPose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound.HerringManagement Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the. Department to ensure the best available
scientific inform 'onis made'availabl d used.

E66tlLt1LLB6LtlB#HI/HI a6ed

You ~y fax the tidt page ofthis fo to 90'1-465-6094 or fold and mail in'thistorm to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it musi be received by February 3"'.



The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained inTitl~
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17_26Ih

, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial

Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

......~..:...::..:....==:.-=06 : 1215 P 1'1 B ILL PAD E t-~ 907 747 8376

RECEIVED

JAN 3 j,2009 "
(

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.statc.llk..us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 171

\ the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February 18"'. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received hy the February 3, 2d09 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal munber you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game

P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals (
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration In this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily OIl the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the SitkaFish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name:~~~~~~~~~~~. Date: #<1211« -3~ ..7~tJ/Address: oe,-J",¥rt
Signature: --'vi ..I'

Yon may fax the first page of this form 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this 10rm to the address on the back (,
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3m.

RECEIVED TIME JAN. 31. 6: 15PM
Public Comment#~
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RECEMD

The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Ti~~o~ Je2009
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aqlUltic products for: Southeast and Ya1Qltat~
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From .February 17-26'" 2009 at the Harri1lgton Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the prop""ed regulations changes is available from the Ala~ka Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 998J 1.5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
Y<>u may also viewtbem on the internet at: htto;//www.boards.adfg.statc.ak.u;<1
Public testimony is scheduled to start !he afternoon ofthe 17"; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
I0:00AM Wednesday February 18'h. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposat, to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3,2009 ensure inclusion in !he board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals )ial the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LlMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF 1lI.E ACTUAL
P,ROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMllTED BY llIE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOP COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This conunent form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roc Management Phin based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infonnation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board offish (BOP) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Offiee for the purpose ofimproving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Date: (- 3 (~ 0 '7

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in thi~ fonn to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.

PUblic Comment#.2i
RECEIVED TIME JAN. 31. 8: 12PM PRINT TIME JAN. 31. 8: 13PM
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RECEIVED

Ff::iJ, 11 • ~r",,,,
&...,u V I "LUiJ3

rJJ~ i\la,ka Iloard of Fbhcrie~proposes to adopt, amend, or rcpcal regulations contained inT~
Alaska AdminiSiTalive Code de(Iling with tish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yalrutat Fintish
(including "almon, hetTing, and groundfish) f'rom 1'ebruary 17-26''', 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 3,,0 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is aV{iiiable n'om the Alask~ Depanl11cnt of Fish and Game,
Bo"nb Supp,'rl Section. P.O. Box 115526, Juncau. AK 99811-5526; Phone 907·465-4110.
Yuu /l1;1.Y a15;0 view [hl'.ffi 011 lh.:- internet at: ;~!~.r', i.:.':. >. )£!,~".~:..... !!.L::.;,:l.l\r' t ',.

])uhlic. testimony is ::iched~lled to start the "nt-rnoon of the 17lb~ lht'= sign-up deadline lor puhlic testimony is
lO:OOAM Wednes(lllY february lSlh. Muil or tax your wri(l~n comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comment,:.; rowsl he rec.elvcd by tht: Fcbruary 3,2009 ensure inclusion in the bO~lrd workbook.
Wht'n providing writ.ten comments on i.t specific proposals li:-;t lh<;:: Pl'op')f;al number you flre commenting on and
spcuilic(1l1y whether y(lll support or 0pP(lSe tile 1)I'(lposal or include support for amended lang.uage. THE BOARI.l
OF FISH IS NOT LI11-1 rn:n BY THESPECJI>'IC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OFTHE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS Til AI' IIAVE BEEN SUDMrrl'lm flY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF,

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alasb Department of Fish and Gamc
P,O. Box 115526

Juneau, i\K 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and SalisbLJry Sound IIerring Committee A Proposals (
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Silka Sound. .
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvegl in Sitka Sound. This comment form
docs not suppoli or oppose any speci fic herring proposal under consideration in tllis .
Board cycle, The Board of Fish and Deparlment of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the devartment. The pre~entmethodology
used to prcdict thc biomass does not .include sul11cicnt scientific intbmJation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Silka Sound.
I guppOrl the "rI;)rts of the Board ofFish (BOf) to work with the Governor, Legi~lature,

Depmiment, and ()th~s Lo develop the required regulations, mle changes, and language
that are necessary to fund suHlcienl (alleast one full time biometrician) biologist
posili()n(~) to be ba~ed in the Sitka Fish and Game Ortlce for lhc purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology lhal inclL(de~ all of the best available ~cience. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and uged.

Name: ~.La.Jrii?L,0-D'Jt.1ec; ....._ Dalc;O I /301 cf'\
Address: . .. 00"2;>.5 .. ' ter __.5dKAAK '!q~~-S

Signa ture: ---'--"'l~~60..-"-\~<l<l:Z1lI"""O<:::=- _

You may fax tho :t page ofthi:\ fonn to Q07-465-60Q4 or fait.! ~md mail irllhis [orin t() the address on the back
page. A sto.mp is required and it l1)ust be received by February J 1d, .

Public Comment#&
RECEIVED TIME JAN,30, 10:01AM



::;:; Feb. 2. 2009 11: 06AM

I:
Searhc No. 3847 P.

TlrelAJmika Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska.Adrninistrative Code dealing with fish and aquatij: products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon. herring, and groundfish) From February 17-261

", 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

RECENEO

fEB (I 22009AIlN: BOFCOMMENTS
Boards Support·Section

Alaska DepartJnent of Fish and Game
P.O, Box H5526

Jlffie3U, AK 99811-5526
Fax; 907-465-6094

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes i. available from the AJasl<a Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Suppott Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99S11-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.stale.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe I i"; the sign-up deadline fur public testimony is
J0:00AM Wednesday Febrwuy 18"'. Mail or flQl; your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comment. must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion. in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whetller you support or oppose the proposal Or include support for amended langwlge. THE BOARD
OF FISll IS NOt LlMIl'ED BY THE Si'ECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAvE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBUC OR STAFF.

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac Toe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided alUlUally by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infonnation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the pU!1.'0se ofimproving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
pnidiction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

Name:. C l. ~,~. '\ " V\ <:'-'~
Address; \'?25 C4(Qi ff- 0" s: 1'1"...4-
Signature: c..i!!!:LM--. ~~,

Date; _...",L..=le-·2..=·.L../+l_

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by FebruJlr)l 3"'.

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 2. 9:53AM



The Alaska Boara ofPisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulatiOns contained in Title S of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'\ 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka .

FEB. 2.2009 10:15AM
NO. 407 P.l

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from tho Alaska Department ofFisl!and Gaine,
Boards Support Scction, P.O. Box 115526, Jooeau, AK 99S11-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You Iruly also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.•tate.ak.us/
Publio testimony is scheduled to iltllIttbe afternoon oftbc 17"'; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday Februmy IS"'. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposols to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inel1l8ion in the board workbook.
When providing written oommonl-' on a spccifio proposals list the proposal number you arc commenting On and
specifioally whether you support or oppose tbc proposal or include support for amended langualll1. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN:BOFCO~ENTS

Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish and Game

P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, A.K 99811·5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and SalisbIity Sound Hening Committee A Proposals (
By signing this propO!llll I support the development ofa sustainable SitkaSound

" Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infonnation to respond
to the changing dynamios of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound HelTing Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all ofthe best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available..
scientific information is made available and used.

(

Date:

•
vY1 Al4i /IY} AJ?26 t:\ I

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this furm to the address on the back
page. A stamp is requirod and il must be received by February 3"'.

1'{ame:
Addres-s;LL.I.~~~4+,i~UJ4

Signature: ....L1lI.J4~~....j!.+.+~;u.~ _

REC ElVED TIME FEB. 2. 9: 12AM
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From FebrualY 17-26''',2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 9981 1-5526; Phone 907-465-41 to.
You may also view them on the intemetat: http://¥.'Ww.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afteTI100n of the 17 1h

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February ISlh, Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

r:£13 0 2200.9

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regnlations, rule changes, and langnage
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

You may fax the first page of this fonn to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3cd

.

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 2, B:52AM
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, hemng, and gronndfish) From Febru31Y 17-26th

, 2009 at the Hanington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A completo copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska bepartment ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AI( 998)1·5526; Phone 907-465-4lIO.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to soot the afternoon of the 11"; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18~. Mail or fax your written eonnnents on individual proposals t~ the address
below. 'Written conunents IJ1Ilst be received by the FebtUllry 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When pro~>idingWlitten comments on a specific proposals list the proposal nUrllber you are conunenting On and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for anlended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LlMlTEl> BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE plJIlUC OR STAFF.

(

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

AlaEka Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

REeE/V':::-
'. C

FEe 022009

SOARes

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals (
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka SOlmd
Management Plan for the comtnercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heaVily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department, The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofllie fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to .develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessaJ:y to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist

. position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the DepaItment to ensure the bestivailable
scientific infonnation is made a 'lable and used.

,. i

Name: ~-:-=,.,L.llj--=-.>d.L,~lLJ:.a:::~=L._-
Address: -r.~-'-6I=-~I--?"-:'="--------
Signature: f;'~~.!4L';:::'.&~~ _

Date: I h )/J.£

You may fux the first page of this form to 907465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page'. A stamp is requirod and it must be received by February 3"'.

I'd om 'ON
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic prodncts for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and gronndfish) From February 17-26t!l, 2009 at the lIarrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska bepaItmCTIt ofFish and Game,
Boards support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AI< 99&11-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: bttp:!!www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us!.
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17"'; the sign-up deadline for pUblic testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18"'. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing Wlitten comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you SUppOlt or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF TlIE ACTUAl
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBUC OR STAFF.

RECEIVED

FEB 02 2009

BOARDS

ATTN: BQr COM:MENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
1'.0, Bex 115526 .

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907--465-6094
r

Proposal: AlI Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support lhe development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in lhis
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Dep31tment ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass lhat is provided annually by the department. The present melhodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessm:y to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring ManageIl)-ent Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

Name: Sel1 ....y R HthIJd/ _ bate: 2/.-2/0 "1
Address: /03 lJa WI':'~ ---S/.i<.a.....A-!L-.
Signature:~~~ '"

You rna)' fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back

. page. A stamp is requiredr d it must be[eceived by Febru:/"Qi 3'd. . 'II I § C\ 1/ e.li'sk ,I I'·.
(J i: .4DFG (l/ol""" flft!"<. .s <?It{Mdtlln~ <p f1?v'yll'lt'J II.( 517&·.. Sl::>t>I'W} ow: oIQ.C 6 J

CIl"'fJ'I~" ,io-f. f2.Xf!.Qi'J'8/IK, ,J:"'lt1!~ -J.1c!:wJ I-k ('n<Ii,,;',,~.d.eC(I;;-i' c>rf-/;",fk ~oh VZ><:: cu."! 4.s.t. :f-.
f!.d ij~c-l lJ'lJ '1<':(,,,3. Thi- dQu:J is I/;/., ttY/MIl"; <; d{>~ ;.... '! <?iJ//th-. /'l-1.J --/.=/Jt,:-~ ~~
J 'd--,t 6m ·ON·, .. :.., 1'('1>-1 ~VLl·8 600l l qaj X.
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes 10 adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Tille 5 oflbe
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, .and groundfish) From February 17-26'", 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AI< 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: hllp:/lwww.boards.adfg.sl.tc.ak.lIsi
Public testimony is scheduled 10 star! Ibe afternoon of the 17'b; the sign.-up deadline for public t••timony i.
!0:00AM Wednesday February IS"'. M.il or fax your written comments on individual propo.al. to the address
below. Wrilten comments mu,t be received by the Februsry 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific propos.ls list the proposal number you are commenting on 8lId
specifically whether you support or oppose the pf<lposal or include support for .mcnded language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SI'EClFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC Ok S'.I'AFF.

ATTN:BOFCO~ENTS

Boards Support Section
Alaska Department ofFish and Game

P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and SalisbuI)' Sound Herring Committee A Proposals (
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infonnation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOP) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be

.sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

Namc:SL:;:,'t P,,,,,\,,,,.,\"I't..J,.,.,...- . Date: Il:.old<J
A.ddress: ~2..1 Sb.'~!>~)\'£: ' s.-I-\;""., Ai. Q'T83-S- I -
SIgnature: _ \...:.-\ __ ~ ~\ ~ L

You may fax the first page of this tbrm to 907-465-6094 or fold and m.il in thiB fonn to the address On the back
page. A stamp is required and it musl.bo received by February 3'·.

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 2, 10: 12AM
"._---~-_."._--

(
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The Alaska BOal'd ofFlsherie~ proposes to adopt, amend, Or repeal regulations ~ontail1od in Title 5 of the
~J~ska,Administrafivo~ode dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(mcludmg salmon, herrmg, and groundfish) From February 17-26'" 2009 at the Harrington Contennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka '

A complete cnpy of the propo.cd regulation. change. i. available from tJlC Alaska Department ofFi,ll and a.me
Boards Support SeeHon, P,O, Box 115526, Juneau, AT( 99811-5526: Phone 907.465-4110. '
You .mny ~Iso vie:-v th"l11 On the intemet at: http;ll~v:IY.bQ!!r,IJJ~'li!fu,MJ!J!;'JlliJJs..L
Public lestln10 ny IS scheduled to start the afternoon oftlle 17~; the sign-up deadline for public teslimony i,
I0:00AM ~ednesday r'ebruary 18'". Mail or thx your written conllnents On individUal propo••ls fa the address
below. Wn~~n oOll:ments must be rcc~lved by the FebnlRIY 3, 2009 erUmre inclusion in rhe board workbook.
Whe.n provldmg wntwl} comments On a specific proposals Jist the proposal number you are conlment-ing on and
speeJticaUy wllctller you support or oppose the proposal or iucJude support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY T.HE SPEClFJ.C J,ANGVAGE OR CONJ"IN~;SOF TIlE ACTUAL
PROPOSAJ~STHAT fIAVE BERN SUBMITTED .IlY TilE PUBUC OR STAF.F.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Garno
P.O. Box U5526

Juneau, AK 99,811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094'

f:lE'CEIVE~-.
FE8022009

BOARDS
Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Hening Committee A Proposals
By signing tllis proposal I support \he development of a sustainable Silka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment [onn
does not support or oppose allY specific herring proposal under eonsidemlion in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFi~h and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
uscd to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fi~hery in Sitka Sound.
{support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOP) to work with the Govemor, Legislature,
Oepartment, and others to develop tbe required regulations, mle changes, aIld language
\hat arc neeessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to he based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
helTing research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all oftlle best available scienee. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable re,qucsts by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnatioll is made available and used.

YOu Illay f"x the 11"t page of this form to 907-465·6094 Or fold aud mail in this f'>nn to the address "nthe back
_page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February )(<1,

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 2. 12: 33PM
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17_26Ih

, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Departroent ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.usl·
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February 18th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

(

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals (
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management PI$J. for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infonnation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.

. I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the pmpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3'"

(



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'",2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

Acomplete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17''; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February 18 th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3,2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifical1y whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

You may fax the first page ofthis form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be received by February 3'd



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'\ 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17"; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18 th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended langnage. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOFCONndENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By siglling this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound (
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all ofthe best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it mnst be received by February 3".

(



Date:

The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

Acomplete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFi~ and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sigu-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February 18 th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on aspecific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

k

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 9~7-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring ManagementArea and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: _-=-----=-'A~/<-·...J.R'_:_':_'_/ ......s-"'t:..L-,.-~· '"7f7C=C=--::-

~i:::e: B:dfAi~o:i/;'tJ:!l:;
7¥734CJ;>

You may fax the first page ofthis form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.
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The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17_26Ih

, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17'''; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
lO:OOAM Wednesday February 18th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are conunenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN,: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound (
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board of Fish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back (
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3,d.



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'\ 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AI( 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sigu-up deadline for public testimony is
I0:00AM Wednesday February 18 th

• Mail or fax your written conunents on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written conunents on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

AT1N: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: -:sPJ rJE:.. E. i D 1-131-<.,
Address: Po BQX' i(P73
Signature: -S \ riCA;:! H\< qq fr3-r

Date: /-:3 1- Z. 007

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be received by February 3'd
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The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including sahnon, herring, and groundfish) From Febrmny 17-26'" 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

Acomplete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18'h. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written conunents on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT IIAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals (
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infonnation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board of Fish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

Name: ....J~. '--". C q."SJ<..
Address: p"" 0-, Bc,,·x, ! '1 ;,75, S;'-He.."
Signatur(j('< '= ~ C... -7' ?n .>

You may fax the fIrst page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.



The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'" 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907·465·4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoonofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
W:OOAM Wedoesday Febrnary 18'h. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended langnage. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

AT1N: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name:_Dtt-v I D (3!e-?71v1JV
Address: B'Y 7/ is S I '(1(.111 Ii /<- ff;f35'"
Signature: C5 ('o-e'~

Date:

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465·6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3,d



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 ofthe (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26"',2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Jnneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: hlt;p..;/lwww.boargs.adfg.slliW.ak.us!
Public testimony is scheduled to start the aftemoon of the 17th

; the sign-up deadliue for public testimony is
10:OOAM Wednesday Febrnary 18th

. Mail or fax your written comments on iudividual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure iuclusion iu the board workbook.
When providiug written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you snpport or oppose the proposal or iuclude support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

AT1N: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game

P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound (
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all ofthe best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: L-\r\ckcL BI<£nkensh,f::> . Date: /-.Z-f;'-c'J'f
Address: 'Pi) 'BD.x- 7-2-:3 I ~;:(C'iS35
Signature:.dt1~ d,&a..JV~'./!.,

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail iu this form to the address on the back (
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3'd



Date:

The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17_26Ih

, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: httn:llwww.boards.adfg.state.ak.usl
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18 th

. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on aspecific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or i"clude support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Connnittee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the cormnercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: c.;~or iU~ KI+)({L,;
Address: --4't"':',-!=.L---I,...L-=CI---'=q---+:/-~..-r-:
Signature: ~-J.J!.:...Q=tee:::z:::.f--."'....d_.L---J--~~...!..J~

You may fax the first page ofthis form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this fmm to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be received by February 3".



The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to. adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'",2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, .P.o. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us!
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February 18th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the Febrnary 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on aspecific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound (
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Date: / -3J-tJ'1

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold aud mail in this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be received by Febrnary 3,d.
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'\ 2009 at the Hanington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy oflhe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Dep",tment ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AI( 99811·5526; l'hone 907-465-4110.
You may also ;";ew them on the internet.t: http://www.boards.adfg.slatc.ak.usl
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afterncon ofthe 17"'; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18"'. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written counnents on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you SUppOlt or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMl'JED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS TIlAT IlAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATIN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK. 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and SalisbUlY Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka SOlUld
Management Pl!m for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka SOlUld. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department offish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the hening
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infonnation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor; Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and GameOffice for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Managemerit Area <md'developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

Date: hk./~ 'l
i

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 2, 8:03AM
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Adminislnltive Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17_26", 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes i. available from the Ala!lka Department of Fish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, lUlleau, AK 99811-5526; Pholle 90746541LO.
You may also view them 00 the internet at: http://www.boards.•dfu.state.ak.usl
Public testimony is scheduled to start the aftemoon ofthe 17~; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18'". Mail or fax your written commen!>; on individoal propo""ls to the address
below. Written eommenls must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the ooard workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals listl~e proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically w~ether you support Or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE llOARl>
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF mE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUJJMI'ITED JJY mE PUJJLIC OR STAFF.

ATIN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box l15~26

Juneau, AK 99tH 1-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
docs not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish imd Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass docs not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I supporttlle efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for thc purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Souu.d Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available aud used.

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to t~c address on Ihe back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3".

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 2, 2: 49PM

(
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The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'\ 2009 at the Han1ngton Centennial
Hal!, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, 1',0. Box J15526, Juneau, AK 99811·5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the inlemcE at: hUp;/iwww,boards,adfg.slate,ak,u,1
!>ublic testimony is scheduled to start Ehe af"moon ofrhe 17"'; the sign·up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18'h, Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the addre,s
below. Written commet1ts must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing wnllen comments on a specific proposals list the propesal number you are commenling on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PlWPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF,

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AI< 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465·6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring co~R~Rq;,roposals
By signing this proposal Tsupport the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The presenl methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufflcient scientific infOlmalion to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforls of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the besl available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

09

...,., Jlllj;

You may fax the I1rst page of tbis form to 907-465·6094 or fold and mall in this form to the address on the back
page, Aslamp is required and it must be rcceived by February 3nJ

,
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(
The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal r lations contained in Title 5 ofthe
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products f9r: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'\ 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka I

A complete ccpy of me proposed regulations changes is available from the taSka Depanment ofFish aud Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Bo" 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 07-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: htt!l:i/www.boards.adfg.state.ak. /
Public testimony is scheduled to stan the afternoon of the 17"; the sign-up dpadline for public testimony is
I0:00AM Wednesday February 18,h Mail or fa" your written comments On individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 en.ure rclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments. on a specific prt?posals list the proposall1-umbcI you are commenting on and
specifically whether you ,upport or oppose the proposal or include support !er amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CqNFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUaLIC 01t STAFF.

ATTN:BOFCO~ENTS

Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish and G!l1Tle

P.O. Box 115526. RECEIVED
Juneau, AK. 9981 1-5526 I

Fax: 907-465-6094 FEB 022009

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and SalisbuIY Sound HeITin~ Committee 9\%f;'asals
By signing this proposalI support the development of a suStainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal uhder consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish anh Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan ba8e~ very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the departmept. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient sciehtific infol1llation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound. I
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work w~lli the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations( rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time ~iometrician)biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office fbr the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management ..{rea and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best availa~le science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Departmert to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: cE//m &r/ey:: Dat~: d-d-Or
~:a:;e:~£~~ezra:r 1
You may fax the first page ofthis form to 907·465·6094 or fold and mail in is fonn to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 2. 10: 17AM

(
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3:41AM Community Schools No.2169 p, 1

The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend; or repeal regulations contained In Title 5 ofthe
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Depsrtment ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; rhone 907·465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: ptto:/Iwww.boards.odfg.state,a)pw
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
W:OOAM Wednesday February 18~. Mail Or fax your wrirren comments on individual proposols to the address
below. Written comments must be recdved by the February 3,2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting'on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF TIlE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P,O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 998'11-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infonnation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishclY in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in thc Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: ....5a.nd\'1). Fo~"";N. Date: ~q

~:a~:~e~it}' d'1:t::~I1~ -
You may tax thc first page of IIIis form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this fonn to lhe address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'. '

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 7, 7:44AM



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the ('
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeastand Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'" 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-41l0.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.hoards.adfg.state.ak.us!
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17"'; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
I0:00AM Wednesday February 18"'. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written COm1llents must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclnsion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK. 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

80'--1-\1'\ L .-:-

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the pm:pose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3'd.
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(



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including sahnon, herring, and groundfish) From Februaly 17_26'", 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

Acomplete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AI( 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
W:OOAM Wednesday February 18 th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on aspecific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

"

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in 'this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently devdop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the hen\hg
forecast biomass iliat is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respong
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound. '.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,' }
Department, and oiliers to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language ;
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in ilie Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new,
prediction methodology that includes all ofilie best available science. Funding shoulcl be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: $~<L\dQ{\, 1Ur~ Date£? \h-c/oq
J\ddress:'~ ~~~ C.;;-r~*3 '5,.fh. A-k. q,c,21!S- ~I
SIgnature: ~-k.~w,_ f.-....---

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be received by February 3'·.



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 ofthe (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26"',2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: htttdlYC\O:l"j;Ward.s.adfg.state.ak.usf
Public testimony is scheduled to start the aftemoon ofthe 17"'; the sign-np deadline for public testimony is
I 0:00AM Wednesday February l8 ili

. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the Febrnary 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound (
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all ofthe best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: '-fl~~ (flfJ~. . Date: £1..- ;;L - () Cj

~~~=~:yf~~~s;rKaIii(.

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back (
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by Febrnary 3'"



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including sahnon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17"26'h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards SUppOlt Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the intemet at: http://wVl\V.boai·ds.adfrr.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 1i h; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18th

• Mail or fax your Wlitten comments on individual proposals to tbe address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whetber you support or oppose tbe proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

AnN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Sugport Section

" .' t

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

RECEI'=

FEB 0320D9

BOARLC

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofPish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofPish (BOP) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Pish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: P~..Ji;/) ; t Ie-. . .
~ddress: l~i!t.;;;'(j _ ivtka).A 1'(
SIgnature., (' "t!.

Date: b t - ..29-·~ 0 q

You may fax the first page ofthis form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on tbe back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3rd

.



The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herriug, and groundfish) From February 17-26"',2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Snpport Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by tbe February 3,2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically wbetber you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 1-15526

Juneau, AK 99&11-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

FEB 032009

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulationiS, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose ofirnproving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

(

Date: db It) 't

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to tbe address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3m.



The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AI< 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
1O:00AM Wednesday February 18th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

RECEIV~::

ATTN:BOFCO~NTS

Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish and Game

P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

FEB 0 32009

BOARG:'

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Conunittee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. Tills comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes a!! of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: ~# E'-Q!(/1'1!J Date: /-3/ - 6'7
Address: /0 r 0<?;v,o .Q/J$rr 2).-<e.
Signature~'~<~

You may fax the first page of this fonn to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by Febrnary 3'd. .



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17_26'" 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

(

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Sectiou, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17ili

; the sign-up deadline for puhlic testimouy is
1O:00AM Weduesday February 18 ili

. Mail or fax your written commeuts on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusiou in the board workbook.
Wheu providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting ou and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
pROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required aud it must be received by February 3'0.

(

(

{:1:13 032009

Date:-;-;;:.1 / /07.... 7

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094 80,.:,(; - .

-0;::

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Connnittee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sonnd.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regnlations, rule changes, and langnage
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Nam;~Zr/)an! /r!rJlL./:;'
Address:~ =o~ ~3 "
Signature;':= =~~ ....:-;:4§';-..:-:J



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Ya.1<utat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'",2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-411 O.
You may also view them on tbe internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday Febmary 18th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LAJljGUAGjC OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

RECErvED

FEB 032009

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Date: J._}o -12r

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp iIi·required llljd it must be received by February 3"'.



The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26th

, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

Acomplete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the iuternet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us!
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadIiue for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February 18th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure iuclusion in the board workbook.
When providiug written comments on aspecific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN:BOFCO~NTS

Boards Support Section
Alaska Department ofFish and Game

P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

(

, '

. .

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound (
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name:
Addres-s:---------------

Signature:.4I M:;ftre.cr1~ ,;t'c~~

Date:

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is reqnired and it must be received by February 3,d.

Mrs. M. Peremsovich Jr.
332 Wachusetts St
Sitka, AK 99835

' ..



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17_26th

, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is availahle from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box II5526, Jtuleau, AK 998II-5526; Phone 907-465-4IIO.
You may also view them on the ioternet at: http://wNW.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17th

; the sigu-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wedoesday February IS th

. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion io the board workbook.
When providiog written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF. REeEl' I;:: •.~"

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS

Boards Support Section
Alaska Department ofFish and Game

P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

FEB 032009

80ARD~

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and SaliSbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound

, Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

N arne: __~.J-·-70",-1,J-"N7'-.5i=ci-l""A.<Jl.:""-':f'lo,:-:::-----=---,---______=_ Date: _O--,l--,J-=.3--,~J,-=~=-O~~~.L-
Address: til g,~)( I~'S :;>,rf1Lfl) f* q~g3S

Signature: """',...,---I.II....--If--------
:.,;.,," to! : ,i.?::.! Ii

~:o#,&~~~~i~~.fi.rstpage of this fo to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
p',,'ge. A sfump is required and it must be received by February 3"'.



The Alaska Board ofFisheties proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Adnlinistrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'1>, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

Acomplete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February l8'h. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the Febroary 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on aspecific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

(

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals (
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plao for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the chaoging dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and laoguage
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Maoagement Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund aoy reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available aod used.

You may fax the firs his 09 7-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be receIved by February 3,d.
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/ The Alaska B6ard ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administtittive Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including sa!tno'n, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26",2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Hill;bor Drive, Sitka

. / ...
:~~ . '

A compl~te 'copy'oftlie proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Snpport Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February 18th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on aspecific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: ~07-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the develoPlllent of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specifiq. herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided'annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient sGi~ntific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
R.9sition(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
hl'!!j{ing research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
pre'l1iction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: -;J!!"im'M--'C~u""sh~in:nj:(~-------
Add P.O. Box 186

ress: -----JSist·"tkf£&'r,""A~K--,P~9~g''''2>--------
Signature: _

-

You may fax the frrst page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must bereceived by February 3"'.



The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26fu

, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: 1:!1.tu.;{lwww.bQards"aQfg.state.ak.usi
Public testimony is scheduled to slatt the aftemoon of the 17fu

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
I 0:00AM Wednesday Febmary 18'". Mail or fux your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number' you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

RECEIVi=~
~-

FEB 032009

BOARi.J:::

(

.........
Name: ...:>.1-!-f-I."",~:--~-.-"-s,,...;-.:..r.,..-'---3~--c--
Address: '

-&y"--""'---TO""S~~i1'-'~ri"''--'-::-"'''-''---

Signatur~e'7'q;L:l4l~t;-/-t=::::ZU4~~d-__

Proposal: All Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

You may fux the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 orfold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3'd I

/?s-.. )--fCiVrYJ ~~~ t;o/T?J'~ )6~~~
,~~Juvm~ ~ ~ 5~~c/.I?



The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26"', 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99SII-5526; Phone 907-465-4IIO.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is, scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February ISth. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3,2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments ou aspecific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting 011 and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

:-:~

AnN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

R£'''SI\jED

FEe j 32009

8C-~

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Conunittee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided aunually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund 'any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: Dovvlc.J Lb.' j . Date: ~. -/ - /0"
~i:=e: e;;:i£t;1'1:f-=~~ 7- 5;,LL-

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be received by February 3'd.



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(inclnding salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17_26Ih

, 2009 at the Hanington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoou ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadliue for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday Febrnary 181h

• Mail or fax your written comments on iudividual proposals to the address
below. Writteu comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure iuelusion iu the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commentiug on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or iuelude support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

.~::.. -

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: ;1/t (;. I( t. ();. M £/"-'T Date: ;h;k'
A.ddreSS;j;01.f:>J:::::J ,via. 41(, !f£ifYI)~
SIgnature: i1:'?:-~ I

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail iu this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.

(

(



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic prodncts for: Southeast and Yakntat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From Febmary I7_26th

, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 9981 1-5526; Phone 907-465-41 10.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to star! the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
1O:00AM Wednesday February 18 th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3,2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

AT1N: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

BOARDS

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold aud mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3ro.
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regoJations contained in Title 5 ofthe
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for; Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26"', 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy oflhe proposed regulations chmges is available from the Ala.ka Department ofFish and Oame,
Boord. Support section, P.O. Be>: 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
Y Ott may also view them on the internet at: htln:l/wwlV bgoWs.•dfg.'tato.L\k.us!
Public testimony is scheduled to start the aftemoon ofthe 17'''; the sign-up de.dline for public testimony is
10;00AM Wednesday February ISlh

• Mail Or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 en,ure inclu,ion in the board workbook.
When prOViding written comment, on a ,pccific proposals list the propo,al number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you ,upport or oppo,c ti,e proposal or inolude 'upport for amended llUlguage. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMI'tED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF TIlE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOP COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AI{ 99811-5526
Fax; 907-465-6094

(

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound H~;lTingCommittee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound (
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment for
does not support or oppose any specific hening proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the rlO'quired regulations, rule changes, and languag()
that arlO' necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full tim() biometrician) biologist
position(s) to blO' baslO'd in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpOS() ofimproving
herring research in the Sitka Sound HelTing Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Departnwnt to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name:~£5!3f ~~(~W Date:
Address: ~33'(;; ~Cj'8'.3.s;--
Signature: .)C~ -

You may fax the fIr,t page ofthi. fOrln to 907-465-6094 or fold .nd mail in thi, fonn to the addrCB' on the back
page. A stamp is required and itmu't be received by February 3"'.

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 2:22PM

(
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Ala1<ka Administrative Cod.e dealing with fish and aquatic 'products fOl" Southeast and Yakutat Finfish .
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'" 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Driye, Sitka

A ~omplete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available Itom the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: !rttp:l!yvww,boards,adfg.state.akU1J1
Public testimony is scheduled to start the· afternoon of the 17l!1; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
t 0:00AM Wednesday Febnuu)' IS"'. Mail or fax your written comments on iudividual propos.ls to the address
below. Written conunents must oe received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the bOlll'd ·workbook,
When providin.g wril\en commen.ts on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose tbe proposal or include support for amended language. TIm BOARD.
OF J?lSH lS NOT LlMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ./iCTUAL
PROPOSAL~THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLlC OR STAFF.

AITN: :BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Sectiop

Alaska Departmept of fish and Garne.
P,O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka SOUIld
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Siika Sound.
I support·the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department; and others to develop the required regulations, lUle changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biomeuician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Siika Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sou~dHerring Management Area and developing a: new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. FUIlding sp,ould be
sufficient to fUIld any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best avail"ble
scientificinfOlwation is made available and used.

Name: L Pt./2·1l.1 ED w/'J, fU) 5, Date: ;;./J10 9
A.ddress:~ It f e ~ $1-n<A .

signature:a 8-c~~~fiN"N6~p.c;:;fIil.F)
You llJilY fax the first page ofthis form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this fOl1ll to the address on the back
·page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3".

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 2:24PM
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 oftlle
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, hening, and groundfish) From February 17-26'" 2009 at the Harrington Centenaial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of ti,e proposed regulations changes is availahle from ti,e Alaska Department offish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Bnx 115526,Jnneau, AI( 99811-5526; Phnne 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at http://w\\.W.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon oftl~e 17'h; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18'"' Mail or fax your written comments onindividoal proposals to the address
below. 'Vritten comments must be received by the February 3,2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing ,witten comments on a -specific proposals-list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically wlletiler you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended laoguage. TIlE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUllLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound ReDing Committee A Proposals (
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infonnation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology thnt includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

Name: S'TCvE 451/ Date: ..z../{,./Gi 9
~ddress: O/OI=CZ:,~ S-f77C.A, ;f~
Slgnature: _. k __~

-•.-<-~-:,,__7>"""C:':en."'c--,-----

You may fax the first page ofthis form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in tllis form to the address au the back
page. A stamp is required aud it must he received hy February 3''.

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 9:30AM
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The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, orrepeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'\ 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box lISS26, Juneau, AI< 9981I-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: htto://www.boal.ds.adfu.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17'"; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18 th

, Mail or fall your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written commenlll on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
speeifiea11y whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS TIIAT IIAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY TIlE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O, Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

,
J Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals

By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the hening
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose ofimpl'oving
hening research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all ofthe best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465·6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the baok
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 31d, .

RECE IVED TIME FEB, 3.. 3: 25PM
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Ugl,")}~cilJJoard 0f Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contaIned in Title 5 ofthe (
AtJsltalAlJhllnistrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southe•.st and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February J7-26"', 2009 at ~le Harrington Centennial
Hati, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changos is available from the Alaska Dep"rtmo'" ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, 1'.0. Box IlSS26, Juneau, AI( 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-41.1.0.
You may also view them OIl the internet at; hltn:/lwww.bofll.dFi.adf~.stat~lt~k.us/

Public testimony is scheduled to start the aftvrn0C;'fi cfthe 17111; the sign-up deadline for IJUbJic testimony is
IO:OOAM WedneSday February 18"'. Mail or fax your written CDmments On individual propDsals to the address
below. Written commentS must be received by ilie Fobruary 3~ 2009 enSlll'e inolusion in the board workbook.
When providing 'Written comments On a specItic proposals list the proposal number you Ore commenting on rmd
specifically whether you snpport or oppose the proposal or include SUppOlt for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMnED BY '!liE SPEClFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES 0]1 THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVI!: BEEN SUBMffTED BY THE PtrSLIC Oil. STAFF.

AnN: BOP COMMb"'NTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department offish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Jl!Ileau, AK 99811-5526
Fa,,, 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Comm!!1ee A Proposals
By signinglhis proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form (
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is prOVided annually by the department. The pmsent melhodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board of Fish (BOF) to work with the GO'vemor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and d(:veloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund lmy reasonable requests by the Department to ensumlhe best availai?le
scientific information is made available and used.

Date: 1- <~~z9 - 09

You may fa'-I: the first page oflhi. form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the' address On the back
page. A stamp is required llIld it must be received 'by February 3'".

(
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The AlaskaF.iQ~(\t~jsheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations ,'ootwned in Title 5 ofthe
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: South"'l:lt and Yakulat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17.Z6'h, 2009 at the Hairington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska nep,lltment offish and Game,
Boards Suppo,'t Section, P,O. Box 115526, Jono.u, AK 99811.5526; Phone 907·465-4J.1.0.
You may also view them 011 the internet at: bl:tp;/!www,boal'da,adf!ultFl'!.J;,ak.w::;!
PnbUe tostimony is scheduled to ,taJt the afternoon of the 17~; the sign-up deadline fo,' public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18"'. Mail 01' fux your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Writlen comments must be received by the Februery 3, 2009 enSure inclusion in toe board workbook,
When prOViding wrille'll comm""ts on a "P"ciflc proposuls list the proposal number you "l'e commenting on and
specilicoJly whether you suppor! or oppose the propo,oJ or include support for lIDlendod languago. Tl!lE BOARD
0 ... l'ISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES 0>1' THli: ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLle OR STAFF,

ATIN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Oepartment ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811·5526
Fax: 907-465·6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Comm:lJ:tee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management :Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound., This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department, The pmsent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound,
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometricilm) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and d~~veloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensUn, the best availa!;>le
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

Name: ----'...;;:;'--'-'~:?':3?--!o~.c.Jt.~--_-__
Address: -y.,l.:-.lILl;;.Jl"""-""'''''''-'f-"''---,,----
Signature: -\\:"-I'="-"'-'"-'-'''''''-~-ll:'''''"'''"'''"'''''+_----

You may fex the fir,t page oftbi. form to 907·465·6094 or fold and mail in this fom, to tli< address 00 the back
page, A stamp i. required and it must be roceiv.ed by Febrllilry 3",
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 ofthe
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-:26''',2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive.• Sitka

A complete copy of the Pfoposcd reguI"tions changes is available from the Alaska DepaJtmont of Fisb and Game,
Boards SUppOlt Secti,"', P.C). Box i 15526, Juneau, AK 998.11-5526; Pbonc 907-465-41 lO.
You may 01.90 vicwthem On the internet at: hllp:llwww.hoal·ds.•dfg.state.ak,ys/
,Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17m; the: ~dgn-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18". Mall or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
bclow. Written comme.nts must be reoeived by the February 3, 2009 e,t)sure inclusion in the ooard workbook.
When providing written commliOnts on a s.peoific proposals Iiat the propo~a,l number you are commenting on and
speci(icn!Jy whctl1er you support or oppose the proposnl or include ~upport for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISI~ IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
I,'ROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTlj:D BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF,

(

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O, Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Si:lka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest In Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific heuing proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle, Th.e Board ofFish and Departm.ent ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Com.mercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass tbat is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the: biomass does not include sufficient scientific infollllation. to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOp) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the ,reg,uired regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be b~,sed in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
h.erring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science, Funding should be
suificient to fund :my reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best availa1:Jle
scientific information i.s made available and used.

N=J",,· \T . "'" l-1~- Cf\
A:ddres~l= q~\.-~t'kt, AIL ql\~,>5
SIgnature.~.__/ __~.__ .

You may fax the flrst pal~e of this form 10 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this fonn to tho address on the baaK
page, A stamp is required: and it must he l'eceived by February 3".

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 5:22PM

(
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries propOSes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations cctntained in Title 5 ofthe
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17.26"", 2009 at the lLilrrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. BOl{ 115526, Juneau, AK 9981 1-5526; Phone 907-465-4110,
You may also view them Oil the internet at: b.\1p.;LIlJ!,\!>'.J:V,hQ1!':g~.,M£!j:g"j.lm.I~&k,J!iL

Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17lh; the sign-up deadline for ptiblic testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February 18"'. Mail or fax your written commenls on individual pro'posals to the address
below, Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 eMUTe inclusion in thll board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal nun,ber you all. commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or inclUde support for amended hmguage. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFrC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OI' THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment foml
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass ilia1. is prOVided annually by the department. The pwsent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board of Fish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufticient (at least one full time biometrici~ln)biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for ilie purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all ofthe best available scienc~:" Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: ··"\\i~,
Address: --~.:...F~!-'~F-rt-+::"""";:------,-r-
Signature: ----T'i:""-----"---""'-=----'~;:_-"-._:;;--:=--==----

Date:~+\--

\;
You may fin< the first p'ge ofthis form to 907-465.6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address On the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3'd
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal resulatiollS (;ontained in Tirle 5 ofthe (
Alaska Administnrtive Code dealing with fish and aquatio products for: Southe,ml and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26"',2009 al the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Ddv~, Sitka

A cmnplect copy ofthe pwposed e"Sulatio"" change, is avaUsble from the AlIOS!'" Depattmeut oIFish and Game,
Baaed, SUPPOlt Seotion, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811.5526; Phon~ 907-465-411.0.
You may also view them on the intcmet at http~/\lI'v.:w.bmu-d~Jldfg,,st!l-tc:.nlcud

Public testimony is schedulod to sturt the afternoon ofthl' 17()i; the sign-up deadline for public testimony it!'
10,OOAM Wednesday February 18'". Mall Or fax your written commellts On individual ~'DPOsaJS to the address
below. Writt<:m comm~nts must be receivtld by the Febnmry 3,2009 onsure inclusion in the board worlcbook_
When providing writt~n oo.m:rnents on a spocific proposals list the proposal number you lln~ conunenting on and
spocificaUy whether you support or oppose !he proposal or include S"PpOf! lor amended ,language. THE BOARD
OF FISIi IS NOT LIMiTED BY THE SpECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES 0]' 'HiE ACrUAL
PROPOSALS TRAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OiR STAFF.

AITN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn (
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. "The Board offish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The pH;'sent methodology
usl'd to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infol:mation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts oithe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometridcm) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the p'urpose ofimproving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and d~:veloping a new
prediction methodology that includes aU of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensw',: the best available
scientific information is made available and used. (

N=. L J c "{'O~!! 61"H-{ 0"", <0d~ey
~i~~~:l2:/!it:5/WE;J!!f/ifl5/;5: if/K ~. ~3~
You may fax tbe first page of this form to 907,465·6094 or fold aod mail in this form to fh", address 00 tho back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3".

(
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, Or repeal regulations Mota/ned in TIde 5 ofilie
Alaska Admmistralive Code dealing with fish and aquatIc products for: Southe~.st and Yaleutat FJ.nfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundtish) From February 17-26"', 2009 at the Harrington CemenniaI
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy oIUle proposed regulatiollS ohaagcs is available from the Alaska Dcpm'!mcnt ofFish ""d Game,
Boards SuPPOtt Seotion, P.O. Box Il5526, Juneau, AI( 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-41.i.0.
You may also view them on the internet at httQ:I/'y.,'Ww,bQnc·ds.aclfu,st:nte_~!k.llSI

Public testimony jt) scheduled to S[W1 the aft"moon oflli\."; 17th; the sign-up deadline fot public tl;tltimoIlY Is
IO:OOAM Wednesday February 18~. Mail or tax YOUl' Wri[lOlI commcnrs on individual prroposals to the address
below. Written comments must b~ rc;celved by the February 31 2009 ensure inclusion if] tb.tJ board workbook.
WhO'll pJ'Oviding written comments on a specific proposals li,t the proposal number you ill'e commenting on and
specifioally wbether you support or oppOSe the proposal or include SUppolt .for lIlllended language. nm BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY tHE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES (]IJ' THE ACTUAL
PIWPOSALS TIIAT IIAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY '[HE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

AnN: :ROF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska D~partment ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Commi!ttee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound... This co=en't fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The pfl:'sent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficilmt scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Govemor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule charlges, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometricilm) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitlca Sound Herring Management Area and df:veloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensw:~, the best availahle
scientific information is made available and used.

Date:~!.') fi, '1

You may fax the first page oftbis form to 907-465-6094 or fold llnd mail in this form to th", address On tbe baok
page. A stamp is required llnd it must b. received by february 3'd.
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The AlaSka Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, Or repeal regulations c;ontained in TrUe 5 ofIbe (
Alaska Adn-llnistrarivo Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southea'lt and Yakutat FiIJflsh
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'", 2009 at the Harrington CentenIDal
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed rogulations orumges is available from the Alaska Depmrment ofFish and Game,
Boards SUPPOlt Sectioll, 1'.0, Box 115526, funeau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-411.0.
You may also view them 011 the intcmet at: htl:p~llwv..lw.boBrd5,ndfu_s;tatl::.,ak.u~1

Public testimony is scheduled to start the aftt=mooll ofthe 17th; tho sign..up doadlint;; tor public testimony is
\O,OoAM Wednesday february 18"', Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to tile address
bdow. Written commtmts must be received by the February 3, 2009 enSllre inclusion in li~e board workbook.
When providing written comnumls Oll a specific propos.als Ust the proposal number you nre commenting on and
speci:fic.l!y whether you support or oppose the proposal or include SUppOlt for llJrlended languase. THE: BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUACE OR CONFINES OW THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS TIfA'I' HAVB BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR S'fAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFIsh and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Comm!]ltee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound!. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game pJ:esently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very hea'l'ily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scienti'fic infor.mation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitlca Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board of Fish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one· full time biometricilm) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the pin]pose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and d(::veloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to enSW:ll the best available
scientific infQ.CPJ,lJtion is made available and used.

~,fI--{l-- NICc.s.-:::,..J , / W·
Name: ~.<~~~C\ . Date:-.!..J-J.:I C;
Address:~Ii~=8 8: ,
Signature: c::=-.tH;' ~ Llll.l tal "".

YO'u may fax the first pllge ofthis form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this fonn to thl: address On the bacl'
paga. A Slmnp is required and it must be received by February 3",

(

/,
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Name:
Address;
Signature:

The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulatiollB contained in Title 5 ofthe
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Soulheast aod YakutAt Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'" 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Ddvc, Sitka

A cmnplcte copy OfthEI proposed regulations cbrangcs is available from the Alaska Departm~nt ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Sectitl!I, P.O. Box 1155Z6, Juneau, AK 998l.I -55ZG; phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view thmn On the internet at: tJttp://w..v"v.bmw%.adt'g...state.2k.us! .
Public testimony is sc.heduled to start the afternoon of the 17th

; the sif!.D-up dendlim: for public testimony i~
10;OOAM Wcdnesd.y February 18~. Mail or fax your writtO:Jl comments on individual propos9ls to lhe address
below. Written cOrnml;il1ts must be received by the February 3~ 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook
Wh~n prov.iding wri1.t~m comments on a specific proposaJs list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifloally whethor y,ou support or opposelbe proposal or .include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIIIU'TED BY THE SpECll'lC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF TIlE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS T{lAT .IlAVE llEEN SUllMITTED llY TlU;; PUBLIC OR STAFF.

AIIN: BOF Co:MMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By sign.ing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support (lr oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in fu.is
Board cyc1~. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Gamlil presently develop the
Sitka Sound COlIlJ'll.ercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by fue department. The present methodology
used to predict the! biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, LegiSlature,
Department, and o1hers to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
fuat are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be hltsed in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the pUIpose of improving
herring research ll:1 the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction method1>10gy that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
suffJ.cient to fund lilly reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnati,on is made available and used.

S a&4J,B..- :];!c.-ttGO'IL,"" Date: I'30-0:?
~~i)~~:::5.fJit?/.!<, lift.' 'i'7{J"35
~I..~~_~:c.-,",,&-""---,

You may fax lbe tim P~!~O ofthis form to 907·465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the. addre.s On lbe back
page. A stamp is required and it must be reocived by Fehrusry 3'd.

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 5:22PM
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~Ibe Alaska Board o[Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations (:ontalned in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products foro Southea:;! and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26", 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hal!, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofrhe proposed regulatiom changes is available from the Alaska Depmtment ofFish ond Game,
Boards SUPPOLt Secti()n, P~O~ Box 115526, Junoau, Al( 99811·5526; Phone 907·465-41.1.0~

You may also view !:hem on the internet lJ.t: hLtP://Wv..V\'.boat[~,adfr1_st.fl.tt:.ak.u~1

Public testimony is scheduled to staJi the ni1.:cmoon of the 17 ; the sigl'l-up dl:adIine for publio testimony is
IO;OOAM Wodnesday February 18lh

• Mail or fux your wl'itlen comment. on individual proposals to the address
below. Written COmments IJ'lUst be receive:d by the February 3) 2009 en5w-o inchwjon in tile board wodcbook
When providing \Vrlttcn comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you ~1I'e commenting On Qnd
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal Or include support for amended 'anguage~ THE BOARD
OF FISIi IS NOT l..iMITEn BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFll'IES 01, THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS TllAT IIAVB BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOP COMMENTS
Boards Support S~ctjon

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Junoau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

(

Proposal: All Sitlca Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Commj;ttee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable S:itka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support. or oppose any specific herring proposal under consl,del'ation in this (
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management :Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass mat is provided annually by the d<::partment. The pmsent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the effOlts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, !"Ule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and dJ::veloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available sciencl'. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable request~ by the Department to erisue\~ the best availal;>le
scientific intonnalion is made available and used.

Name: 6MUt::.~'?Z . Date:~if), ZM9
Address~ /,Xi 8,,£-e1t'Jttt: .l.?!=t1@ c?'J7x-.d
Signature: GIL-Seer '77?V'7?(;

. You may fax the first page oflhis form to 907·465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to tb.• add!'ess on the baole
p.ge~ A. stamp is required and it musl be receivod by February 3". .

(
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The Alaska Board (lfFjsherj~sproposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regularions contained in Title 5 of tl,e
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southea,~t and Yalcutat Finfish
(inoluding salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17_261h, 2009 at the Harringron Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Driv~, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations chan~es is available from the Alnska Dep~'tmcnt of Fish and Game,
Boards Support Scotian, 1',.0. Box Jl.5526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-411 O.
You may also view thvrn on the lntcmet at: ht(p:/lw\Alw.boal·d2,~dtb:.state.~k.ll.s1

Public testimony is sc.hcduled ,0 start the att,,",oon ofthe 17'''; the aign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday FebruOlY 18~. Mail or fa... your wl'itton comments on individual proposaI. to the address
below. Written commenls must 00 received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclllSion in tho boat·d workbook.
When providing wl'jttvn comm.ents On a specitic proposals Jist the proposal number you ',jre commenting on ~nd

specifically wheth.r you support or oppo.e the proposal or include SUppolt for amended language. THE BOAnn
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY TIlli SPECIFIC lANGUAGE OR CONFINES O>lr THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS TfiAT HAVI!; BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

AnN: BOFCOMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fa~:907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Commj:ttee &Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This corrunent form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game p'X'esently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass mat is provided allllually by the department. Th" prr::sent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not inelude sufficient scientific infmmation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
r support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the p~prose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and dlNeloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensur\~ the best avaiIa!;Jle
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

Name: 'S?kck~~ '25> Date:~~~,~ 1
Address: . • (Y: Z "'td'"tZ;~ c, '_,.
Signature: . •. " l·5)G S~

You may fax rhe IIrst page ofilis form to 907·46 60 4 or fold and mail in this form to tb,~ address on the baok
page. A slamp is required and It must be (eceived by Febluary 3"_ .

513 3911d illS 13L9t>LPLL051
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations oontained in Title 5 ofilie (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatio products for: Southe""t an.d Yakutat FInflsh
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A oomple[~ copy ofth. proposed regulatlo"" changes is available from the Alaska Depa,tmenI ofFish ond Game,
Boords Support Section, P,O. Box 115526, JuneOu, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-41.1.0,
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.hoal"dfi..adfl1.state..?ok.lIs!
l)ublic testimony is soneduIed to start the afternoon ofthe 1t Jt; the sign·up df:udHne for public testimony is
I 0:00AM Wednesday February 18", Moil Or fax yoUr written comments on Individual proposal. to the address
below. Wrlttcm corom~t:;; must btl roceived by the February 3, 2009 ensure il1cJllSion in t!Iti boal'd workboolc.
When providing writren oomments on a specifio proposalS list the proposal nUlllber you "Te commenting on and
specifically whether you SUppOlt 01' oppose the pl'Oposal or include ,upport for a:mended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY TlIE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFlNES GIl' TliE ACTUAL
PR.OPOSALS THAT RAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF,

ATIN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811·5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Commtttee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka SoUnd
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound, This comment form (
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle, The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heayily on the hening
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The pn:sent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infmmation to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, LegiSlature,
Department, and others to develop the requir~d regulations. rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund SUfficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the SitIca Sound Herring Management Area and dCiveloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science,. FlUlding should be
sufficient to fund :my reasonable requests by the Department to ensltr~ the best availal;>le
scientific information is made available and used.

N~"Wi~ .~i:~a%~e§=~=~; ,
YOH may fax the iirst pSl:e ofthis form to 907-465-6094 01' fold and mail in ,his form 10 til" address on the back
page, A sramp Is requh'ed and it must be received by February 3'd

(
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, Or repeal regulations ,'onlained in Title 5 oftM
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeilsr.and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17_26", 2009 at lhe Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulatioi'lB changes is available from the Alaska Depurtment ofFish and Game,
Board. SUPPOlt Sectioo, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, A1( 99811·5526; PhOl,e 907.465-41.1.0.
YoI,l may also view them on tho internet at: httQ:llwww.hoffrd8.adfg..'ltatc,ak.u.~
Public testimony is scheduled to """t the af~ernoon ofthe 1it.; tho sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18"'. Mail Or fax your WIilten comments On individual proposals to the addre••
below. Written comments mu.t be receivud by the Foblllary 3, 2009 enSure inclusion in tbe board workbook.
When providing written comm""t, on a specific proposals lisl the proposal number you are commenting On lllld
specifically whether you "UPport or oppose the proposal Or include support for "",onded language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES 011 THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATIN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 998IJ-5526
Fax; 907465-6094

1- ~o -0 7Date:

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Conunittee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a $'ustainable mt'ka SO'Wld
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on 'the herring
forecast biomass that is provided ann'!1.~l1y by the department. The pmsent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufticient scientific infolmation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka SO'und.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrici,m) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitlca Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and okveloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science~. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensur,e the best availat)le
scientific infolTIlation is made available and used.N_!fj,AerEeao .
Address: fftJ :!e Dc.
Signature: _ ;.

You may fax the first pago ofthis 1\)rm lD 907--465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to th', address On the back
page. A stamp is required and it mIlSl be received by Febrl1lll)' 3ro.

n 39':1d ':115 0L9t>Lt>LL051 80:81 5000/E0/00
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 ofthe (
Alaska Adminlstrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southea.,t and Yakulat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-261h, 2009 at the :Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofth,e proposed regulations obanges is available from tbe Aloska DopOl'tment ofFish and Game,
Boards Suppon Section, P',O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811.5526; Phono 907.465-4110.
You may aJaD view tham On tho intemet Bt.: hClpj/lw\ly·w.boardA.adfll.6t~lte.alcusl

Public tBstlrnony it) soheduled to start tho afternoon oftho 17th
; the sign-up doadline for f,ubJic testimony is

IO,OOAM Wednesday February IS", Mail or fax your written oommen'" on individu,aI pr.>posals to the address
below. Writkn comments must be rocolve:d by the Februury 3~ 2009 ensure:: inclusion in the board workbaol'_
When providing written oomments On ~ .pooific proposals Jist the proposal number youlu'e commenting on and
specifically whether you supp0l1 oroppose the proposal or 'nclude support for >mended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED llY TilE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFlNES OW THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY l'HE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

AITN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Gnme
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Date:L::;l.9 -;200f

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable f,itka SOWld
Management Plall for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka SOWld, This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal Wlder consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Co=ercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
fOTecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The p!',sent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific inf(mnation to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka SOT.Uld.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule ChalJ;ges, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometricip.ln) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the PW](IOSe of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and dl~veloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science'. FT.Ulding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the bepartment to ensu!I'e the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

~~~Name:.. .) ,_."
A.ddress:e~
SIgnature: -----SZ"""f'-e.-Vc-..-C'c=-o'?t-u-6-::-r;;rrz=-=----
You may fax the first page ofthis form to 907·465.6094 or fold and mail in this form to tlte address on the back
pogo. A stamp is requited and it must be received by February 3"'.

(

(
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, 3Illend, or repe.~l regulations 'Hlntained in Title 5 ofthe
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with flsh and aquatic products for: Southe!!:>! and Yakutat Finflsh
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17_26Ih, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complote GOpy ofthe proposGd regulations changes is avail.ble from the Alaska 'Deportment oU'ish and Game,
Bow'ds Support SOGtion, 1'-9. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811.5526; Phone 907-465-4UO,
You may also view th~m on the internet at: http://www.bl7(}rdEi.adtiJ..state.~I(.U8/

Publio testimony is soheduled to slaJt the afternoon of the 17'h; the sign·up deadUne for public testimony i.
10:OOAM Wednesday Febru!ll'Y 18". Mail or fax your written comments on individual P'9pOSaJ. to tile address
below_ Written comments must be r~cdvcd by the February 3,2009 t1l1sure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing writttm comments 011 EL specific proposals Ust thQ proposalllumbel" you ~lrQ conunenting On ~nd

speci!lcally whether you support or oppose the p,'oposa! or include support for Ilmended language. THE BOARD
OF FlS}! IS NOT LIMITED BY TUE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OW TUE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS TliAl' HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY l'8E PUBLIC OR STAFF.

KnN: BOF COI\11VlENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465·6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring CommIttee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable gitka Sound .
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the hening
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The prl~sent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufticient scientific info:rmation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I snpport the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOP) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule chamges, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the pw]>ose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and d'eveloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available sciencl". Funding should be
sufficient to fUnd any reasonable requests by the Department to ensut/'e the best availaQle
scientific infoIIllation is made available and used.

Date: (-~,O- CJ-o()' C7

You may We the first pago of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to Iho address on the bacle
page. A slamp is required and it must bo received by FebrU!ll)' 3'd.

E'[ 3911d illS 0L9\lL\lLL051 86:81 5006/E0/60
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopr, 8rnend, or repeal regulations (;ontalnild in Title 5 ofthe (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatlo products for: Southea!:t and Yalrurat Finfish
(lflcluding salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26"',2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Rall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A Complete oopy of the proposed regulation!; changes is available from the Alaska DepNlrnel1t ofFish and Game,
Boards Sl1PP0l1 Section, P.O. Hox 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view the-Ol On the internet at; http://wWV\/.boi]I.ds.adfn ....nl1:e.alcus/
Public testirrlony is soheduled to ~lart th~ afternoon of the 17'h; th~ ti:ignwup deadline for pubHc testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday Fcbrual)' 18". Moil or fax yoU!' written comments On individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be rccdved by the February 3. 2009 (IDsure inclusjon in the board workbook
Whon providing written comments On a sp~cific Pl'oposals list the propos1il nnmbei' you tIre commenting on and
specifically whether you supp0l1 01' oppose1hc proposal or inolude SUPPOl1 for smended language, THE BOARD
OJ! FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY 'rl:iE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES O>J' HIE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS 'fIlAl' IlAVE BEEN SUBI\<UTTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

AnN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AI( 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Date:

Proposal: All Sitka Sotuld and Salisbury Sound Hening Commj;ttee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitlca Sound. This comment form
does not s'upport or oppose any specific herring proposal under consi.deration in this
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infOJ:mation to respond
to the changing dynamics oftlle fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofllie Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometricill.n) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving.
herring research in the Sitlca Sound Herring Management Area and dl~veloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available soience. Funding should be
suft1cient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensUJ:e the best availa1;>le
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: /lIJ ;c6J 1b\ i '(t;.Sc<.h
A.ddress:tlZi3 ~~Lr,t%~~
SIgnature: /IlAn ~' 74 I:}-....-r

You may fax the first page ofthis form to 907-465-6094 or fold and m";l in this form to th.e address on the back
page. A. 'tamp is required and it must be received by February 3'd.

(

(
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, Bn10od, or fepesl regulations contained in Title 5 ofrhe
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southes-:r and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, J1erring, and groundflsh) From February 17-26'·,2009 at the Harrington Centennial
flall, 330 flarbor DI'!ve, Sitka

A comple!e copy of the proposed regul.Hons changes is av.ilable from the Alask. D~p""tmentofFish and Oame,
Boards Suppa,! Section, P,O. Box \ 15526, Juneau, AK 99811.5526; Phone 907-465-4110,
You may also view them on the internet at~ bitp:/I'A'\¥w_boarda,adfa.state.QI...u5!
Public testimony is scheduled to slaJi the afternoon of ilie l7'h; the '11>O-up deadllne for public testimony is
10;00AM Wednesday Febl'Uary 18", Mail or:tID,; your written comments on individual proposals to the addr<ss
below. Written comments must bel'ecelved by the Febl1Jaty 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in lile board workboo!!.
When prOViding written comments on a specIfic proposals list the proposal number you III'" oommenting on and
specifically whether you support Or Oppose the proposal or include support lor amended language, TEE BOARD
OF FISIl: IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OJ' THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE B:l!:l;;"N SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAff,

ATTN: BOF COIv.!!V.ffiNTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 9981 1-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable E:itka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka SOl.Uld, "fhis comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring propo8al under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac :Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
fomcast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The pmsent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infmmation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the GO'I/CffiOr, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule chan.ges, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Berring Management Area and dj~veloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available scienc,;:, Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ellSUIIl'e the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: itW S~ te: 1-30 -01
Addres-s:~~-~---""'-~~~"""""--,m AK. qj:1 ~JC
Signature: _..'>.Jll.l<~1)...ll:--4.~~:!"'l~!.6L-Hq.--- .7

You may fax the firs! pago oflhis form to 9074650.60 4 or fold lllld mail in this form to lho address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must b~ received by February 3rd.
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The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations ()ontained in Tide 5 of the ('
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquario prodnotll for: Southea\;t and Yalculat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, llIld groundfish) From February 17_261

", 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Driv", Sitka

A complote cOPl' ofthe proposed l'egulalioru; changes is available from tho Alaska Department ofFish and Game
Boards Support SccHem, 'P.O. Bo" 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-41:10, '
You mlJY also view them on the intem~t at: httQ:llwv,,'w.bo~1I·d~.1.Ldfg!5tElte_ak.Ll~1

:PubHc testimony is sch¢dulc:d to start the afternoon ofthe 17ih
j the sjgn-up deadline for public testimony is

10;OOAM Wedne.day February IS". Mail or fax your written commen!> on individual proposals ro the address
below. Written comm~nts must be l'eC'eivc::d by the Feb.-uUry 3, 2009 ensuro inolusion 1.11 the board workbook.
When pJ'oviding written corruncnls on a specifio proposals list the proposal number you urc: commenting 011 and
specifically whether you support or oppo~o the proposal or include SUppOI'C for amended langua.ge. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED llY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES QIl' TliE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS TfiAT HAVE Bl<;EN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

A1TN; BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax; 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustaimible Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this (
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometricia.n) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and dlweloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to enSUJ!e the best a:v-ailal:>le
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

Name: -'Lw.,wi WD\,Y'¥ ' Date;~3D~Dl(
Address; ;;l~ (1J o::q '$f" ~
Signature: 1(~ ~~~

You may fax the [Wit pa~e ofthis fOlm to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this fonn to ite addross on the back
page. A slamp I. required Sind it must be received by February 3".

(
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposos to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations I),)ntained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southe''''t and Ya1<Utat Finfish
(inclUding salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'", 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations ohanges is available from the Alaska Dep~'lmentofFish and Game,
Boards SUPP01t Section, P,O. Box 11.5526, Juneau, AK 998lJ.-5526; Phone 907-465-41'10.
You may also view them on the internet at: btm:/1v.'\1,'w.hoanis,adf1!..s.tate.!iIl.... u&
l"ubHo t""timony is soheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17ili; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday Fobruary I8'h, Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comm~nts must be received by the February 3, .2009 ensure inclusion in 1i1e board workbook.
When providing wrilten commenls on a specific proposals list the proposal number you al'e commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amendt:d language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFJC LANGUAGE OR CONFfNES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS Uu.TElAVE BEl!,N SUBMITTEl> BY THE PUBLlC OR STAFF.

A1TN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811·5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal; All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Commi.ttee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management PIau for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound, This comment form
does not support or oppose any specitic herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac koe Management Planbased very heavily on the herring
forecast biomassihat is provided annually by the depllTlment, The plrl~Sent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infonnatiou to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the effolrts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule chan.ges, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometridm) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the pUIpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and d"veiOping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any r(lasonable requests by the Department to ensuJ'e the best availal;>le
scientitic infonnation is made available and used.

Date:~-JJ1i-

You mal' fax the first page of this form to 907-465·6094 or fold and mail in this fonn to the address On the back
page_ A sromp i. required and it must be receIved by February 3,d
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations l:onrained in Title 5 orthe (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(inclUding salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26",2009 at !:he Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor briviO, Sitka

A complete copy ofU,e proposed rogulatiollli chango. is available from the AIas!cll Dep:lItmont ofFish and Game,
Boards SUPPOIt Seotion, l' ,0. Box 115526, J\moau,.'IK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-41.:10.
You may also view them on the internet at: hti:p;llww"v.boaJ'dhlactf~.stat-t:.ak.llsl

Public te~HmonY is scheduled to start the aftcrnoon of the 17th
; the signwup dbadline for public testimony is

IO,OOAM Wemlesday febmftI)' ISlh. MaU or la.x your written comments OIl individual P.1Oposais to the address
below. Wl'itttn comments must be:. recejvt:d by the February 3~ 2009 crIsure incluslon in the board workbook.
When providing Writt~n comments on a specific proposals Ust !he proposal number you ,ilrt: commenting on and
specifioalJy whether you support or oppose the proposal Or include support lor amended l""sual;le. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT L1MIl'IW BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINl>S 01< THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN $HBMI1'TED BY TffE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465·6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Commi:ttee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
:Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonu
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game p~:esentlydevelop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The pIl:,sent methodology
used to predict the biomass does 'not include sufficient scientific infoxmation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitl,a Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometricia;n) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should he
sufficient to :fund any reasonahll: requests by the Department to ensum the best available
scientific infoI1Ilation is made available and used.

Name: W\ 0 "'g/fJ de; -;...h.,p...!(.
Address:.'."

Signature: - 2iU~"'-"'ra"A/1/ A"-i'---z\fi.j:vJ . f

You mlIy tllx the first page of this fonn to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in thi, form to ttt.. address on the back
page. A stamp is required nnd it must be received by February 3"'.

(

(
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or ropeal regulations <:ontalned in Title 5 ofthe
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: South~;;"t and Yakutat Finfish'
(incJ uding salmon, herring, and groUrldfish) from February 17_26'h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 f-Iarbor Drive, Sitka

A oomplete copy ofthe proposed re~ulations changes is available fi'orn the Alaska Oeparrmenl ofFish and Game,
Boards SUPP0l1 Section, l' ,0. Bo>; 115526, Juneau, AI< 998 11·5526; Phone 907-465-4 110.
You may also view them on the inlcrnet at~ htl;p;/lwW'N,bm:I.J'd'i,adf.a.~in.te.ak.ysl
Public testirnon)/ is scheduled to start the aftcmooQ of the 17ib

; the sigll~up deadJin~ for .publio testimony Is
10:00AM Wednesday February ISd

,. Mail 01' tax your written comments on individUal pi,opo..ls to !:he address
below. Written comments must be received by the Fcblllllry 3, 2009 enSUJ'o inclusion in tho board workbool"
When providing writtall comments all a sp"cific proposals Jist the proposal number you Ilre commentins: on and
specitiealJy whether you support or oppose tho proposal or include SUPPOlt for amended language. THE BOARD
Oli' FISH IS NOT LJlMtTED BY THE SPECIJrIC LANGUACE OR CONFINES <W THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT IlAVE BEI>N SUBMITTED BY'.HE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATIN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish lind Game
P,O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring CommIltee A Proposals
By signing this proposal r support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe hmvest In. Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not SUppOlt or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass mat is provided annually by the department. The prli~sent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infOlmation to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the "fforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full tune biometricia.n) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and dl;ive!oping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science'" Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

~::::.tb:jJ~~ .D""'---!f3¥or
Slh'nature: ..~='/d: .-,-- ,_~---V-
You may tax the first pa~e ofthis form 10 907-465-6094 Or fold and mail in this form to ttl,; address on the baek
page. A slllmp is required and it must be received by Febrlllll'Y 3".
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The Alaska B'mrd ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations C'ontained in Title 5 oftha (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southea,,! and YalMat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groUndfish) From Februmy 17-26'\ 2009 at tile Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A COmplece copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is availablo from tim Alaska Dopmrmenl offish and Garne,
Boards SUppOl~ Section.• P,O, flox 115526, Juu""u, AI( 99811-5526; Photle 907-465-411.0.
You may also Yiow them On the: internet :it~ http;//"',,"I'\v.Poal'ds.ad(:'s!:,state.ak..ud
PubHc testimon.y i3 schedult;d to start the afternoon ofthe 17'\ the sign-up deadJino fOl' public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18"'. MaU or fEX your written commellts on individual pl'Oposals to the address
b~ow. Writtbn comments must be rt:ceived by tho February 3, 2009 e<nSflJ"e inclusion in du: boal'd workbook.
When providing written comments 00 a specific proposals Jist tht proposal number you lire commenting On and
spocifically whether you support or oppose tho proposal or include SUppolt for smended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES Ol' THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATIN: BOF COMMENTS
BoardS Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O, Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811·5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Commi:ttee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. TIlls comment form
does not support or oppose any specitic herring proposal under consideration in this (
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very healrHyon the herring
forecast bioIrulss that is provided annually by the department. Th" pn~sentmethodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infmmation to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and d,;:veloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science, Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensUJtr~ the best available
scientific information is made available and used,
~

Name: ~... Date: «2(~)- btl
Address: k::.."'l~:55'
Sjgnature:,.-,,*-"'T.!f..~~""""';Jt!f<""'~ _

You may fEX th . "I page ofthis form TO 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to tI", address on the back
page, A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3"',

(
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes ro adopt, amend, or repeal regulations eontained in 'fide 5 of the
Alaska Administrariw Code dealing with fish aI!d aquatic products for: Southe""t and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'h, 2009 at the :l-Ian-ington Cer!tanoial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is availabl" from the Alaska Depalltrnent ofFish a<ld Game.
Boards Support Section. P.O. Box 1l~526, Juneau, AK 99811·5S26; Phone 907·465-4110.
You may also vil;w them. Oil the inttiInct at: htl:p;l!w"i'w.bot1l·d~.~dfu:.state.Llk.upl

Public Lestimony Is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17"'; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
IO:OOAM Wednesday Februllry 18". Mall or tllX yow' written comments on individual pl'oposaJ. [0 the address
below. Written cOmrn"mls must be l'eodvtjd by the February 3, 2009 enS'Un: inclusion ill the board workbook.
'When providing wriUc:n comnients OJl a lipl:icitIc proposals list tho proposal number you m'e corrunenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose tho proposal 01' include .uppmt for om.nded language. THE BOA!U>
OF FISH IS NOT LlMITED BY 1'Hlt SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OW THl!; ACTUAL
l'ROWOSALS THAT flAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OIR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box IlSS26

Juneau, AK 9981 J-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Commj:ttee A Proposals
By signing 1his proposal I support the development ofa sustainable S,itka Sound
Management Plan for the commtlrcial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The prl;sent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work wi1h the Gm'ernor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and cli;veloping a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any rr;:asomible requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: 6) \ \ <7&CfJvI r---' Date: '\?.?D \._OC'r--\-(_
Address: "j?,t' rio~X! til, c,= -i.fjt:.J+
Signature: fS.LU 5-6/01->::------

Y''ll may fax the first page Qfthis form In 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to 1he address on the baok
page. A sramp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.

1<: 39\1d \115 0L9PLPLL051 8<::81 500<:/E0/<:0
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, Or repeal regulations c:ontalned in Title 5 ofthe ('
Alaska Adminlstrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: SOUthe",it and Yaleutat Finfish
(incloding salmon, herring, arid groundfish) From February 17-26'\ 2009 at the Hanington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed ,egulalions changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK. 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: hltn~llwww.boal·di1..adfQA;tMe,ak.usJ

Public testimony is t)cheduled to start the aft~llloon ofthtf 17th
; the 5jgn-Up d~adl.ine for l?l1blic testimony is

10,OOAM Wednesday February 18'1>. Mail or fax your written commel1ts On individual p~~posals to the address
beJow. Written comments must be!: received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board wOTkbook.
When prOViding written cOn'Jffienl.!:: on il specific proposals list the proposal number you (Ire conunenting on and
specificalJy whether you support or oppose:; tho proposal or includ~ SUpp011 for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY WE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OIIr THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY TRl!. PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COJ\.1ll.1ENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

hoposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Conmlj:ttee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I s'upport the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. TIlls comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this (
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac ~oe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forl'cast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass dol'S not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing d:xnamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and d,~veI9pinga new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science, Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to enSUJ~e the best availa1;Jle
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

Date: () I . ~:s (). oS

You may tax the first page oflhis form to 907-465·6094 Or fold and mal! in this f0111'l to lbe address 011 the back
page. A stamp is required ll11d it must be rec~ivod by February 3".

U 3911d 1115 0L9PLl>LL05"[
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend. or repeal regulations oonUlined in Title 5 ofthe
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Fillfish
(including salmon, herring, and ilroundfish) From Februaty l7-26t/J, 2009 at the Burrington Centennial
flail, 330 Harbor Drive. Sitka

A complete copy ofthe propo,",d regulation. ohanlle. is available from the Alaska Deparll,.ent ofFi.h and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, JMeau, AI( 99811.5526; Phone 907-465-4110,
You _y also view them on the internet at !\\!R;!L'Yw,hg1!!g~~'!&!fu",~f&J\L'.!!!i

Public testimony i••cheduled to .!Art the afianoon ofthe 17'"; the sign_up deadline for pUblic testimony is
!0:00AM Weljnesday FebrlllU"y 18~_ Mail or fiu< you, WIi""" oomments on individual pr<>j)osals to lbe address
b.low. Writt"" comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inolusion in til" board workbook.
When providing written comments I'lI'l a speoino proposuls list the proposal numbe, you lllre commenting on lIIld
&peoifioally whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for ameuded I~'nsuage. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Bowds Support Sl'Ction

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau. AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Siitka Sound
Management Plan for the connnercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound" This connnent fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board offish and Department ofFish and Game prl~sently develop the
Sitka Sound Connnercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The pl'€:sent methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe BOard ofFish (BOF) to work with the Go'vemor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the pUI]pose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all ofthe best available sciencc," Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to enSUlr,e the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

. /.~\I\-,. ~ 1/\\../
Name. . I~"~ - .'r
Address: '~

Signature: __~:':::l>...:::"<:::~~~_-~-"-='~=:~::::"-__

You may fux the first p ge ofthis form 1<> 907-465,,(;094 or fold lIlld m&illtt this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations cOlJlaincd in Title 5 ofilie (
Alaska AdJninisrrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and YaIcutat I'infish
(including salmon, b~'fling, and groundfub) From February 17-26"',2009 at the HarringtolJ Centemrial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitkn

A eomplole COP)' of the proposed regulatiol1s ohanges is available from llio AI...,ka Departroel1t ofFish and Game,
Boards Suppol1 Seolioo, P-0. Box U552G, Junwu, AK 99811-5526; Phooe 907-465-411 O.
You may also view them on the internet at: htrp:II~'VI'·w.boHi'd;:;..adfJZ.9\..9w;·ak_us!

Public testimony is :::chcdulcd to ~:tart th~ afternoon of the 17lh; fur; sign-up dcadHne for public testimony is
10:00AM Wedoesday February J8"'. Mail or fax your writlen comments on individual proposals to the ~ddress

below. Wrinm comments musl be received by the ,February 3} 2009 ensure Jnclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written cornmc:n1S on a specific proposals list the proposw J)umbcr you are conunenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose me propo::mJ or include supPQl1 for amended language. 'fHE BOARD
O.F FISH IS NOT LIMITED IlY THE SI'ECTFIC LANCUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROI'OSAJ"s THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUIlUC OR STAFF.

AlTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AI<. 998J J-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

~FF 0 32009

,.

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
MmJ
d

agement Plan for the commerci~tils~ ro~ harvest in Sitka Soun~·dThiS. =o.~thie?tform _ .{
- - o'es mH '!Jl1J5l"Grt"aropp-ose·any-specl ic llJ<ITlIig proposal unuer cown eranon ms

Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Co=ercial Sac Roc Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts orthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full rime biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used.

Name: JjClV't<'V'l 0... Date: 2 Is (20,-,19
Address: PO· l3 0 -'I' Cf qtf.:>s
Signature: -L~rh.~~'-"5,,-.J<!~~~l::...- _

You may fax the [rnll page of this form to 907-4G5-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A s!:amp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.

{3esJc;{e.s at v-e...r(..1,'o", or -f'-re b;'o vn<tS.s l/I'u?cI",ls: 1-0 ,-:rLLo<~
J{ i-vt.':J I-, ('(~ Vv1 t:t , ,J ...VI f'o r e. VI'" 0 r I I v ',:.:r- 1c v +0 cu£ e f";· (

(lVlU+O+"L <211,'C-<e"1(c.. qhor/t, t~< ,::{~c.L,'''7€' (){ hav,''''~

sfoc.b ,'", ~~<+-h j,'O(/",,( ~.5 i/"l L,'cI. I~t ..... f::<;/k J ,
RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 10:33AM /(~'"



The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herriug, and groundfish) From February 17-26'h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

Acomplete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
I0:00AM Wednesday Febrnary 18 th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 9981l-5e526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided aunually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this forn1 to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be received by February 3".



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regnlations contained in Title 5 of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast aud Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'\ 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

Acomplete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17"'; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
1O:00AM Wednesday February 18". Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusiou in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on aspecific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

(You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals (
By signiJig this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and oth,ers to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available

;qt ...,-')Ie and used.
Mr. Albert F. Richter
2506 Halibut Point Rd Q,

J Sitka, AK 99835-9665' Date: I~ . ·s 0 ~ {j I



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
¥ou may also view them on the internet at: ht!p://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us!
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17"'; the sigu-up deadline for public testimony is
I0:00AM Wednesday February 18"'. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: );J ~ I{t (f tv!. :;[c I~ Date:
Address: £0 13 0 x; .2. 9.2... S~ q f Q<18)5'
Signature: VJ ~..... e J,;,..t.J!.t!4<'~~ _

(j' 7
¥ou may fax the fITst page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February yd.



Date: )l3! /0 1Sit/{ qqK55 -1-,-L.!-f-!...:.-L__

The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including sahnon, herring, and groundfish) From Febmary 17-26'·,2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is availahle from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us!
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18 th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOFCONQdENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board of Fish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: P-1-/- !J}/J-d {'N
Address:' ~o t§:~>--- J' 6.2. (,
Signature: ;Q;,=~' II tQ JJt=_

Yon may fax the first page ofthis form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3,d.
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'",2009 at the Hanington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17th

; the sign-up deadliue for public testimony is
I0:00AM Wednesday February 18th

. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion iu the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094.

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Connnittee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Date: 1- '3 J- J..Ot7'j
9983-:;-

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.



The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'\ 2009 at the Hanington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sigu-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February IS th

. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written COnTInents must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written COnTInents on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are cOnTInenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL

. PROPOSALS TIIAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

AT1N: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound (
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided aunually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

200 ?,Date: .!}-..-- 3 /r "Name:~,yh /0!21~~Lf""~~"'-:- _
J\ddresS:;;;' )1 ric &:bL.- rf/; f jp0<
SIgnature: iZ/-;;;;.M;L C 1-<.»""'a.JC&""7'''5'''''''------

You may fax the first page of this fonn to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this fonn to the address on the back (
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFisb and Game,
Boards Snpport Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: ht!p://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17 th

; the sigu-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wedoesday February 18 th

• Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSA.-LS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development ofa sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: AL±()~ 1. CRuiJU:t
Address: ~*M1trk : £" J-t::rt f\-r .
Slgnature~_~~---,--,=-,",O="'-=~==--- _

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast arid Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at; http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17"'; the sigu-up deadline for public testimony is
1O:00AM Wednesday February 18"'. Mail or fax your written comments on individnal proposals to the address
below. Written COlmnents must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing wrir-ten comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include supp0l1 for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOFCONQdENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Corrlt'nercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: fil,'vhrA<!-.. 'i--l<.. J'<vdJCi. L€.-.c-c-e..s'kL- Date: ~"3 ~Jco ?
Address: $c..sc..ec~::;; 1<- rZc ,c':;'+t.J.o../l-ta£l;«t.~7J'j
Signature: _ U~~~ '-"1/4 / .

vtc> t::-e.r:U~
You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. Astamp is required and it must be received by February 3'".
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The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26th

, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the l7 1h

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
IO:OOAM Wednesday February 18 lh

. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3,2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK. 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the cOn1mercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board of Fish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465·6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3Td
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The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26"', 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.o. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99S11-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17th

; the SignMUP deadline for public testimony is
lO:OOAM Wednesday February 18 th

. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN:BOFCO~ENTS

Boards Support Section
Alaska Department ofFish and Game

P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac me harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment foml (
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board of Fish and Department of Fish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board of Fish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.
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You may fax the first page of this fonn to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this fonn to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3rd
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The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17_26Ih

, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards SUPPOlt Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://v,'WW.boards.adfQ.5tate.ak.usl
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
10:00AM Wednesday February 18". Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

Name: =(~~'~\UtJ~;1$:~9~~£:::s~htAddress:

SignatureC' :;;;;tk""'~i:::::'~~~~:tt.-------

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infOlIDation to respond
to the changing dynamics ofthe fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

You may fax the first page ofthis form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3rd
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February 2,2009, 1900-2145 hrs The Petersburg Advisory Committee (
held a meeting in the PFI cookhouse covering the last ofthe finfish
proposals. Members present included Kurt Marsh, Ralph Strickland, Mike
Neuneker, Justin Peeler, Joel Randrup, Arnold Enge, Cole Rhoden, Stan
Malcom, Dave Benitz, Wes Malcom, Bill Davidson, Skip Behrey, and Joe
Short. Amber Behrey took notes.

Audience: Ed Wood, Rick Hansen, Kent Wagner, Andy Wright, Lee Gilpin,
Andy Knight, Brad Byrer, Rob Cummings, Bill Johnston, Eric Lewis, Scott
Sands-FWP: Staff: Troy Thynes, Doug Fleming, Brian Lynch, and William

We started at the proposal 321 and went in sequence, skipping the ones that
they had previously been voted upon.

All the motions were made in the affirmative to pass each proposal with the all in favor being the
first number and the all against being the second number.

321 0-13
322 0-13 considerable discussion around removing the winter troll

closure around the Stikine River. Most ofthe audience and AC that
spoke wanted an area for sports only and an area where kings could (
build up without trollers fishing on them

323 0-13
324 No Action out ofPetersburg area
325 0-13 consensus was to keep it as is being done by B.D.
326 0-13
327 No Action out ofPetersburg area
328 0-13
329 0-13
330 13-0
333 0-12
334 3-10
335 0-13
336 13-0
337 3-10
338 No Action out of Petersburg area
340 No Action out of Petersburg area
341 1-12
342 13-0
343 0-13



344 0-13
345 12-1
346 No Action based upon action on 345
347 0-13
348 13-0
349 0-13
350 No Action based upon action on 345
351 No Action based upon action on 345
352 No Action based upon action on 345
353 0-13
354 13-0
355 0-13 Cleo & Bill: In Table I: Department positions on proposals for

the finfish meeting; this proposal is listed that we support but the
Department written comments oppose the proposal.

357 13-0 I wasn't sure what the Dept position was but said it made
sense to have a heavier cotton twine which would last through the season
without having to be replaced (on shellfish and bottom fish pots).
241 0-13 Game proposal for a bonus point system for bison. Generally
many of the comments seem to favor a point system ifit gave the resident
a preference like 75% of the permits.

William



The Alaska Board ofFisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the (
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(including salmon, herriug, and groundfish) From February 17-26'h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy ofthe proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://,,,ww.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is scheduled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for public testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February 18 th

. Mail or fax your written comments on individual proposals to the address
below. Written comments must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposal nnmber you are commenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.
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ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Connnittee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this .
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass.that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific information to respond
to the changing dynamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I SUppOlt the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitl$:a Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific information is made available and used.

Name: bre t\ t'A"-.r-'S \EO. :-'Date:~ \
~ddress: ~ M., \ \ " S -\- 50 I T\ '-A A Ie.. "t q1>"s-
SIgnature: ~.....4 '2~ '-

~-)~

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3"'.
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ATTN:BOFCO~NTS

Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish and Game

P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title 5 of the
Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and Yakutat Finfish
(induding salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26'h, 2009 at the Harrington Centennial
Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka

A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available from the Alaska Department ofFish and Game,
Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907-465-4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.ak.us/
Public testimony is schednled to start the afternoon ofthe 17th

; the sign-up deadline for puhlic testimony is
!0:00AM Wednesday February 18th

• Mail or fax your written connnents on individual proposals to the address
below. Written connnents must be received by the February 3, 2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook.
When providing written connnents on a specific proposals list the proposal number you are connnenting on and
specifically whether you support or oppose the proposal or include support for amended language. THE BOARD
OF FISH IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL
PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLIC OR STAFF.

RECEIVED

FEB 052009
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Proposal: All Sitka Sound and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposal I support the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound
Management Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment fonn
does not support or oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this
Board cycle. The Board ofFish and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the
Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe Management Plan based very heavily on the herring
forecast biomass that is provided annually by the department. The present methodology
used to predict the biomass does not include sufficient scientific infonnation to respond
to the changing dyuamics of the fishery in Sitka Sound.
I support the effOlis ofthe Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, rule changes, and language
that are necessary to fund sufficient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist
position(s) to be based in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving
herring research in the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area and developing a new
prediction methodology that includes all of the best available science. Funding should be
sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the Department to ensure the best available
scientific infonnation is made available and used. ''":"

Name: cTkKO 1'2 /-f);NJ1fG';. Date: 1- 50- C!J ?,
Addres<~. ~'!..k~. p-t:: rf'p'$ 5-
Stgnature. __~_ -2 ~7~~"""'~;'

You may fax the first page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the address on the back
page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3,d
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Comments on 2009 Groundfish Proposals

Dear Membcrs oflhc 130urd,

I hope the Board will recognize iliat many proposals address thc conflict between the
charter industry and local fishermen (which includes local SPOlt, personal use, and commercial).
Most groundlish stocks in SE are in a state of decline right now and it is im.portant for thc Board
to address these issues with the understanding that the charter industry and outfitters are
commercial and must have appropriate controls tied to sustainable fishing practices and mallagell
separate from the local sport fishery. It is not good to have the same regulations apply to both
lucal sporl and the charter industry as this hurts the local sport fishennan. Please delinc separate
fishing regulations for thc charter industry and outfitters" Because of the effect of fishing from
thc hundrcd~ lJ I" thou~ands ofnon-resident charter and outfitter clicnts there needs to be
additional protection for local Alaska residenw to harvesl food in their local area.

Every other state ha~ had to develop regulations to prolect local ftshel1nen because ofthe
big business ofto\\rism relatcd fishing industrie~. Alaska has taken too long to address thi" issue
through regulation and the Board has the opportunily at this meeting to start making these urgent
changes.

Proposal 138: Support with amendment
This is one or the most critical groundfish proposals on the tablc at this meeting. I requcst tl,ul
the Bore adopt a 2 fish daily bag limit for sablefish. Sablefish are in strong decline in both
Chatham Strait and in Federal water~ in the Eastern Gulf. As more restrictions are put on Halibut
thc charter industry is aggressively moving to market other fish. Don't let a new fishery develop
on top ofafully utilized sub~istence aud comnlerciallishcry. This could be the next "halibut"
problem ifyoll don't act on it now. Two sablcfish pef day H)r sport opportunily is plenty.

I also would SUppOlt a regulation thaI said that all othcr finfish not already limited in
regulations (except herring, capelin, smell, and eulachon) arc limited to a 10 fish aggregate limiL

Proposal 2.94: Awend proposal
The charter industry should be paying for ilia right to access hatchery fish and the charter
industry should be in the rotation with other conullercial.fishery gear groups. I am on ilie local
Jiish and Game advisory Committee and we hcard pUblic comments about how local families arc
displaced from catching terminal area hatchery fish by aggressive charter opcration~.

Proposal 296: Support with Amendment
I strongly support thig prohihition_ This is another tool to keep the charter indu.~trywithin their
GIIL [or halibut and rockfish. Use of electric reels greatly increa~cs the efficiency of fishing (il's
a commercial gear) and this sbould not be allowed givcn lhe fact tbat ADF&G can not seem to
keep the eharler sector within their GHLs. Sport fi,hing is ahout the opportunity to fish, not
about prodllction fishing. This regulation would not limit sporl opportunity. I support an
exemption ibr the handicapped angler. In order for a chaJter vessel to have an eleetronie reel on
hoard they must have II handicapped per~on fishing on board the vessel.

(

(
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I'r0I'08aI310: Support
This seems like a simple way to get at better reporting and by having a fish ticket copy signed by
the angler it helps with independent verification similar to the commercial ilshermanJproeessor
relationship. It also allows timely reporting which is a huge problem currently. The sraffreporl
says that Lhe creel survey reported 7 .ablefish total in 20081 Obviously the current system is not
only slow bulalso highly .inaccurate! Everyone of the charter industry participants at tbe Silka
AC suppOlted this regulation. It is disappointing to see the Department opposes this proposal .
they have had Illore than 10 years to design a more timely and accurate reporting system for
halibut charter and they have done nothing constructive in a decade, the BO.F should lead on tins
lH,que.

Proposab 311, 312 and 313: Support
Many of the lodges production l;'quals commercial production - some SE lodges process I
rrillJion pounds offish annually. Having no oven>ight or inspection of these laeilities is
irresponsible. Enforcemenl is allowed to board conunercial vessels or cold storages at will
charter is commercial and they operate shoreside as well as on their vessels. The BOF should
implement this regulation for SE at this meeting then move to make it a statewide regulation at
the earliest opportunity.

PropoS1l1336, Support with Amendment
The byeatch oflingcod in Ule longline fishery should be managed on a sliding scale set by lhe

ADF&G preseason through EO.
rroposal341: Oppose

1 attended the last cycle meeting of the BOI' in Ketchikan. The nOF intent was that the sport
quota ofDSR was for bycatch only associated Witil the halibut lishery. M.r. Morris and Mr.
Jenson both served on that committee and can inform you of the conservation decision to have
this be by"ateh only in the charIer industry. 1 oppose directed fisheries lor DSR hoUl commercial
'md charter. The fact thnt the Department has not managed the sport fishery for the GHL is not a
reason to increase the alloeation.

Proposal 346: Support
1 beli"ve that DSR should be byclltch only tor both "harrer and commercial fisheries.

Thank you lor consideration ofmy conunents. The nOF has the opportunity at this
meeting to diITuse the local siruation created by the inappropriate regulation of lhe charter fishery
as a sport tlshery. I look forward to your leadership on this issue.

S;"~lL----
Dick Curran
Sitka, Alaska
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Board Support Section
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Comments on 2009 Groundfish Proposals

Dear Members of the Board,

I am submitting these comments on behalf ofthe Alaska Longline Fishermen's
Association (ALFA). ALFA's membership includes vessel OWllers and deckhands who
own, operate or crew on setline halibut boats that target halibut and sablefish off Alaska.
Our membership is committed to the sustainable harvest ofmarine fisheries and the
sustained participation of community based hook and line fishermen in local fisheries.
We have reviewed the 2009 Southeast proposals submitted to the Board ofFisberies and
appreciate the opportunity to provide our recommendations. Before focusing on specific
proposals, I would like to provide the Board with a more general overview on stock and
fishery status in Soutlleast.

General
As the Board may be aware, many Southeast marine resources are in a downward trend,
and catch limits for commercial fishermen have been reduced accordingly. For example,
the 2009 2C longline catch limit has been reduced 19%, after dropping 42% over the
previous two years. The Chatham sablefish quota is down 31% over the past 5 years, and
is expected to decline again next year due to lack of recruitnlent. King salmon quotas are
also expected to be reduced in 2009, again following a reduction between 2007 and 2008.
While these are challenging times for Southeast fishermen, conUllercia! fishing
organizations have accepted conservation limits and are doing their part to maintain Iong
term resource health.

ALFA members recognize that rebuilding Southeast stocks demands that all sectors share
in conserving the resource andl'especl estahlished allocations. We are extremely
disappointed to see proposal after proposal from the charter sector requesting increased
harvest by their industry of salmon, lingcod and rockfish. Existing allocations were set
with the full participation of all sectors and after careful evaluation by the Board of
historic participati.on, economic dependence and resource impacts. Charter fisheries for
halibut, lingcod and rockfish have repeatedly exceeded those allocations in the past three
years, and charter organizations are now using these excesses as the basis for demanding
more fish. IfAlaska had managed fisheries on the basis of giving more to fisheries that

(
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exceed allocations, marine resources would have collapsed long ago. That mentaHty has no
place in Alaska. AU sectors need to share the burden of conserving the resource, and living
within conservation Jimits is part of that burden,

Finally, ALFA would like to underline for the Board the critical importance of managing the
guided sport and outfitters separate from the resident subsistence, sport and personal use
fishennen. ALFA members remain committed to protecting harvesting opportunities for
community members providing food for their families. What we can not support is the
reallocation offishing opportunity from the community-based longline, troll and seine fishermen
who comprise our membership to the non-resident cHents of the commercial charter fleet. It is
time to reeognize the guided sport and outfitter industry as a high impact sector that must be
controlled separately from sport and personal use fisheries. In formulating management plans,
we ask that the Board take steps, where appropriate~ to develop separate management plans for
subsistence/personal use fishennen and the guided/assisted unguided industry.

Below are ALFA's comments on specific proposals. ALFA representatives will also attend and
testify at the Fehruary Board meeting in Sitka.

Proposal 137~ support with amendment
ALFA recommends the Board replace the proposed language with a two sablefish bag limit for
sport fishermen. With the exception offorage fish (herring, capelin and smelt), all other
currently unregulated sport species could be managed under an aggregate bag limit established in
consultation with Department staff. For a number ofreasons, restricting harvest of sablefish
demands immediate and specific action.

Sableftsh are a long-lived species. Sablefish stocks are currently at low levels of abundance both
in the Southeast Outside area and the inside waters ofChatham and Clarence Straits. The
commercial longline fisheries for sablefish are fully allocated and tightly managed with
individual quotas in federal waters and an equal share system in State waters. The sablefish
fishery is one of the most valuable State fisheries and access privileges are extremely expensive.
Sport, and particularly guided sport fisheries fOT sablefish should be tightly controlled to prevent
undermining the health ofthe resource and the investments of sabJefish fishermen_ Charter
websites and anecdotal evidence indicate a growing inte-rest in conducting commercial sport
harvest of sablefish using electric deployment and retrieval devices. ALFA urges the Board to
address power assisted sport fishing (see comments on proposal 296) and to establish a two
sablefish daily limit.

Proposal 286: Support
ALFA supports revision ofthe possession limit definition for Southeast Alaska to include
preserved fish_ The increased use ofonboard freezers and the high freezer capacity of most
lodges have completely compromised the effectiveness ofexisting possession limits. Given the
minimal enforcement ofguided sport fisheries, regulations need to unambiguously define bag
and possession limits to include all fish, in any condition~ until the angler retums to their
domicile. In addition, ALFA urges the Board to provide enforcement officers access to the
grounds and freezers of charter vessels and lodges. Enforcement officers- who board commercial
longline or troll vessels have free access to freezers. Clearly such access is needed in the
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commercial charter fishery as well to ensure bag and possession limits are adhered to and that
resource removals are fully counted.

Proposal 294: Amend
ALPA supports assessing a fee from charter operators who fish in terminal harvest areas (THA)
and supports including them in the management rotation (i.e, when closed to commercial gear
these areas should be closed to charter fishing). Again, ALFA urges the Board to create a
separate management plan for guides/outfitters to prevent preemption of resident subsistence,
sport and personal use fishermen by the commercial and largely non-resident charter sector.

.PropasaI296: Supportwith Amendment
The growing use by guided sport and outfitters ofelectric or hydraulic reels to retrieve deep
water species such as sablefish and slope rockfish is creating a conservation problem. Although
the creel census indicates only 8 sablefish were taken in the 2008 sport fishery, the Board should
remember that enforcement officers currently do not creel census remote lodges. Website:
pictures and advertising document a substantial harvest of sablefish and slope rockfish by guides
based from remote lodges bordering Chatham Strait. Both species are fully allocated. They are
also rdatively slow growing and vulnerable to over-fishing. Because they spend most oftheir
lives in deep water, sablefish have only become vulnerable to guided sport fishermen with the
installation ofelectric or hydraulic reels. Power-assisted gear takes the sport out of sport fishing.
ALFA recommends that the Board amend the proposal to prohibit the use of hydraulic or electric
assist during gear retrieval. In addition, ALFA recommends the Board est.ablish a 2 fish bag
limit for sport sablefish.

Proposal 297 and 298 Oppose (see comments on proposal 296 above)

Propo.aI308: Snpport
Personal use and subsistence fishing is a privilege afforded qualified Alaskan residents with the
intent that the harvested resources will be consumed by Alaskan residents. Exploiting
subsistence resources as part of a commercial enterprise is leading to overharvest and local
depletion. Regularly serving subsistence harvested resources at charter lodges to non-resident
paying clients violates the intent of subsistence/personal use provisions and should be prohibited.

Proposal 310: Snpport
ALFA supports the design and implementation of a harvest or fish ticket system in the guided
sport fishery. Current accounting for finfish removals by the guided sport sector is neither timely
nor accurate. The guided sport sector has a significant effect on the resource and should be
managed "\-villi corresponding gravity. A harvest tag or fish ticket system will provide a more
timely and accurate accounting of re;source: removals and facilitate more effective management.
Independent verification ofcaleh data is needed for this industry_

Proposals 311,312 and 313: Snpport
ALFA supports the proposal to grant representatives of ADFG and the Depaltment of Public
Safety free and unobstructed access to charter fishing vessels, lodges and other land based or
floating processing establishments to inspect catch and ensure compliance with applicable
regulations. Again, such access is essential to ensure compliance with bag and possession limits

(
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and to facilitate accurate accounting for resource removals. Southeast lodges are accounting for
substantial removals of halibut, rockfish, lingcod and salmon. Existing regulations do not
provide adequate access to ensure the achievement ofmanagement objectives. Enforcement
personnel need ready access to facilities, including freezers, to improve the timeliness and
accuracy of data collection in the guide sport sector.

Proposal 333-335: Oppose
ALFA opposes increasing the lingcod OBL for the guided sport fishery. The lingcod catch
sharing plan was established through lengthy meetings that involved all sectors. In Sitka. all
sectors worked together and most made compromises. The longline sector agreed to an
allocation that was less than its historic share of the catch to provide increased opportunity for
the directed dinglebar fishery. The dinglebaT fishennen generally operate small, community
based vessels and deliver a high quality product that commands a premium market price, For
several years, dinglebar vessels have been required to carry Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS),
which imposed new costs and, for many, unacceptably intrusive monitoring. Effective February
20,2009, the VMS requirement on cUnglebarvessels will be revoked. Halibut stocks are at Jaw
levels in Southeast, hence lingcod bycatch has also dropped. In 2009, salmon prices are
expected to decline, along with sablefish and halibut prices. As a result, a number ofIacal
fishermen will turn to the lingcod fishcty to o.ffset losses in other fisheries. It is likely that the
commercial allocation wi IJ be fully utilized in 2009) providing essential revenue to conunercial
fishennen and processors, and a highly valued product to consumers. There is no justification
for reallocating lingcod away from the commerciallollgline, dinglebar and troll fisheries to the
commercial charter fIshery. Quota excesses SHOULD NOT lead to additional quota.

Proposal 336: Support with Amendmeut
ALPA agrees with the intent of the proposal, which is to provide longline fishermen the
opportunity to fuBy harvest their lingcod allocation. While halibut stocks are at low levels,
lingcod bycatch is reduced accordingly and existing rates are inappropriately low. ALFA
supporrs providing ADFG with the authority to adjust Hngcod directed fishing standards in the
halibut fishery to provide the longline fleet with greater opportunity to fully harvest the sector's
allocation.

Proposal 337: Oppose
ALFA does not support making "surplus" lingcod quota available to the troll fleet. Managers
have no method for detennining lingcod "surplus" prior to the end ofthe troll season.

Proposal 339: Oppose
ALFA opposes lllcrcasing the recreational harvest of Hngcod beyond limil"s established to
prevent GHL overages. There is no justification for liberalizing bag limits when recreational
harvest, driven largely by guided harvest, regularly exceeds the GHL.

froposlll 340: Oppose
The sport fish allocation has been exceeded in both the NSEO and IBS. There is no justification
to liberalize bag limits or combine areas,
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Proposal 341 : Oppose
The Board spent considerable time deliberating the appropriate Demeral Shelf Rockfish (DSR)
catch sharing plan for longline and sport/guided sport fisheries only three years ago. Charter
operators testifYing before the Board at that time made clear that rockfish were a bycatch species
taken primarily while targeting halibut. In making its decision, the Board Clarified that it did not
want to create a new or target guided sport fishery for DSR. Given existing declines in Southeast
halibut abundance have triggered reductions in the guided sport halibut GHL, the guided sport
sector should need less~ rather more of a DSR aHoc:ation.

Again, the sector that has exceeded its allocation SHOULD NOT be rewarded with increased
allocation. Such an action sends the wrong message: to the industry. And again. the Board needs
to create separate management meaSures for the sport and guided sport fisherIes.

Proposal 345: Support
As per the lingcod comme-nts under Proposal 336~ ALFA supports vesting ADFG with the
authority to set directed fishing standards (or bycatch rates) at appropriate levels to guard against
allocation overages while providing the longline sector with the opportunity to fully harvest its
DSR allocation. Because balibut catch Ijmits in Southeast have been reduced 53% over the past
three years, saleable rockfish associated with the halibut fishery has boen dramatically reduced as
well. Since Southeast longliners nre required to retain ALL harvested DSR no additional DSR
will be harvested if this proposal is implemented, but additional DSR will be sold with the
revenues benefiting coastal fishermen and their communities. Because the directed fishery
occurs in the winter, when aIIowed, ADFG will be able to establish appropriate directed fishing
standards without redudng the amount of DSR available to the directed fishery.

Pmposal351: Oppose
There is no conservation basis for this proposal. The longline fleet is weII below their allocation
ofDSR. The Department requires full retention ofDSR in the longline fisheries so they have an
accurate accounting ofDSR mortality in these fisheries. Scientific research clearly establishes
that immediate decompression release is necessary for high survival of captured rockfish,
something that is impossible when fish are caught on longline gear. The only effect of this
proposal would be to diminish the accuracy ofDSR mortality in the longJine fishery.

Three years ago, the BOF directed both the charter sector and the longline sector to work
towards reduction ofDSR bycatch. ALFA has been proactive, securing grant money to
implement a Fishery Conservation Network (FCN). The Network will assist fishermen in
avoiding areas of high rockfish bycatch identified in stock assessments as well as through a fleet
bycatch rate infonnation sharing system. The FCN will provide measurable conservation
benefits sc:alcd to mecl the ~haracteristjcsofthe longJine fishery. The SEAGO proposal will
undermine conservation and confol.U1d DSR accounting

Summary
In sum, ALFA members support proposals that conserve the resource and prevent sectQrs from
exceeding assigned catch limits. During this time of low abundance, all sectors should share in
conserving the resource. Claiming that past excesses justify bigger allocations defies
conservation objectives and sends a poor message to harvesters. Because the charter or guided
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sport sector accounts for substantial resource removals and has demonstrated a remarkable
unwilJinglless to conserve the resource or respect the interests ofother harvesters, ALFA urges
the Board to establish management measures designed specifically for this sector.

Thank you for the opportwlity to comment. We wiIJ provide additional comment during the
Board's meetings in Sitka.

Sincerely,

Linda Behnken
Executive Director
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DaneUKapp
338 Bayside Rd, Bellingham, W~. 98225 .

Phonc: (360) 733-5455, Fax (360) 671-0209, e-matl Jl:app d({ll,msn.c9lJl

Fcbruary 2,2009

Alaska Board of Fisheries
P. O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526
Fax Number (907) 465-6094

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board Members:

I support proposals 209 and 210, proposing a different management scheme, to the Sitka
roe herring fishery.

I am a roe herring permit holder and have fished in Sitka for the last 14 years. Others
have fish Sitka much longer and I am sure they will agree, there have been many changes
to the fishery.

One major change to the Sitka fishery: the fishcry has attracted the most competitive
Alaska purse seiners. We use to fish on a basic individual basis. Now there are few of us
that still do. There m'e groups fonned. They pool their outcome ofcatch between the
members. These groups try to catch the most fish by tactics that may violate the Rico
Act. They have some in their group "block" others or ram others to intimidate them and
drive them from the fish on the opening. If successful, someone in their group tries to
catch the fish. Sometimes two groups go at each other and the outcome is ~mashedboats
and run over nets.

It's not a fishery for the faint ofhart. Last year there were three col.lisi.ons that I know of
and one is costing my insurance pool about $75,000. In the past there have been people
thrown in the water because they were run over on the opening. Crew members have
been injured because of the frantic setting of gear at high speed, Fights have occurred
because ofboats setting inside other boats nets. The fishery is just a "plum" waiting for
the injury lawyers.

I have two suggestions for you when you're evaluating the fishery. Ask those not
supporting change if they are in a "racketeer" group. If they are, ask if they get an
average payment from the catch of the group. If so, they get the average of that group
and it would n.ot be much different then an equal split of the whole fishery. .

The second suggestion concernS "language" When we investigated the alternative method
ofopen platfOllli gear in the Sitka herring fishery, presented to the Board December 23.
1996; we consulted with John G Gissberg, PhD. John was the "Board" Attorney for te~
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years and worked for the Alaska State Attorney General for 10 years. He was also a
professor at the University of Washington. (He may still be.) John thought the idea of an
equal split may have legal questions. lithe idea were to use the language "hag limit",
then the idea would progress. "Bag Limit" does not give anything to anybody. It means
the person cannot catch more then a certain amount. It is used today, in Jots of fish and
game management plans.

Thanks for this opportlmity to express my concerns. Please change the m.anagement plan
for the Sitka roe herring fishery.

(

Best regards,
Darrell Kapp

(
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KETCIDKAN HERRING ACTION GROUP
C/O 7942 S, TONGASS HWY.

KETCHiKAN, ALASKA 99901
Ph: (907) 225-3697
Jl'ax: (907) 247-3697

Re: Opposition to Proposal2J7: I",clusion of Salisbury Sound in Sac Roc
Mlbnagement Pion

February 2, 2009

Attention: B.O.F. COMMENTS
Board Support Section
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
P.O. Bo", 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526
Fax: (907) 465-6094

Dear Members of the Board of Fish,

The Ketchikan Herring Action Group STRONGLY OPPOSES tbis proposal, as well
as ADF&G being allowed to continue to harved herwing in Salisbury Sound on ail
emergency order basis. We allio call into question the department's assertion that
no herring spawned in Salisbury Sound (SO miles North of Sitka Sound) prior to
1975. This assertion conndids observations by loeal fishermen, retired area
biologists and enforcement officern, pilots, and natives that have reported spawning
aggregations there since and prior to thl.' 1930s as well as e:densive spawning
activity as far north as Lisianski Strait and as far south as Big Oranell Bay near

. Cape Obmllney. ADF&G started conduction spawning surveys in 1975 in
preparation for the sac roe fishery which may explain the assertion. I'rior to that
time, an occasional fly by is not an accurate measure of herring abundance.
Furthermore, initial trace element stndiell 011 tbe Salisbury stock indicllte a strong
likelihood of II separate distinct stock from tbe Sitka spawning biomass.

Ifthis proposal is accepted by the board, it will be a COLOSSAL MISTAKE, and a
repeat of ihe exactsame mistake that ADF&G made at Kah Shake.weat Island in
1995. By combining these spawning aggregations, the departmcnt has the authority
to conduct a fishery even when both stocks are below minimum tbreshold Ifihe
combined total makes up the difference. In 1996, ADF&G combincd Kah Shakes
and Cat Island biomass in ordn to come up with a 6600 ton minimum threshold
and justifY opening the fisbcry. When the fleet was unable to fill tile quota at Cat
Island, 63 boats returned to Kah Shakes llnd fished for three days on a small, 'A mile
spawn in Foggy Bay. The harvest at Kah Shakes totaled 257 tons, 180% of the
previons year's total estimated biomass. Since that time, no berring have been
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observed spawning amywhelfe along tile 20 miles of historic spawning gro..nd.~. If
left alone, there would have been a chance for tbe Kah Shakes stock tb lfebl.lild.

THIS PROPOSAL RAISES A HUGE RED FI,AG for the following rea.....s:
t. Is ADF&G already combining these bioma,sell in order to justify tbe CUlfre..t
record levels of harvest?
2. Is the stock in Sitka Sound already in a state of d~line, "s many locals are
reporting?
3. Is the department seeking to do this in a.-de.. to mask what may truly be
happening from showing up on paper at present or in the future?
4. ADF80Gs excuse that the herring are "just moving" is no longer acceptable to the
public as a scicntific m"thod to describe herring declines, ESPEC1ALL Y MOVING
FIFTY MILES!!!
5. History has already proven that this approach leads to disastrous consequences.

In very real terms this proposal can lead to the total collapse of herring stocks in
Sitka Sound in the near futul'!~.

In the best interest of CONSERV1'\nON of BOTH stocks, Salisb..ry Sound MUST
be mana~d as II separate stock.

2r?~·
And(2:uwolf
Ketchikan Arca ning Action Committee

P.02
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KETCHIKAN HERRING ACTION GROUP
C/O 7942 S. TONGASS HWY.

KETCHIKAN, ALASKA 99901
Phone (907) 225-3697
Fax (907) 247-3697

Re: Proposal I'}'}: Supporting Closure of Registration Areas

Attention: B.O.F. COMMENTS
Board Support Section
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526
Fax: (907) 465-6094

January 31, 2009

Dear Members of the Board of Fish,

P.Ol
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Members ofthe Ketchikan Herring Action Group have been actively involvcd in
monitoring and tracking herring stocks in Southeast Alaska over the last two
decade. when we first took notice of declining herring abundance in many areas of
the region. We are comprised of sport and commercial fishermen, pilots, scientists,
ferry and tug boat openltors, native groups, civic leaders and even people once
involved in the herring sac roe fisheries. We have reached out to residents in the
remotest parts of Southeast Alaska as well as people in the more populated villages
and communities. We have collected an extensive amount of data, and have spoken
with and collected affidavits from numerous citizens, and can safely say that we
represent the concerns of thousnnds of people who reside in this region. Aside frllm
writing letters and signing petitions, most people shy away from controversies, and
herrin!!: has always been one of the bigge...t controverllies around when it comes to
fisheries.

Since 1993, we have been actively involved in the board process. It has been our
unfortunate uperienee during this time to find that politic!i most often interferes
with decision making to the detriment of the herring resource. Previous boards,
under pre••ure, rely heavily on staff, who are also under pressure when making
recommendatioDlil and decisions. The pnblic, with 3 minutes to speak, caunot
adequately address the issues, much less addres. any legitimate concerns with
management practices. Therefore, no conservative propolilals presented by the
public have ever been adopted, and we have had to watch while one herring stock
after another bas either collapsed or been depleted to the point that it does not
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recover. Thi~ is not uncommon in that it has happened practically everywhere
thmughout the world due to the once high value of herring rOe and tlie heavy
pressure by commercial interests.

Because tlie legislature continues to cut ADF&Gs bUdgets, it is impossible for the
department to undertake the badly needed research that i~ necessary to effectively
and safely manage this resoune. We are strong advocates for more funding for
research and restructuring of herring management to further tliis goal. In tbe
words of several ADF&G herring biologists, "A lot more is unknown about herring
than that which is known." Staff biologists today arc given the daunting task or
attempting to manage tbe herring stocks from a purely commercial standpoint, and
are directed to maximize the har'Vest to the fullest extent while still sustaining the
resource. There is no available science to factor in other major events that caD and
do negatively influence herring stocks, and as a result mistakes have often been
made, and most herring stocks that once existed in Southcast Alaska are either
fragmcnted populations or no longer exist.

P.02

(

At present NOAA and the National Marine Fisheries Ser'Viee are conducting studies
to consider listing all herring stocks in Southeast Alaska as thrcatened or
endanl!:ered. We can not afford to have the federal go\'Crnment talle control of ollr
fisheries! This would be a disaster of unimaginable proportions. And yet, in the
case of our last major hening sac roe fIShery in Sitka, we are bllt one mistake away
from this happening. (

There is NO DOUBT that our herring stocks are at u fraction of hist()rie levels.
Ongoing scientific research from other sources supports local observations of
thousands of individuals throughout Southeast Alaska and Prince William Sound
that herring populatimls are at all time low levels. The 'old tired' excuse that the
herring are just moving around flies in the faee of reality. lfihis were true, you
would think that on at least one occasion in the last twenty years herring would have
returned to spawn in mass at any of the long since abandoned historic spawning
sites. On the contrary, it has been our observation that when herring begin to move
away from traditional spawning grounds, this is a symptom of stress within the .
stock, and is an indicator of a major negative event in progress. The Sitka Sound
stock is now shOWing thC6e signs, but instead of caution ADF&G plans on a second
consecutive record harvest. We can no longer afford to use the same approach to
managing hcrring. Unlike the predator species that ADF&G manages, herring are
a prey species and are under pressure from many suurces. Unlike salmon that we
can rear in hatcheries, there is NO KNOWN scientific way to replenish herring
stocks once they are depleted. When a stock falls below a certain level of
abundance, it can not recover from natural predation, disease, pollution, and other
facturs that influence mortality.

In recent years, a serious situation has arisen with regard to herring mortality.
Based on data taken from the National Marine Fisheries Service, there were likely
fewer than IOU humpback whales feeding in Southeast Alaska's watCr!l at the
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beginning offhe sae roe fishery in 1976. The same data suggests that these whales
reproduce at a rate of 7 to 10% annually. Humpback whales feed predominately on
a staple of krill, but also feed OD euphasids (candle fish), and herring whenever
available. A recent .tudy by the University of Alaska estimated that the population
of humpback whales from Canada to PriDee William Sound was arolmd 4,000.
Each·adult humpback whale CODsumes about 3 tons offoragc pcr day. Compared to
about 600,000 pounds of forage per day in 1976, last year humpbacks consumed
around 24 miUion pounds of forage pel' day in our waters. If the population
continues to grow as expel:ted, 25 million pound. offorage wJII be consumed tbis
year.

Herring reed on eopepods and other small marine invertebrate. and in turn are
preyed upon by salmon, halibut, ling cod, several species of Pacific cod, dogfish,
seals, sea lions, humpback whales, eagles, and numerous species of sell. birds. No
other species in Alaskan waters occupies the same position in the food web. As a
result, the Alaskan marine ecosystem is dependant on the health of local herring
stocks. Studies from the Department of Fisheries and Oceans in Canada reveal the
pcrcentage that herring comprise in the diets oCthe fl.lIowing species:

P.03

Cbinook Salmon
Halibut
Lin~ Cod
Pacific Cod
Harbor Seals

62%
53%
71%
42%
32%

It is alarming to note that the four species in this study most heavily dependent on
herring are all in decline in Alaskan waters. Chinook salmon and halibut have
declined in both abundance and in body weight in sevenl consecutive yea..... From
a scientific perspective, this is a sign of stress related to problems with forage. In
addition, h.eal subsistence harveste..... have reported a decrease in body fat in seals
taken in the last ten years.

Ongoing research indiclltes a eorrelation between the inability of our herring stock.
to rebuild snd the feeding patterns of the humpback whales. The stocks in Prince
William Sound han been documented to rebuild almost to a healthy level only to be
driven back by humpback predation. The same is suspected of Lynn Canallllnd is
currently being researched there as well. This was also observed in West Behm
Canal, when an estimated 9,000 ton herring biomass was n:dueed to less than 500
ton. by 13 feeding humpbacks in a few months. At prCllent there are aD estimated
50 humpback whales that have wintered over to feed in Sitka Sound. Sitka has the
Isst major herring spawning stock remaining in the thousand. ofsquare miles of
Southeast Alaska;s waters from the Canadian Border to Prince William Sound thaI
onee teemed with herring before the sac roe lind unregulated bait fisheries began in
the 1970s. Our faltering king salmon and halibut stocks are the last major runs Icft
on the West Coast olthe United States. As in every other part ofthe world, the odds
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are that if our herrin~stockll arc depleted, there will be severe consequences to the
salmon, halibut, and other species that we a// rely heavily on.

Why are we taking this risk for such a small fraction of the ex-vessel value of
Alaska's combined fisheries? The herring sac roe fishery is a small fraction in
terms ofvaluc compared to our other fisheries, and it i. important only liS a
supplementary income for partieipants in these other fisheries. In human terms, as
traditional native subsistence, it has been extremcly important for centuries, and
must always be considered for this purpose.

When Govcrnor Palin appointed the newest member to the Board of Fisheries last
December, she reminded us all ofthe mission statement ofth" buard: "To
CONSERVE and DEVELOP the fisheries resources ofth" state."
We ask that you please follow the mission you were appointed to nphuld and vote to
"con8"O'e" what remains of the one prey stock so "rud.lI to our marine ecosystem,
in order to "develop" our faltering predator sto"'(8, which far exceed the ex-vessel
value of herring in terms of rcal dollars.

Respectfully Submitted,

Andy Rauwolf
KETCHIKAN HERRING ACTION GROUP

P.04
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KETCHIKAN HERRING ACTION GROUP
C/O 7942 S. TONGASS HWY.

KETCHIKAN, ALASKA 99901
Ph: (907) 225-3697, Fax: (907) 247-3697

Re: SUPPORT of Proposals 203 and 204
February 3, 2009

Attention: R.O.I<'. COMMENTS
Board Support Section
Alaska Dept. of ,,'ish and Game
P.O. BOll 115526
Juneau, Ak. 99811-5526
Fall: (907) 465-6094

Dear Members of the Board of I<'ish,

The Ketchikan Herring Action Group SUPPORTS Proposal 203 raising the
CONSERVATION LEVEL by limiting the harvest rate to 10% and placing a cap of
10,000 tons on the herring harvest in Sitka Sonod. Sitka Sound herring stocks have
shown definitive signs of stress in the last 4 years with historically low leveb of
juveniles to replace the adults. Poor recruitment spells disaster in herring stocks.
What is wrong with our management? How dare they raise the quota at this critical
time! Because of commercial pressures and bad management, Sitka Sound is the last
major herring biomass left in Southeast Alaska and may be on the brink of collapse.

It is a SCIENTIFIC FACT that salmon returning to Southeast Alaska's waters
spend considerable time feeding on the Sitka herring stock to build up their fat
reserves before continuing their migration to the spawning grounds.
WE REI.Y IlEAVII,Y ON OUR SALMON. OUR SALMON RELY HEAVILY ON
SITKA HERRING. Yonr role is to CONSERVE and DEVELOP fisheries, not risk
destruction ofthe ecosystem!

STOP THIS SENSLESS GENOCIDE!

We also support proposal 204 that quantifies the large amount of herring killed in
the test fisheries. These herring MUST be eoullted against the GHL in order to
conservatively mallaRe this fishery.

~
inCe~CIY' 1:'/ ~ -

~-{;7

A~d uwol( !j
Ketchikan Area Herriiq(Action Committee
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Petersburg Charter Boat Association
P.O. Box 1507

Petemburg, Allmka 99833
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ATTN: BOFCOMMBNTS
Boards Support Seetio;,
Alaska Depmtment of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 9981 1-5526
Fax: 907·465·6094

Chairman Jellsel1, Board Members,

RECEIVED

FEB 022009

80ARDS

The Petersburg Chmterboat Association (PCBA), made up of 17 spOltfi"hing service businesses
representing 2 j active charter vessels, would like to offur the following comments on proposals to
be considered dUring the February Southeast Fintlsh meeting.

Proposal 137; Oppose. This proposal seeking to establish sportfish bag limits on all species not
currently having a bag limit is too broad. Establishing bag limits on species such as Herring.
Arrowtooth flounder, Tomcod, P"citlc. cod, Pol1o<:k, Hal<o and othe,"" woukl prevent lhese species
being used as bait as is commonly donc. If there is a concern regarding harvest by recreational
fishers of a particula,' specie. that harvest should be quantified through creel ceusus, statewide
harvest surveyor logbook prior to an arbitrary bag IiIUil being imposed. UnSUbstantiated
allegations of large scale harvest by sportfishers bronght forth by commercial fishers who might.
be impacted by such harvest should not be considered as justification for a regulation.

Proposal 223; Support. This proposal was generated by peBA as a tool the Dept. could use to
increase harvest opportunity primarily for resident sportfishers during Ihe winter season. The
CU~TCntKing SalmonllJanagement plan allows for the use oftwo rods during this same time
frame, but only during years ofhigh abundance. Adoption of this proposal would allow two rods
to be used (Oct. through Mar.) in all years unless there was a conservation Cooncei'll. Sportfishers
have been harvesting less than their allocation in most years under the current management plan.
Any increase in hilrYest because of this proposal being adopted would not cause the spOltfishery
to exceed its' allocalion.

Proposal 227; Oppose. This proposal to allow commercial trolling 7 days per week in District 8
reAa.rdless ofmn strength is inappropriate. Trollers are cUD'ently allowed tu fish up to 5 days per
week when this fishery is open. The District 8 management plan, when adopted 3 yea.rs ago,
specifically restricted gillnetting and trolling on the weekends to avoid conflict with sporttishers.

Proposal 228; Oppose. Opening this pOltion of Frederick Sound would be in contlict with the
Crystal Lake Hatchery Management Plan and effectively reallocate fish away fTom an established
sport and oommcl'<:iaJ hand trull fishery to the power troll lishelY.

Proposal 229; SUpport. Adoption of this proposal would increase the District 8 annual limit for
king salmun to a mUltiple of4 daily bag limits. The agreement reached with Cal\ada through the
Pacitlc Salmon Commission process to allow this new directed king salmon fishely to occur was
supposed to benefit all user groups thrQugh increased harvest opportunity. The recreational
fishers have seen llttle benefit and non-resident sportfishers even less. Tho ctm'ent annual limit
for District 8 is no more than is allowed for under region wide regulations in some years. The
current District 8 annual limit is 5 with a daily bag limit of2. The annual limit should be Ii

(

(
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Petersburg Charter Boat Association
P.O. Box 1507

Petersburg, Alaska 99853

multiple of the daily bag limit, example; 3 days fishing equals a 6 fish annual limit or 4 days
fishing equals an II fish annual limit. Adoptio,) of this proposal is expected to increase harvest by
35 to 70 fhh per year.

Proposal 259; Support. Adoption ofthis proposal changing from a Sunday noon gillnet opening
to a Monday morning gillnet openillg during June, as amended and supported by the Petersburg
Adviso')' cOlllmittee, will benefit both gillnetters and sportfishers by reducing conflicts between
the two user groups.

Proposals 286, 287; Oppose. These proposals seeking to change the definition of possession
would have severe economic impacts on the charter and lodge industry. Adoption Oflhi. proposal
would require a complete rewrite of bag and possession limit regulations for almost all species of
sport caught fish (n SE Alaska to provide a reasonable harvest opportunity for uon·residents.

Proposals 288, 289; Oppose. These proposals establishing an annu.'l-Ilimit on coho and requiring
some type ofharvest card are not justified. There are no biological or resource concerns with
coho. There are no alJocative concerns. There is no explosive growth in coho harvest by 1I0n

resident sportfishers. The harvest ofcoho by both gUided and non-guided sportfishers tracks very
well with other users of the resource in that it goes up when abundance is up and it goes down
when ahundance i, down. The average harvcst by guidcd "-lId lion-guided sportfishers is about
10% of total harvest, tbe percel\tage by lIon·resident spOltfishers is considerably less. The annual
limit portion ofproposal 288 is nothing more than an attempt to restrict non-resident access to
benefit commercial fisbers. The harvest record requirement is cwnbersome to sporttlshers,
expensive to implement for the Department and is redundant data galhering.

Regulatiolls should be adopted based on biological Or n\anagement needs and not on
unsubstantiated fear and greed of another user group.

Proposal 296; Uppose. Proposals 297, 298; Support. We support these proposals defining electric
reels and hand held rods as legal sportfishing gear.

Proposals 307, 308; Oppose. Proposal 307 disallowing use ofa charter vessel for personal use
fishing for II period oftime before and after the charter season Seems to be nothing more than a
punitive action directed at everyone owning a Chsrterboat. Proposal 30B restricthlg personal use
Or subsistence fishing by charter operator or lodge owners when clients are present is already
addressed by current regulations. It is also currently illegal to furnish subsistence or personal use
products to c.lients_

Proposals 309, 310; Oppose. These proposals seelling to establish an allocation and harvest ticket
for the guided sector on coho is llOt based on any biological or resource concerns. Our comments
on proposals 288 and 289 apply.

Proposals 31 1,312313; Oppose as written. We agree that enforcement 01' creel census personnel
should have access to vessels and landing facilities where sport caught fish are being harvested or
oftloaded. Enforcement cmrentiy has the authority to board and check vessels and ge.r engaged
in charter fishing. The portions ofthese proposals that grant authority to inspect freezers, homes,
hotels or B&Bs associated with charter fishennen seems to be extreme and would facilitate little
ifany enforcement concerns while umlecessarily infi'inging 011 personal right•.

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 2. 9:25AM 1--/3
Public Comment#~
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Petersburg Charter Boat Association
P.O. Box 1507

Petersburg, Alaska 99833 (

Proposal 322; Oppose. This proposal seeks to reopen waters closed to commercial trolling
October thl'Ough Moreh. These waters have been clo,~d for over 30 yean;. While there may no
longer be a biological reaSOn for keeping these waters closed, reopening this area would
reallocate llsh away from the resident recreational sector to the troll fishery. In the years this area
has been closed, a signifieant sport fishery has developed within its' boundary. A boat ramp has
been constructed in this area with spottfish funding to provide access. This is a popular fall and
spring fishery for local residents with small boats who would be displaced by the intense effort of
the troll fi,helY that has developed over the past 7 01' 8 years due to exU-emely high prices paid for
winter tish.

Proposal 368; Oppose. This proposal seeks to reduce the possession limit on all species to one
daily bag limit for non-residents. The possession limit on species ofconcern is currently one daily
bag limit for non-residents and 1\"'0 daily bag limits for other "pecies. There are no biologioal or
resource concerns to justifY this proposal. There is no verification ofthe charges ofwidespread
abuse of current possession limits 01' of non-residents taking home large amounts offish just to
"eventually be thrown out". Alaska dnes nOl give away "u'ge amounts offi,hery resources to non
residents. Non-residents pay dearly to COme to Alaska and harvest relatively small amounts of
'fish for their personal consUlnption. The state and local economies benefit greatly from this
harvest opportJ.lIlily provided to non-residenls and it should be encouraged by policy makers
seeking to maximize economic benefIts to Alaska through pludent use of it's resources.

Thank you for your consideration of OlU' comments.

Sincclvly,

Stan Malcom
President
Petersblll'g Charter Boat Association
907-772-9255

(

(
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January 30, 2009

BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section
ADFG
PO Box ~~5526

Juneau, AK 998~~-5526

Fax- 907-465-6094

Dear Board of Fish Members:

RECEI\/5:.

FEe 022009

As a group working to promote sustainable wild fish
populations and conservation of the habitat which
produces them, the Alaska Office of Trout Unlimited (TU)
support the proposals noted below.

Before addressing those however, we would like to
encourage the Board to focus their attention and energy
on proposals and actions which further the long-term goal
of ensuring healthy,· sustainable fish stocles for all
users rather than arbitrating the allocative and punitive
proposals which pervade the current booklet. It is
apparent to us that whether it be thr.ough changing ocean
and climate regimes or greater numbers of potential
harvesters; the fish resources of Alaska will continue to
be under greater pressure and that the need to
effectively manage their cumulative use will grow
commensurately.

Proposal 219: Listing o~ Bradfie1d Cana1 king sa1mon as
a stock of concern.
Proposal 262. Amendments to northern Chatham area seine
openings and boundaries to better protect sockeye stocks
in Kanalku, Basket, Sitkoh and Neva Creeks.
Proposal 26S. Change commercial salmon fishing
opening/season in Klawock Area to July IS-august 15.

TU supports these three proposals provided that ADFG
data indicates these actions represent a precautionary
and sound approach to management of the stocks involved.
Given the critical importance of sockeye stocks, should
ADFG not possess sufficient data for these decisions, the
BOF should direct that the resources and steps necessary
to obtain it be carried out immediately.

1/3
Trollt Unlimited: America's Leading Coldwater Fisheries COIlSeroation Organization \

Alasl<a Office: 419 Sixth Street, Suite 200, Juneau, AK 99801 • (907) 321-3725 AI
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Proposal 287, Establish an enforceable fish possession
limit.
TU supports enforceable possession limits for all
species. The current system does not provide
enforceability.

Proposal 290. No retention of stee1head in all SE waters
exoept 16 identified systems where fish could be
retained.
Proposal 291, Catch and release for high use steelhead
systems
TU supports greater restrictions on steelhead harvest in
sport fisheries and looks forward to committee discussion
of reconciling these two proposals to achieve that.

Proposal 292, Reduction of Dolly Varden bag limit to 4
fish (from 10) with one over 20" daily.

TU believes a daily-bag of 10 Dolly Varden is excessive
and supports the better protection of large, spawning
Dolly Varden that would be afforded through this measure.

Proposal 295, Catch and release practices advisory to
increase undersize king survival.
TU agrees with the intent of this proposal.

Proposal 305, Prohibit felt sales.
TU wholeheartedly supports this proposal but would like
to see a phase out date of Jan. 1 2011 adopted for it.
Doing so will provide manufacturers, retailers and
consumers time to transition away from the use of felt.

Proposal 314, Reduce Situk Sockeye bag and possession to
3 and 6.
TU supports this precautionary approach to Situk sockeye
management provided the limit will be liberalized through
EO in years of sufficient sockeye abundance.

proposal 304, Illegal to remove steelhead under 36 inches
frolll the water
The Alaska Office of TU does not support this proposal as
written. We would however support a regulation requiring
that steelhead less than 36 inches not be moved above the
waterline of the waters from which they are taken.

Proposal 317, Catch and release for all steelhead on
Juneau road system.
Due to declining returns of these stocks in recent.years
and the great and growing, amount of angling pressure
they are subjected to, we believe passage of this
proposal is critical to the health of steelhead on the

(
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Juneau road system. Passage of Proposal 209 would also
address this problem.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these
proposals. We will make every effort to have
representatives present for committee formation in
Sitka, however if that is not the case we request that TU
staff members, Mark Kaelke be appointed to the Sport
Fisheries committee and Tim Bristol be appointed to the
Commercial Troll committee.

Sincerely,

~...~I ,-J-C/..__ _..
Tim Bristol
Director

/4CL_
Mark Kaelke
SE Alaska Project Director

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 2. 10:31AM PUblic Comment #-=1L
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February 2, 2009

To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Cody Taylor, I am 27 years old and have been giIlnetting since I was five

years old with my father. I obtained my fishing vessel and gillnet pennit ten years ago, I

strongly disagree with proposal 255 and 256, It is just another way for the rich to get

richer and the poor to get poorer, It is already too hard for young people to get into

fishing, If these proposals pass it will be even harder. I think that gillnetting is perfect the

way it is, everyone has an equal fishing opportunity, Why change it? I don't think there

would be any benefits at alL I only have bad feelings towards these proposals.

Sincerely,


PUblic Comment#~
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I Gerald Albecker I have b~YJV.ll~G J3~13~HJ3~I3m
permit holder since 1981, and have fished
since 1959 with my father I am 110% aginest
these proposals 255 & 256 !!
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Members, BoF:
Here are my comments on some ofthe proposals before you in Sitka.

your consideration.
JimZuanich
FN Marshal Tito

RECENED
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Thank you for (

Proposal 244 oppose
Let me get this straight; in terms of allocation, it matters whether or not a hatchery is

funded by aquaculture assessment. But at the same time, there is no need to consider
making enhanced allocation in any way proportional to aquaculture assessment. I'd like
to have my cake and eat it too, too. As an adult however, I realize that fairness doesn't
always work to my exclusive advantage, that other people have rights too.

This proposal would create an even more lopsided retInn to investment disparity, in
enhanced fish, between gillnet and seine fleets than ah'eady exists. It also fails to address
what allocation policy should be applied to PNP hatcheries. IfPNPs are not to be part of
the enhanced fish allocation formula, then they must be part of the non-enhanced
guidelines. That would require a significant seine fishery on DIPAC fish directly; say, on
the back side of Douglas Island; or a compensatory seine/gillnet adjustment elsewhere. I
doubt the framers of this proposal would be very happy with that outcome.

This gets sillier all the time. Proposal 244 should be rejected with little discussion.

Proposal 245 oppose
Just when I thought proposals couldn't get any sillier, along comes proposal 245. (

The enhanced fish allocation was not easily arrived at. Fair or not, an agreement was
reached. As you certainly know, for some time seiners were above our allocation
guideline. The (our) response was to change fishing regimes and redirect allocation funds
in a way that has returned seiners to our agreed upon allocation. Now the gillnet fleet has
been above its range for some time. 245's solution: change the allocation guidelines. If
tlns is to be tlle way to deal with enhanced allocation issues, there is no point in having
enhanced allocation guidelines (or any allocation guidelines) in the first place.

Proposal 262 oppose
I recognize that there are sometimes problems with the abundance of subsistence

resources in customary subsistence fishing areas. There are several points that should be
made on this issue, however. First, there already are compromises to seine management,
particularly around Basket Bay, addressing this issue. The cost to the seine fleet of 262 is
disproportionate to the benefit to subsistence users. There are many places to take
subsistence fish and it has not been the case that they have all been weak at the same
time. Finally, other win/win solutions have not necessarily been tried. In particular, the
most pressing subsistence problem seems to be Kanalkn creek. There is considerable
evidence that a fish ladder could better address this problem, at significantly lower cost
(relative to lost opportunity and lower quality in the seine fishery).

(
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ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK. 99811-5526

Re: I support Proposal # 86. Get rid of the 58 ft length limit

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board members:

I crew aboard a 58 ft salmon seiner that fishes in SE Alaska. I have talked with
my fellow crew members and we agree the 58 ft rule is meaningless. It seems to
us, the boats we take turns with at the hook offs are all different sizes. The
length restriction doesn't give the longer boats or the wider boats any advantage.
My Captain catches more fish because he has a better crew, a better fishing net
and knows the tides better.

I have read some people believe a longer length would allow the boat to fish in
worse weather. It's the crew that catches the fish in bad weather. Some
Captains have better crew and we know what the dangers are. Some Captains
put their crews at risk because they have old, bad equipment, bad inexperienced
crew and should go in, but don't. Usually someone gets hurt or they turn their
skiff over. Bad weather takes more then boat size to be successful. Some of the
most successful are the smaller boats with good crew.

Regards, ~ ~r
Paul Garrett ., J ~;( " " fl. 1/ ."
Blaine, WA. ~V

Public Comment #- 49
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Comments on 2009 SE Finfish Proposals

Dear Chairman Jenson and Members of the Board,

Thank you for the OppOltuoity to comment on the proposals submitted regarding SE finfish.
Before I comment on specific proposals I ask that for future meetings the Board of Fisheries
request the Sport Fisheries Division provide the same level of detail in the RIR staff comments
as is provided by the Commercial Fisheries Division. There are no maps, tables, or figures
provided vvith any ofthe Sport fish proposals. Clearly the Department has information with
which to base staff comments: that information should be made available to the public in
advance ofthe public comment deadline. Staff comments for this meeting were released to the
public on January 30, public comments are due by February 2. The lack of sport fish support
data makes it difficult for the public to evaluate the staff comments or the merits of sport fish
proposals.

Proposal 137: Support with amendment:
5 AAC 47.020. General provisions for seasons and bag, possession, annual and size limits for the
salt waters of the Southeast Alaska Area.
(17) herring, smelt, eulachon, and capelin and shellfish species not specified in this section, may
be taken from January 1 - December 31, no bag, possession, annual or size limits;
(18) sablefish may be taken from January 1 - December 31; 2 fish bag limit, 1 daily bag limit in
possession and no annual limits.
(19) other saltwater fmfish not specified in this section, may be taken from January 1 
December 31; 10 fish aggregate bag limit, 1 daily bag limit in possession and no annual limits.

I appreciate the improvement to the Department\Comments made regarding this proposal since'
the February meeting. Sablefish support an important commercial and subsistence. This fishery
is intensively managed by the Department and has still been in a significant downward trend in
recent years. Some charter lodges have been actively promoting opportunity to take unlimited
quantities of "butlerflsh" (Le. sablefish). These fish are not captured in the creel survey and it is
unlikely that the mail out survey is adequately estimating this catch. I also suggest that the mail
out survey include sablefish as a listed species.

Sport fisheries should provide an opportunity to fish, provide recreation, and reasonable retention
opportunities. With this amendment the daily bag limit for salmon, halibut, and groundfish in
Southeast is 41 fish DAILY. Commercial and personal use regulations do not allow for fishing
unless specified by regulation - the sport fish regulations allow for unlimited fishing unless

(
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specified by regulation. TIlls is an archaic management approach and it is time for a change.

Proposal 286: Support
The Department connnents related to this proposal are inappropriate. Their comments seem
intended to drive policy. As with proposal 311 the Department suggests waiting to act on this
until a statewide meeting. There is no reason not to act on this proposal now for SE, where there
is a legitimate concern about accuracy and enforcement of charter catch reporting. Once enacted
in SE the Department can submit this proposal statewide for consistency. Ifthere is enough
conservation concern to have possession limits at all then there is justification that the possession
limits include preserved fish. The majority of charter and nomesident fish harvested is now
vacuumed packed and frozen daily. Management and regulators need to consider adapting the
regulatory environment to account for these changes. For the sport fish division staffto claim
they are "unable to determine how such a regulation could be successfully monitored and
enforced" is absolutely unacceptable.

Proposal 296: Snpport (and therefore Oppose 297 and 298)
Electric and hydraulic reels are commercial gear and should not be allowed in recreational
fishety with the exception ofuse by handicapped anglers. These power gears allow access to
waters and areas generally protected from recreational anglers (in effect a natural refugia)
allowing for the catch of larger, older halibut and rockfish as well as the take of deepwater fishes
not commonly associated with sport fish (sablefish, slope rockfish, shortspine thornyheads). If
you are going to allow "sport" anglers the use of commercial jigging gear to increase their
efficiency why not allow them to use trawls or seines? This is not sporting. Residents of SE
Alaska have the opportunity to harvest sablefish and other groundfish through subsistence
fishing.

Proposal 308: Support
I have personally witnessed lodges setting shellfish pots in advance of client arrival.
Almost every time I was on an Alaska Airlines flight this summer I heard charter clients talk
about subsistence fishing and how tlus supplemented their take. They clearly believe tlUs is legal,
which means the charter operators they hired are in violatioll. Clearly some charter operations
are circumventing the spirit of the personal use and subsistence laws by supplementing their
clients catch with subsistence fish. Because this is a difficult thing to enforce I believe not only
should the laws be strengthened but the Department should include a notice in the Sport Fishing
Regulation Booklet alerting non-residents to the restriction. This notice will help ethical charter
operators. The regulations in 5 AAC 02.199 and 5 AAC 77.699 also need to be amended.

Proposal 310: Support
Independent catch verification and timely and accurate catch accounting is imperative. I serve
on the Sitka Fish artd Game advisory committee and all three of the charter operators on that
committee supported this proposal. The Department has had years to resolve the reporting crisis
in the halibut fishery and has not moved forward. By requiring a fish ticket the angler, in
addition to the charter operator, is also responsible for the accuracy of catch information. This
will help with veracity, similar to the relationship between commercial processors and fishermen.
Effort data is also critical to fisheries management: this requirement should be in addition to the
logbook requirement unless effort information is also detailed on the fishticket.
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Proposals 311, 312, and 313: Support
I have read the Department comments on this proposal and suggest an alternative approach. Pass
this regulation for SE and use that as the catalyst to implement this statewide. The Department of
Law will be able to craft regulation that does not give rise to constitutional issues. I see no
difference between the rights of a commercial processor and the rights of a commercial charter
lodge -local Sitka lodges process huge amounts ofproduct. Charter operators make their living
harvesting common property resources - they must be open to the same level of enforcement and
oversight as other commercial fishery businesses.

Proposal 333: Oppose
SCBOA has decided an increase in GHR is warranted because they are overharvesting their
allocation. This is the reaction they have to the halibut GHL as well.
There is no evidence that the lingcod population can sustain a higher GHR. In recent years
because of changes in the directed fishery the total allocation of lingcod has not been taken.
There is not reason to assume this situation will continue and in fact catch data shows an increase
in directed lingcod catch in 2008.

Proposal 334, 335, 337: Oppose
The current complex allocations for lingcod was a consensus agreement made by a BOF
appointed taskforce with representatives of all sectors sitting at the table.

Proposal 337: Support with amendment (
28.173 Lingcod possession and landing requirements for Eastern Gulf OfAlaska Area.
(a) In the Southeast District, a vessel fishing for
(I) halibut with longline gear may not land or have onboard lingcod in excess of the bycatch
percentage as set by the Department by Emergency Order prior to the start ofthe halibut fishery,
of all halibut on board the vessel. This bycatch rate may not exceed 20%;

The longlinefleet has been unable to harvest their historic allocation oflingcod because of the
closure of the directed DSR fishery and because average 2C halibut shares are now so low as to
make a 5% bycatch too low in poundage to accurately assess on board, hence longliners are
choosing to release lingcod rather than risk a violation. Lingcod are taken as bycatch in the
longline fishery and this regulation will allow the Department to adapt to changes in other
directed fisheries while allowing longliners to maintain their historic allocation of the resource.

Pl'Oposal338: Oppose
The reason the directed, troll and sport fishery season is closed in April is to protect nest
guarding males from harvest during a time when they are territorial and vulnerable. This
proposal would allow fishermen to target nest guarding males.

Proposal 339: Oppose
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Once again SCBOA is promoting fishing without a conservation ethic. Given the tiny number of
lingcod in excess pfthe proposed size limit this proposal effectively promotes catch and release
harvesting of lingcod. Lingcod are a terrible candidate for catch and release as they are large,
strong fish with ~ mouth full of teeth - pretty had to imagine "careful" release occurring on a
regular basis, e,siJecially with larger specimens. The Department does not address catch and
release mortality in their comments. The charter fleet has been over their allocation oflingcod in
many years so allowing the harvest of big fish will make management even more difficult.

It is also disappointing to see the Department comments that they would like the regulations
amended to combine guided with resident sport fishing. The public has clearly been asking for
regulations separating the guided industry from sport fishing yet the Department is asking for the
opposite.

Proposal 340: Oppose
The allocations oflingcod by area and gear group were made by consensus by an industry
working group and were based on the most recent 5 year average catch. The sport fish
allocations, driven largely by charter catch, have been exceeded in most areas in many years.
Table 335-3 shows that the sport allocation oflingcod was exceed in 2008 in the NSEO area by
5%, in IBS by 31%, in NSEI by 36%, and in SSEIW by 23%. This proposal is essentially asking
for more liberal regulations even though they exceeded their allocation in both areas. I had to
look in a commercial fishery proposal (335) to find the data to evaluate this sport proposal (340).

Proposal 341: Oppose but suggest a change in language in the current regulation
I was the Groundfish Project Leader when the current allocation of DSR was adopted. This was
the topic of intense conversations 3 years ago with the very clear message from the BOF that
DSR in the charter industry was a bycatch in the halibut fishery and that there was no room for
growth in DSR catch. Yet, in a year with historic low halibut quotas the SEAGO is asking for
more DSR. Exceeding allocations is not a justification for an increased allocation. I suggest
that the BOF make the current allocation (14%) specific to the charter industry and
nonresident anglers and let the resident cateh ofDSR be subtracted off the top before
allocations for the commercial indnstries (longline and charter) are set, similar to
subsistence catch.

Proposal 343: Oppose
The reason the current DSR season does not overlap the IFQ fishery is that the catch ofDSR
would be significantly greater and much more difficult to manage if it was being prosecuted by
the halibut fleet in addition to directed longline fisheries. There is no legal way to prevent halibut
longliners from fishing for DSR when the halibut season is open and in fact they are required to
retain all halibut when they have remaining IFQ. Over half of the 2C halibut quota is harvested
in inside waters. I am unclear how the Department could be neutral on this proposal as it would
make management of DSR virtually impossible and would greatly increase the chances of
overharvest of the commercial allocation ofDSR.

Proposal 346: Support
I support DSR as bycatch only in ALL fisheries, including charter, sport, and commercial. These
fish are extremely longlived and are difficult to manage. Although there is a stock assessment for
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DSR in SEO, there is no assessment for these fish in SSEI and NSEI and the funding for (
assessment in outside waters has been sporadic and uncertain. They occur as natural bycatch in
all fisheries for halibut and in other longline fisheries as well. The directed DSR fishery used to
provide a platform for entry level fishermen to get involved in the longline fishery. The current
composition of the DSR fleet is more experienced fishcrmen whq also have opportunity in other
fisheries. The current "entry level" longline fishery in Southeast is now the halibut fishery where
a vessel owner takes an IFQ holder onboard and fishes their halibut for a percentage. Given the
vulnerability of DSR and the limited budget for assessment I support moving this fishery, like
the other slope rockfish fishery, into bycatch only management.

Proposal 347: Oppose
The BOF has ruled on this proposal at least 3 times in the past. In each case the BOF has found
that it is appropriate to manage slope rockfish as bycatch only. ALFA supports bycatch only for
slope rockfish in conjunction with the full retention requirement.

Proposal 349/350/352: Support with sunset provision
I am disappointed in the Department comments that they believe this will result in higher
mortality than the lOO% already attributed to released rockfish in the sport fish fishery.
Two researchers were brought to Sitka to discuss their research results regarding decompression
release of rockfish. There travel to Alaska was through a grant from the Alaska Conservation
Foundation. These independent research studies show conclusively that there is significant
survival of rockfish that are quickly released back to the water from depth, even for fish that
have barotrauma injuries. Survival can be as high as 86% ifreleased within 2 minutes of catch;
long term holding studies have shown survival through 31' days (the limit of the study). The
Sitka Fish and Game Advisory Committee submitted this proposal after hearing the results of
this research. The charter industry (SEAGO) submitted a similar proposal.
https:/I"vVoiw.coaslalaska.or0kfsk/modules/locaJ ncv./s/indcx.php?op=se&page=24
http://www.dfw.statc.or.us/MRPlresearch/

Although this regulation does involve extra time, most sport angler should be invested enough in
the resource to support careful release. The release mechanism can be as simple as an inverted
barbless hook with weight. Other release devices being used locally include inverted milk crates
that are weighted and attached to a line. 1will provide Board members with brochures detailing
this catch and release method.

The DSR allocation for sport fish has been exceeded every year since implemented. I fail to see
how anglers will be motivated to fish for more rockfish than they currently are catching if they
must release the fish using a special technique. Currently they are allowed to discard the fish
simply by removing them from the hooks. Given that the Department has no real knowledge of
sport fish discards their statements can only be based on conjuncture.

I recommend having a sunset provision on this regulation so that it utility can be reevaluated at
the ne:>..'t SE Board cycle and regulatiollB refined based on experience.

Proposal 351: Oppose

(
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SEAGO has submitted a proposal that is frivolous at best. It was clear from the research results
presented in Sitka that the biggest factor in increasing survival rate ofrockfish when released at
depth was time between capture and release. Catching fish individually lends itselfto quick and
careful release. Catching fish on a longline does not lend itself to timely release. Mortality would
not be decreased if this regulation were to be adopted. Further, the Department requires full
retention ofrockfish as part ofits conservative approach to management because catch
accounting is critical to this management. At the last SE BOF Finfish meeting the BOF directed
each sector to work towards reduction of DSR bycatch. The longline fishermen have been well
under their allocation and so additional release is not required to meet management goals. Even
so, the Alaska Longline Fishermen's Association has obtained money to start a pilot project
involving a: bycatch reduction network with inseason reporting of areas of high rockfish bycatch
in the halibut fishery in an effort to reduce bycatch.

Proposal 353: Support with amendment
I support requiring retention of yelloweye caught in the sport fishery up to the bag limit and
support decompression release of rockfish beyond the bag limit. The Department comments are
incorrect when they imply puncturing of the swim bladder can increase survival of rockfish ~
recent published scientific studies dispute this. Current science supports release of fish at depth
WITHOUT puncturing the swim bladder. http://www.dfg.ca.gov/marinc/pdfslrelease.pdfThe
Department is opposed to the proposal, partly because they don't think it is enforceable. This
regulation is as enforceable as any other bag limit proposal and as is the full retention
requirement for conunercial rockfish catch. An amendment to the proposal that would make it
more enforceable would be to require retention of all rockfish up to the bag limit then to require
fishermen to stop fishing for the day once the bag limit is taken. It seems unlikely the
Department would support this approach but might be asked to compare the relative
enforceability.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these proposals. I will be in Sitka for the entire
meeting and look forward to public testimony and participation in committee.

Sincerely,
\j(~ ;IUOu-'U.z..-.--

Victoria O'Connell
Sitka, Alaska
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Board of Fisheries
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811·5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

Re: Finfish Proposals #257, #258, #259 (Fishing seasons and periods for net gear)

Dear Chairman and Board of Fisheries Members:

Proposals 257-259 request that area gillnet openings be changed to start on Monday instead of
Sunday at noon. We gillnet for salmon in Districts 6 and 8 and have been direct marketing for
the last 8 years; we oppose this change. The following table lists issues that were brought
forward in these 3 proposals and our comments to each:

Issues addressed in Proposals Our Comments
#257-259

Sunday openings require fishennen, Fishing is not a Monday thru Friday kind of industry and
processors, ADF&G staff and others those working in it realize the often unusual hours.
to work on the weekends.
Conflicts between sport and gillnet We have seen very little conflict between the two user
fishers groups. The majority ofthe gillnet fleet does not fish for

sockeve in the same areas as king salmon are caught.
Increases the risk of damage to vVith current gillnet openings starting at noon on Sundays,
gjUnets due to weekend boaters. most ofthe weekend is already over. Every type of boat has

hit a net at one time or another; weekend boaters don '( do a
significant amount ofdamage. Infonnation is available for
recreational boaters to understand how to avoid gillnets.
Large, illustrative signs explaining gillnetting and other local
fisheries infonn recreational boaters in Wrangell (and other
southeast towns) what to look out for when on the water. In
Petersburg, the Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program
hosted a class last spring for recreational boaters that
included teaching how to boat around fishing gear and
vessels.

Possibly limits direct marketing sales This is simply untrue. Proposals would negatively impact
efforts. direct marketing vessels and other businesses supplying fresh

salmon. Fresh salmon sales would be greatly reduced due to
the inability to get fresh salmon to markets before weekend
sales. (Please see below for more explanation.)

(
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The fresh Alaska salmon market is very strong. Much of this is due to the persistent marketing
efforts of ASMI (Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute), large processors and direct marketers.
Getting fresh fish to buyers, such as restaurants, In time for weekend sales is critical to sustain
the demand for fresh Alaska salmon.

If these proposals are accepted by the Board of Fisheries and gillnet openings begin Mondays
instead of Sundays, the day to ship fresh salmon would be pushed ahead one extra day in the
week. If this becomes the case, our boat, for example, would finish up the newly scheduled
opening and arrive back to port Wednesday evening and be available to ship fresh fish on
Thursday. Our customers would then be due to receive their fresh fish Friday afternoon,
Arriving on Friday is simply too late for restaurants to receive fresh fish and then be able to
serve it to their weekend guests. The result would be that our restaurant customers would
simply not buy fresh fish from us and we would loose those customers.

We value this public process the Board of Fisheries works thru to ensure our fisheries are
sustainable for all users. Unfortunately we will not be available to publicly testify about these
proposals nor to further serve on the gillnet committee but do appreciate participating with this
written comment.

Please oppose proposals #257, #258 and #259 to ensure direct marketers and other processors
can get their fresh salmon to market for weekend consumption.

Thook YO" focyo", ~",id.rntioo,u/~
Cynthia Wallesz and 'George Meintel
Owners
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I, Ronald L. Martin, FV Red Witch, am a permit holder in Haines, Alaska.

I strongly oppose proposal 255 & 256.

Thank you

(

(
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I, Shane Martin, FV The Warrior, am a permit holder in Haines, Alaska.

strongly oppose proposal 255 & 256.

Thank you

Shane Martin
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I, Travis Eugene Stuart, FV Genevieve, am a permit holder in Haines

going on my 23
rd

season. I strongly oppose proposal 255 & 256.

Thank you

Travis Stuart

~
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I, Russ Walton, FV Selah, am a permit holder in Haines, Alaska.

strongly oppose proposal 255 & 256.

Thank you

Russ Walton
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I, Mike Stuart, FV The Keta, am a permit holder in Haines, Alaska.

strongly oppose proposal 255 & 256.

Thank you

(
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RE: Southeast Alaska Finfish Board of Fisheries Proposals - Proposal 305

To reduce cost to anglers and guide and lodge operations that provide footgear to
anglers, I suggest that the Board modify the proposal to implement a ban on felt
soles over three years. Felt soles normally wear out over just a few seasons of use so a
phase in period should eliminate or reduce any additional cost burden on anglers.

It is also worth noting, felt soles offer poor traction on slick rock, silt and tidal mud, as
well as snow and ice that are commonly encountered in Southeast. Felt soles wear very
poorly on coastal barnacle-encrusted rocks, compared to traditional rubber or neoprene
boots. A large number of resident anglers may not have to replace footgear because many
already do not use felt soles.

Since I submitted proposal 305 a few noteworthy things have happened:

-New Zealand voted to ban felt soled waders as of October 2008 to stop the spread of
Didymo (rock snot algae) that has impaired trout habitat.

-Trout Unlimited has urged manufacturers to discontinue manufacture of felt sole waders
and footgear by 2011.

-Didymo has spread to noted fly fishing waters in Vermont, New York, West Virginia,
Maryland, New Hampshire and other states.

-ADF&G has noted in comments on this proposal that Didymo has been found in Haines,
Juneau, and Sitka, yet has done nothing to alert local anglers of the risks of them
transmitting these to other locations we may travel to.

-To date, ADF&G has not included information to anglers to help avoid infecting waters
in the regulations booklet, and has reduced the outreach efforts of its invasive species
program - which does not even list Didymo.

Wading with felt sole footgear is identified as a primary (though not the only) vector that
has transmited aquatic nuisance species (ANS) to sport fishing streams. A recent study at
fishing access sites in Montana showed that anglers were transporting in aggregate tons
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of sediment that can cany invasive and nuisance species, and commonly fish in many
different locations. According to Oates (University of Montana 2007):

"Lightweight waders andfelt soled boots were the mostprominent types ofwading
equipment materials used by anglers and myxospores adhered to felt more than
rubber and the glass control.. .Integration ofangler movementpatterns and mean
sediment quantities transported with angler numbers suggests that anglers in
southwestern Montana are potentially moving tons ofsediment amongfishing access
sites every year, thereby making transport ofANS likely... "

The list of very notewOlthy flyfishing destinations streams that have become infected
with whirling disease and Didymo is empirical evidence that these problems were likely
caused by fly fishers and felt soles are the most likely culprit. The very same anglers who
fish these famous waters (Madison River in Montana, Delaware River in Maryland,
Battenkill in Velmont to name a few) are likely to travel to fish in Alaska as well. With
whirling disease now found in 25 states within the U.S., and Didymo in at least sixteen
states, it is likely that many visiting anglers will be bringing microscopic ANS with them
and bringing them in contact with our waters - at ORAVE RISK to Alaskans.

Recent economic repOlts show what we've known all along - that Alaska's sport and
commercial fisheries represent billions of dollars to Alaska's economy - likely far more
than New Zealand and Montana. Didymo has severely impacted New Zealand's sport
fishing tourism just as whirling disease disrupted Montana's famed rainbow trout fishing
in the Madison River in the 1990s. With our level of risk much greater and at little or no
cost for this preventative measure, it will behoove us to learn from their lessons rather
than wait until damage is done. Aquatic nuisance species are nearly impossible to
eradicate once they invade a stream.

While banning felt soles will not necessarily prevent spread ofwhirling disease, didymo
and other ANS, it will reduce one primary vector and will resnlt in dramatically improved
awareness of these threats and safer fishing practices. I believe that enacting a delayed
ban on felt soles is the most proactive and effective measure that Alaska can do to help
prevent future problems with whirling disease, didymo, and other ANS, and at the same
time help spread awareness of the damage that wading anglers can do.

I urge you to help protect Southeast Alaska waters and help Southeast Alaska anglers
avoid in'esponsible damage elsewhere where we travel - by amending and passing
Proposal 305 to ban felt sole waders in Southeast Alaska by 2011.

Thank you for consideration,

Jf~f2V:~
Mark Vinsel
8750 NOlth Douglas Highway
Juneau, AK 9980 I

(
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RE: Southeast Alaska Finfish Board of Fisheries - Support for Proposal 316

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board members,

This letter is in support ofProposal 316, which will restore a no-snag zone on the city dock that
was built to replace the former McCauley dock, and in the waters between the dock and
DIPAC hatchery. Raincountry Flyfishers members enjoyed the opportunity to catch coho,
chum and king salmon from this area before 2002. The no-snag zone that had been in effect
since a 1993 Board of Fisheries action was eliminated in 2003 - not through a Board of
Fisheries action but through an absence of action to adjust the definition of the no snagging
zone to the new city dock. Through this oversight and the conduct of the snagging
participants, Juneau fly and lure anglers and families effectively lost access to some of our
most productive opportunity.

In the last few years this area degenerated into a situation where many did not feel safe fishing.
Concerns were raised in a series of letters to the editor in the Juneau Empire following coho
season in 2007:

" ...1 have also noticed the so-called "sportsman-like" behavior that seems to prevail in this fishing
area. Several times this fall, I've watched as a couple ofteenage boys caught a nice salmon, brought it
up on the beach, smashed it's head with a rock then kick the fish back into the water. I've seen fish
laying on the dockfor over a week. There is blood, guts, eggs and gore all over the sidewalk where
people have cleanedfish and not bothered to clean up after themselves. When I see people killingfish
and then not even bothering to clean them and take them homefor use, I begin to wonder ifthere are
any true sportsman left ... " (Juneau Empire Letters, October 1,2007)

" ...Fishing is pretty much centered on the ramp. A sign clearly says no fishing from ramp citing a city
ordinance, yet nobody enforces it. Who is responsible for policing the area? The Alaska Department of
Fish and Game? The Juneau Department ofParks and Recreation? Dock and harbor officials? They all
claim it's the responsibility ofthe others. The result is what you see there. A perfectly great harvest area
for us without boats has been ruined bypoor design to begin with and lack ofoversight today ... "
(Juneau Empire Letters, October 3, 2007)

" ...D1PAC is no longer a place where community members can come down to enjoy some recreational
sportfishing, harvest afew "hatchery fish," take their children, and do so in a safe andfriendly
environment. In contrast, D1PAC today - due in part to the complete lack ofanyform oflaw
enforcement - has grown into a full-on snagging war zone that has been taken over by snag anglers.
This particular user group shows absolutely no regard to regulations, safety for others, or the respect
for the resource that they are ripping out ofthe water in barbaric fashion with snagging hooks, many
times just to kick back into the water. This extreme behavior andform offish harvesting, complete lack
ofacknowledgment to laws and regulations, unfortunately has now displaced the opportunities of
others in the community to engage in safe and enjoyable recreationalfishing opportunities which
should be available to "everyone" and notjust a select group ofirresponsible and negligent snag
harvesters ... " (Juneau Empire Letters, October 4, 2007)
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Much of the snag fishing takes place from the gangplank, in blatant disregard ofposted
signage. More than 100,000 visitors tour DIPAC hatchery during the summer tourist season.
The activities described above jeopardize the safety of these visitors and present a poor (
perception of fishing in Alaska. The City and Borough of Juneau noted the safety and wanton
waste. concerns in drafting the proposal.

Raincountry Flyfishers does not intend to deny snaggers opportunity - we SUppOlt that
snagging continue to be allowed in area beyond the dock, about five times the area of the
proposed no-snag zone, with an elevated walkway from which to sight fish along the parking
area. This area has been an effective area for snag fishing and offers ample opportunity.

To restore opportunity to fish for DIPAC fish to anglers that do not snag, Raincountry
Flyfishers asks that you approve Proposal 316. Raincountry Flyfishers is a Juneau based
recreational club of fly fishers who fish on the Juneau road system and beyond.

We appreciate your consideration of our comments.

Sincerely,

/f~~J
MarkVinsel
Vice President
Raincountry Flyfishers
Juneau
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Chairman Jensen and Board ofFish Members,

The over 500 fishemlen owner members of the Seafood Producers Cooperative (SPC) are each
part of an Alaskan commercial fishermen's trade association and has been a vital part of seafood
production in our state since 1944. Alaskan trollers make up over 350 of our members and we
offer our full support to the positions and the effOlis of Alaska Trollers Association. Our
members will be at your upcoming meeting in Sitka to blend our effort with Alaska trollers to
achieve our mutually desirable, beneficial, and essential goals. Our co-operative has been a
tireless ally of many Alaskan Fisheries Associations, on a broad anay of fisheries issues and
challenges for the last 75 years.

SPC submitted and supports #296 to define spOlifish gear. We will have members at the meeting
able to speak to this issue in depth.

Specifically we support proposals 227, 228, 230 and 231. The troll catch to date of surplus Taku
and Stikine River Chinook salmon falls behind the Alaskan agreement we worked with during
treaty negotiations to redevelop those fisheries (gillnet and troll) together. Troller's time and
area is cunently insufficient to effectively and meaningflllry return to our historic and traditional
harvest.

AJaska's r~creationaI fisll possession limit is meaNingless asinterpreted,today i-n Alaska.
Processed fish cannot be identified in an individuals possession limit. An enforceable possession
limit is essential, and the need to resolve the issue of this monster loophole is not new! Numeral
accountability and reasonable enforceable bag and possession limits are vital since we sell over
80,000 non resident sport fish licenses in Southeast now. We suppOli proposals 286, 288, 289,
308 and 31 0-313.

We oppose proposal 334 and 335 or any other changes to the lingcod management plan

We oppose any change in the existing enhancement and tile Southeast Enhanced Allocation Plan:
particularly we oppose proposals 244, 245, 246 and 269. Public Comment # 55 ..

OFFICE: 2875 ROEDER AVENUE, SUITE 2.' BELLINGHAM, WA 98225
PHONE (360) 733-0120' FAX (360) 733-0513

EMAIL: spc@spcsales.coml/2-

PLANT: 507 KATLIAN • SITKA, ALASKA 99835
PHONE (907) 747-5811 • FAX)~07) 747-3206

EMAIL: spcak@g~Lri~



We will convey our positions on other proposals in oral testimony and in assigned committee
work.

Our owner/members will attend the Sitka meeting and provide information and experience in
their testimony and serve on established committees.

Sio=}, ~

Th"~"MMoT,"g~ !»' fulL
President/CEO
Seafood Producers Cooperative

(

(

(
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January, 17 2009

Max Worhatch IV
12923 117<11 St. E.
Puyallup, WA 98374

John Jcnscn, Chair
Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK. 99811,5526

Dear Mr. Jensen:

. RECCNED

FEB 032009

BOARDS

My name is Max Worhatch IV. I havc bcon a permit holder and vessel owner in tIle southeast Alaska
gillncl fishcry since 1982. I am also involved with Dungeness crab, and halibut, on a regular basis, and
occasionally other fisherics as opportonities arise. I hold the Seattle seat on thc Unitcd Southcast Alaska
Gill-netters board. Tt should be noted that the views expressed herc are my own and not USAG's. I would
like 10 thank the board for allowing me this opportonity to express my opinions on this proposal, 256.

Proposal 256 addresses an issue I have been concerned with for some time. There are at this time, 475
limited entry pennits in our fishery. In 2008, 395 were active. Active in this case means making one or
more dellveries. A fair number ofthese active pennits are really very inactive in the actual gillnetl1shery.
Many are involved in the Dungeness fishery, and only fish salmon a small number ofopenings a ,eason. A
poor Dungeness scason dne to either market or poor fishing, will increase the activity ofthesc permits. It is
also iml'0rtantto note thatt.he population ofsoa oltern is growing an estimated rate of20% a year.
Duogetlbss fishermen have already lost large areas of production due to sea otter predation. We expect to
lose more. Another chunk ofthesc permits arc taking off from giUnetting to pursue halibut for good
stretches ofthe salmon soason. With our decreased quota in are 2c, these permit holders will catch their
quota fitster, or before or after thc gillnct ,cason to maximize their income potential. Many gill,ncttern are
also trollers who also take time out ofthe gillnel season to pursue king and Coho salmon. A lower king
salmon allocation and a poor Coho run, could lead to these vessels spending more time with a net on their
drum. Ifany or all of those scenarios played out in a single season, the 395 "active" permits seen in 08
would cause increased congestion on the grounds and a decrease in the average gross stock ofthe fishery.
Onc of my concerns regarding these active pennits is the number is growing every year. Market conditions
have improved immensely the last few seasons and as a rcsult, more permits arc becoming active.

The driving force in the gillnet fishery is chum salmon. The increased value ofthese Gsh, and tbe
opportunity to harvest volume is why more permits are becoming active. The gillnet tleet is targeting
enhanced chum salmon at on unprecedented rate. That is where the money is at) and being economic
opportunist, that is where we go. Unfortunately, the gillne! fleets chum obsession has helped create an
imbalancc in the enhaaced fish allocation. As more permits become aetivc, coupled with the seine fleets
buy bacle program and decreasing flect, the imbalance could become even more severc.

There is nn question that this proposal will make the fishery more viable. If you buy a pelmit and fish more
gear. you will catch more 'fish than you did berore, thus increasing your bottom line. Vessels 'fishing lwo
permits will more than likely hiro an additional deok hand. Being a deokhand on a gillnet boat is and has
been an entry level job into tho industry ofcommeroiall1shing for years. As bUBlnesses matUre, pro6.ts will
be put back into the business, improving efficiency, and quality oflho product. This also allows a permit
holder to grow his business within a fishery in which he i. already inveoted. With an additional pennit and
a small amount of gear, ho can improve his productivity and thus hi. bottom line. I have heard in the COllrse
ofconversations of something called the "graying ofthe fleet" what i. really graying in our fieet are the
vessels. TI,e cost of building a ncw vesscl has increased beyond what most fisheries can justify. As a
rMult, tho bnat. that make up our fleet are faced with expensive rebuilding projects, requiring capitol.

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 7:35AM
1(3 PUblic Comment#$
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When a. but:1inc$s i~ profitable~ money is spent to maintain OT improve a vessel, With refrigeration incentlves
available from most processors, fishermen will upgrade to RSW systems, thereby improving quality. TI,e
high price of Ihel will be incentive to buy more fuel effident engines. This proposal will take some vessets
out of the fishery, but the vessels that remain, will be viable. It seems that it would be better to have less
boats in a fishery that are viable, than more boat. that are merely marginal.

(

I think that implementiag this proposal would be a boon for processors also. Viable businesses invest in
equipment. With financial incentives fonefrigeration, profitable permit holders will invest in it, producing
a more uniform, higher quality product. Less #2's means more #1 '" which ofcourse means more money.
As the fleet sjze decreases over time, IcsR tenders will be needed) and as refrigeration becomes more
prevalent, less icc. This will reduce the processors overhead significantly, and will increase both processor
and fishermen'l5 profits.

At the gillnet task [<lree meeting in Juneau this fall, ADF&G officially came out against this proposal.
While there will be some impact. on the department, I would think they would be minimal. The CUPE
would be somewhat affected, but adjustments could be made for any additional gear. CUPE would have to
be formulated in 100 fathom increments, or some such thing. I assume they would be able to adjust a, they
don't have any problem managing the seine fleet with all its different depths ofnets, One ADF&G
employee mentioned that it could cause a large actual increase ofgear than what is being fished now, I
suppose that i, (me, assuming that al1 the idle permit>; were bought up immediately and Pllt into the fishery
as dllal permits. It would lead to a net increase. The only problem with that line ofreaRoning is that the
possibility exist right now for even more gear ifall475 permits became active on separate vessels. Thi,
same employee also said that it probably would drive up permit plices, making it harder for people to buy
in. I don't know when F&G bccame social engineers, but most people realize that the price ofa p0tmit is
somewhat indicative to what a fishery is worth. If ,omobody has to pay more to get in, it probably means
there is some opportunity to make money. In any case, it isn't [he busine,s ofADF&G to wony about who
is fishing and why. They are just supposed to manage our fishery on the fish end. I would think that with a (
smaller amo\mt ofgear and a smaller fleet, it would be casicr to manage. Since we are gillnetting, and have
to pick the fish out one at a time, we aren't going to make ourselves much more efficient than we arc now.

In the cnurse ofmy gillnetting career, I have always felt there were too many boats. I suppose tbat is a
nattlral rcaction when you have to compete for fish. The great thing about this proposal is that it is an
alternative to a buy back program. It uses no public money. The people who buy the extra pennits will be
rewarded financially through their ability to harvest more fish. The people who choose not to invest, will
also gain {inaneially, though not as much, through a reduction in the fleet size and the amount of gear being
fhhed. Both the investor and non-investor will benefit through higher permit values. It has been argned
that higher permit volues will make it harder for prospective investors. Since a permits value is somewhat
indicativc of the value ofa fishery, 1 don't see how this argument is relevant. People won't be able to sell
their permit, if nobody can afford to bUy them. It is that simple. I have also heard mentioned "entry level
fishery." This phrose gets thrown around with different 'fisheries all the time. Since there seems to be no
official designating agency for categorizing such fisheries, I tbink it is best to recognize that all fisheries are
"entry level' to some degree. If the fleet were studied closely, I think the finding wonld be that most permit
holders oro noljust in it to launch a career, but have held and plan to hold their permits fer some time.

Another benefit ofthis proposal would be that it could help reduce interactions with sea mammals and other
wildlife. It should also reduce conflicts with sport and other traffic, suoh as tugs with tows, emise ship. and
state ferries.

(

7:38AMFEB. 3.PRINT TIME7:35AMFEB. 3.RECEIVED TIME

Ifthls proposal were to be adopted as written, there are some things to keep in mind. The first that comes
to my mind is that these permits that aro Slacked should remain separable. If gill-netter Bob buys another
pennit to take advantage oftbis, tho,e permits should be combined as one with a special designation
indicating that it is a dual permit. Bob would pay two renewal fee.~, ... he is using two permits. When Bob
gets old and wants to retire, he should be able to sell one or both M he sees fit. 1think this is important, as
it will keep a steady flow of permits available to both new investors and investors who wish to up-grade to
two permits. This will also allow the fishery to develop in a natuml way based on economies. Jfwe go

Public Comment # 5b_
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through another salmon rece..ion like we did in the early part ofthis decade, permit prices will drop. Tho
fishcrmeo who stay in will buy up the cheap permits to make themselves mOre effioient. (fthe fishery
become. profitable again, and people retire, they will only be able to sell their pelmits as the market
dictatcs. If the prices arc high, some pennits that were tied up as dual, could become single again, One of
thc argument. against this proposal is that it would create two classes ofgill-nelters. While this is true to a
certain extenl, it is also true that any gill-netter can up-grade, and hy leaving Ihe permils separable, gives
more opportunities fOT thi,s to OCCUT_

Proposal 256 has been designated are-structuring propo.al for good reason. I think as it is written, with the
permits lea separable, has real benefits to fishmmcn and just about everybody elsc I ean sce in the big
picture, with very little, ifany negative impact. While there may be some perceived pain on some peopies
part, I think that in the long term, this proposal is a flexible 1001 that will allow this fishery to evolve in an
efficient and market driven manner. Again, thank you for allowing me this opportunity 10 comment on tnis
proposal.

Re.pectfully your,

Max WorhatonlV

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 7: 35AM
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Ryan D. Kapp
955 Colony Ct. Bellingham, WA 98229

(360)714-0882 (360)671-0209fax

February 2, 2009

To: Alaska Board of Fisheries
Mr. John Jensen, Chair
PO Box 25526
Juneau, AK 99802-5526

Re: Support of Proposal 86
5 MC 33.xxx. Maximum Length ofSa]roon Seine Vessel.

Dear Mr. Chairman and Board Members,

RECEIVED

FEB 032D09

'BOARDs
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I have fished salmon and hening allover the State of Alaska and have fished many other
species up and down the West Coast for the last 22 years. I would like to encourage the
Board to support proposal 86 which would eliminate the 58 foot length limit on salmon
seine vessels in Southeast Alaska.
The Sahnon Industry Restructuring Panel submitted a report and recommendations to
hoth the Alaska Board of Fisheries and the Alaska State Legislature (Jan. 2006). The
"Goal Statement" (sec. 3.1) contains the following text: (

"Within various salmon fisheries, the cost of doing business is not
always 5upported by the market value ofthe production using
cunent management approaches to harvesting. As a result, the status
quo may provide and inadequate return on investments and may not
provide enough capital to renew the equipment, vessels, and
processing facilities needed for the commercial enterprise. In some
fisheries the cunent management approaches to harvesting salmon
may not provide the desired level of management flexibility and
effectiveness. Therefore, new proeesses and procedures may be
needed to entertain restructuring options for Alaska's commercial
salmon fisheries."

CunentIy, the status quo salmon seine fishery in Southeast Alaska is not providing an
adequate retum on investment. This is evidenced by the aging of the current fleet and
equipment presently used in the fishery. The salmon business is nowhere near
maximizing its potential. This industry stagnation is evident in a lot ofways;

o There has been little to no innovations on product quality since RSW.
" There have been few rule changes in prosecution of the fishery.
" Average gross vessel revenue is down while expenses are up and increasing.
.. It is harder to find good experienced crew members for the salmon fishery.
o Many long time participants have left the fishery.

(

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 1:54AM
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.. There have been no vessels built solely for seining in Southeast for over a decade.
New construction costs have increased so much that the salmon fishery alone does
not produce enough revenue to encourage investment. Other fisheries such as
longlining and emerging pot cod fisheries are now the economic driver ofnew
vessel construction.

In the interest of improving profitability and economics of the salmon fishery the
limitation on seine vessel length must be removed. Doing so would improve the pool of
vessels available to the fishery as now there are extremely limited options available for
upgrade. Additionally, it would allow for vessels to be modified by adding length to
improve the vessels efficiency and safety. Allowing longer vessels allows for new ideas
and exploring areas of marketing that are not possible with the cun-ent length limit.

One of the biggest obstacles to repealing this regulation is individual perceptions of what
will happen if "big boats" are allowed' into the fishery. Some are fearful of change in a
fishery that has stayed the same for decades. They feel the change will affect them in a
negative way instead of seeing the positives. Some don't want to take part and would
hold others to t.'Ieir level instead ofrealizing what the change would open up for them.
In discussing an issue of this nature, education is paranl0unt. The following documents
will show Proposal 86 is necessary by demonstrating the decrease in th.e salmon seine
fishery and examining and diminishing the negative views of this proposal. The cons
ADF&G states in their comments will also be addressed.

The 58 foot limit on seine vessels is unnecessary in today's Southeast salmon fishery.
Thank you for your time in consideration of this important matter.

Regards, f

l
// lJ./ih7
,(,-~./ _"fi)
. if v
yanKapp
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Boats will not lose value if the 58 foot limit is lifted. I
Before assuming repeal of the
58' limit will make your boat

lose value first detennine what
it is that makes your boat have
value to begin with and why

that value makes sense.

Fishing vessels are all unique.

In order to determine somewhat
accurate vessel value some of these
questions have to be answered:
What fisheries does the boat
participate in and what others could it
participate in? Howald is the boat?
How has the boat been maintained in
recent years? Has anything been
upgraded on the boat to add more
value? What condition is the engine
in? What does the boat pack? Is the
electronics package modern or
basic? What kind of
accommodations does the boat
have? Is there anything extra
included with the vessel to add value

such as a skiff, net, gear, or permit? I
Where does the boat rank among I

I

others of similar, more, or iess age I
and function?

The above questions are what
determine a vessels value not the
prospect of bigger boats entering a
fishery because who knows what the
answers to these questions would be
for those vessels. Allowing vessels
greater than 58 feet into the SE
salmon seine fishery has no bearing

or influence over values of currently
participating vessels.

Having the ability to use a vessel
over 58 feet does not mean vessels over

58 feet will be better than status quo.

Lots of Alaska fishermen use
boats that are less than 58 feet.
Every salmon seine fishery in the
state contains vessels that are
different sizes. Fishermen will still
buy and sell boats based on their
current needs and, in turn, vessels
will have different values based on
those specifications.

Boats are simply a tool that is used

to do ajob.

Fishing, like other businesses,
. has individuals that require certain (

tools to do the job each wants to do..
Some fishermen wish to fish

. shorelines that require boats of
shallower draft. Some want more
maneuverable boats to fish in tight
areas. Others want more horsepower
and speed in order to beat their
competition and get the best set
when the fishery opens.

r"Th~';~;trictionon~ '''~f

vessel length alone
does not determine
value. Other criteria :j

are much more
significant.

If it were the case that allowing larger length vessels into the salmon seine fishery would drive
down values on the smaller 58 foot and less length boats, it would have already been taken place

with the sponsoning and construction of vessels today.

3ft) Public Comment #'~~I--



Harvest Potential
Length really doesn't mean much.

IfProposal 86 were adopted, permit holders who could take advantage ofthe new
length allowances may have greater harvesting potential than permit holders

using shorter vessels.
Harvesting potential =Vessel Capacity

'apacity was never part of the 58 foot limitation on length.

{he present day 58 foot regulation is the out growth ofpast regulation. It was never a constriction on capacity. If it

were, the regulation would have also applied to the width and depth of the vessel. Salmon vessels have been held to 58

feet but have grown in both width and depth. Today vessels are being constructed with widths of25 to 29 feet and

depths of I I to 13 feet. This is a far cry from the seiners of fifty years ago. Capacity is a function of length, width, and

depth. The few 58 foot vessels being built today actually have more capacity than many older vessels of greater length

due to the longer vessels lesser width and depth. If length of a vessel equals harvesting potential then the shorter vessels

now fishing would have a histOly ofIesser catch. They don't.

Everyone has the same net in the same area for the same amount of time.
ADF&G manages the fishery with tools such as net restrictions, area restrictions, and time restrictions. Every fishennan,

regardless ofvessel length, would still be required to operate within the same set of rules. The Department noted in past

meetings that they could still effectively manage the fishery ifthe limit was repealed.

Lal'ger vessels do not have an advantage fishing in rough weather.

At their 2006 meeting the Board of Fisheries stated concern that a larger vessel had potential to fish in more inclement

weather in District 4, For a seine to be fished effectively it requires a little finesse. The net catches the fish, not the boat.

Larger boats may be safer in rough seas but they still have the same difficulties operating a seine when weather is not

cooperative, Larger boats catch more wind and are harder for a skiff to assist when weather conditions worsen. The boat

drifts faster which causes the purse line to "fly" greatly reducing the nets ability to catch fish. Ifanything a bigger boat is

more likely to break things in these conditions than a smaller, more agile, vessel.

4/OJ

1
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COMPARISON OF VESSEL CAPACITIES - Sheet #1

The following vessel comparisons are done using the simplified method for calculating
capacity: Length x Width x Depth x 0,0067 = Vessel Tonnage. (

Vessel Built 1966
58 x 17 x 7.5 = 7395
7395 x 0.0067 =50

50 tons

Vessel Built 1981
58 x 22 x 10.5 = 13398
13398 x 0.0067 = 90

90 tons

Vessel built: Pre - 1940
58 x 14.5 x 6.4 = 5382
5382 x 0.0067 = 36

36 tons

Vessel Built 1979
58x19x9=9918
9918 x 0.0067 = 66

66 tons

(

(
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COMPARISON OF VESSEL CAPACITIES - Sheet #2

Vessel Built 1981
65 x 22 x 10.5 = 15015
15015 x 0.0067 = 101

Public Comment #-ill-

121 tons

110 tons

Vessel Built 2008
58 x 25 x 12.5 = 18125
18125 x 0.0067 = 121

Vessel Built 1989
73 x 23 x 9.8 = 16454
16454 x 0.0067 = 110

~/q

~
83 tons

101 tons~

Vessel Built 1976 /1989
65 x 21.5 x 8.9 =12438
12438 x 0.0067 = 83



PROCESSORS NEED BOATS
(

(

"Longer boats with greater capacity may result in processors using
fewer boats to catch and tender the same amount of fish."

(

company. The size of boat
bringing fish to them is
irrelevant as the limits are the
same.
The long term health of the
tender fleet is a separate
issue but the trend is
obvious.

Tender fleets are declining
and no vessels brought in to
replace them. Rationalization
and buy back programs took a
lot of tenders out. Accidents
and age are taking the rest.
Buyers are competing
aggressively for tenders every
year. In the last decade tender
coverage has noticeably
decreased. Many companies

Public Comment #..5.1.7/q

Processors, when
determining fleet size, typically
would employ more fleet
capacity than what they are
able to process. In years of
low run size processors need
as much fish as possible to
process. More vessels means
more nets in the water and a
better chance of getting more
fish. When the run comes
strong the fleet is put on limits
to match the daily ability of the

regardless of size, well into the
foreseeable future.
Processors can only handle
so much volume regardless
of the amount of vessels

they employ.The current regulation has
been in place for well over half
a century. It is irrational to
think that the fishery will be
"overrun" with large capacity
vessels taking fish from the
smaller vessels at the pleasure
of the processor. Processors
will always need boats to catch
fish for them. In fact, many
processors in Southeast
Alaska are looking to expand
their fleets. There will be a
need for many vessels,

]

If the 58 foot limit is
removed there will not be
an immediate change in the
fleet make up.
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Vessel Construction is Declining

The charts above show that
there has been a severe decline in 58'
vessel construction as well as vessels
in the 49 - 58 foot range that seine in
Southeast Alaska.

Vessel construction peaked in
the 1970's and 80's and has been
falling since then.

So far in the last decade only
nine 58' vessels have been built. The
table at right shows them. Only 2 of
the 9 are registered to fish for salmon
and neither one is in Southeast.

Although one vessel is under
construction and anticipated to fish
Southeast, there have been no
vessels in the 49 to 58 foot range
constructed in this decade to fish
salmon in Southeastern Alaska.

.Source: CFEC Spreadsheet of 2008
'Tlmercial vessel licenses available on

,(erne!.

2008

2008

2008

2007

2006

2003

2002

2001

2001

50

40

20

N/A

N/A

AKPEN

N/A

N/A

N/A

PWS

N/A

N/A

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES YES

YES YES

YES YES

YES YES

YES YES

YES YES

YES
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Southeast Fishery Value, Inflation, and Purchasing Power

The Alaska Department ofFish and Game staff comments report (No. lJ08-24) presents
two charts on page 159. These charts show seine harvest and effort along with Southeast
purse seine fishery value. In looking at these charts it is easily seen that effort has
declined by approximately 35% since around the year 2000. Earnings per vessel peaked
in 1989 and bottomed in 2002. Vessel earnings have been increasing since 2002 until
lessening in 2008.

Has the value of Southeast's average earnings per vessel really been improving?
When the chart is adjusted for inflation what do the values represent?
Is the revenue derived from the fishery keeping up with the cost of equipment?

Average Earnings:
In 1986 and 2008 the average earnings per vessel were about $150,000.00.

The Consumer Price Index (CPT) in 1986 was 109.6 and in 2008 it was 215.30 or roughly
double the amount in 1986. Consequently when measuring the purchasing power of
those dollars the $150,000.00 value in 1986 equates to $294,666.51 in today's dollars.
Note: It is understood that the business of fishing doesn't get cost of living increases or any other
inflationary bonuses or compensations that are associated with many other businesses and their employees
but the fact remains that when inflation is calculated into the fishery value the fishery is not growing like it
should be.

Understanding inflation and purchasing power can also help us understand why no new
vessels are being constmcted for the salmon fishery:

In 1979 a fishelman could get a 58' vessel that was really well equipped for around
$550,000. The average vessel eamings in Southeast that year were around $70,000.

In 2008 that same boat would cost $1,631,757 and the average vessel earnings are around
$160,000. Unfortunately, the increase in tlle vessel price only calculating inflation is not
entirely accurate because the costs of vessel construction have increased even more than
the CPL New constmction on a 58'vessel today that would be comparable to one in 1986
would easily be over 2 million dollars.

The cost associated with acquiring a new vessel has greatly outpaced the value delived
from the fishery.

Where will the fishery be in another 30 years????

(

(
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January 31, 2009

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
Boards SUPPOlt Section
Attention: BOF Comments
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
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Re: Support for Proposal 203 - Board ofFisheries

While Sitka Sportsman's Association recognizes the Sitka community economic impact
ofthe annual spring herring harvest in this area, our Board ofDirectors and members
attending our Annual Mecting on January 19, 2009 have discussed and voted to express
to the Board ofFisheries our concern about levels ofherring stocks in this area.

Although we are not experts in fishery biology or economics, we can testify to personal
observations ofdiminishing herring abundance in the Sitka area.

This is of special concern to Sitka Sportsman's Association as the sponsor of the annual
Sitka Salmon Derby--our 54u, Derby is scheduled May 23-25 and May 30-31, 2009. We
depend on a substantial return ofking salmon of good size to promote interest in the
derby and provide funds for attractive prizes through the sale of salmon entered by
participants. Our success each year is restricted by king salmon bag limits imposed by
Alaska Department ofFish and Game regulations.

We believe there is a direct relation betwecn the abundance ofherring in the Sitka area
and the quantity and size ofking salmon and other valuable fish in these waters.
Sustainable herring stocks are impacted by the quantity of herring harvested before
spawning.. We know that other communities have lost their herring stocks because of
ovcr-harvest.

We therefore urge the Board of Fisheries to review scientific evidence and take such
measures which can restore herring abundance in the Sitka area. Capping the guideline
harvest level at 10,000 tons would seem to be a good step in that effort.

~tCve~
President

PUblic Comment#1
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Conunents On Proposals 255 and 256 (Gillnet Specifications and Operations)

RECF:/VcO

Board ofFisheries: Fl::e OJ2009
BOARDS

I do not believe that either of these proposals have any merit and should not be implemented
for the following reasons:

I. The limited entry system was created to give every fisherman equal access to the
resource. By establishing this equal access, the maximum number offishennan and families
benefit from the resource allover the state instead of a few fat cats whose greed is obvious
from the way the proposals are written. They want longer nets and more time then the average
fisherman at the expense of the resource and other fishermen.

2. More fishing time than single permit holders is simply poor resource management to
start with and will be more complicated to manage and enforce. You do not create a more
viable and low impact fishery by increasing net lengths and fishing time for the rich.

Lowell Ellis
F\V Peggy N
Permit # S03A 55793 M
Box 1402
Haines, Alaska 99827
(907) 766-3160

(

(

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 2, 7: 12PM
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Board of Fisheries
Box 115526
Juneall, AK 99811

Dear Board of Fisheries Members:

FECENED

FE8 032009

1 am writing to endorse some ofthis ycar's Southeast Finfish proposals and ask for your
support. As a lifelong troller/longliner, I have a tremendous personal and professional
interest in protecting our resources and industries. I've been proud to provide the highest
quality hook-and-line caught wild seafood to consumers, proud to contribute to our local
and national economy, and proud that Alaska has demonstrated such careful management'
of our salmon stocks. I am incredibly thankful to have the job that 1do.

Fishing out of Sitka for the past 24 years, 1have ohserved the growth of the animosity
between the commercial and chartcr fisheries. This rift has been a disappointment: we
are all businesses dependent on the health and bounty or the sea, and our communities
suffer as a result of this division. To ensure equanimity in our catch monitoring and
enforcement practices, the charter fishery must be regulated to the same extent and
standards as the commercial industry has been.

To that end, I respectfully urge the Board ofFisheries to vote YES on these proposals:

Proposal 222: Amend regulation to close guided sport tishery in areas of high Chinook
abundance during years of low overall abundance - YES.

Proposal 286: Amend definition of Southeast possession limits - YES.

Proposal 288 and 289: Require non-resident anglers to have a non-transferable harvest
record in possession when angling for coho salmon - YES.

Proposal 296: Amend the regulation to define allowablc SPOIt fishing gear - YES.

Proposal 311 and 312: Allow enforcement access to vessels, lodges and processing
facilities to effectively monitor charter catch in Southeast - YES.

Additionally, I urge the Board of Fisheries to please vote NO on Proposal 225, which
seeks to double the sport bag limit for king salmon in all hatchcry troll access corridors.
Commercial king salmon quotas have experienced signiticant cuts in recent years. In a
time in which our king salmon stocks necessitate such protections, no group should be
eligible for doubling their takc. Please vote NO on Propo.lII2lS.

(

(

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3, 8:55AM
....mic Comment#Wl-
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Regretfully, I will be unable to represent these views in person at the meetings this
month, as my lather-in-law will undergo open heart surgery on February 18. Tam
grateful that tho Board ofFisheries is open to letters and testimony on these issues, which
will determine the economic well-being of so many of us - commercial and charter
business alike.

We arc all equally responsible to protect the future of our livelihood, and equal
management mandates are a necessity to ensure that we are all serving as the best
stewards possible for our shared resources. I thank the Board of Fisheries for
remembering this during this year's dec,ision-making process.

Sincerely,

Tele Aadsen, FN Nerka
507 KatHan
Sitka, AK 99835
tele_aadsen@yahoo.com

I4J 002/002

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. B:55AM
PUblic Comment #.GL
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ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Re: Finfish Proposals 223 and 322

VIA FAX: 907.465.6094

FEB 032009

aOAK:'::

I originally came to Alaska in 1954, and moved to Petersburg in 1961.

I first entered the commercial Salmon trolling fishery at the age of 12 in 1964, nearly 45
years ago, and have been a power troll permit holder since 1976.

I support Proposal 223 which would enable resident sport fishermen to use two sport
rods during the winter months. Short days and inclement weather can cause residents to have
limited potential to harvest King Salmon. Harvest rates would be controlled by the daily bag
limit.

I am opposed to Proposal 322. The present closed area was originally imposed by
ADF&G as a conservation closure in 1964. This proposal will re-open the terminus of the
Stikine River to commercial hand trollers using four sport rods, and to power trollers, both
without a bag limit.

Resident sport fishermen are allowed one sport rod with a one fish bag limit this winter.

This proposal will reallocate winter King Salmon away from resident spQli fishermen in
favor of commercial fishermen, and is not justified.

The Petersburg Vessel Owners Association (PVOA) is against this proposal, and the
Petersburg Fish & Game Advisory Committee voted unanimously (0-13) against Proposal 322.

I urge the Board of Fish to support local resident sport fishermen by voting jn support of
Proposal 223. and against Proposal 322.

Respectfully,

Charles E. "Vood, Captain
Ff1!Talon
P.O. Box 383
Petersburg, AK 99833-0383
907.772.3480

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 9:03AM

(

(
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Paul Joseph Menish
PO Box33
Petersburg, AK 99833
907-518-0777
February 2, 2009

ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
(907) 465-4JlO
(907) 465-6094 FAX

Dear Board Members:

The purpose oflhis letter is to state my opposition to proposals 255 and 256.

RECEIVED

FEB IJ3 2809
BOARDS

In regard to proposals 255 and 256; these proposals ifpassed will create a disadvantage to permit holders
whom arc unable to purchase a second penni\, which are currently valued at $56, 900.00. The unequal
access to resource stocks and fishing grounds will create division among permit holders by consolidating
the wealth and control ofthe industry into fewer hands. With Jess pennils on the market we will most
likely see a rise in the price of a S.E. dtjft permit thus djscouraging new indiyjduals from investing in an
.entry level fishery at a time wheu there are already concerns with the'Waying oflhe Heel'.

In regard to proposal 256; there are clllTently 475 total S.E. drift permits, 21-25% of·these have been
inactive since 1980. If this proposal was to pass we would most likely see these inactive pennits purchased
for stacking ptnposes. This wonld increase the amOlUtt ofgear in the water in districts 11 and 15, place
strain on fragile stocks, iocrease the need for addilionaL enforcement, and requin revamped management.

In regard to proposals 255 and 256; the language regarding environmental impact Lll1d financial benefits is
quite disingenuous. I am fairly certain that 11aving more time or gear by r-eason ofperrnit E.taCking will not
positively impact ocean acidification as implied in proposal 255, nevertheless it may have a negative
impact (m future escapement goals_ With nnpredictable oil markets there is just no way to foresee fuel
costs from season to season, proposal256 states fuel will approach 25% ofgross income and that S.E. drift
fishennen will be forced to -expand. To spite fuel prices} expansion is common practice in the fishing
industry.

Thank you for taking my opposition to both of these proposals into consideration.

Sincerely, il...l'?f~

PanlMenish
Salmon Drift Net Fisherman
Permit# S03A56136z..71781
FN Hi Nikki

Public Comment#.I.b.
RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 9:24AM
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Feb 2, 2009

ATTN: Board ofFish & Game comments.

I am totall), against Proposal 255 & 256. I started gillnetting in the early 70's wilhmy
Dad. I got my own permit in the early 80's. Things have worked well and I see no
reason for a change. If these Proposals pass it will cause Ii lot ofproblems that are not
needed.

Sincerely,

Coy A Ta)rlor
Southeast Oillnet Permit Holder
FNKyra]Dawn

(

(

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 10:05AM
Publiccomment#~
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~BOAT COMPANY

February 1, 2009

By FAX; 907-465-6094Attn: BoF Comments
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department ofFish and Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau AI< 99811-5526

RE: Southeast and Yakutat finfish proposal comments

RE;CEIVE::

FEB 0JZa09

BOARD::,

Dear Chainnan Jensen and members of the Board of Fisheries,

The Boat Company (TBC) was incorporated in Juneau in 1979 and has been
operating one or more small overnight cruise vessels in Southeast Alaska every season
since the summer of 1980. We are an IRS recogniz;ed 501(c)(3) non-profit by virtue of
our onboard natural history education progrmll and our public interest conservation
advocacy efforts, and we are a 509(a)(2) public charity by virtue of our philanthropic
outreach. We currently operate two 150 foot long vessels, each with overnight
accommodations for approximately 22 passengers and 12 crew members. Even though
we are flJ:st and foremost a not-for-profit, our marine operations can best be chamcterized
as: mother vessel-based multiple overnight, multiple c/'ctivily charter.

Each of our two mother vessels carries 4 or 5 outboard equipped welded
aluminum open skiffs which we use for shore excursions, whale watching and guided
sport fishing. We have discovered during our 28 years of operations that one of the most
effective ways to develop a constimency for the conservation of Southeast Alaska's
forests, fish and wildlife is to gllide visitors into the wilderness and introduce them to our
region's relative abundance offish and wildlife, conditions largely absent in the lower 48.
There are few educational tools more effective for engendering a sense of appreciation
for nature's bounty than sport fishing. Throllgh the act of catching a few fish-no more
than neceSSalY to allow for a same-day meal plus a modest number of extra portions to
take home--visitors learn several indispensable lessons, not the least of which is the
importance of careful conservation management.

The Boat Conlpany offers seven-day cruises, each prOViding a wide variety of
activities including three or four opportunities for guided salmon or halibut Spolt fishing.
About 50% of our clients choose to take advantage of every fishing opportunity available,
while the rest are content to participate once, twice, or not at all. Our clients are not
interested in lm:ge daily salt water bag limits, and they observe catch-and-release only
practices in fresh water. Our sPOlt fishing logbooks indicate that the average angler on·
one of our cruises catches and keeps at most only a couple fish. For example, TBC
hosted 560 clients over a period of about four months during the 2008 season. About 500

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 9:49AM V4 Public Comment#..ill-
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ofthese clients purchased sport fishing licenses and collectively harvested 155 coho, 117 (
halibut,S king salmon and a handful of rockfish during the season. This amounts to less
than one fish per angling client during a week-long cruise. Admittedly, it was a slow
year for coho along the inside passage between Sitka and Juneau, OUT nonnal cruise route.
But it is common for anglers on TBe cruises to catch fewer fish than anglers who book
holidays at sport fishing lodges or take trips on sport fishing day-boat charters.

Hopefully, this description of TBC operations shows how important a role sport
fishing plays in our overall program. But it fails to show how suppoltive we are of other
organizations that also strive to protect and conserve fisheries resources, such as
commercial fishing groups and PNP hatcheries. TBC, for example, has been a long-time
donor to Alaska Trollers Association, Southeast Alaska Seiners Association, and
Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association. NSRAA alone has received over
$120.000 in charitable contributions from us over the last 15 years.

TBC feels that our long-standing history of support for responsible fisheries
management strategies (including reasonable controls on sport anglers, commercial
fishers and salmon hatchery operators) gives us a special kind of aerial view of111e field
of-play (or should we say 'beachhead') where the increasingly combative proponents of
each interest group is now busily drawing lines in the sand to defend ilieir positions
before the BoF meeting in Sitka. We believe that, clearly, not everyone is going to win in
the upcoming skinnishes, and some painful negotiations may be required to help
minimize casualties. For our part, we just hope TBC will not be among the seriously (
wounded. We will have a representative at the BoF meeting in February and look
forward to providing oral testimony plus any additional assistance in committees.

Please consider our position on the following proposals:

King Salmon Management Plans
Southeast KinQ Salmon ManaQement Plan

222 Close guided sport fishery in arees of high abundance in years of low overall
Oppose abundance.

Explanation: W/liJe we support tile commendable idea of (rying to reduce catch-and
re/eese mortelity of /(/ng salmon in marine waters, we feel that this proposal Is far too
harsh a remedy, especially for communities /ike Elfin Cove end Pelicfin where charter
operators reiy extensively on areas of high king salmon abundance for harvesting
other species. Guides end clients both need to be educated on the importance of
fivoidlng the proctice of targeting king salmon once Il fishermen's bag limit of king
salmon has been met. See comments on orooosal 295 which we support.

Sport Fisheries
General Provisions for Seasons and Bag, Possession and Annual Limits
286,287 Define possession limit as the maximum number of fish a person may have in
Support possession until returning to their domicile.

wlamend Explanation: Initialiy, we were inclined to support this proposal without amendment
because of its potential to address most of the concerns expressed by many resident
sport and commercial fishermen without effecting the harvest expeotations of visiting
anglers like those we host on TBC cruises. But Conversations with lodge operators
and others have convinced us that this would create extreme economic hardship

-Continued- (

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 9:49AM 2(4 Public Comment # ffi .
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unless the current possession limit were to be raised from two daily bag limits to some
higher amount. Vli1Jat, exactly, that amount would need to be in order to satisfy the
majority is not up to TBC, It will require input from all concerned parties, including
ADF&G and enforcement. Recognizing that the Task Force endorsed by BoF three
yeers ago was never formed, we believe it has now become imperative that such a
group be created. TIJerefore, we would amend this proposal to require the
establishment ofa Task Force to provide a forum for'a negotiated settlement on
possession limits 813 well 813 the development ofspecific regulatory language that
could be fullv imnlemented bv this time next vear.

137 Establish a sport fish bag and possession limit for all species,
Oppose Explanation: There is no reasonable rationale for establishing bag and possession

limits for all sp"ci"s including some small, abundant and desirable food fishes such
as sanddabs and sale. Numerous little-utilized species are halVested in varying
amounts' throuGhout Southeast Alaska without the need for baG limits.

138 Establish possession limit for nonresidents at one daily bag limit for all species,
Oppose Explanation: This proposal is overly restrictive and unjustified. Cedelnly, no relieble

date exists to support the proposer's contention that nonresident sport halVest of
black cod in Chatham Strait is singulariy responsible for a decline in commercial
cetch, To the contrary, ADF&G's creel sUlVey only obselVed 7 sport caugM black cod
during the 200B season. Compared to q Northern Southeast Inside commercial
halVest during the same period ofover 1.5 miliion pounds, the effects of 700 black
cod removals by sport fishermen (much less 7) could only have, at best, a minute
effect on commercial catch rates.

288 Establish an annual limit of 12 coho for nonresidents and require a haNest record.
Oppose Explanation: Adoption of this proposal would create serious economic hardship for

some indlvidvals and businesses and would result in little benefit accruing to either
the resource of' supporters of this proposal. Currently, harvest records for king
salmon, yellowey" and ling cod require a sport fisherman to Immediai·ely stop all
fishing effort and jot down some information, in ink, on the back ofa flimsy sport
fishing license, This proposal would impose a similar inconvenience on sport
fishermen who halVest coho, despite the fact that coho are much more abundant and
Ilarvesl'ls managed under a much higher dally bag limit than king salmon, yelloweye
and ling cod.

289 Amend harvest report'lng requirements for nonresidents to include coho Salmon.
Oppose Explanation: As described in 288 above, harvest records are a justifiable reqUirement

for some species, but not for coho, Should stock conservation become a concern and
managers feel a need to low9r daily bag limits and institute an annual harvest limit,
halVest records for coho may become an aoorooriate reauirement

294 Close regional aquaCUlture association terminal narvest areas to guided sport harvest
Oppose of salmon species not financed by state.

Explanation: The Boat Company regularly guides sport fishermen within NSRAA
terminal harvest areas at Hidden Falls and Mist Cove on Baranof Island, Often times,
we coordinate with NSRAA in erranging informal tours of their facilities for our clients,
which often leads to great impromptv informational presentations by hatchery staff.
Terminal harvest areas are excellent educational resources, and can provide exciting
fishing when coho are present late in .the summer. Closing THAs and SHAs to gUided
sport fiShing would run counter to PNP hatchery objectives ofseeking to maximize the
public benefit ofhatchery production. As mentioned previously, TBC /las contributed
OVfJr $120;000 in charitable donations to NSRAA over the last 15 years,

Methods, Means and General Provisions
295 Develop plan to address catch and release mortality.

support Explanation: Catch and release mortaiity of king salmon il7 marine waters is a
problem. This problem can be addressed, to some extent, if sport fishermen are
educated on the high mortality rates resulting from targeting king salmon for

-Continued~
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catch and release after an angler's daily bag limit has been harvested. While it may
not be common practice for sport fislling gUides to actively encourage this practice on
boarrI tlleir vessels, TBC believes thattiJe promotion ofgood sportfishing ethics is
always wortllwhile. It is important to nota, nonetheless, that catch and release
mortality rates are not a significant concem for al/ species in all areas. TBG does not
see any reason to object to directed catch and release fishing for coho or pink salmon
In sha.llow near shore waters or in terminal harvest areas where our experience tells
us that nearly all carefully handled fish appear to survive. Fish caught and released in
fresh water also appear to have reasonably good survival rates, and TBC actively
encouraqes our clients to catch and release all species of fish in fresh waters.

Charter
307 Prohibit charter vessel use in subsistence or personal use fisheries within 30 days of

Oppose use in guided sport fishery.
Explanation: TBG mother vessels are eqUipped With multiple skiffs, each of Which is
licensed for use in the guided sport fishelY. This proposal would pro/Jibit all resident
Alaskan employees working for TBC from using one of our company skiffs wit/Jin 30
days of the end of our normal charter season in orrIer to harvest personel use or
subsistence resources. Often, this is the only practicai opportunity available to many
employees. After four or more months of uninterrupted hard work, TBG is glad to
provide our resident Alaska empioyees with a few perks largely denied to them during
our operating season-gUides, after a/l, cannot catch and retain ANY fish while clients
are on boarrI-so we are happy to let them use our company equipment for their own
recreational enjoyment orpersonal uselsu!Jsistence needs for a few days after the
end of the charter season before the boals are winterized. This proposal would
impose an unnecessary harrIship specifically on those of our employees who are
resident Alaskans.

311,312 Establish regulation to allow entorcement access to vessels. lodges and
313 processing facilities.

Oppose Explanation: Though not identical, these three proposals are similar in that they all
encroach on Fourt/J Amendment rights ofcitizen protection from unreasonable search
and seizure. Proposai 313 actually goes as far as to lament that, "Current law
requires probable cause for inspections by protection offlcers." TBC recogni.es that
our vessels are subject to unannounced inspection at any time by US Coast Guard
and numerous other Federal and State agencies clJarged witlJ public safety. We
appreciate the need for such precautionalY kinds ofmeasures. But random
inspections of B&B establishments on shore to discover fisheries violations in the
absence of 'probable cause' go fllr beyond the prolection ofpublic safety. Such
measures clearly depart from the realm of 'precautionary' and enter the realm of
'punitive '.

We appreciate the opportunity to submit comments for your consideration. Thank
you.

Sincerely,

Captain Joel Hanson,
Alaska Conservation and Vessel Support

(

(
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Proposal 256 gives larger vessels and dual permit holders an unfair advantage of
holding prime areas of fishing grounds with their larger nets,

On a final note, we here in Southeast Alaska enjoy a non-confrontational fishery. If the
proposals are passed, it could create a hostile environment, which would be bad for
everyone involved.

F'.1TO: 919137%5613'34
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FV Chippewa Gal
PO Box 1278

Haines, AK 99827
907-766-2702

February 3,2009

To Whom It May Concern:

113: iJiJA FRCiI'I: HAHc lE,3 BDROUr3H '3CHOO 91377666791

80;;',k,
My name is Lee Taylor and I have been fishing halibut, shrimp and salmon in
Southeast Alaska as the captain of my own vessel.

Proposal 255 limits opportunity for young fisherman to compete with larger more
established fisherman holding 2 permits. Extra fishing time for dual permit holders
simply will not work. Instead of increasing time for dual permit holders, it will cut
time for single permit holders causing conflict between the two groups,

I'm vehemently opposed to Proposal 255 and 256,

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3, 9:35AM

Thank you for taking this into consideration.

A buy back program would be more productive and fair.

Sincerely,

-f-u! (3-(~
Lee Taylor
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Sincerely,

Harvey Kith
POB 1144
Sitka, Alaska' 99835

ATTN; BOFCOMMENTS
BOARDS SUPPORT SECTION
ADF7G Rf:C<- !~;

c: fVED NeN 7$'0_0' .j~ 7lO'

FEB 03 '} -'--. -:'
~'O09 !'

i
Chainnan Jensen and Member~Qf~&gard, , i :

My name is Harvey Kitka, I am 67 years old and have lived iJlsitka for most of these
years. I was .raised in II subsistence lifestyle and for as long all;t ean remember, we as a
family have hiU'Vested herring eggs. i i

,I:
;i:

I am writing to support proposals 199,203,204,234 and to opj;i~se proposal 235.
1

I support proposal 199 because this will ensure that the herrin~ ~11 have a chance to
recover to theiir normal numbers and the Board ofFish can err:bn the side of
conservation. i:,

I,
. 11

I support propbsal203 because this proposal is one means of d,l>uservation of the herrIng
stock which most fish, bil'ds and mammals use for fbod, As y0.~ all know, the herring has
all the proper. qmega oils for all that eat th,e herring. Ij

ii:

1 support propesal 204 because test fishing before the herring ~jdawn causes the herring to
falsely spawn and to move from the areas where they were gO~fg to spawn and because

. this causes a number ofthe herring to die. I would think that ~te better way to get the
be~t percentage of eggs for the fishery is to go back to waiting ~\>r the herring to start
spawning naturally, would cost less to do; be easier on the hem,))g, and herring fishennen
would be assmed the highest quality eggs, Ifnot that, then a diifferent way ofcatching
the test fish, such as trawl hoop, of such a size as to not disturb ~he herring and to still get
the proper amount of herring. I believe the Fish Board can aml.l'rt

l
':d this proposal to

improve the tIDSt fishery for all concerned, 1!
"I!

I support 234 b:ecause the amount necessary for subsistence is 11\)0 low, We pretty much
supply other communities who no longer get herring eggs in thklir communities.

:1
"I oppose propo~al 235. This proposal is not necessary since thql Sitka Tribe does an in-

house survey :md it would cost the State more money. Permits il~ould not only cost the
subsistence person more money, by way of having to go back t9 ;the Fish & Game Office
to get additional permits; the cost of fuel is excessive; and the h~rring' spawn is so
different now that there is a commercial fishery. i:

I:
i:

;1
.1,

I:
I; .
i' (j
I;
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Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fox: 907-465-6094

RE: BOF COMMENTS

Dear ChainnanJensen, Board Members,

The Southeast Alaska Guides Organization, SEAGO, represents Southeast Alaska charter
fishing and lodge operations in Alaska and their supporters. Our mission is to promote the
tradition of sport fishing in Southeast Alaska through reasonable regulations that ensure the
long-term sustainabiIity of our businesses ill."ld fish resources.

In preparing [ur the Februgry Board of Fisheries meetings, SEAGO developed a committee
process and involved a number of our members. The C01nments enclosed are based on many
hours of conferencing and consideration of the proposaJs made to the Board of Fisheries.

We've also had many long conversations with representatives of the Alaska Department of Fish
and Game and put in a number of data requests. Our approach is founded on respect for the
Board of Fisheries and its role in conserving and developing Alaska's fishery resources.
Therefore we assure the Board we will not burden it with frivolous or unfounded proposals.

Our comments will assess proposals on their merits and their impacts.

SEAGO considers conservation and sustainability of the resource the overriding concern in
supporting or opposing any proposal. We are commenting on proposals that either directiy
affect our industry or the overall health of the resource. Since some proposals relate to fisheries
or areas in which we have limited understa.nding and/or involvement

J
we>ve decided to

withhold comment in those cases until we've heard public testimony and participated in your
committee process.

Also in regard to our desire that fisheries management decisions be as well-informed as
possible, we support ADF&G's efforts to collect meaningful and timely data for the proper
regulation of all user groups, including charter. SEAGO stands ready to assist the ADF&G in
collection of meaningful data and enforcement of regulations. We welcome ti,e opportunity to
increase cOlnmunications betw"een AD F&G and our industry.

SEAGO' P.O. Box 422 • Sitka, Alaska 99835 • 907.947.2121

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 10:47AM Public Comment#L
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As to the agenda at hand, SEAGO would like to express the deep concern of our members
over the large number ofproposals that seem to have a single goal- penalizing sport fishermen
who choose to hire the selvices of a guide. In our highly competitive and challenging global
market, mOl·C than a few proposals before the Alaska Board of Fisheries - all authored by
commercial fishing interests - would have disastrous effects on our businesses.

Given that these proposals also share in common a lack ofbiological, enforcement, or data
collecting puq.Jose, we urge the Board of Fisheries to avoid setting policy on no ruore than

unsubstantiated rumors, anecdotal information, and prejudice. We would sincerely appreciate
your help in giving fair and balanced guidance to the ADF&G mission by making our fisheries
available to the tens of thousands of sport and guided sport anglers who contribute billions of
dollars to our economy and have traditionally been good stewards of the resource.

As the Board knows, we have endured a steady progression of decreased bag limits and/or
annual limits to the species most important to our customers and prospective customers. We
accept these regulatory changes when conservation is the rationale, as evidenced by the lack of
outcry in the 2008 season over extremely challenging king sahnon regulations. Some of the
most egregious proposals before you now have no such basis, and in fuct denigrate the Board
process.

Finally, we would like to call attention to the new study prepared for ADF&G documenting the
profound economic importance of sportfishing, including charter fishing. The study notes that
fully half of the Alaska tourism industry is based on non-resident sportfishing. 'It also notes that
here, in SoutheRst Alaska, some 3,000 jobs and neady $300 million in econolnlc activity is
derived from sport fishing.

Considering the dire state of the world's economy, great caution must be given to adopting any
proposal that creates additional burdens or weakens any Alaskan industry. Rilther, it is a time to

carefully understand the economic values and the business models that distinguish each industry
and to craft policies that optimize the value ofAlaska's resources for the greater good. The
Board of Fisheries has SEAGO's pledge to work constructively to that end.

Thank you for taking our comments into consideration.

Tom Ohaus

/s/

President

Southeast Alaska Guides Organization
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SEAGO Summary Comments on BOF proposals February 2009

SEAGO offers the following summary comments below. We plan to provide additional
infonnation via public testimony and Recorded Comments during the BOF meeting. In
addition, we may comment on addil10nal proposals.

Proposal

137 &

138

220

221

222

Recommendation

OPPOSE.

This is 9. sweeping regu.la.tion 9.cross many species, with no documentation or

evidence of need for conservation measures such as bag and possession
limits .

OPPOSE.

SEAGO is opposed to the implementation of king salmon overages and
underages carrying forward from yearto year. The sport fleet has
successfully been managed to within their 20% allocation under the current
King Salmon Management Plan (average is about 18% per year). There is no
conservation or science based reason to approve this measure.

OPPOSE.

As the current lilnit for non-resident anglers is already one Chinook per day,
this proposal appears to be speaking to tennil1al harvest areas accessed in
certain southeast regions by resident and non-resident anglers. The issue
outlined as part of this proposal is false. There are nO areas where non
resident anglers have lnore liberallilnits than residents.

OPPOSE.

Implementation of this policy would signal a shift by the State of Alaska to
manage its fisheries based on total mortality, something that both Alaska's
commercial and sport fishermen have long opposed. The current King
Salmon Management Plan has successfully managed the sport fishery within
its Chinook gJloca.hon) in both years of high a.bundance a.nd years of low
abundance. Although trollers have provided anecdotal evidence to the Board
of Fish regarding charter Chinook mortality, no sound scientific data
delnonstrates that the charter fleet is either targeting kings outside of its
allocation or having a significant impact on the king salmon population in
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223

224

225

226

227

228

years oflow abundance. SEAGO supports education efforts targeted at
reducing incidental mortality but opposes the closure ofwaters that are also
fertile grounds for other salmon species without scientific data that supports
the closure.

SUPPORT.

Sport fishermen have been harvesting less than their allocation in most years
under the current management plan. SEAGO supports the Rddition of
IRnguage Rllowing two rods to be used during the winter months. There is
little guided charter business conducted in the winter. Winter anglers are
primRrily residents who take RdvantRge of the winter king fishing. The
DepRrtment hRs stated that no evidence exists to show thRt two rods
signifimntly increases hRrvest. SEAGO supports resident Rccess to the
resource and sees a two-rod rule effective during the winter lllonths as one
way to give residents more opportunity to hRevest Chinook sRlmon.

SUPPORT (with modificRtions).

SEAGO supports the concept of reIRxing the non-resident Chinook limits
during the Golden North King SRlmon Derby. However, it appears that this (
proposal WRS written to RccommodRte Rchonge in the derby dates. SEAGO
supports the continued lO-day window for the Golden North Salmon Derby
but does not support the requested 25 day chRnge.

OPPOSE.

CommeJlts to follow at BOF meeting

SUPPORT.

CommC1lts to follOJv at BOF meetillg

OPPOSE.

This proposRI to Rllow commercial trolling 7 dRyS per week in District 8
regar:dless of run strength is inappropriate. Trollers are currently allowed to
fish up to 5 dRyS per week when this fishery is open. The District 8
manRgement plan when adopted 3 years ago specificRlly restricting gillnetting
Rnd trolling on the weekends to avoid conflict with sport fishermen.

OPPOSE.

Opening this portion of Frederick Sound would be in conflict with the
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269
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Crystal Lake Hatchery Management Plan and effectively reallocate fish away
from an established sport and commercial hand troll fishery to the power
troll fishery.

SUPPORT.

Adoption of this proposal would increase the District 8 annual limit for king
salmon to a multiple of 4 daily bag limits. The agreement reached with
Canada through the Pacific Sahnon Commission process to allow this neW
directed king salmon fishery was supposed to benefit all user groups through
increased harvest opportunity. The recreational fishers have seen little benefit
and non-resident sportfishers even less. The current annuallirnit for District
8 is no more than is allowed for under region wide regulations in some years.
The current District 8 annual limit is 5 with a daily bag limit of 2. The annual
lnnit needs to be a lllultiple of tlle daily bag lilnit, example; 3 days fishing
equals a 6 fish annual limit or 4 days fishing equals an 8 fish annuallirnit.

Comments tojOllOlP at BOF meeting

CommeJ1ts toJollow at BOF meeting.

SUPPORT.

Adoption of this proposal changing from a Sunday noon gillnet opening to a
Monday morning gillnet opening duringJune, as amended and supported by
the Petersburg Advisory committee, will benefit both gillnetters and
sportfishers by reduc:ing conflicts bet.ween the two user groups.

CommeJ1ts tojOllOlv at BOF meeting

OPPOSE.

SEAGO is opposed to the closure of Herring Bay to sport fishermen and the
changing of the release site to Settler's Cove. Problems regarding trash
receptacles and parking are ones that should be addressed by the Ketchikan
Gateway Borough, and not by the Board of Fish. Herring Cove is a popular
recreation site, which provides sustenance to a bear population that subsists
on Chinook salmon, and is home to a successful tour business that depends
on both the Chinook and bear population.

The relocation of the release site would be unnecessarily costly. Additionally,
over-escapeUlent could be problernatic as a streaxil that currently supports
one species would now be supporting three.
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287

OPPOSE.

ATA's proposol to chnnge the definition ofpossession is long on innuendo
and short on fncts. ATA would like the Board of Fisheries to believe that the
preservation of a guided client's fish is something that has seen a rapid
increase recently, necessitating this change. Guides, lodges, and sport
processing plants have always processed their customers' fish for transport
back to their horne. This is not a Hew phenomenon, nor has it caused a

recent increase in coho harvest by non-resident anglers,

. Possession limits were llnplemented as a way to prevent wanton waste. The

current defmition of possession ensures that fish are preserved in a titnely
fashion and accomplishes the purpose behind the law. ATA has argued that
\vith the current defmition ofpossession Alaska's possession laws are
cOlnpletely lneaningless. To the contrary, the possession laws ensure that
anglers will make necessary arrangelnent for the care and preservation of their
cntch and prevents Aloska's valuable resource from being wasted_

ATA's proposal states that the current regulations allow "large numbers of
sport-caught fish to be transported out of the region." What they fail to
mention is that sport fishermen in Southeast Alaska catch only 11% of the (
total coho harvest. The cOImnercial fleet, all the other hand, catches 89 % of
the total coho harvest. Would they have us believe that their 89% aren't
being transported out of the region as well?

ATA's proposal also states that sport fish data is not collected, tabulated, or
repoded in season in the same manner as commercial fisheries data.
Although ADF&G may not tabulate the infonnation provided them, guides
are required to fill out a verifiable log book enul for each day fished, which
accurately represents their catch, the number of anglers on their boat, and the
areas in which they fished and the name and license number of each client.
Log books are due every two weeks, similar to the weekly requirement for
fish ticket reporting on the cOlnmercial side.

SEAGO shares ATA's concern over coho harvest in years oflow abundance.
I-Iowever, years of low abundance bring a reduction in the llU1nber of coho
available and consequently, a reduction in the sport catch using the
dep.rlment's avnilable tools. In addition, a non-resident's opportunity is
fmite. Unlike the commercial fishennen that continue to fish until their
quota is lnet, a sport fishennen will go hOllle at the end of their fishing trip,
regardless ofwhether or not they caught their daily bag limit each day they
fished.

ATA also makes a categoricnlly fnlse statement when they claim thnt self-
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guided anglers don't process their fish during their trip and that current
regulations give priority access to guided anglers. With the occasional
exception of an angler's last day's catch, all self-guided tlshennen process
their catch, whether they do it themselves or hire a processing cornpany to
provide the service for them.

ATA lists three groups ofpeople that will benefit by the implementation of
this proposal.

First, they state that ADF&G and enforcement will have a more

straightforward way of counting fish in possession. How will this be
accomplished? Right now all an enforcement officer would need to do is
check to see whether or not a persods catch was preserved. A change in the
possession defmition would now requ:il'e all. enforcement officer to count

each fish inside a box and detennine whether or not a person had gone over
their possession. Enforcement of a new possession definition would cause
significant trouble for enforcement officers and for clients.

• Second, ATA cites that harvesters that abide by the limit will benefit.
What benefit is accrued to the harvester that was previously able to catch up
to his daily bag litnit, have his catch processed, and bring it home for his
friends and f",nily? Under this deflllition change, this angler would only able
to take twelve fish.

Third, ATA states that the resource will be protected by an increased
ability to monitor halvest amounts being tmnsported. How would this be
accomplished? A change in the possession limit definition would do nothing
to provide additional infonnation on the number of coho being either:
harvested or transported out of the state. It would categorically reduce the
number of coho being harvested by sport anglers but ATA has failed
indenti£Y a scientifically-sound conservation argument.

Since the proposal to change the definition ofpossession accomplished
almost none of the issues outlined as part ofthis proposal, SEAGO sees
proposals 286 & 287 as attempts by the troll fleet to move coho from the
sport guided recreational fishery into the commercial fishery. Current
ADF&G coho management pmctices manage the fishery for escapement.
Since coho stocks in Southeast are currently strong and rneeting escapement,
a reduction in the sport guided recreational fleet would likely result in more
harvest opportunity for the commercial fleet. There is no basis or biological
justification for the approval of this proposal and its implementation would
be punitive to the sport guided recreational fleet and its customers.
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OPPOSE.

SEAGO opposes the implementation of harvest records fm coho salmon.
Harvest r·ecords have traditionally been used to log the catch of a species that

is either: £acing conservation concerns or is managed under an international
treat)', such as Chinook and the Pacific Sahnon Treaty. The cUlTentversion
of the Pacific Salmon Treaty does not contain a coho annex. Additionally,
there is no biological basis for a harvest record. Significant numbers of non

resident anglers use the services ofguides that are required to log and repmt
their catch in their log books. The implementation of a harvest record would
be one extra layer of red tape placed on the non-resident angler with no
justification. If conservation issues are scientifically-supported basis for coho
harvest records, SEAGO beheves d,at all sport anglers, including local
residents, should be required to use them.

Sport Coho Take is 11 Percent Commercial fishelmen have a vested interest
in how much fish recreational anglers take home. Over the past frve years
they have caught on average more than 2,500,000 Coho annually representing
89 percent of the total catch (see chad below). Non-resident sport fishennen
take fewer d,an 6% of the total Coho catch.

Number of Salmon Caught In Southeast RegIon
Sport Sport CornmQrcial PQrcent Comml

Coho1 King1
Total Coho

2 Kiner Total Coho 1S!!!Y
2000 192,951 63,173 256,124 1,974,427 232,536 2,206,963 91% 79%
2001 321,106 72,291 393,397 3,300,932 243,225 3,544,157 91% 77%
2002 277,150 69,537 346,687 3,242,516 386,384 3,628,900 92% B5%
2003 322,882 69,:J,70 392,252 2,498,375 416,684 2,915,05U 89% B6%
2004 330,651 80,572 411,223 3,084,663 483,330 3,567,993 90% 86%
2005 409,303 86,575 495,878 3,002,784 441,363 3,444,147 88% 34%
2006 209,571 65,794 295,371 2.091.875 366,862 2,458,737 91% 81%
2007 261.445 82,848 344,293 2.062.603 353,997 2,416.600 89% .,%

1 - Dala PrlNillell by ADFG, Robert Chadwi~k

2 - Fishely Management R~port No. 00-3~, ADFG, June ill

Enforcement - Reporting of catch in the guided recreational fishing sector is
already accounted for in verifiable log books, creel surveys, and the statewide
hgrvest survey. There is no evidence to support the ckim th9.t hw

enforcement is unable to enforce chatter/non-resident daily bag limits and
possession limits. A change in the definition ofpossession limit will not
accomplish increased data for management.

There is no gain for enforcement given that officers can already board boats,
check boats at the dock, and, in the case of guided anglers, check the
observed catch against the catch reported in the logbooks. This regulation
would place an addition burden on ADFG in creating, distributing, and
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294

collecting harvest records from anglers.

Economic- Impact - This proposal would have a n-egative impact on the
Alaska economy by reducing the number of tourists visiting our State and add
further stress the charter industry which is already struggling under the weight
of the current economic recession and other bag litnit reductions in halibut,
Ling cod, rock fish and King salmon. Enactment of this proposal could be
devastating for many sport fishing-related businesses in Southeast Alaska
because it represents one more deterrent to booking a trip for prospective
customers and one that NO ONE can justify on the grounds of sound,
sustainable manageluent of the resource.

SUPPORT.

SEAGO supports the release ofall steelhead unharmed regardless of how
they are caught (commercial or sport). Steelhead mitigation equipment must
be installed and used in all gill net boats to maximize sUlvivability of caught
fish. Gillnet operators should be required to count and to keep a log of
number of all steelhead caught and number of those fish killed. Sale of
steelhead should be prohibited. The steelhead population decline is affected
more by gill net fishery than the sport fishery. Sport fishermen took the hit
last tilne while gilhlet caught steelhead are still available in stores

SUPPORT.

We support this proposal because it contributes to the general health of the
Dolly Varden fishery

SUPPORT.

Dog fish have been inadvertently included in harvest limitations for other less
abundant shark species. Dogfish are abundant to the point of nuisance in
many macine waters in Southeast Alaska. Keeping the current bag limits will
deprive anglers who want to retain dogfish while allowing the dogfish
population to continue increasing reducing the abundance ofmore desirable
speCies.

OPPOSE.

SEAGO opposes this proposal as being selectively punitive towards anglers
that choose to use the services of a guide. Sport anglers would be restricted
from accessing non-hatchery stock in that ..rea as well as the hatchery stocks
raised by regional aquiculture associations. The concept that each entity that
funds a hatchery CRn create an exclusive zone around that hatchery flies in the
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face ofpublic access to marine waters.

For the five year period ending in 2007, sport b.shennen have paid lnore than
$84 Million in license and sahnon tag fees. By comparison, commercial
fishermen have paid only $9.7 Million in license fees. Furthennore,
sportfishing interests support multiple hatcheries throughout Southeast as
tollows: Sport Fish D~rision cunently funds the production of king salmon

by SSRAA at Whitman Lake Hatchery (75%), Neets Bay Hatchery (41.2%),
and Crystal Lake Hatchery and Anita Bay (67% each). In 2008,100% funding
is also provided to NSRAA tor a remote king samon release in Lutak Inlet
near Haines.

Either sport fishing should be allowed in the regional aquiculture
association's terminal harvest areas or: it shouldn't, There should be no

distinction ~etweenanglers who choose to use the services of a guide and
those that do not. Although not used by all anglers, some residents and
guides do take advantage of fishing in the assoeiatio!{s terminal halvest area.
In addition, terminal harvest areas generally extend beyond the immediate

hatchery area and include components of other fisheries.

We feel a better approach would be to work cooperatively with regional
aquaculture associations to better enhance fishing opportunities for our
C01TI1TIOn benefit We would like to see more cooperation between these sport
and commercial funding mechanizes and hatcheries to benefit all users. This
proposal v..Torks to alienate user: groups when cooperation is so much more
beneficial to all.

OPPOSE (as written).

While release techniques could potentially be improved in the charter
industry, this problem is not unique to the sport fleet. Commercial trollers
also have lTIortality associated with the release of juvenile fish. As Inentioncd
in the proposal, many charter operators already practice sound techniques,
(e.g. barbless hooks, circle hooks, fish handling techniques, right sized fishing
gear, etc.) to reduce fish mortality as their sport fishing clients demand ethical
treatment principles.

We support sound fishing practices and recommend that fish mortality be
addressed as an education issue rather than as a regulation. Advocacy will

have more success than regulation here because it is ahnost impossible to
enforce specific regulations.

If incidental mortality can be reduced by better educated fishermen, both the
sport and the commercial troll fleet should participate in any program
designed to make us all better stewards of the resource. Regulating a small
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group of sportfishermen in the name of conservation while allowing the
largest group of harvesters a pass on participation in that same regulation
would be nothing short of self-defeating.

OPPOSE.

Ther-e is no biological or sustainability issue solved by this proposal. Denying
use of electric reels would discriminate against fishermen with physical
handicaps and may be illegaL Restricting use of electrically powered
downriggers is an abusive attelnpt by the c01nmercial sponsors of this
proposal to hann charter and sport fisherrnen when they use lnore heavy

duty equipment routinely in their own businesses. Bag limits are already in
place to serve as conservation tools.

SUPPORT.

Place electric reels into law. The elderly and the physically challenged need
this gear to fish deep water. If there is an issue with the halvest of deep water
species, de21 with it directly Vl11 bag litnits rather than adding more layers of
regulation and red tape.

SUPPORT.

Allow herring capture for charter boats. This would allow an efficient and
cost saving means of obtaining bait rather than purchasing from costly out of
state resources.

OPPOSE.

This regulation would require enforcement personnel to detennine the intent
of an angler or the possible outcome of a day's fishing prior to the fact.
Again there is no resource issue involved here as sport fishing is only a small
fraction of the harvest. Far more fish tTIortality occurs frOITI cOlTIl1l.ercial

release simply on the basis that they catch and release nearly nine times more
fish. If damage to the resource is occurring from releasing fish it would then
be logical that to ban barbs in commercial fishing where release is possible
and would be nine tilnes lTIOre successful in decreasing 111ortality. Release is

always a consideration when fishing in Southeast. An undersized king
Salmon may bite anywhere, anytime even while tnrgeting bottom fish. This
proposal would require barbless hooks at all times.
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OPPOSE.

The US/Canada Treaty counts only landed mortality in both the sport and
commercial fishery. Adding a projected hooking rnortality number to the
treaty will likely lower halvestable numbers of salmon to both sectors. Sport
fishers land only a small percentage of the salmon harvest -less than 20% of
the kings and roughly 11% of the coho. If the State of Alaska grows
concerned about release mortality, a study of the impacts of release mortality
in both the commercial and sport fisheries would be step one. Management
needs to be science based.

SUPPORT.

We support unguided anglers use of herring jigs and consistency in
regulations for the guided and unguided angler.

OPPOSE.

Proposal 307 disallowing use of a charter vessel for personal use fishing for a

period of time before and after the charter season seems to be nothing more
than a punitive action directed at everyone owning a charter boat. Proposal
308 restricting personal use or subsistence fishing by charter operator or
lodge owners when clients are present is already addressed by current
regulations. It is also currently illegal to furnish subsistence or personal use
products to clients. This proposal seems to be nothing more than a punitive
action directed at everyone owning a charter boat.

OPPOSE.

Coho are lTI9.J.laged on a sustained yield basis without in-season rnanagelnent
to any gear group. There is no preseason forecast or target harvest 11ulnber
for the commercial or sport harvesters. The sport fishery currently catchcs
about 10% of the overall harvest There are 110 resource concerns with
oyerharvest or under escapelnent of coho in Southeast Akska other than
specific jeopardized stocks that are protected by specific management
measures, not an overall reduction in harvest.

SEAGO opposes the implementation of a coho allocation for the guided
sportfishing sector. The premise that the guided fleet has caused lost
opportunity for resident anglers, subsistence fishermen, and the commercial
fleet is unsubstantiated. There is no biological basis for this proposal,
making it appear punitive to guides and their customers. In addition,
ADF&G manages Alaska's sport fishery sahnon catch with no distinction
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between the guided fleet and non-guided fleet

OPPOSE.

This proposal would add a costly, cumbersome, and redundant layer of
bureaucracy for ADF&G with no benefit to the resource.

Proposals seeking to establish an allocation and harvest ticket for the guided
sector on Coho is not b9-sed on uny biologic9-1 or resource concerns. We
already have the tools in place to track and regulate the charter industry. No
benefit would be realized by adding more paperwork and reporting
requirements. This .would just incre9-se bureaucracy and aruninistrative costs.
Monel' would be better spent on streamlining or modernizing the data entry
SystCIll of log books for more tirnely infonnation.

OPPOSE as written.

Enforcelnent currently has the authority to hoard and check vessels and gear
engaged in ch9-rter fishing. We agree that enforcement or creel census
personnel should have access to vessels and landing facilities where sport
caught fish are being harvested or omoaded. The portions of these proposals
that grant authority to inspect freezers, homes, hotels or B&Bs associated
with charter fishermen seems to be extreme and would facilitate little if any
enforcement concerns while infringing on personal rights. Reporting of catch
in the guided recreational fishing sector is already accounted for in verifiable
log books, creel surveys, and the statewide harvest survey.

Commmts to follow at BOF meeti11g

COT/1men.ts to fall17w at BOF meeting

OPPOSE.

This proposal seeks to reopen waters closed to commercial trolling October
through March. These waters have been closed for over 30 years. In the years
this area has been closed, a significant sport fishery has developed within its'
boundary. A boat ramp has been constructed in this area witll sportfish
funding to provide access. This is a popular fall and spring fishery for local
residents with small boats who would be displaced by the intense effort of
the troll fishery that has developed over the past 7 or 8 years due to extremely
high prices paid for winter fish.

SEAGO· P.O. Box 422 • Sitka, Alaska 99835 • 907.947.2121
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SUPPORT.

Evidence on the fishing grounds points to illl over-abundance oflingcod.
SEAGO is concerned that the current GHL on lingcod in the SEO is leading
to excessive nurnbers of lingcod, which rnay have negative irnpacts on other
bottom feeding fish. Raising the GEL would benefit all user groups and
possibly other groundfish competing fur food.

SUPPORT.

In the CSEO and SSEO subdislTicts belween 2004 and 2007, the directed
and longline bycatch allocations of lingcod have been consistently under
utilized. These unharvested lingcod would represent a huge benefit to the
guided sport fishery, which currently operates under onerous restrictions (1
lingcod per year limit with a 30-35" slot limit, completely closed June 16
August 15 for CSEO and NSEO sections).

SUPPORT.

For reasons stated under proposal 334.

OPPOSE.

This proposal may encourage targeting lingcod and topping off in the halibut
fishery. The longline bycatch allocation has been consistently underharvested
in the past 4 years, so the byeateh allowance appears to be Inore than
sufficient.

OPPOSE.

SEAGO believes that the lingcod which are consistently underutilized by the
directed dinglebar fishery should be allocated where the greatest economic
benefit Cilll accrue to Southeast communities; the sport fishery. Guided sport
anglers consider: lingcod a highly prized game fish, and allowing a reasonable
harvest opportunity (ie: 1 lingcod per year, open all season) will help guided
sport operators market their trips.

OPPOSE.

Same rationale as for 337.

SUPPORT.

Allowing guided anglers to have a chance to take a state record lingcod would

SEAGO' P.O. Box 422 • Sitka, Alaska 9983S • 907.947.2121
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provide a benefit for guided sport operators in marketing their trips, and
would result in a negligible increase in harvest.

SUPPORT.

Greater sport harvest should be allowed where there is a harvestable surplus.
It should be noted that Elfin Cove fishery is more similar to that in 3A than it
is to the fishery in Sitka.

SUPPORT.

Inadequate sport DSR allocation will likely result in time and area closures for
halibut andlor all sport fishing in coming years. The sport DSR limits have
already been ratcheted down as much as possible (1 Yellow Eye per day, 2
per year for guided anglers). Since most released DSR won't survive, the only
tool left for managers will likely be closures. This is unnecessary in light of
the fact that the halibut fishery has not needed anywhere near the 84%
commercial allocation in the past 8 years. Two high-value fisheries need
enough DSR byc"tch to opemte norm"lly: these are the h"libut longline
fishery and the h"libut sport fishery. Forlunately this can be accomplished by
"djusting the allocation so both fisheries will h"ve an "dequate DSR
"llocation. No directed DSR fishery should be illowed until the bymtch
needs of the h91ibut longline and halibut sport fisheries :are 1TIet.

OPPOSE.

As stated in our response to 341, DSR need to be utilized as bymtch for the
commerciallongline hilibut fishery "nd the sport h"libut fishery before
contemplating any directed DSR fishing.

OPPOSE.

These proposals would encourage "topping off" with DSR after halibut
fishing "nd could result in a de-facto directed DSR fishery. Again, SEAGO
believes that DSR should be utilized first and foremost as necessary bycatch
in the halibut longline and sport fisheries. This proposal would encourage
targeting DSR instead of taking them incidentally.

SUPPORT.

Even though many DSR released at depth will likely not survive long-term,
and ADF&G will still assign a mortality rate of 100% to released DSR,
SEAGO still believes this is a good idea. Some DSR released at depth likely

SEAGO· P.O. Box 422 • Sitka, Alaska 99835 • 907.947.2121
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will survive, and that alone warrants our support.

SUPPORT.

If requiring release ofDSR at depth in the sport fisheries makes sense, then it
also makes sense to practice this in all other fisheries as well. All fishermen
should share in this innovative conservation practice, especially those where
the volumes involved, and therefore the potential benefits, would be greatest

SUPPORT.

Quilback and other small DSR caught in shallow water should be allowed to
be released if they are not injured. This would reflect the intent of the
current regulations.

OPPOSE.

This proposal seeks to reduce the possession limit on all species to one daily
ba.g limit for non-residents. The possession limit on species of concern is
currently one daily bag limit for non-residents and two daily bag limits for
other species. There are no biological or resource concerns to justify this (
ptOoposal. There is no verification of the charges of widespread abuse of
current possession wnits or ofnon-residents taking home large amounts of
fish just to· "eventually be thrown out". Alaska does not give away hrge
amounts of fishery resources to non-residents. Non-residents pay dearly to
come to Alaska and hmvest relatively small amounts of fish for their personal
consumption. The state and local economies benetit greatly from tllis harvest
opportunity provided to non-residents.

This proposal would effectively bankrupt all lodge and charter operators that
cater to multi-day clients without any biological justification. It would have a
crippling effect on the economies towns and villages across Southeast Alaska
and cost countless jobs in diverse industries including hotel, restaurant, r:etail,
air travel, and fish processing to name just a few. This would be done despite
providing no gain to the resource or law enforcement This type ofproposal
only furthers acrimony and distrust between user groups.
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Comments by Captain Lee Clayton, FN Saga.
P.O. Box 1357, Haines Alaska 99827
907-303-7477
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I am in OPPOSITION to both proposal number 255~~ 33:331 and
proposal number 256-5 aac 33.31. Gillnet specifications i(rld operations.

1"03109

This will only create a privileged class of permit holders: pitting large
vessel fishers against small.
Those of us who chose to become more efficient fishers in order to remain
profitable will be penalized. Since we do not own a large vessel we would
not be able to stack and therefore not able to fish in the designated special
area- which as proposed puts them first on the fish.

This proposal will only increase pressure on stocks and activate permits
that are currently dormant; therefor not accomplishing the intended
benefit.
Production will not be slowed down, fisherman instinctively catch as much
as possible when fish are hitting. (
I am especially concerned that in Lynn Canal this proposal would further
jeopardize the already diminished wild stocks by increasing interception in
proposed areas.

It will only serve to reduce quality of fish caught by extending the time fish
are in the net. Poor quality will drive down prices for all.

Extending time allowed for fishing is unnecessary, we can already fish
seven days a week in parts of southeast.

Enforcement and management have limited resources, by increasing the
fishing area, it would create a further burden on them; requiring more
manpower and resources.

I would rather see southeast gillnetters participate in a self funded buy
back program in which all permit holders would benefit.

"~...., . '''-S d.' . .~ \(/\ ..- ...- (.. 'l
~.... ....
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The Whale I s Eye Lodge
PO Box 210166
Auke Bay, Alaska
99821
(907) 723-2920
E-mail whaleseye@starband.net

www.JuneauAlaskaFishing.com

Feb. 2, 2009

Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
Boards SnppOlt Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
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Attn: BOF COMMENTS
RE: Proposal 309, Opposed
Dear Members of the Board ofFisheries,

My wife, son and [ own and operate a small fishing lodge on Shelter Island near Juneau. We cater to 2
to 6 guests and employ 4 people including my wife, my son and myself. We started building our lodge
in 1987 and opened for business in 1994. Our families derive 100% of oill income from our lodge
business. We pride ourselves on our principles of sustainabiJity and stewardship ofthe land we occuPy
and the fish resources we share with our neighbors and guests.

I would like to urge that no annual bag limit be established at this meeting for Coho. I strongly feel
that even a large annual limit would be detrimental to my business. Bag limits on Coho, no matter
how generous, will drive my clients to other areas to spend their ftshing dollars. I offer a few reasons
for my objection to an annual limit for Coho as follows:

1. An annual limit will create an even greater discrepancy between Southeast Alaska and other
areas of the state. We in Southeast are already losing business to other areas ofAlaska at an
alarming rate due to the halibut bag limit discrepancy. This has been well documented in
technical repOlts and testimony at the North Pacific Fisheries Management Council.

Where fishing is a way of life
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The one halibut limit alone is estimated by the National Marine Fisheries Service to reduce
overall guided angler demand in Southeast by 30%. A Coho aIIDuallimit, combined with tills
halibut restriction and the recent reduction in crab and shrimp bag limits approved by this board
a few weeks ago, will make the discrepancy between Southcast and South Central even worse,
driving more of our regular clients nOlth, Even if ti,e aIIDuallimit is generous, it is a limit that
is not in effect elsewhere in the state. Witll no resource issues or allocation conflict at this time
and with guided recreational Coho harvest at about 6% ofthe total catch, the harm to the
guided recreational fishing industry done by tllis regulation is unjustified.

2. Recording of catch is problematic. Should this proposal be adopted into regulation, we will be
required by law to record the catch immediately upon landing it. Alaska Wildlife Enforcemcnt
nses a strict interpretation of the word immediately and holds bofu the client and the guide
responsible. A violation requires the client to retum to Alaska for a mandatory court
appeaI'aI1Ce and the guide faces a fine of over a thousand dollaI's, jail time and the loss of his
guide license.

Coho are a schooling fish. We often fish for hours witllout a bite and then several lines go off
at once. We have frequent doubles and triples on a good year. With only one captain on board,
perhaps six guests, and three fish on, this requirement forces an impossible situation for tlle
guide, When a fish hits, he has to pull in the down riggers, put the other rods aside, teach the
clients and make ready to land the fish. The fish may come up to the boat all at once, or come
up and run again, or run into the prop, or tangle the lines. It is an exciting and chaotic tme on
the boat. Once the first fish is landed, tlle guide must be ready for the next one or two. Ifthis
proposal passes, the guide will not be able to propcrly supcrvisc thc recording oftllc first fish
and the catching of the other fish at the same time. He will eitller have to make sure that the
client has properly recorded the first fish and ignore the second and tllird fish still fighting in
tlle water, or he will have to tend to the catching of fish aIld risk a violation until all the fish
have been landed and he can see that the catch is properly recorded. He can not do both at
once. The clients Call1lOt be expected to remember to record the catch by themselves, as they
will be involved in the excitement of the fishing, which is the reason they pay big dollars and
plan for years to come to Alaska.

The recording requirement that accompanies an annul limits presents an impossible situation
for the guide and degrades the experience for tlle client to the point ofnot wanting to retum.
On King salmon it is easier to comply with recording regulations because Kings do not often
hit in triples aIld doubles; for Coho it is unworkable with one guide aIld will create an
enforcement issue where no issues need exist.

3. Return clients are the foundation of any recreational angling business, An annual limit
discourages guests from retuning. Repeat guests come on good and bad Coho years. Many
times they do less than expected due to weather, off seasons and poor flUlS. It is the good years
that keep them coming back. The Department has the management tools to deal with needed
reductions in yeaI's of low abundance. If aIIDual limits on Coho are implemented, on years of
plenty my clients will now be faced with arbitraI'Y catch restrictions that do not reflect
biological or allocation basis, They will share the pain in bad years and be denied the gain in
good years. RegulaI' returning clients will be forced alIt of Southeast. The guided recreational
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fishery in Southeast will change from a premium pay sport fishing destination to a low end
cruise ship client base as the higher spending lodge and multi-day anglers go where they are
treated wen.

Over the last two decades the Lodge and charter industry has filled the economic void left by the
collapse of the timber industry in Southeast. The economies of Prince of Wales Island, Sitka,
Ketchikan and Hoonah, to name a few, were devastated by the closure of mills. Sport fishing and
tourism have invigorated these communities and provided living wages for local citizens.
There are simply no grounds to place annual sport limits on Coho, other than to pemlanently lock sport
anglers out of the resource and set the stage for future reductions.

Were it implemented, this proposal would diminish the client experience and expectation in Southeast
and chase sport fishing clients to other areas of the state and Canada. Sh~uld annual limits on Coho be
adopted, this board will be doing a disservice to Alaskan families like mine who have worked hard to
build and now depend on the clearly established guided recreational angling economy. Placing another
arbitrary limit on nomesident anglers who, according to the recently released Southwick, study spend
175 million dollars ammally in Southeast Alaska is not justified at this time when economic
circumstances and other regulatory agencies have already placed the guided recreational fishing
industry in financial tmllioil.

Thank you for your attention in this matter,

Sincerely,

Rick Bierman

3
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Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Attn: BOF COMMENTS
RE: Proposal 368, 137, Opposed
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The Whale I s Eye Lodge
PO Box 210166

Auke Bay, Alaska
99821
(907) 723-2920
E-mail whaleseye@starband.net
www.JuneauAlaskaFishing.com

Feb. 2, 2009
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Dear Members ofthe Board of Fisheries,

My wife, son and lawn and operate a small fishing lodge on Shelter Island near Juneau. We cater to 2 (
to 6 guests and employ 4 people including my ""ife, my son and myself. We started building our lodge
in 1987 and opened for business in 1994. Our families derive I 00% of our income li'OIn our lodge
business. We pride ourselves on our principles of sustainability and stewardship of the land we occupy
and the fish resources we share with our neighbors and guests.

Bag limits are an important tool for resource managers. When used properly, they promote
conservation and even distribution of resources. TIley allow precise adjustment ofharvest to insure
escapements and accounl for unexpected fluctuations in wildlife stocks. They also give the resource
user a goal, and a reward of ajob well done. When used improperly, bag limits can lock user groups
out of a resource, create monopolies and serve to privatize public resources. Therefore, it is important
to use the bag limit tool sparingly and wisely_

The Board recently considered bag limits to be a measure of the reasonable amount of crab a client will
take home from a five day fishing trip. I feel this is an inappropriate use of bag limits, not only because
it falls short of the Board of Fisheries constitutional charge of equal access, but because it sets an

v
Where fishing is a way of life (
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unrealistic precedent to the use of bag limits. Though I use the crab example, Imalce my case to
emphasize the importance of the Board not malcing the same mistake with these proposals before you
at this meeting restricting the public's access to fin fish.

In the recent Board of Fisheries meeting in Petersburg, sport Dungeness and tanner crab bag limits
were reduced with no resource or allocation justification. With sport crab harvest at less than 2% of
the total, it would have been more appropriate if the Board would have increased the bag limits to
allow more sport access, rather than reducing them. It seems that the very existence of a bag limit
creates the need to reduce it. Bag limits always tend to drop as if influenced by gravity whether a need
exists or not.

This recent bag linlit reduction will have a negative impact on guided rccreational opcrators who targct
crab. My clients enjoy fishing Dungeness crab. In my case, 1put out only two pots for safety, time
restraints and conservation reasons. Crab pots arc considered a personal fishing device. Only one
client can deploy and retain crab in anyone pot. It takes an hour to an hour and a half of fishing time to
set and retrieve the two pots I use, and I bum about 30 minutes to an hour of fuel.

I often catch in only one ofmy pots, and they are frequently illegally "picked" by others during the day
so we get no crabs at all. The benefit of a five crab limit is that even if only one pot produces, that
client can share his crab around the table that evening with his friends or fanli1y. Everyone having a
crab to eat at dinner is the bottom line for a marketable client expectation.

With a three crab limit, the marketable client expectation of a crab for dinner is diminished to the point
ofbeing not worth the effort.. Seldom do my clients catch enough crab to take hOlne. If] increase the
number of pots, I bum more time and fuel and crowd my deck with hazardous gcar which rcduces the
quality of the experience. This also encourages a competitive spirit between guests placing more
pressure on the resource. Instead of a three crab daily bag liIllit producing enough product for my
clients to take home as the Board envisioned, crabbing is no longer a viable client experience, and I am
forced to stop offering crabbing to my guests.

I urg!; the Board not place unnecessary and arbitrary bag limits on Coho, Black Cod, and all
unspecified fish as the many proposals before you now recommend. I feel that unless there is a
biological or an allocation conflict, bag limits should be avoided. The current fin fish bag limit
reduction proposals before the Board suggest the use of bag limits as a "preemptive strike" to protect
commercial fishing special interests, similar to our nation's current involvement in parts ofthe Middle
East. Like that analogy, the consequences are far reaching and economically harmful. They decrease
my ability to bring the economic benefits of recreational fishing to Southeast Alaska. They serve to
lock out the non-resident angler, create a monopoly for commercial interest groups and privatize the
resource. They initiate a gravitational effect of diminishing opportunities for recreational anglers that
is unjustified and that is harmfiJlto the Southeast Alaskan economy. They are contrary to the
constitutional charge of equal access. They are a preemptive strike on the guided recreational fishing
industry with no allocation or biological justification.

Thank you for your consideration,

Sincerely,

Rick Biennan
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UNITED FISHERMEN OF ALASKA(

2'11 Fourth Streel, Suite 110
Juneau, Alaska 99801·1172

(907) 586-2820
(907) 463-2545 Fax

E-~~1Eiil: ufa@uta-Hsh.org
www.ufa-fish,org

February 3, 2008

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Alaska Department ofFish and Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

RE: Southeast Alaska Finfish Board of Fisheries Proposals

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board of Fishedes members,

UFA OPPOSES Proposals #297 and 298 to define sp011 fishing gear to include electric
powered reels.

5 AAC 75.038 already provides the necessary exemption for handicapped individuals that
would need the use of power or power assisted reels.

• The use ofpower or deep drop reels allows the sport fishennen to access depths'
that were never envisioned by the Board of Fisheries as a sport fish opportunity
and the impact on many species and fully utilized resources is not being
considered in the management ofthe fishedes (i.e. sablefish, idiots, shortrakers, .
etc) as these are not considered sport fish.

• We are also concerned about the conservation of many of the deeper species that
are impacted by this type of gear. Many ofthese species are long-lived, and slow
growing. The adoption of electric powered tools will allow sport access to these
fish without accurate estimates ofthe effects on the stocks, and at the expense of
the current harvesters and public consumers of the commercial fisheries.

• Electdc reels would not be allowed in commercial hand troll fisheries.

We recommend that the Board make electdc reels illegal through clear lanf,'Uage such as:
J. The use ofan electric, hydraulic or power assisted reel to deploy or

retrieve the FISHING LINE is prohibited; or
2. The use ofpower to retrieve sport/ish (or sport fish line) is prohibited.

UFA represents 37 Alaska commercial fishing associations from fishedes throughout the
state and its offshore waters. Thank you for your consideration ofthese comments.

Sincerely,

1tt~~
MarkVinsel
Exeeutive Director

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 12: 31PM
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Dear Alaska Board of Fisheries,

The Alaska Charter Association is a statewide organization
representing over 200 members and associate members. Our mission
"to preserve and protect those fishing rights and resources
necessary for the Alaska charter fleet to best serve the
recreational fishery." We would like to thank the Alaska Board of
Fisheries for this opportunity to comment on the Southeast Finfish
Proposals_

To begin, we would like to mention that there seems to be an
abundance of proposals submitted by commercial fishing advocacy
organizations aimed at the sport fish regulations, which directly and
adversely affect our members. Should these proposals be adopted in
mass, they would strangle the lodge and multi-day charter industry in
Southeast leaving only the cruise based day charter sector intact.
Taken individualiy some of these proposals change the entire 50 year
history of sport bag limits in Alaska; remove constitutional guarantees
of common use, equal access and privacy in our homes; and eliminate
charter operators from participating or even the possession of fish
caught in personal use fisheries for the entire charter season. It
appears that some commercial advocacy organizations are using the
board process in a malicious manner to cause harm to the guided
recreational fishery. None of these malicious proposals are being
brought to the board by citizens uninvolved in commercial fishing or
the Department of Fish and Game. They are not based on resource
concerns. We ask the Board of Fisheries to consider the source of
some of these proposals and weigh the livelihoods of Alaskan families
who depend on guided recreational fishing against the self-serving
interests of the commercial fishermen.

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3, 1:03PM
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Alaska CJlarteJ: Association r.o. Box 478, flomer AI( 99603

Following are proposals we wish to comment on:

Proposal: 137/138 OPPOSE
Sponsor: Southeast Alaska Fishermen's Alliance
Purpose: 2 fish bag/possession iimit on all species not currently regulated.
~esp~n8e: Bag and possession limits are resource management tools used by
fisheries to control harvest levels. These levels are set based on scientific information
provid~d on a targeted speci~s of ~oncern to prevent overharvesting. This is a sweeping
regulation across many speCies, With no documentation or evidence of need for
conservation measures such as bag and possession limits.

Proposal: 286, 287 OPPOSE
Sponsor: Alaska Trollers Association / Mitchell & Jordan
Purpose: To change the definition of "possession limit" in Southeast Alaska to include
the maximum number of any fish (preserved or unpreserved) a person may have until
they return to their domicile.
Response: This would in effect piace a two day bag limit, as an annual limit, on all
species of fish for nonresident anglers. There is no scientific evidence to support the
need for such a discriminatory measure. Reporting of catch in the guided recreational
fishing sector is already accounted for in verifiabie log books, creel surveys, and the
statewide harvest survey. Enforcement of the proposal would be impossible because
anglers would not be prevented from processing and freezing fish in chunks and
thereby making it impossible to count fish. This proposal submitted under 5 ACC
75.995, a Statewide Chapter, by inference does not prOVide for definitions specific to
Southeast Alaska alone.

Proposal: 288/289 OPPOSE
Sponsor: Alaska Trollers Association
PUrPose: Nonresident Iimitlannuallimit on Coho, Nontransferable harvest record, hold
sport anglers to possession limit.
Response: There are no conservation concerns with Coho salmon in Southeast
Alaska. Why should there be an annual limit imposed on one specific user group, when
all guided anglers, non-resident and resident, have taken only 5% of the total harvest by
all gear groups, over the past 10 years? Commercial fishermen have a vested interest
in how much fish recreational anglers take home; the more anglers take home, the less
they buy at the market. Why should commercial fishermen determine what is
reasonable for recreational anglers to take home and how they should acquire the food
they place on their tables? A non-resident recreational angler's allowable catch is taken
home for personal consumption and used as calling cards to attract other people to visit
Alaska, when used at parties and circulated amongst friends and family as treasured
gifts. For the betterment of our Alaskan economy, we should be encouraging this, not
discouraging it. This proposal would accomplish nothing for the long term conservation
of Coho while at the same time adding layers of expense and bureaucracy for Alaska
Department of Fish and Game. Reporting of catch in the guided recreational fishing
sector is already accounted for in verifiable log books, creel surveys, and the statewide
harvest survey. There is no evidence to support the claim that law enforcement is
unable to enforce charter/non-resident daily bag limits and possession limits.
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Alaska Charter Association P.O. Box 478, Homer AK 99603

Proposal: 290 OPPOSE
Sponsor: ADF&G
Purpose: Reduce sport and personal use steelhead harvest.
Response: Sport and personal use of steelhead is not the cause in the reduction of
num?~rof steelh~adavailable to catch. The Board should enact regulations that
pro~lblt the retention of ~teelhead in the gill net fishery, require sleelhead mitigation
equipment on board all gill net boats, and prohibit the sale of stee/head. Only then will
you see fish returning to our rivers instead of on the shelves of supermarkets.

PropQsa': 293 SUPPORT
Spom;lor: Tad FUjioka
Purpose: Reduce dog fish population by increasing bag limits.
Response: Dog fish have been inadvertently inclUded in harvest limitations for other
fess abundant shark species. Dogfish are abundant to the point of nuisance in many
marine waters in Southeast Alaska. Keeping the current bag limits will deprive anglers
who want to retain dogfish While allowing the dogfish population to continue increasing
reducing the abundance of more desirable species.

Proposal: 294 OPPOSE
Sponsor: Walt Pasternak
Purpose: Close regional terminal harvest areas financed by aquaculture associations
to guided sport fishing because sport fishing anglers don't pay aquaCUlture fees.
Response: Sport Fish Division through Dingle Johnson and other federal mechanisms
funds many sport fish enhancement programs around SE including regional aquaculture
hatcheries. Only two hatcheries are 100% funded by 3% salmon enhancement tax.
Commercial fishermen benefit from those sport enhancement fish as well as the
recreational angler. The concept that each entity that funds a hatchery can create an
exclusive zone around that hatchery flies in the face of pUblic access to marine waters.

Proposal: 296 OPPOSE
Sponsor: Seafood Producers Coop.
Purpose: Ban electric reels
Response: Elderly people and handicapped people need this equipment in order to
access the fish. Able bodied people fishing in SE waters which are characteristically
deep, many places (up to a quarter mile) also benefit from the use of electric reels. Bag
limits are already in place to serve as a conservation tool. We see no conservation
reasons for this proposal. All user groups have equal assess to all fisheries as stated in
Alaska's constitution. This gear restriction proposal is an attempt to limit access to
fisheries predominantly fished by commercial fishermen and is in complete disregard for
rights of other user groups to this fishery.

Proposal: 297,298 SUPPORT
Sponsor: Mike Bethers
Purpose: Officially add electric reels as legal fishing gear in regulations ..
Response: The elderly and the physically challen~ed need thiS gear to fls~ d.eep
water. This will clarify to law enforcement that electnc reels are legal sport fishing gear.
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Proposal: 299 SUPPORT
Sponsor: Mike and Linda Slifer
Purpose: Allow herring netting from charter boats.
Response: This would allow an efficient and cost saving means of obtaining bait
rather than purchasing from costly out of state resources.

Proposal: 301 OPPOSE
Sponsor: Theo Grutter
Purpose: Require barbless hooks whenever release is a possibility or is
contemplated.
Response: This regulation would require enforcement personnel to determine the
intent of an angler or the possible outcome of a day's fishing prior to the fact. Again
there is no resource issue involved here as sport fishing is only a small fraction of the
harvest. Far more fish mortality occurs from commercial release simply on the basis
that they catch and release nearly nine times more fish. If damage to the resource is
occurring from releasing fish it would then be logical that to ban barbs in commercial
fishing where release is possible and would be nine times more successful in
decreasing mortality.

(

Proposal; 302 OPPOSE
Sponsor: Ralph Guthrie
Purpose; No hook and release fishing
Response: The US/Canada Treaty counts only landed mortality in both the sport and (
commercial fishery. Adding a projected hooking mortality number to the treaty will likely
lower harvestable numbers of salmon to both sectors.
Recreational anglers land only a small percentage of the salmon harvest - less than
20% of the kings and roughly 5% of the Coho. If the State of Alaska is concerned about
release mortality, a study of the impacts of release mortality in both the commercial and
sport fisheries would be step one. Management needs to be science based.

Proposal: 303 SUPPORT
Sponsor: Larry Edfelt
Purpose: UngUided anglers use of herring jig,
Response: We support this proposal and consistency in regulations for the guided
and unguided angler.

Proposal; 307 / 308 OPPOSE
Sponsor: Walt Pasternak / Southeast Alaska Fishermen's Alliance
Purpose: No personal use or subsistence fishing 30 days prior, during or after season
or possess personal use or subsistence caught fish while clients present on vessels or
at facility.
Response: This proposai disenfranchises tax paying American citizens from equal
access to a public resource guaranteed by state and federal law. Charter operators
would not even be allowed to keep canned salmon or frozen fish from a previous year
on their property during the summer. With no biological or conservation reason involved,
this proposal is absurdly discriminatory. (
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Proposal: 309 OPPOSE
Sponsor: Walt Pasternak
Purpose: Allocate Coho
Response: .Th~re. is no need to allocate Coho in the gUided sport fishery if historic bag
and possession limits have never over stressed the fishery to conservation levels. If
there was an allocation problem or conservation problem, the appropriate fisheries staff
WOUI~ be making recommendati~ns to the Board to change the status quo. Coho taken
by gUided anglers have resulted In only 5% of all Coho taken in the Coho hook fishery
over the past ten years.

Proposal: 310 OPPOSE
Sponsor: Walt Pasternak
Purpose: In season fish ticket system to regulate guided recreational anglers in a
timely manner.
Response: We already have the tools in place to track and regulate the charter
industry. No benefit would be realized by adding more paperwork and reporting
requirements. This would just increase bureaucracy and administrative costs. Money
would be better spent on streamlining or modernizing the data entry system of log
books for more timely information.

Proposal: 311,312 and 313 OPPOSE
Sponsor: ALFA, ATA, Signid Rutter
Purpose: This proposal would allow enforcement officers free and unobstructed
access to inspect all charter boats, lodges, and lodge facilities even lodges that "do not
charge clients."
Response: The Issue statements suggest that this reguiation is necessary because it
is done in commercial fishing industry (311); sport fishing guides do not allow
enforcement officers to speak with their clients (312); and there is no regulation that
allows for inspection of charter boats and lodges and that parts of the industry are
uncooperative (313).
These proposals are not being brought to the BOF by the Department or by
Enforcement. They are being proposed by commercial fishing advocacy organizations
and a commercial fisherman, They would suspend the civil rights of charter captains,
lodge owners, and gUided recreational fishermen from all over the world who come to
Alaska, contributing over a billion dollars a year into the state economy.

As a matter of fact, law enforcement officers are already allowed access to premises
without warrant:
AS 16.05.180. Power to Search Without Warrant.
Each peace officer designated in AS 16.05.150 may without a warrant search any thing
or place if the search is reasonable or is not protected from searches and seizures
without warrant within the meaning of art. I, Sec. 14, Alaska State Constitution, which
specifically enumerates "persons, houses and other property, papers and effects."

Alaska peace officers already have the right to stop and inspect our vessels on the
water for fisheries and safety purposes. Should an officer desire, this officer can ask to
see what ever he/she wishes and if the officer has probable cause to believe there may

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3, 1:03 PM
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be a violation he/she can bring to bear the weight of the entire State of Alaska justice
system.

These proposals also suggest that these draconian measures are necessary to count
fish and catalog the guided sport fishing industry's catch. We submit that the new
verifiable log book with the name and fishing license number of the client, signed by the
client is designed specifically to accurateiy document our client's catch. Enforcement
officers can board our vessels at any time and verify compliance using the Jog book.
We feel this is a belter tool than random freezer inspections for documenting catch as
frozen fish are chunked and vacuum sealed and not recognizable as single fish.
Additionally, many small lodge facilities are operated from family homes. We feellhese
proposals would suspend the constitutional guaranteed rights to privacy and protection
from illegal search in our homes.

(

Proposal: 368 OPPOSE
Sponsor; Southeast Alaska Fishermen's Alliance
Purpose: Non-resident sport bag possession limits reduced to one daily bag limit
Response: We see no fishery conservation or enforcement concerns needing the
reduction of possession limits to one bag limit. The two bag possession limit is intended

. to accommodate live-a-board vessels who travel between port facilities and allows them
to carry aboard two days catch before processing. The proposal contradicts itself by
verifying the fact that once fish are processed and frozen, they are no longer considered (
part of one's possession limit Most lodges process their guest fish daity and thus this
proposal would not affect the number of fish guests are allowed to take home.

May we remind you that the purpose of the Board of Fisheries is to conserve and
develop the fishery resources of Alaska and in making regulations, given direction by
AS 16.05.251 (17) Promoting fishing and preserving the heritage offishing in the state
and (d) Regulations adopted under (a) of this section must, consistent with sustained
yield and the provisions of AS 16.05.258 , prOVide a fair and reasonable opportunity for
the taking of fishery resources by personal use, sport, and commercial fishermen. We
argue that the above proposals, which we have indicated opposition to, go against your
directives and purpose as stated above.

Thank you for allowing us to comment and we look forward to further discussions at the
upcoming Board of Fisheries meeting in Sitka.

Regards,

~
President
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To:
'Fish & Game Board Chairman

From:
Thomas Williams Jr. (Gillnetter Fisherman)
PO Box ]41
Haines, Alaska 99827

I OPPOSE these proposals.
255 and 256 - 5AAC 33.331 - Gillnet Specifications and Operations
Proposed by Andy Wright - 255. Bob Martin - 256.

I OPPOSE these proposals.
261 - 5AAC33.366.NSE. Seine Salmon Fishery Management Plan.
Proposed by Southeast Alaska Seiners Association.

I OPPOSE proposal 273 - 5AAC 33.376 (b) (1) (b).
District] 3: Deep Inlet Terminal Harvest Area. Salmon Fishery Management Pian.
Proposed by: Southeast Joint Regional Planning Team.

I OPPOSE proposal 274 - 5AAC 33.376.
District 13: Deep Inlet TerD;1inal Area Salmon Management Plan.

•
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Wrangell, AK, 99929

BOF Comments
Board SuppOli Section
Alaska Dept ofFish and Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Proposal220:Isupport
Overages and underage should be contained or used within that gear group.
This proposal would lead to better stewardship among all users.

Proposal221:Isupport
Non-residents should not have more fishing opportunity than residents.

Proposal223:Ioppose
This proposal is re-alocative in nature, it would double the effort by the
guided sport industry which would greatly expand this fishery, this would
trigger harvest reductions dming summer months to meet allocation goals
resulting in needless fish killed due too the destructive practiced hook and
release fishery.

(

Proposal 225, 226: I oppose
Hatchery access areas are designed to allow commercial harvest by those
who sacrifices too grow and raise those fish. The terminal areas are small
and restrictive in nature, trolling methods do not meet well with hoards of
spOli fish boats crowding these areas. Commercial boats with lines in the
water are not able to dodge sport boats that customarily stop right in front of
them when they catch fish. Allowing for this increase would greatly increase
sport fish effort, likely displacing the commercial troll fishery.

Proposal 227: I support
Trollers have had a hard time sharing in the rewards for their efforts in the
rebuilding of these fish stocks. This would give them more oppOliunity.

Public Comment # J5



Proposal 229: I oppose
Annual limits should never be attached to marketability. Of course 8 fish is
more marketable that 4 but would also upset the Tran boundary river
allocation plan and would present management problems.

Proposal 244: I support
SSARAA and NSARAA have done a goodjob of managing release of
salmon to provide harvest sharing between seiners and gill-netters. Non
profits have not followed this method and their fish have upset this balance.
Since they are not party to the plan their fish should not count.
Proposal 251: I support
Many fishermen participate in multiple fisheries. This proposal simply
makes it easier to transit from one fishery to another and clearly defines how
gear should be stored.

Proposal 255, 256: I oppose
All fishermen should have the same opportunity with no special privileges.

Proposals 257, 258: I support
Gillnet fisheries start 12:00 pm Sunday. Fishers must currently choose

between earning a livelihood or the valued family building and structuring
activity of Sabbath worship. It's important to instill good core values and
ethics in today's youth. This places us at odds when we teach one thing but
are forced to do another.

Historically some areas in SE opened noon Sunday while others
opened noon Monday. Evidently this caused higher speculative fishing
pressure in the areas that opened first. To solve this problem managers
sought uniformity in opening times, unfortunately the moved all areas to
Sunday opening instead of Monday.

A good compromise action would be to open the fishery at 6:00 am
Monday. Having plenty of daylight in the summer months an early start
Monday morning should not be debilitating to participants.

Proposal 266: I oppose
Re-alocative. This proposal would allow expansion of fishing into areas
where fish stocks are already fully utilized by other gear groups.

Public Comment # 15



Proposal 286: I support (
As an 8-year employee of Alaska Airlines I have seen many blatant abuses
of Alaska's bag and possession laws. Quite simply put there are more people
in the U.S. than there are fish so harvest limits must be established. Alaska's
possession limits are very old and do not take into account updated
transpOliation access and opportunity. While being somewhat liberal and
allowing ample opportunity this proposal ensures Alaska's precious
resources are not wasted or squandered.

Proposal289: I support
This proposal would allow for ample harvest oppOliunity while ensuring
against waste and allow for better management.

Proposal 294: I support
Terminal harvest areas were established to allow commercial harvest of
hatchery fish by gear groups who paid to rear those fish. Most commercial
fishing methods do not blend well with sport fishing and this leads to gear
conflicts. Commercial fishers paid for those fish and should be allowed to
fish unencumbered. Sport fishers have ample opportunity in the common
property areas, there should be a distinction between fishing and harvesting. (

Proposal 296: I support
Electric reels and electric jigging machines cannot be defined as fair fishing
methods the same a gillnets and seines would not. They allow fishing in
much deeper water which would lead to excess mortality as deep water
species are exploited.

Proposal 307: I support
While 30 days might be too long, subsistence and personal use seafood is
being consumed and exported by nonresident guided fishers. Shrimp and
crab pots are routinely set and fished by lodge personnel using guide boats.
While this practice is illegal it is hardly enforced. Until such times as a better
management plan evolves local resources must be protected from over
exploitation.

Proposal 308: I support
Countless crab and shrimp pots are deployed by lodge personal for use client
use and export. Local shrimp stocks are extremely impacted when shrimp
pots stay in the water all summer.

Public Comment # 75---'-=----



Proposal 309: I support
An allocation needs to be established because of the increased growth of this
fishery with no management plan in place to ensure over-harvest in years of
low abundance. An allocation is also necessary because of over-harvest of
Coho Salmon by a user group (charter) who have taken no pains or money's
to raise these fish.

Proposal310: I support
It takes 2 years to compile sport fish catch data. While that might be fine for
the relatively small harvest of the unguided industry, managers need more
real-time data to monitor and manage the guided industry. This proposal
simply gives managers access to this data without much burden on the
guided industry.

Proposals 312 and 313: I support
As an employee of Alaska Airlines I have seen many abuses of our precious
fish resource by charter fishelmen. Most Charter guides have no empathy for
resource management; they are only concerned about client management.
Please give enforcement all the tool they need to adequately protect our
resources. This only ensures we have plenty for future sport fishelmen.

~/.4
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In Reference to Proposals 255 & 256BoAADS February 1,2009

As a SE giIInetter I am opposed to any proposal that allocates
more time and gear to any individuals for any reason. The reason
for salmon limited entry was to limit the fishing effort for
management purposes. There is no biological basis for this
proposal and it may put some fishermen at an economic
disadvantage.

It is not a good idea. There are already numerous ways for
fishermen to invest further in their operations without doing so to
the detriment of others in a given gear group.

Sincerely,

/f!I:/~JJ1~
Michael Medalen 1.-
F/VVixen
Box 969
Petersburg, AK99833
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February 1, 2009

Dear Board of Fish Members,

RECEIVE:

fEIHU12009

SOMDS

(

As a sE Alaska Gillnetter and boat owner, I am strongly
opposed to both proposals 255 and 256. I fish Districts 6,8
and 11, and believe overcrowding is a non-issue. Allowing one
person to own and operate 2 gillnet permits will encourage fleet
monopolization and create more animosity and competition in an
already highly competitive fishery. It will also immediately
activate all inactive permits, by putting a high demand on those
unused permits. This will likely cause the price for the permits
to skyrocket, making it almost impossible for a young person such
as myself to enter into and compete in the gillnet fishery. If
passed. I think these proposals will benefit the minority who (
already own or are capable of purchasing a second permit.
while hurting the majority who moy not be able to afford the
second permit.

Thank you for your time,

Sara Stoner
FIV Harbor Mist
P.O. Box 394
Petersburg, AK 99833

(

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 1:59PM
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To Whom It May Concern,

'f:I.ECElvr=-'- .

rEB 0 320091 .

80ARDS

We are opposed to Propositions 255 and 256 coming before the Board this Spring.
Having worked in the fisheries business in Petersburg for over 30 years, we feel this
would not be a good thing for the fisheries.

Sincerely,

~£ p 9-<

N-l1tU~ }A.~
Dennis and Kellie Jones
POBox 1528
Petersburg, Alaska 99833
(907) 772-4759

Public Comment # ·1g
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(
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game

Fax: 907-465-6097

To members ofthe Board.

FEB 032009

BOARDS

I = a commercial fishennan and have been for over 30 years, Most ofmy fishing has
been in Southeast Alaska from Dixon Entrance to Cape Suckling though I have fished in
the Bering Sea and the Western Gulf. I have commercially 10ngHned, trolled and
dinglebared, I am also a sport fisherman and have been since arriving in Alaska in the
winter of 1973, The following are my Comments on BOF Proposals for Southeast Alaska

and Yakutat 2009.

Proposal #333

I am opposed to an increase in GHL in any area except East Yakutat.
The population in East Yakutat appem's to be on the increase. I believe Staff can verify
that. That is not the case in the rest of the Southeast region, I fish in all Southeast

districts-

Proposal #334

I run opposed to this proposal. There are no surveys oflingcod populations and the
commercial harvest may reflect the true availability oflingcod. Demand for these fish by
one user group is not reason enough to overtum the work ofthe Lingcod Task Force
commissioned by this board nor is demand reason enough to reallocate resource.
Furthennore sport catch experienced a significant decline oflingcod in area SSEOC ,
Table 333-1 pg 361 of Department Comments shows a 15,000 lb decline in catch by sport
from 2007 to 2008. I don't believe that there was any management change in that year.
Further complicating this issue is that buyers in Southern Southeast have been paying
half of what Northem buyers have been paying for the directed fishery while the price of
fuel has doubled and quadrupled in recent years. That I believe is changing. Prices on the
Southern end are improving while the price of fuel is half ofwhat it was last summer.

One final point. The only good lingcod fishing in recent years has been in BYAK where
there is no sport effort.

(
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Proposal #335

ADF&G SITKA NO. 5400 P. 2

I oppose #335. I think that the author of this proposal would probably withdraw it if he
could. The net effect of 335 would be to reallocate fish from sport to the directed fishery.

Proposal #337

I oppose 337. It's hard to ask for more fish when one hasn't caught one's own by-catch.
When and why would you implement this? The directed lingcod fishery ends on
Noven1ber 30. At what time do you decide there is a surplus?

Proposal #339

I am opposed. Large ground fish are female. Ifwe want to protect the ground fish
resource we've got to stop targeting spawning females, It has been shown that the larger
females are more successful spawners than less mature fish. This Proposal would create a
hook and release fishery targeting large females.

Proposal #340

I oppose this proposal. I don't understand #340, It is quite a reach to say that rockfish
populations and habitat will be reduced if nothing is done.

Matthew Donohoe
P.O. Box 3114
Sitka Ak., 99835

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 1:50PM
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Ron Ski::> Searl«;

From:
To:
Sent:
SUbJect:

"Ron Skip Sparks" <skip@theoregonshore.com>
<SKIP@theoregonshore.com>
Tuesday, February 03, 2009 10:31 AM
PROPOSAL 255- 5 Me 33.331 & PROPOSAL 256 .. 5 aac 33,31.

(

I HAVE G1U..NETrED SINCE 1977 AND I SEE ABSOLUTELY NO REASON ON
EARTH FOIt A PERSON TO STACK PERMITSlII TO START WITH MOST OF
TIlE PEOPI.E THAT WANT TO START THIS ALREADY OWN 2 PERMITS AND
ARE JUST ,OUT RIGHT GREEDY, I DON'T WANT SOMEONE NEXT TO ME
FISHING WITH A NET 100 FATHOMS LONGER THERE ARE ALREADY TO
MANY PROBLEM TRYING TO FIT NETS IN THE AREAS WE FISHIIlf THEN
THERE ARE ALL THE HATCHERY AREAS WHeRE WE ALREADY HAVE
OPENINGS THAT CAN GO AS MUCH AS 7 DAYS A WEEK SO I DON'T SEE
WHERE Eln"RA TIME IS NEEDED FOR ANYBODY, WHAT ARE THEY GOING
TO WANT IIlIS TO TIE UP SO THEY CAN GO OUT AND FISH BY THEMSELVES???

I KNOW A FEW PEOPLE IN BRISTOL BAY THAT ARE DEALING WITH THIS
ISSUE AND THEY ABSOLUTELY HATE HOW THAT HAS TURNED OUTIn SOME
REALLY G~JOD FRIENDSHIPS HAVE BEEN RUINED OVER THIS LAWIII WE
HAVE DONiE JUST FINE THE WAY THINGS ARE RIGHT NOW IT KEEPS EVERYTHING
ON A Nice EVEN KEEL AND GIVES NO ONE THE UPPER HAND, THE PERSON
THAT PUT;; IN THE TIME AND EFFORT MAKES THE M05TIII SO IFYOU THINK
YOU NEED: A LONGER NET OR MORE TIME WHY DON'T YOU TRY WORKING
A UTILE HARDER AND SEe HOW THAT WORKSIIII I CAN'T EVEN IMAGINE
HOW SCRIEWED UP LINE FISHING WOULD BECOME WITH DIFFERENT LENGTH
NETS OR illIG SETS IN THe HATCHERY AREAS WHERE SOMETIMES 200
FATHOMS /CAN BE A PROBLEM TO MANAGE!n

ANOTHERIISSUE IN $OUTHEASTWITH A 300 FATHOM NET IS ALL OF THE FERRY
AND CRUI:6E SHIP TRAFFIC IN ALREADY TIGHT AREAS WOULD BE A NIGHTMAREIII
I THINK THE SHIP CAPTAINS WOULD TELL YOU THIS IS A DUMB IDEA IF THEY
WERE TO ~EAO THE PROPOSALS WHICH THEY WILL PROBABLY NEVER seEm

THIS IDEA,IIS JUST PLAIN STUPID AND SHOULD ABSOLUTELY BE VOTED DOWNIII

TIlANKS
RON SPAfI:KS JR
FN GROWlLER

(

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3, 1:49PM
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SilkaLIO

Proposal 200 - SUPPORT
The Board of Fish in 2003 passed a proposal to include area 13A to be part of
the Sitka Sound sac roe fishery.ADFG believing that 13A herring are part of the
aggregate stock composition of 136 herring.

51:;1" Fax Note 7671 1)"02. - S-0 YltaSb,l> 3
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I ask the following, to the Board and ADF&G staff:

1)How does ADF&G know the 13A Salisbury Sound herring are part of the Sitka
Sound herring aggregate?
2)By fishing on a stock of herring which could be a separate stock (i.e. 13A
herring), could ADF&G be endangering the health of that stock?

I beleive by using the 13A herring as a cushion or buffer to take pressure off the
Sitka Sound stocks we could be endangering a potantial separate stock of
herring. 13A was fished 4 years, 1989, 1999,2002, &2006.

I suggest to the Board to direct ADF&G to initiate studies in order to
determine stock assessment and composition on 13A herring.The funding could
come from proceeds which are generated from the winter bait harvest that goes
toward managing the sac roe fishery. If more herring is needed to create funding
for such a project it could be considered an investment toward better
management decisions.

John Murray, 224 Observatory St. Sitka, AK

Proposal 204 • Support.

I support the direction of this proposal.ln the Sitka Sound sac roe fishery. There
are many, many test sets before and during the fishery. It is thought by many
Sitkans that the test fishing is excessive and unaccountable. Dead loss tal<es
place. It causes added stress and distrust between ADF&G staff and local
Sitkans.

I would suggest to the Board of Fish that one way to alleviate this would be for
the ADF&G staff to initiate thorough monitoring of the test fishing.This would
include on sight staff above and below the water to monitor the dead loss. Some
method of viewing the area under the test fishing vessels would be
advantageous, to see if test fishery is actually causing undue and unaccountable
mortality on the herring as many allege.

If funding is needed, this could be accommodated via the winter bait harvest in
Sitka Sound which take place to help fund management of the sac roe fishery.

Lets work this issue out to see once and for all to see if a problem exist,so it can
be managed or put to rest.

John Murray 224 Observatory S1. Sitka AK ~rl--..-~

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 1: 54PM
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The Board of Fish in 2003 passed a proposal to include area 13A to be part of
the Sitka Sound sac roe fishery.ADFG believing that13A herring are part of the
aggregate stock composition of 138 herring.

I ask the following, to the Board and ADF&G staff:

1)How does ADF&G know the 13A Salisbury Sound herring are part of the Sitka
Sound herring aggregate?

2)By fishing on a stock of herring which could be a separate stock (I.e. 13A
herring), could ADF&G be endangering the health of that stock?

I beleive by using the 13A herring as a cushion or buffer to take pressure off the
Sitka Sound stocks we could be endangering a potantial separate stock of
herring. 13A was fished 4 years, 1989, 1999, 2002, & 2006

I suggest to the Board to direct ADF&G to initiate studies in order to determine
stock assessment and composition 011 13A herring.The funding could come from
proceeds which are generated from the winter bait harvest that goes toward
managing the sac roe fishery. If more herring is needed to create funding for such (
a project it could be considered an investment toward better management
decisions

Please see proposal 217. Will the quality of of the resource harvested or
products produced be improved? I believe ADF&G's logic stated here could
be a danger to the area13A herring especciallyif 13A herring prove to be a
separate stock from13B.

John Murray, 224 Observatory st. Sitka AK C)'''r1-.-~

Proposal 244··0ppose

I support 5ACC 33.364,its orginal intent is still good.Gear groups are currently
working out allocation percentages at the Board of Fish,Regional Planning Team
levels. If you 1001< at the reasons for including PNP aquaculture association that
don't receive enhancement tax revenue historically the rational still hold
true. Pulling DIPAC out of the allocation formula will form a private club/hatchery
for the gillnet fleet.

I would like the Board of Fish to reiterate their support for the S.E. Enhanced
Salmon Allocation Plan and state their support for the Industry Consensus
statement of Dec.9 2008. (
John Murray 224 Observatory 81. Sitka, AK

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 1:54PM ~/4
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Proposal 245 -.Oppose

Modifying the enhanced salmon allocation plan comes with an array of
problems.Allocation being foremost,this proposal will cause unneeded division
between gear groups and increased workloads to sort the reallocation out.This a
snake in the grass proposal which is suppose to benifit all gear types. Its really a
fish grab.

John Murray 224 Observatory 51. Sitka AK C)iM- ~

Proposal 2S9-Support

This is a proposal which will help enforcement of bag and possession
limits. Details would need to be worked out in committee with affected gear
groups.

John Murray 224 Observatory st, Sitka AK 1<.h-~

My Proposal 296 is not meant to become a regulation and is not meant to harass or hinder the
sport oharter operators. I look at it as advisory in nature. My hopeful outcome would be to have a
workgroup formed or have the Board of Fish charge the ADF&G sport staff to come up With a
plan to work on issues surrounding eatch and reiease in the sport charter industry.

My reasons for writing this proposal 8[e:

1) first and foremost is the conservation of our Chinook and Silver salmon stocks, the two
species most sought after and highly utilized in Southeast Alaska's hook and line sport and troll
fisheries.

2) to reduoe mortality in order to move more spawners up their natal rivers or streams with the
potential of more salmon in the future. This could ease alioeation issues.

3) t6 reduce conflict between the charter and commercial fleets. Creating more saimon and
opportunity should reduoe conflict.

4) to "raise the bar." There are charter fishermen who currently use techniques which reduce
handling and undue catch and release mortality. What needs to be done is to make these
techniques the common practice for the sport charter industry.

5) to urge the ADF&G staff and the charter industry to take a more proactive role on this issue. If
catch and release is to be a legal end common practice, the managers and users should look at
being progressive in the way sport fishing is done.

FYI: There are four proposal's dealing with catch and release and mortality (222,295,301,302)
mine being the only one that doesn't call for regulatory action.

Lastly Alaska's management of it's fish resources is looked upon as some of the best in the world
because of the Board of Fish process, Fish & Game Advisory Committees, ADF&G staff and the
many users Who work to keep our stocks healthy and abundant.To my way of thinking this
proposal is a step in that tradition, a wise use of the resource and a good management decision.

John Murray, FN Loran, 224 Observatory Street, Sitka AK 99835 9.,.A"" ~
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Proposal-310-Support

This proposal is the direction ADF&G sport division needs to go.lt will have
benifits such as accountabity.timeliness and enforceability.

John Murray 224 Observatory st. Sitka. 9~ ~

Proposal 320 -support

Supporting this proposal would have little affect on the Summer chinook fishery
because the number of chinook caught in the Spring troll fishery would not result
in significant additional catch.The benifits of this proposal are: 1) supplying the
markets when prices are generally higher2)helping the full time troller make a
I1ving(mostly Alaska residents).

I see this as a good investment in our usage of chinook salmon.lf this some how
gets out of hand, in three years the Board of Fish could reverse this action.

John Murray 224 Observatory St., Sitka, AK 9,,0-1.-..~
(

(
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Comments on Southeast and Yakutat Finfish Proposals Before the Board of Fish
Submitted by Lance Preston

PO BOX 6416 Sitka, AK 99835
YES on Propositions 286/ 287, 288, 289, 310, and 311/312

,
o..:s: <:\.)

/i; ~l
v ~«; ..
~ ~ ;;,-/ As a salmon troller [ am proud to be involved in what I have long hoped and

t~(,ii ~elieved to be a well managed and sustainable fishery, and for this I realize I have many
old-time fishermen to thank for having been worthy stewards of the resource, as well as
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game which has for decades skillfully managed and
protected perhaps the greatest fisheries resources on the planet. I grew up on the Easl
Coast where over-fishing and poor management led to the near or complete collapse of
many once prolific fisheries, and I submit my comments on these proposals out of the
sincerest wish never to see anything remotely similar occur here in Southeast Alaska
where I live and where I've fished for the last 15 years.

I believe in the continued commitment ofthe commercial fleet in general, and the
troll fleet in particular, to work with ADFG and the Board of Fish to maintain the health
and sustainabillty of the fisheries resource, and believe it is a merit of the fleet's
commitment and the Department's well executed science that Alaska salmon has been
certified by the internationally recognized Marine Stewardship Council. In keeping wilh
this well earned distinction, and with Alaska's deserved reputation for well managed
fisheries (a reputation crucial to Alaska's number one source ofincome outside ofoil)
nol only should the commercial fleet maintain its long-standing commitment to
conservation, but so too must the guided sport fishing sector, the relative new kid on the
block, which consistently exceeds its guide harvest levels and works under comparatively
flimsy regulations while growing rapidly as an industIy. Their harvests should be
accurately counted so the Department can incorporate the data into their carefully
calculated management plans. Also, just as enforcement is and has been necessary to
keep the commercial sector honest, so too is it plainly necessary 10 impose equally
stringent enforcement policies upon the guided sector. Unlike the Department and the
commercial fleet which have been responsIble for the resource since statehood, the
charter fleet, being relatively new, has done little or nothing to earn Alaska its reputation
.fi,r suslainability. Under-regulated as it currently is, it may now actually compromise that
reputation. If the Board ofFish adopts either proposal 286 or 287, as well as proposals
288,289,310, and either 311 or 312, the sooner those in the guided sector can realize and
fulfill their own responsibilities as stewards.

Props. 286 and 287 seek to redefine possession limit definitions for sport caught fish.
Props. 288 and 289 would require nonresident anglers to have non-transferable harvest
records in possession while fishing for coho, and amend language concerning bag limits.
Prop. 310 seeks to develop a fish ticketing system to track guided sport caught harvests.
Props. 311 and 12 would allow enforcement 10 access vessels, lodges and processing
facilities to effectively monitor charter catches.

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 1 1:56 PM
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Comment on BOP Proposal 225 and 294
NO on 225 and YES on 294
Submitted by Lance Preston

PO Box 6416
Sitka, AK 99835

(

I've been a troll skipper since the summer of 2001. That means that for every $100
I've earned trolling for salmon since 2001, $3 wenl toward salmon enhancement. Il has
been a very substantial sum of money I've contributed thus far. I and my fellow
commercial salmon fishermen pay for the hatcheries and the salmon those hatcheries
produce. The guided sport sector does not contribute to the hatcheries, but nonetheless
cHtches a good deal of hatchery fish. Now one oftheir reprcsentatives, apparently not
satisfied with this arrangement highly tilted in their favor, has made a proposal, 225. to
have their king salmon bag limits doubled in hatchery areas. I am opposed to this
proposal. unless perhaps the guided sport sector wants to finally begin contributing an
equitable portion of their earnings to thc hatcheries for a change. In the meantime, I'm
more inclined to put my support behind proposal 294, which would quite reasonably bar
the charter sector from fishing in designated hatchery zones for lish the commercial
~ector pays {(Jr.

I would have likely been silent about my support for prop.294 were it nol1or lhe
outrageous audacity of prop. 225. (

(

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 1:56PM
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Comment on Proposal 320 before the Board offish
YES on Prop. 320

Submitted by Lance Preston
PO BOX 6416

Sitka, AK 99835

-e-0<:.i:~
1i(-v V· ~s a troller and an Alaska resident, I am in favor of Prop. 320. Evenly distributing king
'"~~ qyoJa's throughout the year will maintain higher prices for the product, allowing more to
" ~pg() out Iresh. Extending winter king quota overages into the spring fisheries makes good

economic sense for the troll fleet.

Comment on all proposals concerning conservation and the sustalnability
of the sac roc herring fishery: Props. 199,200,203, and 204

Submitted by Lance Preston

llUn concerned that the sac roc herring fishery may not be managed conservatively
enough. Jam happy thalthe fishery exists lind that those participating are quite
successful. But the herring fishery is special because illargets a feed-fish, low in the
food chain. that nearly all commercial and subsistence finfish species rely upon.
Therefi)re commercial 8almon Jishennen, longJiners, the guided sport sector, recreational
anglers. and local subsistence fishennen all have a crucial stake in the herring Jishery
being exceedingly carefully managed. Old timers of this regIon talk about the days when
the herring spawn colored most of the Baranofand Chichagof coasts. Obviously those
days are oyer. Please be diligent in protecting the future ufthe sac roe herring fishery
and the continued health of the herring stocks by considering Proposals 199,200.203.
and 204,

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3, 1:56 PM
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KETCHIKAN GUIDED SPORTF1SH ASSOCIATION
PO Box 7334 - Ketchikan. AK 999010

Saturday, January 31, 2009

Attn: BOF Comments
ADF&G
PO Box 11 5526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465·6094

RE: BOF Finfish Proposals
Comments by KGSA

Dear Board Members:

RECENED

FEBlU2009

OOAROS

(

The Ketchikan Guided Sportfish Association (KGSA) Is a Ketchikan organization
comprised of local Alaskan resident sport fishing guides. We have approximately 40
members in our organization. The following comments were made by our members
concerning local area proposals that will affect bur community.

Proposal 220 - Adjust allocation to guided sport fishery by amount over or under
previous year's allocation.
Oppose,
Current In season management is based on commercial catches which give a very good
indication of what sport fishermen are catching. Guided sport fishermen submit daily log (
books to ADFG weekly. The log book data provides very detailed information on the
areas fished, effort, and catch &release numbers by species. If this information is
needed for in-season management it is already exists and could be compiled as needed..

Proposal 222 - Close guided sport fishery in areas of high king abundance during years
01 low overall abundance. . .
Oppose.
This proposal is discriminatory against guided sport fisherman vs. non-gUided. The
example article of a huge day of catch & release is a very isolated and uncommon
occurrence, which does not authorize such drastic measures.

Proposal 226 - Double bag limits in hatchery troll access corridors In the Ketchikan area.
Support
This proposal would give all southern southeast inside sport fisherman a chance to
harvest hatchery kings for which they finance approximately 50% through the sales of
fishing licenses and king stamps. According to ADF&G, the hatchery troll access
corridors support 50% to 75% hatchery fish vs. treaty fish from late May through the end
of June, however sport fishermen are unable to harvest these fish due to stringent bag
limits designed for areas of higher proportions of treaty fish.

Proposal 286/287 - Define possession limit as the maximum number of preserved fish a
person may have until returning to domicile.
Oppose,
This proposal Is purposely designed to redefine the possession limit as an annual limit
for non-resident sport fishermen at the detriment of lodges and charter fishermen. The (

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 1: 44PM
Public Comment #-_...;M:::.........:..__
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KETCHIKAN GUIDED SPORTFISH ASSOCIATION
PO Box 7334 - Ketchikan, AK 999010

authors claim that there Is a loop hole In the current definition, however it is clear that the
possession limit was never intended to be an annual limit. These proposals also claim
that recent technology has made it possible for fishermen to preserve more fish to take
home but we are not sure what this means as freezers have been around for decades.

ATA claims that there is a probiem with large numbers 01 sport caught fish being
transported out of the region. Are we not to believe that the 90% allowable resource
harvest taken by commercial fishermen is not transported out of the region?

ATA claims that ADFG & enforcement will benefit from this proposal; however this
proposal if adopted would make it extremely difficult for enforcement officers to

. determine how many pieces of frozen steaks make up a single fish to determine If an
angler was transporting a legal possession limit.

ATA also claims that the resource would benefit, however since there is not a
conservation issue with these fish the reduced catch by guided sport fishermen would
typically be aliocated to the troll fleet because ADFG manages at 100% of ailowable
harvest. When there are true conservation issues ADFG has toois to deal with this by
decreased daily bag limits.

ATA claims that there is a problem with no in season management for guided sport fish.
ADFG manages in season with commercial harvest numbers. Since the commercial
catch is 90% why would ADFG waste their time tabuiating catch statistics from 5% 01 the
effort? What timely and important new information could this possibly provide them?
Guide log books with detailed catch information are turned into ADFG weekly but aren't
tabulated until end of season because data from such a small percentagf,3 of the total
harvest is not useful for in season management.

The actual intent of this proposal is to reallocale guided angler fish to the troll fleet as we
can see no other purpose for this toxic proposal. .

Proposal 290 ~ Reduce retention of Steelhead.
Support

Proposal 294 - Close regional aquacuiture assoc, terminal harvest areas to guided sport
harvest of salmon species not financed by state.
Oppose.
This punitive proposal seeks to alienate a single user group from participating ina
fishery based on funding allocations. Sport fiShermen finance approximately 67% of the
king salmon production in southern southeast hatcheries and take less than 20% of the
fish. So to be fair should the commercial troller's hatchery king salmon catch be reduced
to 33%7 It is important that all user groups work together to suppor! enhancement of the
resource and in the end it will benefit us ail.

Proposal 296 - modify definition of sport fishing gear for Southeast Alaska area.
Oppose
Electric reels are used by handicap and the elderly as a means to exercise there right to
sport fish for species such as halibut. Fishing for slope fish Is just another opportunity
and it is time spent not fishing for other species. If there is a conservation concern
ADFG can address it with daily limits like all other species, not by making more gear
regulations that would harm other sport fishermen not even targeting these species.

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 1:44PM
Public Comment #:.-..),~~4_--,,_
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KETCHIKAN GUIDED SPORTFISH ASSOCIATION
PO Box 7334 - Ketchikan. AK 999010

[t is frustrating to listen 10 commercial gear groups claim they own a species because
Ihey have an IFQ. This is simply unconstitutional. .

Proposal 297.298 - Definition of sport fishing rods ahd reels.
Support
Electric reels are currently allowed in the sport fishery .j1owever there needs to be a clear
defln[tion for enforcemenl purposes. .

Proposal 301 - Require barbless hooks for salmon catch and release fishing.
Oppose
This would require an enforcement officer 10 determine the intenlion of a fishermen and
release of a fish is always a possibility. This may actually encourage people to release a
bleeding fish instead of counting it against their limit because a swallowed hook could
more. easily be removed from the gills.

If the intent of this proposal Is to reduce catch and release mortality than it should also
include commercial trollers as they release 8 times as many salmon as sport fishermen.

Proposal 302 - No catch and release fishing.
Oppose
Catch and release fishing has Its place and Is practiced all over the world. Many people
off of cruise ships want to spend the day fishing but don't wanl to spend $300 to send
home two fish so they release lheir catch which would ,have otherwise been killed.
Which scenario has more mortality? ..

Proposal 304 - Prohibit removing from water, steelhead under 36".
Oppose -
Sometimes it is necessary to remove a fish from the water to more safely unhook it.

proposal 307 - Prohibit charter vessel use in personal use fisheries within 30 days of
use in a guided sport charter.
Oppose
This would eliminate the ability of a lifelong Alaskan to use his boat to take his family
fishing or to put up food for winter because of a career choice. Most gUides would have
to buy a separate boat to subsistence or personal use fish. This is purely punitive and
serves no other purpose than to harass guides.

Proposal 308 - Restrict subsistence and personal use fishing by lodge or charter
operators when paying clients are present.
Oppose
Many sport fishing operators have B&B's or live within their lodge. This would make it
illegal for many life long Alaskans to harvest or even store food for their families as
traditionally done in 1he pas!.

It is already currently iIIega[ to furnish subsistence or personal use fish & shell fish to
paying customers. It is also Illegai to stab or shoot a person so should we surrender all
our knives and guns as well? .

(

(

(
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KETCHIKAN GUIDED SPORTFISH ASSOCIATION
PO Box 7334 - Ketchikan. AK 999010

Proposal 309 - Establish allocation of coho salmon for guided sport fishery based on
last 10 years harvest.
Oppose
Sport fishermen currently catch about 10% of the coho. If there is a conservation issue it
can be addressed by ADFG with reduced daily bag limits.

Proposal 310 - Develop fish ticket system to monitor in season harvest within guided
sport fishery.
Oppose
ADFG manages in season with commercial harvest numbers. Since the. commercial
catch is 90% why would ADFG waste their lime tabulating catch statistics from 5% of the
effort? What timely and important new information could this possibly provide them?
Guide log books with detailed catch information are turned into ADFG weekly but aren't
tabulated until end ofseason because data from such a small percentage of the total
harvest is not useful for in season management.

This would add to the ADFG budget to hire more people to tabulate data for no apparent
reason. We are unsure why the author claims that the reSOlJrce Is suffering because the
log book data isn't immediately tabulated.

Proposal 311.312,313 - Establish regulation to allow inspection of private facilities.
Oppose
Enforcement currently has authority to board vessels and Inspect gear and catch. We
agree that access should be provided to vessels, docks and floats where sport caught
fish are landed. However we oppose thaI a remote lodge should have to give up
revenue and rooms to enforcement officers.

We adamantly oppose regulation giving enforcement a full time search warrant to go
through our private accommodations, ·freezers, cupboards etc. any time they want with
no evidence of any wrong doing. These proposals are unconstitutional; drug dealers
have more rights than this.

The authors claim that estimates of guided sport catches are poor and lacking in data.
The daily log books give detailed information on the exact number of each species
caught, anglers name and license number, location fished and hours of effort. These log
books are verified by creel census and the state wide harvest survey. How Is looking in
peoples freezers at frozen fillets going to provide' more detailed information?

Proposal 332 - Close area around Naha Bay to all bottom fishing.
Oppose
There is no scientific data to support this proposal; however near shore depletion around
communities Is not uncommon. Closing micro areas would lead to enforcement
problems. This is a protected area that many fishermen use during foul. weather. The
authors also mention absence of halibut, however halibut are migratory and do not
always hang out in the same locations year. after year. Just because someone went
fishing and didn't catch any fish is no reason to close down an area. There has to be
more scientific data tosupportthis claim. If ADF'G had a true conservation issue with
this area then we would support this proposal however ADFG admitted thatthey had no
conservation concerns here.

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 1:44PM
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KETCHIKAN GUIDED SPORTFISH ASS()C1ATION
PO Box 7334 - Ketchikan, AK 999010

Proposal 341 - increase sport allocation of DSR to 25%
Support ...
Directed DBR fisheries around the Ketchikan area all but wiped out DSR and the last
several years there has not been a directed DSR fishery In the Ketchikan vicinity. This
proposal would allow the commercial by catch to continue and would give a few more of
these fish to the sport fishermen vs. potentially opening back up a devastating fishery.
We feel these fish have a much greater value as a sport fish than when commercially
caught.

(

Proposal 343 - Open summer season for DSR fishery.
Oppose
This fishery would cause much grief between sport and DBR fishermen. Halibut by
catch could be very substantial. These arevery long lived sensitive fish and it takes
years to reestabiish them.

Proposal 368 - Establish possession limits for non-resident fishers CIt one daily bag limit
for all species
Oppose
SAFA claims that we are giving away Alaska's fish to non resident anglers; however
these people pay good money to catch. a few fish and also spend millions at local
restaurants, hotels and car rentals. We are not sure how this Is any different than
shipping out commercial caught fish for sale to nonresidents in.stores and restauiants.
The one exception is that when non-residents pay to catch their own Alaskan fish more (
money is injected into the local economy per fish.

This proposal would directly damage outfitters who offer overnight excursions for no
apparent reason other than a group claims that non-resident anglers are catching too
many fish. SAFA also claims that fish caught by non residents is being thrown out of
freezers and wasted. This is an unsubstantiated claim which amounts to a miniscule
portion of the total harvest; has no scientific basis and should not be used as evidence 10
support a proposal. If the authors are so concerned about wastage, they should pay.
more attention to their own by-catch mortality instead of worrying about a few pieces of
fish lying In the bottom of someone's freezer.

We can't identify any conseiVatlon or biological concerns that would warrant this
proposal, it seems punitive.

Sincerely,vJ~+¢r- tlM-t
~~GUideq. Sportflsh Association

(
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Board Support Section
Alaska Department of Fi,lh and. Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811
Fax: 907-465-6094
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h, -L'
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My family and I have been in;th,~ charter ~dUgtr, Billce 1989 in Klawock, and ineraig (area 2C) 80 ARe;:,
from 1993 to present. We "un 'a fiJI1 "ervice!lodg: ~ that we have built s10wly over the years as our
5 children and their abiliti",; hia-v', grown. Oiur fa ily is now adultS going to the Universities here
in Alaska with 2 Alask;l, grv,d'fal:<;s and a thvrd co ploting this spring. They have learned to work
and earn money here in AI~;ka ill tIlt: chart~r Ind .ISfly with one of ihem graduating with a degree
in Hospitality and Hotel, MJlJujgelllient.
Since 1989 our bmines" hi';;,. gjro,,", with a ~tead)' increase from approximately 60 guests to 200 in
2008, all of our custome<-s fl'e',v Alaska Airl~cs Ind from Ketchi1ain flew with Pacific Airlines or
took the Inter Island Fert)'. A (ypi<:al year OPr bo :,kings will be 90% by niid January with many
return customers, 2009 iiS v'o"il>l\ to be a m/lch different year. Over and over I am hearing from
our customers that the slate is ic,,~ting so m~ch Ot ithe limits that it is becoming less desirable to
spood the money to fish ,in Al,j.sb. A non r~side ,t pays Over $35/pouod for the fish he catches,
over half ofthat money ge11; pilt i,,,ek into tl/Ie COl unities" this dOes not include the cost of
travel to the state. By rcdudns Ii.le daily bag and possessio," limits you will increase that price per
pound enougb to Stop many pc,oWile coming ito th ,state to sportfish;
We normally employ 4 (Ifcur !farHily membiers llJ ld one non family. member guide, but
unfortunately we will ncit ~" abk to bring tI{ero a'l home for the summer due to these proposed
cuts that has many ofour c"st'!lm,")'. waitilll\ to s 'e the outcome.
We have invested close to ". miillio'll dollars!JIl in1rnstrnct:ure these past 21 years, an investment
that supports us and our cO''''rr!utl ity. Some ~f the' proposals ifaccepted by the board will greatly
jeopardize tho future ofoUt' loui"ll"'1:S and ou~ con imuni1y iliat we help support.

Thank. you for your consid,,,mti'Oll' 01. these ibsues.

'&;;.
Charles Haydu

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 1: 26PM
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Charles Haydu
P.O. Box 1043
Craig, Alaskn 99921
(907) 826-3350

I
Please note my comme:tlls ;to on. the tOl1owirlg proposed changes.
Thank you, . : r
Charles Haydu .;

Proposal 220- Oppose. L<ig lHKlks alre~dY keep track ofnumber ofChiilook and Halibut
harvested by the guided:: ~ept"'r. :' :
Proposal 238- Oppo'le. Usiin,g a seine bkJat \I ith power block and seine skiff is not a
traditional subsistenc·e pnl(!tic'~ lind taktls aw y from commwiity involvement of
subsistence lifestyle. Wbo de'!,emlines vi'hich :tinnily Oll' persons get what fish, (will one
family or person get lhe .Ids desirable ~r daolllged fish).
Proposal 253- Oppo('e. S8t bO'lis andgbar 3J e very producth'e with record catches.
Proposal 288- Oppose. T~rpi'3Iil gUide~ trip; sold to tile majority of lodges are 3 day
trips. An 18 fish limit h",; ,,;orked well l\)r s Hing trips; to CUt the Coho to 12 when all
other species have alr.o :~',eeil1 cU.t will driIstic ly reduce the number ofpeople willing to
spend the money to com" II) .~"" state a,Jd SUI port the small communities and families that
depend on the income.

Proposal 289- Guid"d e:n!llers lYl'ica1lt fish 3 days bringing home 18 silvers or less,
these fish are recorde.;! d$~l~ ih leg boo~s wit' .angler'iS name; license number, and
number offish caught iJ,<,d :j,ign"d by thd angler. This mechanism for infonnation is
delivered weekly to the f;'tafe and IrevieWed s(, the numbers an; very accurate., .

(

(

Public Comment#~
1:26PMFEB. 3,RECEIVED TIME

Proposal 294- Oppo~e~The P'llig arealhas ": new terminal Chinook pr?gram highly
supported by the 10=1 d,art,,-, mdustry, Impp"rt businesses, and non reSIdent and resident
sport fishermen who j,ai;j'l "OnacTS throu!fh th, .local fishing dert>y, and donations. Without
their support the hatchel~{vl'otfld. be strugglin ~ even more, this proposal would negatively
affect the people whohave;su:.Ilpolrted thiis no profit h:atcherywhich is not,supported by
the state or Alaska Trotll"l'll/tPosociationi
Proposal302-Oppose. A fiisJh~'l1nan sh*ld b able to release a fish if it is hooked in the
jaw area and is a margi:o;l1 J)engl!h fish, (Fel. legal).
ProposaI307-0ppost). Altlaough I do n~'t su sistence :l1sh for halibut I do like to ta1<e my
family out fishing when ~{U\'sfs an; not ~t our home. This proposal will prevent my family
to sport fish in summer l~lO:iltliJ. and suPPlY 01 much needed fish for winter. Regulations
prevent a charter captain n-,I'Il.) J:et.....ning !fish '. hile paying guests are OIl board ofany kind
even though required to pO'i:soiss a sport IlishUg license and kiJi.g stamp. To have to
purchase another boat fo:r the 'purpose ofbeir. g able to bring family members out on a day
offwould be costprolllb'ilive.
Proposal308-0ppose, No'fri;~'er.1or p~lCes d fish (unless purchaced from a store or
fish processer) can be·leg.alh' 1:II,ed for nj.eals t lodges,. only fresh fish of the day can be
uged (the anglers pers<:>nfll (lalCli). This Iiropo;a1 would again make it impossible for
famUies to supply their h"m"s with therr win:er food.

. ~
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~l"oposal 310-0pp05e. Tb,; !'ish are recorde~ daily ill log books with angJersllame,
hcense number, numbe;- of fi,;ill caught and ,,\\gned by the angler. Thi.q mechanism for
infonnation is deliver,,;! weel'dly 10 the :;tate [lIJd already established.
Proposal 333-Suppoit. Evidenc,: on the fisHng grounds shows an abundance of lingcod.
Proposal 334 - SUPpO]';' Consistently IIndeJ-utilized bycatch would greatly benefit the
guided sport fishery :and their ,;ommunities "hlch is curr:ently hamstrung with restrictions
ofone annual lingcod wltliiu 30-35" s1~)t r it. .
Proposal 335-supporL Swine reasons f~,r prcposal 334.
Proposal 336- Oppose. The i'~'\!lline bYcatc. allocation has been consistently under
harvested in the past 4 :Iears, :,0 the by batch allowance appears to !be more than
sufficient.
Proposal 337- Oppose. r},ielj'l'Ve that tile gu ded sport fishery and its communities would
by far monetarily benefit vr tl1lhis highily pri'zed sport fish as it is very marketable to non
resident anglers. .
Proposal 338- 0pp~ge.Sam," reasOnS ais for 37. ;
Proposal 339- Support. Amowing guid~d an . ern to have a chance to take a stare record
lingcod would provide II inia~htir]gtoo~ and lvould result in minor impact on an already
strong fishery. . .
Proposal 340- SUppMt. Wi1.31:e !here is ia sm; Ius not being harvested it should be
available. .
Proposal 341- Suppart. Fll'r ~el'80ns tha1t the outheast Alaska Guides Organization has
stated. ... .
Proposal 343,344- QPP'iS(I. F'J' same r~ason s as in 34L
Proposal 345,346- ()PPOS(,. This propo~al w uld encourage targeting DSR instead of

.taking them incidentailly.: .
Proposal 347- Oppo,ge. 'InJis might enc~uragr targeting of slope rock fish instead of
taking themincidenWlly ,flS:bj'cateh. : i
prop08a1351- ~uppor:..::I!'eqllilred in tJ{e sp rt fishe\)' as making sense then all fisheries
should adopt thispracl:i(,,,.. .

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3, 1: 26PM
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ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526

Juneau, AK 99811·5526

(

Dear Chairman Jensen and Members of the Board

RE: BOF proposal 200/217 '. Salisbury Sound

There is a distinct pos;;:ibility of that there is a separate stock ofPacific hening ill Salisbury
Sound. With prelimin,ary data we identified two distinct otolith core chemi,eal signatures, one in
Salisbury and the other in Sitka Sound. This data aJ ong with some anecdotal. data about the time
of spawn differences I,ead us to believe that there is a possibility of a distinct stock. We wiJI not
have any conclusive data for at least two to three years. IfSalisbury Sound stock is distinct it is
definitely a possibility that it is small and could be harmed by a commercial harvest.

Sincerely Dc Nate Bickford
(

F1ECErVED

FEB 032009

BOARDS

University 0 f Great Falls
Division of Biology
1301 20th Sirect S.
Great Falls, MT 59405

(
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Southeast Alasl<a Fishermen's Alliance
9369 North Douglas Highway
Juneau, AK 99801
Phone 907-586-6652
fax 907-523-1168 Website: http://www.seafa.erg

february 3, 2009

Beard Support Section
Alaska Dept ef fish and Game
John Jensen, Chair
1255 West 8 th Street
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

Dear Chairman Jensen and Beard of Fish Members,

RE: SE Finfish Proposals - Feb, '09

E-mail: seafa@gci.net

Southeast Alasl~a Fishermen's Alliance (SEAFA) is a multi-gear, non-profit,
membership based association representing our members involved in the salmon,
crab, shrimp and longline fisheries of Southeast Alaska. Since we have all gear
groups, gillnet, troll and seine represented in our association, we have not at this
time commented on Some proposals that are allocative between commercial gear
groups or within a group where we have members on both sides of the issue, As we
stated in our oral testimony in Petersburg, we strongly believe that the most
important consideration is to maintain sustainable fisheries and that accurate
accounting for all species by all sectors including recreational is necessary in order
to maintain sustainable fisheries. Thank you for your consideration of the
information provided and our opinions.

Our comments on the proposals are listed by numerical order.

Proposal #137: Support - SEAFA submitted and supports this proposal. T!lis
proposal does not have to be complicated and list multiple species but can be
written as specified, We believe that this is precautionary management at best in
that you protect the species prior to problems occurring. Creel samplers don't
always notice an increase of harvest on a particular species since they aren't
stationed at remote lodges and locations. The Statewide harvest survey also
doesn't pick up an increase in a harvest of species since anything not specifically

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 2:50PM
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listed is lumped together under ·other". The word bucket should not be considered
as the. measurement for herring but instead it should read 5 gallons or a similar
measurement such as used in shrimp which is measured by pounds or quarts. In
addition to a two fish daily bag limit for other species, the Board of Fish may wish
to take and specify a daily bag, possession limit and annual limit for blackcod as a
separate action from the other species.

Proposal #138/368: Support - SEAFA submitted and supports this proposal but
after listening to the discussion at the Petersburg shellfish meeting would suggest
amending the proposal. We would request that instead of implementing a one
daily bag limit for non-residents the Board of Fish consider annual limits for all
finfish species fOF non-residents if no action is to be taken on pFoposal #286.
The current possession law is meaningless as currently w·ritten.

(

Proposal #199: Oppose - SEAFA opposes the closure of all commercial herring
fisheries. The data we reviewed does not show the need to close the fisheries.
The stocks are carefully managed by ADFG with a dive survey assessment method.
ADFG has assured us that the stocks are stable and that in the areas where a
fishery is conducted that there is 0 harvestable surplus and the stocks are healthy
The Whale population continues to grow which is a sign that there is sufficient
resource available. In regards to the comments made in the proposal, less salmon (
can also as easily be explained by a huge increase in the sport fishery (guided and
assisted ungUided) that is not being fully occounted for. It's true that the halibu'f
are growing slower than they used to in previous years but IPHC and other
management agencies have yet to determine why this is occurring but poSsibilities
include competition byarrowtooth flounder, weather/climate changes or other
possibilities.

Proposal #200: Oppose - This proposal requests that Area 13 A Salisbury sound
herring fishery be closed. We oppose the closure of commercial fisheries. ADFG
currently does stock assessments for herring and determines the harvestable
surplus. The information from the petition for an ESA listing of Lynn Canal herring
considered all stocks in Southeast Alaska to be one population stock (discre1'e
population segment) and that individual areas of Soutneast Aloska did not qualify os
individual populations. The Commercial herring fishery in Southeast Alaska was
worth more than $16 million in 2008 according to the staff comments in figure 199
1.

Proposal #219: Oppose - SEAFA opposes the listing of Bradfield Canal King salman
as a stock of concern. The Dept would have brought this to the attention of the
Board of Fish if they thought it should be listed or qualified as a stock of concern

(
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during the October work-session. The Dept has stated in their staff comments
that the Bradfield Canal King salmon do riot meet the criteria as a stock of concern.

Proposal # 221: Oppose - SEA FA believes that it is very appropriate to manage non
resident sport fisheries differently thari the limits for Alaskan residents. In
addition the non-resident bag limit has always been smaller than the resident limit
so the premise of this proposal does not make sense to us.

Proposal #222: Support - SEAFA supports dosing the areas of high I<ing salmon
abundance to the guided sport fishery during years of low king salmon abundance as
a conservation measure to prevent additional mortality associated with catch and
release when stocks are already at low levels. The commercial troll fishery is
closed to the taking of all salmon in the high abundance areas to minimize the
mortality associated with release of salmon. This same attitude in times of low
abundance for the gUided sport fisheries should be considered to reduce the
amount of mortality when fish stocks are at low abundance levels.

Proposal #224: Amend - SEAFA could support this proposal to allow an exemption
during the Golden North King Salmon Derby if an amendment was adopted with
conceptual wording that the "exemption was for during the 3 days of the Golden
North King Salmon Derby in August". Exempting the whole month because the
dateS of the derby aren't known is too significant of 0. change when trying to
manage within an allocation during years of lowabundclnce. We would caution that
the number of treaty salmon caught in this area would likely increase substantially
if there was a different bag limit in this area for the whole month versus a couple
of days.

Proposal #225: Oppose - SEAFA opposes this proposal to double the bag limits for
king salmon in all hatchery troll access corridors for sport fishermen. These
hatchery troll access areas were developed to provide the trollers access to the
king salmon that are raised for this gear group and paid for with salmon
enhancement tax. The trollers are Significantly below their allocation of hatchery
fish according to 5AAC 33.364. Increasing recreational harvest of hatchery raised
king salmon for the troll fleet is a factor in the inability of the troll fleet to reach
their allocation share of enhanced fish. Industry is starting to question whether
these fish should even be raised. King salmon are incredibly expensive to raise and
why should we support these programs when the gear group meant to benefit is
prevented from accessing the fish and the recreational sector is benefiting by
higher bag limits. We acknowledge that ADFG sport fish division does contribute
to some of the king salmon projects but there are many that they don't contribute
to and the funding received from ADFG does not fully pay for the programs they do
contribute towards.

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3, 2:50PM
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(

Proposal #226: Oppose - SEAFA opposes doubling the bag limits in all troll access
corridors for May and June in the Ketchikan area. Our reasons are similar to some
of the ones stated above. Some of the Ketchikan king releases are jointly paid for
by the hatchery (commercial enhancement tax and cost recovery) and ADFG sport
fish funds and both groups are currently benefiting from the releases.

Proposal #234: Oppose - SEAFA opposes the request to change the amount
necessary for subsistence use, A higher ANS does not match the harvest amounts
currently being taken as shown in Table 235-1 of staff comments.

Proposal #235: Support ConceptiAmend - SEAFA supports the need for accurate
accounting of all harvests in order to maintain sustainable fishery resources, A
commissioner's permit should not be used for the registration and reporting of
harvests but a system should be developed for accurate accounting. A harvest
record should be required as pari' of a permitting system as currently occurs with
salmon subsistence fisheries.

Proposal #238: Oppose - SEAfA opposes the idea of having a purse seine vessel
harvest the subsistence needs of the community especially if the area is not
strictly confined to the Klawock River area. With a seine vessel it would be (
difficult to harvest strictly sockeye salmon only and in numbers small enough. For
example the community harvest permit for Redoubt (5 AAC 01.760 (d) and (e») has
a daily posseSSion limit of 500 salmon or the daily limit per household whichever is
less. That fishery does not allow a seine vessel to harvest under the community
harvest permit. Nor does it seem that a seine vessel would be very cost effective
for harvesting 500 salmon or less.

Proposal #239: Oppose - SEAFA opposes the closure of subsistence fishing at
Falls Lak.e and Gut Bay. According to the staff comments, the Dept does not have a
concern and believes that the subsistence fishery is sustainable with the current
flexible management available under current law.

Proposal #243: Support - SEAFA supports allowing the uSe of rod and reel for
subsistence fishing for rockfish and lingcod. It is very possible as stated in the
proposal that leSS harvest or fish will be wasted because they will quit fishing when
they rooch the quantity needed and not harvest more than is desired by setting
longline gear. If enforcement has objections due to determining whether they are
a subsistence fisherman or sport fishermen is pretty Simple - look at their sport
fish license and if they are an Alaskan resident, they are subsistence with the
subsistence bag limit and if they are a non-resident it is a sport fish bag limit or

(
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you could require a subsistence fisherman wishil1g to use rod and reel instead of
longline gear for ling cod and rockfish they need to register with the Department.

Proposal #244 - 246; SEAfA supports the Joint RPT consensus on hatchery
allocation proposals. See Attachment A. In regards to Proposal #246 we would
make the additional comment that throughout the permitting process for this
enhancement project it was clarified that management of the traditional common
properiy fisheries would not be modified numerous times. We have the RPT
minutes where this is stated for several of the meetings when Coffman Cove
permits were discussed with us at the meeting if you would like to view them.

Proposal #247: Support - SEAFA supports this proposal that ADFG submitted as
housekeeping to update the closed water section for trolling so that emergency
orders do not have to be written every year.

Proposal #249 - 252: Support - SEAfA supports all these proposals that deal with
the issue of dually licensed vessels and gear requirements. SEAFA submitted
proposal #251 and feel that our explanation in this proposal explains the issue and
we do not need to expand upon our comments in this testimony. The Board needs to
provide direction and clarification on this issue.

Proposal #255-256: Oppose - SEAFA has heard from enough members opposed to
the use of additional incentives by dual gillnet permit holders that we do not believe
that this proposal has enough support to proceed at this time. We agree with
ADFG that dual permit holders using a different amount of gear could be
problematic for management purposes with the long time data series that is used to
manage the fishery.

Proposal #257 - 259; Oppose - sEAfA opposes these proposals to change the
gillnet start time to Mondays. Changing the start time was discussed once again at
the gillnet task force meetings and the conclusion was that there are not enough
fishermen that wish to have the opening day or time changed right now. Some of
our members who direct market have stated that a Monday opening would impact
their ability to get fresh product on the market in time for weekend sales

Proposal # 260: No Action - SEAfA recommends that the Board take no action on
this proposal to open portions of District 7A for seining when District 8 is open to
gillnetting to access Anita Bay salmon based on the consensus developed at the
Joint RPT meeting (See end of comments for consensus position). While the
current Anita Bay management plan tries for a 50/50 split between the gillnet and
seine fleet, we believe that the overall arching SE enhanced allocation plan 5 AAC
33.364 takes priority over the clause to try for a 50/50 split within the terminal
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harvest area. We would recommend that the Board actually delete the clause in
the terminal harvest plan for a 50/501'0 split as it is not compatible with the Sf
enhanced allocation plan.

Proposal #261: Oppose - SEAFA opposes this proposal to develop a seine
management plan for district 11, 12 & 14. The seine fleet is above their historical
allocation of pink salmon in 5AAC 33.363 and the gillnet fleet is below. At the
gillnet and seine task force meetings in December of 2008 the data provided by
ADFG showed the seine fleet to be averaging 971'0 of the pink salmon in Southeast
and the gillnet fleet to only be accessing 31'0. The chum salmon allocations under
this regulation are less than 11'. different than the historical average. In addition,
seine fishing in these areas greatly impacts the gillnet fleet in Districts 11 and 15.
Allowing for additional seining in Districts 11, 12 & 14 above what ADFG currently
schedules would have an impact on more than just pink salmon, you would also be
intercepting Chilkoot, Chilkat, Berner's Bay, Taku and Snettisham sockeye, and
DIPAC hatchery chum salmon bound for districts 11 & 15. The gillnet fleet is
currently expecting 9illnet mesh restrictions in District 11 & 15 to protect sockeye
salmon while accessing hatchery chum salmon in these districts. Redeveloping seine
fisheries where they currently aren't occurring would be impacting stocks where
stock conservations meaSures are already being implemented on the gillnet fleet.

Proposal #262: Oppose - SEAFA opposes the proposal to amend the Northern
Southeast seine salmon fishery management plan by starting after July 9th only.
This type of management plan is inflexible for the Dept., would allow for missed
harvest by the Seine fleet when there are large northern bound pink salmon early in
the season with the lost income to the seine fleet. The Dept is already mandated
to manage the fishery in accordance with the Constitution for sustainable
management and for subsistence needs. The suggested management plan would
prevent the use of the Point Augusta index fishery in which Is an important
component of the Northern end management of fish stocks. Based on all the
information that we have seen to date from ·the yearly seine task force meetings
and staff comments, we don't believe that there would be much difference in the
escapement of Chatham Strait sockeye as most of these fish have passed before
the seine fishery is open.

Proposal #264-265: Oppose - SEAFA opposes changing the opening and closing
date of the seine fishery in the Klawock area. District 4 the closest fishery to
Klawock is managed based on Pacific Salmon Treaty. We also do not wish to change
the successful and flexible management of the seine fishery currently in existence.

Proposal #267~268: See Joint RPT Consensus - Attachment A

(

(
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Proposal #269: Oppose - SEAFA opposes expanding the boundary of the terminal
harvest king salmon area for sport fishing where relaxed bag limits apply. This is
an enhancement project that is intended for both commercio.! and sport fisheries to
participate in. Currently the troll fleet is below their allocation of enhanced fish
and reducing their opportunities just compounds this situation. Also, see comments
on proposals 225-226.

Proposal #270: Oppose - SEAFA opposes moving the permitted release location of
enhanced king and coho from Herring Cove.

Proposal #271: See Joint RPT Consensus - Attachment A

Proposal #273-274: See Joint RPT Consensus - Attachment A

Proposal #275 - 285: Support - SEA FA supports these ADFG proposals for
clarifying THA regulations and reducing the need to issue Emergency Orders every
year and sometimes every week

Proposal #286 - 287: Support - SEAFA supports a definition of possession limits
that will actually have some meaning. Allowing preserved fish to not count towards
the possession limit Seems to undermine the intent of a possession limit. If you
wish to allow preserved fish to not count towards a possession limit then an
alternative is to consider implementing annual limits on the species that are
targeted by the sports fishery. At the Petersburg meeting, Enforcement stated
that they did not support changing the definition and they did not have the ability
to determine the number of fish harvested once processed but states along the
West Coast have found a way to enforce simi lar regulations as proposed. See
attachment B.

Proposal #288 - 289: Support - SEAFA supports an annual limit of coho and a non
transferable harvest record for non-residents. Annual limits are another option to
changing the possession limit. We support a new recreational accounting system
that would be timelier, more accurate and could be verified. The Statewide
harvest survey which is one of the main tools used for recreational accounting was
only developed as a mechanism to determine the TREND not for use as an
accounting system as it is currently being used. The statewide harvest survey
trend was acceptable in the past when it was first developed and there was a very
small resident sport fishery not hundred-thousand people fishing in Alaska.
Accurate accoun·ting for all removals is the only way to protect and maintain
sustainable fisheries into the future, without accurate accounting for the
recreational sector we go the way of California and Washington fishery resources.
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Proposal #293: Support - SEAFA supports liberal limits of dogfish by the sport
fishery.

Pr()posal #294: Support - SEAFA supports the concept of closing the Regional
Aquaculture Associations terminal harvest areas to guided sport harvest of
species/projects not financed by state funding, At a minimum ADFG with
consultation with the hatchery associations whether financed by j'he state or not
should be allowed to close an area within the terminal harvest area to sport fishing
for the protection of broodstock, We have watched a string of charter vessels tie
up to the barrier net at Hidden Falls and cast into the broodstock or even when a
barrier net isn't used going up to the raceways, No one benefits from the hatchery
program when the broodstock that is trying to be protected is harvested by the
sport sector. AS 16.10.440 (a) states Fish released into the natural waters of the
state by a hatchery operated under AS 16.10.400-16.10.470 are available to the
people for common use and are subject to regulation under applicable law in the
same way as fish occurring in their natural state until they return to the specific
location designated by the department for harvest by the hatchery
operator.(emphasis added) We believe that this provides the Board or ADFG the
authority to protect fish in the SHA/THA for broodstock, cost recovery, and also
the commercial fleets that the fish are raised for.

Proposal #296 • 298: Support - SEAFA supports the need for the Board of Fish to
define sport fishing gear. The main questions are should commercial fishing gear be
legal for recreational sport fishing? Would having sport fish gear defined help
enforcement? How should sport fishing gear be defined? sport fishing is meant
to be a recreational activity that provides enjo'yment along wi'th a meal or two.
Sport fishing is not meant to be a commercial activity, trying to maximize your bag
limits in the quickest time possible in order to move on to the next species and bag
limit. See attachment C for more information on regulations in different states
regarding sport fish gear definitions. We will have copies of the regulations with us
at 'the Board meeting if you wish more information,

Proposal #299: Oppose - SEAFA opposes the use of beach seines, cast nets, purse
seine, and gillnets for the unlimited harvest of herring for sport. It is not legal for
any longliner to fish herring by any means as this proposal implies.

Proposal #303: Oppose - SEAFA opposes this proposal to allow a sport fisherman
the use of two rods one for herring when sport fishing but wou Id also request that
the Board of Fish consider amending the regulation to prohibit charter operators
from deploying an extra rod or line for jigging herring while clients are salmon
fishing.

(

(

(
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Proposal #306: Support - SEA FA supports this proposal to put all regulations
regarding sport fishing services in one section as housekeeping.

Proposal #308: Support - SEAFA supports and submitted this proposal to restrict
subsistence and personal use fishing by commercial lodge or charter operators when
paying clients are present. We based this proposal on regulations already in effect
for Bristol Bay. It provides for clearer enforcement that food furnished to lodge
guests aren't personal use and subsistence harvested resources, or that
subsistence or personal use harvested resources aren't stored on the lodge
premises and given to clients as they leave. ADFG comments state that 'The
amount of fish or shellfish that are harvested in subsistence 01' personal use
fisheries and then transferred to nonresidents is unknown." It appears from this
statement that the Dept. believes that some subsistence or personal use fish or
shellfish is leaving with clients.

Proposal #310: Support - SEAfA supports a new recreational accounting system
that would be timelier, more accurate and could be verified. The Statewide
harvest survey which is one of the main tools used for recreational accounting was
only developed as a mechanism to determine the TREND not for use as an
accounting system as it is currently being used. The statewide harvest survey
trend was acceptable in the past when it was first developed and there was a very
small resident sport fishery not hundred-thousand people fishing in Alaska.
Accurate accounting for all removals is the only way to protect and maintain
sustainable fisheries into the future, without accurate accounting for the
recreational sector we go the way of California and Washington fishery resources.
ADFG sport fish division is developing a new point of sale licensing system. With
this new system they could also develop a harvest ticket system for all species that
could be entered online or mailed timely. Washington State uses harvest records
and online reporting.

Proposal #311 - 313: Support - SEA FA supports the ability for enforcement and
. ADFG creel samplers access to all points of landing.

Proposal #323-324: Support - SEAFA supports this proposal to repeal the Cross
Sound Pink and Chum Fishery as housekeeping. The area will remain open for the
harvest of pink, chum and king salmon up to the 500 cap of king salmon in this area.

Proposal #326: Oppose - SEAfA opposes delaying the start date of the summer
coho troll fishery.

Proposal #327: See Joint RPT Consensus - Attachment A

RECE IVED TIME FEB. 3. 2: 50PM
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Proposal #328: Oppose - SEAFA opposes allowing holders of transferable hand
troll permits the use of two powered troll gurdys. A hand troll permit was meant to
be a hand troll permit, if the hand troll permit holder wishes to use power they can
purchase Q power troll permit just as other hand troll permits have converted when
they wished.

Proposal #332: Oppose - SEAFA opposes the closure around Naha Bay to bottom
fishing.

Proposal #333: Oppose - SEAFA opposes at this time an increase in the GHL
allocation at this time. While fishermen are seeing more lingcod them in past years,
there is not enough evidence that the quota could be safely raised at this point.
We would support instead a sliding scale of bycatch allowances that would allow the
commercial fleet a better opportunity to fully utilize our share of the allocation in
times of lower halibut abundance and no directed DSR fishery. The NPFMC has
recently recommended changes to their requirement that the dinglebar fishery
have VMS which will in the long run have more fishermen participating in this
fishery since the additional cost of VMS hampered some participation in the
fishery.

(
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Proposal #334: Oppose - SEAFA opposes changing the allocation guidelines (
between sport and commercial fisheries for lingcod. These allocations were
negotiated through a process using the advisory committees based on historical
harvest patterns. The sport fleet should not be awarded for exceeding their
allocations and for their continued growth, Also see comments on proposal #333.

Proposal #335: Oppose - SEAFA opposes this proposal that provides an allocation
of 5010 to the sport fishery and the dinglebar fishery. A task force worked on all
the different area allocations in 2000. The effect of this proposal would be qUite
different from district to district and there are districts where the sport fishery
would lose allocation. This proposal would not work as envisioned by the author.

Proposal #336: Support - SEAFA support this proposal that would allow the Dept
fleXibility in managing the commercial allocation of lingcod.

Proposal #339: Oppose - SEAFA opposes changing the current management for
sport caught lingcod. Only the last couple of years has the sport fishery started to
be close their allocation in the majority of the management regions (md changes to
the regulations that relax management restrictions is not acceptable. Instead the
Dept and Board of Fish should be looking at the districts where the SpOl't industry
is still exceeding their allocation and determine what additional managemen1'
measures that should be considered. (

Publ', comment.Jt
RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 2:50PM
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Proposal #340: Oppose - SEAFA opposes changing the boundary lines thai'
currently exists. See Dept comments.

Proposal #341: Oppose - SEAFA opposes changing the allocation of demersal shelf
rockfish between commercial and sport fisheries. This allocation was developed in
2006 based on the historical by-catch catch of each gear group to halibut fishing.
International Pacific Halibut Commission (IPHC) has reduced the quota for the
commercial sector based on the available biomass and the charter halibut GHL has
been reduced but through court maneuvers the one halibut daily bag limit was not
implemented.

Proposal #342: Support - SEAFA supports ADFG's housekeeping proposal
regarding the Southeast District demersal shelf rockfish fishery.

Proposal #343: Oppose - sEAFA opposes a summer season for demeral shelf
rockfish. There would be conflict with the commercial halibut and sablefish
fisheries and the likely effect of a summer season would be a large increase of
harvest of demersal shelf rockfish and enforcement difficulties between
determining when a fishermen is targeting rocl~fish and keeping halibut because
they are required to or halibut fishing and they have gone over' their' bycatch limits.

Proposal #344: Oppose - SEAFA opposes changing the allocation between the
longline and jig fisheries. As the halibut quota increases in the future, the
allocation will be needed in longline fishery.

Proposal #345-346: Suppor't - SEAFA supports both of these proposals that
address the commercial allocation of demersal shelf rockfish bycatch allowances
based on the halibut quota set for' the year.

Proposal #347: Oppose - sEAFA opposes profiting from full retention of slope
rockfish species. Currently the regulations require full retention but allow a
fisherman to profit up to a bycatch limit with the remainder being forfeited to the
State. This provides for a balance to allow some to be caught and sold as occurs in
the prosecution of the longline fisheries but also encourages the fishermen to move
if they are landing on heavy concentrations of slope rockfish since they are
required to keep and surrender the fish in excess of the allowable amount. This
proposal takes away the balance that a past board of fisheries successfully
achieved to help protect and conserve a species that is long-lived that usually die
when brought to the surface.

Proposal #348: Support - SEAFA supports ADFG's proposal to clarify that all
demersal shelf rockfish must be kept when longlining for halibut or groundfish.

Public commenl.L
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Proposal #349-350 & 352: Support - SEAFA supports efforts to reduce the
mortality of fish rockfish in the sport fishery. Requiring a recompression device at
depth for rockfish harvested but not retained while not having a high success rate
is better than releasing the rockfish on the surface where there is full mortality.
Some attempt at conservation is better than releasing fish to die on the surface.
The alternative is to require fuli retention as is "eguired in the commercial fleet
and all rockf ish in excess of the bag limit must be surrendered to the State. This
would likely be an unworkable proposition in the sport fishery.

Proposal #351: Oppose - SEAFA opposes this measure as the recompression
devices only work when used shortly after capture such as when sport fishing.
There has been no success in using recompression devices on rockfish that are
caught commercially where they are not brought to the surface immediately and in
short order. Currently in the commercial fisheries full retention of rockfish is
required.

(

Proposal #354: Support - SEAFA supports this Dept's proposal that allows the
same bycatch allowance for black rockfish in all areas. The current regulations are
difficult to determine where legal bycatch of blackrock was allowed especially when
a portion of the set is on one side of the closed area and a portion is on the other
side where bycatch allowance existed. (

Proposal #355: Oppose - SEAFA opposes this proposal to allow <1 directed fishery
for black rockfish. Over time, precautionary regulations have been developed to
protect all the rockfish species whether demersal, shelf or slope due to their
longevity, and what is known about their life history and just as importantly how
much is not known about their life history. We support the current regulations and
the conservative principals used to manage these rockfish species.

Thank you for reading and considering the information and positions presented. We
look forward to discussing these issues with you in Sitka.

Sincerely,

Kathy Hansen

RECEIVED TIME FEB, i. ?:50PM
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Joint RPT Adopted Motion (CommerClial Industry Members)
Industry Consensus Position 12/9/08

The troll fleet contilluesto be out oftheir target range, the seiners and gillnetlers are out of their
ranges. Seiners are on the low end and Gillnetters are on the high end. No extraordiJ1ary events
outside of association or management control seem to account for these imbalances, therefore
they should be addressed.

The recommendations below are considered a package deal.

In recognition of the current imbalance and the long-term trends in the distribution of enhanced
fish the JRPT recommends to the commissioner:

I) Encourage facility operators to try to increase production in a way that wi 11 provide
additional opportunities to harvest fish by the seine fleet and troll fleet (This would
include the additional production that might become available because of the increased
capacity at Burnett Inlet, if practicable 10 million additional summer chum fry would be
released at Kendrick Bay and 1.25 million coho smolts released)

2) Encourage facility operators and ADF&G to identify additional times and areas where
enhanced coho and Chinook could be harvested by trollers without affecting wild stocks.

3) Request regional associations to look at the possibility of otolith marking of all Coho and
Chinook towards the goal of getting additional information about migration patterns and
run timing.

4) RPT ask Gunnuk Creek and AKI give a presentation that outlines their current situation,
financial picture, long term plans, cost recovelY plans and impediments to getting to full
production permitted for.

5) Recommend to SSRAA that Neels Bay be open in the fall after brood stock and cost
recovery goals are met.

6) In recognition of the cun-ent imbalance and the long-term trends in the distribution of
enhanced fish the JRPT recommends 10 the Board of Fisheries to:

A) Change the opportunities in several SHA's where there are or have been net
fishery rotations. These changes will likely result in a substantial higher
percentage of the harvesl in these SHA's going to seiners. These changes would
remain in place until at least 2011. If at that time the seine fleet and gillnet fleets
are stiJI out oftheir range these changes would remain in place, unless the Joint
RPT agrees to other remedies. Although it appears that changes in all SHA's
might not correcl the present imbalance the joint RPT is cautious in requesting
too many changes at once, knowing that unusual survival or market conditions
could occur, and wants to avoid any over steering of the balance. These SHA
changes would be:

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 2:50PM
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a)

b)

c)

A time ratio ofone to one for gillnet openings to seine openings in Deep Inlet
after the third Sunday in June for 2009,2010 and 2011 and sunset after the 2011
season. (Proposal #273 RPT)
A time ralio of one to one for gillnet openings to seine openings in Anita Bay for
2009,2010 and 2011 and sunset after the 20 II season. (Proposal #271)
RPT recommends when SSRAA detennines that a rotational fishery is to be
conducted in Neets Bay have the time ratio between the gillnet and seine fleet be
1 to 1 after June 20. (Proposal #268)

(

B) RPT makes the following recommendations regarding Board of fisheries proposals
a) Proposal #244 (exclude PNP's from allocation plan) The RPT recommends no

action be taken based on the recommendations above and the belief that they are
inconsistent with the Comprehensive Plan, SE Enhanced Allocation plan and the
duties of the RPT.

b) Proposal #245 (removes NSRAA :B'om overall plan) The RPT recommends no
action be taken based on the recommendations above and the belief that they are
inconsistent with the Comprehensive Plan, SE Enhanced Allocation plan and the
duties ofthe RPT.

c) Proposal #246 (excludes commercial fishing from Coffinan Cove) The RPT
recommends the Board of Fish opposes this proposal based on that the RPT has
consistently as the pelmits were approved commented that this production would
not change the management of the commercial fisheries to protect these fish for
sport fish terminal use (RPT minutes April 12, 2006 and Dec 7, 2005)

d) Proposal #267 (Nakat rotation Ito I) oppose and recommend that Nakat Inlet
remain closed to commercial seining for at least the next three years as other
short and long term remedial measures are put into effect

e) Proposal #268 (Neets Bay rotations) opposed as written. See recommendation
above A (c).

f) Proposal #271 (Anita Bay) oppose as written. See recommendation above A (b).
g) Proposal #273 Deep Inlet I to I Amend as recommended above in A (a)
h) Proposal #274 Recommend no action based on amended action taken on

Proposal #273.
i) Proposal #327 (extend coho seaSOn to 9/30 in Behm Canal) The RPT

recommends support for this proposal if there are no wild stock concerns. The
RPT believes that if wild stock concerns can be addressed this would provide
additional opportunity for the troll fleet which is below their allocation range.

j) Proposal #269 (extend SHA for sport fishery) The RPT is making nO
recommendation on this proposal but would like to comment that this proposal
will further impact the troll fleet within the allocation plan of enhanced fish.

The Industry members of the RPT would like to state that this is the first time since 1994 where
both net fleets are significantly out oftheir ranges in opposite directions. It is the first time the
joint RPT has needed to consider recommending changes in SHA rotations. The JRPT recognizes
that there may be a better and more timely alternative than the Board of Fish process continually
readjusting the management ofthe rotational fisheries. The joint RPT will consider alternatives
and may have a recommendation by the 20 I2 board meeting that will allow significant
adjustments in SHA's without requiring board ofFisheries action. These adjustments wonld be
conducted within the current Southeast Enhanced Allocation Plan and would not make any
changes to the allocation ranges, If the RPT can not come up with a plan the RPT will submit
Board ofFish proposal as appropriate for the gear groups based on the current situation within the
allocation plan.

(

(
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ATTACHMENT B
Proposal #286 Possession Limit Definition

Washington State:
Definitions from WA State sport fishing regulation booklet
Annual L.imit: the number of fish that may be taken statewide, during the license
year April 1- March 31.
Daily Limit: The maximum number of pounds of fish, shellfish. or seaweed of a
given species and size which a person may legally keep in a single day
Frozen: Fish or shellfish that ore hard frozen throughout
Fresh: Fish or shellfish that are refrigerated, iced, salted or surface glazed.
Possession Limit: TI,e number of daily limits allowed to be kept in the field or in
transit.
Processed: Fish or Shellfish that have been subjected to heat (including kippering,
smoking. canning and boiling)

Harvest and Possession Rules:
You May Not: (not all rules provided, kept to the ones dealing with possession
limits)

• Harvest any part of another person's daily limit, except for person's who
possess a Designated Harvester card

Q Possess fish or shellfish that do not meet the minimum and maximum size
limit, weight limits, or sex restrictions, or that are in exceSS of '~he daily or
possession limit.

• Possess salmon or sturgeon eggs in the field without having retained the
intact carcass of the fish from which the eggs were removed.

Q Possess another person's game fish unless it is accompanied by a statement
showing the name, address, license number, date, county and area where it
was taken, and the signature of the angler who harvested it.

a Hold recreatlonally-caught fish or shellfish in storage by a custom canner,
hotel or restaurant without tags listing the name and address of it's owner.

a You may not offer any recreationally-caught fish or shellfish for sale or
barter.

Marine Area Possession Limits:
e Marine Areas 1-6: Anglers aboard a boat may only possess one daily limit of

fish or Shellfish il'l fresh form.
e Salmon - Two daily limit of fresh salmon. An additional 40 pounds of

salmon may be possessed in a frozen or processed form.
a Trout - Two daily limits of hatchery steelhead
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.. Sturgeon - Two daily limits in any form. Statewide annual limit of 5

.. Bottomfish - two daily limits in any form

.. Halibut - Two daily limits in any form, except only one limit while aboard the
fishing vessel.

.. Tuna and Mackerel - no possession limit or daily limit

.. Shellfish - one daily limit of fresh. Additional shellfish moy be possessed in
a frozen or processed form.

.. Forage Fish - (Herring, anchovies, sardines, sand lance and smelt) Two daily
limits in fresh form. Additional forage fish may be possessed in frozen or
processed form.

e Other Marine fish - one daily limit in any form

(

You Mo.y:
.. Clean or portion fish or shellfish while in the field with the following

exceptions: It is unlawful for an angler to foil to retain proof of compliance
with species, size, number, weight, sex or wild or hatchery origin restriction,
if such restrictions apply, until the angler is ashore and has finished fishing
for the day. For all rockfish species and for fish with a length restriction,
anglers must retain the fish carcass until coming ashore to comply with the
above rule. This does not apply if the catch is in the process of being
prepared for immediate consumption. (

Oregon State:
Definitions:

o In the Field, forest or Transit: Anywhere other than a permanent
residence

• Permanent Residence: A residential dwelling where a person normally lives,
with associated features such as address, telephone number, utility account
etc.

General Statewide Regulations:
e Catch and Possession Limits: apply to all waters and across Zone boundaries

and apply to all fish and shellfish in possession regardless of condition. This
includes fish and shellfish which are fresh, and when lawful, frozen, canned
smoked or otherwise processed.

• Daily Limit: Maximum number of fish or shellfish which may be legally
caught and reduced to possession in one day. An angler may toke daily limits
of several types of fish per day.

e Annual Limit: applies to abalone, Pacific halibut, salmon, steelhead and
sturgeon only. The annual catch limits are: abalone 5; sturgeon f; Pacific
Halibut 6; and 20 for salmon and steelhead, in any combination, when
recorded on the Combined Angling Tag. Adipose or otherwise fin-clipped
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salmon or adipose fin-clipped steelhead legally recorded on a Hatchery
Harvest tag do not count toward this annual limit.

• Possession Limit: Maximum number or amount of a type of fish or
shellfish that a person may lawfully possess in the field or forest, or
in transit to the place of permanent residence. The possession limit is:
2 daily limit for all species, including jack salmon except 1 daily limit for
abalone, 1 daily limit on the vessel or three daily limits on land for Pacific
Halibut, and no possession limit for adult salmon, steelhead or sturgeon.
Anglers are restricted to 1 daily catch limit and 1 annual catch limit for all
fish species from the Columbia River, even if licensed in Oregon and
Washington.

California State:
Chapter 1.17 Bag and Possession Limit, No more than one daily bag limit of each
Ilind of fish, amphibian, reptile, mollusk or crustacean named in these regulations
may be taken or possessed by anyone person unless otherwise authorit:ed;
regardless of whether they are fresh, frozen or otherwise preserved. Exceptions;
See sections 7.00,7.50(0); 27.60 (c ); and 195, Title·14, CCR
Section 7.00 . .. Daily bag and possession limits, unless otherwise provided,
mean the total number of trout and salmon in combination. Unless otherwise
provided, no more than one daily bag limit may be possessed. Silver (coho) salmon
may not be taken in any of the waters of the State, except in Lake Oroville.
Incidentally hooked Silver (cohal salmon, except those in Lake Oroville. must be
immediately released unharmed to the waters where they are hooked. In waters
where the bag limit for trout or salmon is zero, fish for which the bag limit is t:ero
must be released unharmed, and should not be removed from the water.
Section 27.60 The general bag and possession limit of section 27.60 states that no
more than 20 finfish in combination of all species with not more than 10 of anyone
species, may be taken or possessed by anyone person. Within this general bag limit
of 20 fish with not more than 1- of any or,e species,special sub-limits apply to many
species. There are also many species that have no bag or possession limit.

Canada:
• It is illegal to possess any fish callght while sport fishing that is dressed or

packed in a manner so that the species cannot be easily identified. This
includes removing the carapace, or shell from any crab.

• It is illegal to field can any fish outside of a person's ordinary residence,
other than at a registered licensed facility.

• Possession Limit definition - the number of fish of any species that an angler
may have in his/her possession at any given time, except at place of or'dinary
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residence. In most instances, the possession limit is two times the daily limit
for that species, however there are exceptions.

e Canada publishes a sport fish packaging guidelines to assist angler in
complying with the law while transporting sport caught fish. Basically the
fish must be left on the skin but the fillet can sliced up to the skin with wax
paper between the sections before being frozen to allow for portions. (This
bullet point summarized)

Montana:
Daily Limit: The number of fish that may be legally taken during a calendar day. A
fish when landed and not immediately released becomes part of the bag limit of the
person originally hooking the fish even if the fish is donated to another person. If
you receive fish from another angler, those fish also become pal't of your dai ly
limit.
Possession limit: The number of fish that may be possessed at any time in any
form: fresh, stored in freezers or lockers, slated, smoked, dried, canned or
preserved.

(

Minnesota:
Definition Daily and Possession limits (bags) - Fol' most species of fish, the daily (
and possession limit is the same. One exception would be the inland limit on yellow
perch, which is 20 per day and 40 in possession. The daily and possession limits
include fish possessed by the person at all locations including such places a Iivewell,
cold storoge, at home, or at a resort. Daily limit is the numbel' of fish an angler can
take in one calendar day. Eating those fish or gifting them away on the same day
does not allow an angler to possess an additional fish taken in the same calendar
day.
Possessing Fish

• Daily and possession limits are the same unless otherwise noted. Fish Of'e in
an angler's possession whether on hand, in cold storage, in transport, or
elsewhere.

e Once a daily or possession limit of fish has been reached, no culling 01' live
well sorting is allowed.

• While on or fishing waters with size restrictions, all fish for which the size
restriction applies must huve their heads, tails, fins and skin intact and be
measurable. A person may pf'epare and use the fish for a meal while docked
or moored to shore, or while on the ice. Fish prepared and used for a meal
still count towards the daily possession limit.

Fish pNlpared for Transportation, shipment, or storage are defined as follows:
U!'1dr-essed fish must have heads, tails, fins and skin intact. Entrails, gills and
scales may be removed. (
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Dressed fish may have heads and scales or skin removed, in addition to gills and
en"trails.
fillds are fish flesh, excluding cheeks, that have been removed from a fish.
Scales or skin me be removed or intact. A fish may not be reduced to more
"than two fillets.

.. Fish must be packaged or transpor"ted in such a way that they can be
readily unwrapped, separated, identified and counted.

.. All dressed fish and fillets must have a l-square-inch patch of skin with
scales intact from a portion of the body other than the belly.

Shipment
• Licensed angler may make three shipments of fish per year. A permit issued

by a conservation officer is required for each shipment. A shipment cannot
contain more than a possession limit of one species.

Storage
• A person who stores fish for another must plainly mark the package, in ink,

with the name, address, and fishing license number of the owner, and number
of fish in the package, the waterbody where taken, and total length of each
fish with a size limit.

Mexico:
In ocean waters and estuaries the limit is a total of ten fish per person per day,
with no more than 5 catches of a single specie, except of the species of Marlin,
Sailfish, Swordfish and Shark, of which only one specimen from this group is
allowed per day, and which counts a five toward the overall 10 fish limit or Dorado,
Roosterfish, Shad or Tarpon, of which only two samples from this group are
allowed, and which count as five toward the overall 10 fish limit.

Limit on inland bodies of water (rivers, lakes, dams, etc) is five fish per day,
whether of a single specie or in combination.

Underwater fishing is limited to five fish per day, using rubber band or spring type
harpoons, and only while skindiving.

There is no limit to the practice of "catch and release", as long as the fish that
exceed the bag limit be returned to their environment in good survival condition.
When sportfishing is conducted from boats out at seq for longer than three days,
the bag limit will be the equivalent of three times the amounts mentioned above.

Australia
Frequently Asked Questions:
Is there a limit to the number of fish I'm allowed to catch?

Page 19 of 21
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o It depends on the species of fish. If the experts decide tha;- the fish is
abl.lndant, there is no limit.

o Other species may be regulated by number. known informally as a "bag limit".
This limit varies from species to species. The aim is to conserve fish
populations and spread the catch more fairly among all fishers.

• The limit means that you are not allowed to catch and keep more than a set
number of the particular type of fish at anyone time. It doesn't matter
when the fish were caught, so if five (say) is the limit, you cannot tal(e five
today, put them in your esky or your fridge and take another one or two
tomorrow. You can only catch more when the supply in your fridge falls
below the official limit.

SEAFA will have copies of all the various area regulations if you would like more
information and some states that we didn't provide.

(

(

(
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ATTACHMENT C
West Coast Regulations on Electric Reels

• Mexico - The use of electric reels is restricted to disabled fishermen only,
after written authorization for the Ministry before use

• California - You can no·t use weights over four pounds unless the weight is
attached to a downrigger and the fishing line releases automatically from
the downrigger when a fish is hooked

• Oregon - The folloWing activities are unlawful: use of gurdies, winches or
reels affixed to a boat to land fish (rod or line must be held in hand) except
when used for retrieving crab rings or pots.

• Washington":' All fishing gear must be kept in immediate control, and gear
may not be left unattended while fishing; Downriggers may be used with a
line if the line releases from the downrigger while playing and landing the
fish; Rodholders may be used; the rod must be easily removed without delay;
rod may be left in the holder while playing the fish; and Electric reels may
be used if designed for sport fishing and attached to a fishing rod.

o Canada - fish with a fixed weight (sinker) greater than 1 kg except on a
downrigger line, in which case the fishing line must be attached to the
downrigger by means of an automatic release clip.

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 2:50PM
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To the Members of the Board of Fish,

-.'.,'
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I am strongly opposed to Proposals 255 and 256. I do not see any fact-
based information in these proposals. I have read the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game staff reports, and hope that the facts will
guide the board in their decisions, not the opinions of the people
proposing 255 and 256.

There are a few facts I can give you as a gillnet fisherman:
- I am an entry level fisherman.
- I started five years ago with $3,000 and a lot of guts.
- At this point in my career, I cannot afford to re-invest in the same

fishery.
- r would like to invest in other fisheries to round out my income

producing ability.
- I fish areas 6, 8 and 11. If an area is too crowded, I go

somewhere else.
- If there is no area producing as well, I stay in the area and deal

with what I can get.
- lawn a small 30' gillnet boat.
- I leased a permit for three years before I was able to purchase one

in my own name. In that time I paid over $24,000 in leasing fees. (
- In order to finance my operation I have to sacrifice a lot and fmd

ways to do the maintenance work myself.
- I do not have the capital to just buy into a second permit'

immediately, I would have to borrow money from the state again.
- I live solely on my salmon fishing income, which comes from

gillnetting and hand trolling.

This is just a small list of facts of who I am and how I make my living. I
hope the board ;;'",ill regard these facts as it reads the rest of this letter,
which consists of my opinions based on the facts of who I am.

- Passing proposals 255 and 256 would make it harder for entry
level fishermen like myself to get into this business.

- I also believe that this would take away the current ability that I
have to compete or produce income in this fishery,

- The hardships this may put on people in my level of this fishery
may cause me not to be able to continue in this business. I will
not be able to afford the overall added expenses of these proposals
(gear, etc.) if I choose to stay competitive in my fishery,

- The increased management costs to the state do not compensate
for the added profit that a few fishermen might gain from owning

Public Comment # ~D (
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two permits.
- I do not believe that re-investing in gillnetting secures the same

opportunities as investing in other fisheries.
- Having more gear will pose more concern to high traffic areas,

affecting barges, cruise ships, ferries and recreational
boaters.

- The added gear or added fishing time will create greater conflict
in an already highly conflicted and competitive fishery.

- Dividing this gear group into single and dual permit holders will
make future decisions in this fishery much harder.

- I also believe this type of division in a gear group takes away from
the larger management and future resource conservation issues
that we should be concerning ourselves with now.

- We are fishing less wild runs and more hatchery areas and are
not taking into consideration the broader picture of our failing
hatchery programs that are consolidating more fishermen into
smaller areas, causing a false "pressure" to be felt.

- I believe our concerns as a gillnet fleet should not be how to
increase our individual monetary gains, but increasing the
responsibilities we have to the futures of the generations of
fishermen hoping to have equal access.

In closing, I hope the board will regard my facts and my opinions m
making decisions for our future as gillnetters in keeping this fishery
accessible and fair. With more research and understanding these
fisheries as they are can sustain and profit for those fishing and for those
managing for the future.

Thanks for your time and concern,

W. Stoner III
F IV Harbor Mist
PO Box 394
Petersburg, AK 99833
qO"1-ld'3-LJ 135
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Opposition to proposal 257, 258, and 259 Finfish Southeast Alaska and Yakutat

Proposal states changing the Sunday gillnet openings to Monday,

We oppose these proposals because of the following effects it would have on our
activities.

RECEIVED

FEB 0< ~Irl
"l' 4.,~W1

BOARDS_..

#1, Direct marketers would be adversely affected. Most direct marketers must have
their fish to the markets by Fridays in order to meet the market demand, Fish arriving to
markets after Saturday usually won't be sold until the following weekend, This lowers
the quality of the fresh, direct marketed fish. Any opening longer than 48 hours starting
on a Monday would make it so the direct marketer meeting the weekend deadline would
have to quit fishing early. This loss of fishing time would be cost prohibitive for the
direct marketer.

Thank you for your time,

Direct Marketers Shannon Vandervest and Chelsea Berg Feb. 3 2009

(

(
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Opposition to Proposal # 25!j Finfish Southeast Alaska.

Proposal states dual permit holders for salmon gillnet southeast be allowed extra fishing
time or to shorten the length of a single permits holders net in order to allow the dual
permit holder a longer net. This proposal is in place to allow the dual permit holder to
collect on his permit investment and to decrease the number of boats fishing.

We oppose this proposal because of the following effects it would have on our activities.

# I. Extended fishing time. When would this Y.-1/2 extended time be given, at the end of
an opening or at the beginning of the opening? If the time is extended at the end of the
regular opening how and who would monitor the single permit holder's closer? This set
up may encourage some single permit holders to steal extra fishing time. lethe time was
given at the beginning of the opening this would be an unfair advantage because the dual
permit holders would have a pop at the fish that have had time to scbool up, leaving us
single permit holders with the clean-up, Ifthe opening WllB closed for everyone at the
same time and then reopened for the dual permit holder we would have conflicts with the
mid-week openings in district 8. And there would be less time for the fish to reach
escapement or to school up for the next openings in other areas.

#2. Gear Length. District 6 & 8 have wide open channels where 300 fathoms ofnet is
perfect. Taking away 100 fathoms from single permit holders in this area would be
cutting into our potential income and our ability to payoff our previous investments tor
this fishery. Districts II & 15 have a nuYority ofnarrower channels than 6 & 8
especially the Taku river area. Allowing 300 fathoms in these areas could be devastating
to the fishing stocks, resulting in reduced fishing time in the future.

In crowded areas, allowing some boats to have longer gear than others would
make it hard to maneUver through the fleet, especially in the fog. One would be
wondering if the other fisherman's net end was 200-400 fathoms from their boat. Also,
how mucb distance between sets would you have to give the guy with the longer net, the
200 fathoms your fishing or the 300 fathoms he's fishing?

#3. Additional Expenses. The State would spend more money through Jaw enforcement
and administrative expenses if this proposal passes. It would be more expensive for fish
processors to operate a tender and to run fish through their plant just for the small
percentage ofdual permit holders. These expenses could affect the single permit holder
through an increase in fish taxes, license fees, and a drop in fish prices.

The buy back program would be less expensive in the long run than the states
continual expense in monitoring the dual permit holder's fishery. Th.e buy back program
would eliminate the permit, which would truly be the answer to a less crowded and a
fairer fishery for all.

Thanks, .~~tu/\ l)o<-t,~~y'A-- G~ .b~~
Shannon Vandervest and ChelseaBerg~b. 3 ).oO'i /'

j
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Opposition to Proposal 256 Finfish Southeast Alaska and Yakutat

Proposal states for an incentive to own dual permits and be allowed to fish an extra 100
fathoms of gear as a dual permit holder.

We propose this proposal because of the following effects it would have on our activities.

(

#1 Gear Length. In most gillnet areas the beach set is the best set because the fish run
the beaches. Allowing dual permit holders the right to claim a set an a half from the
beach off would be unfair to the single permit holder.
Districts 11 & 15 have a majority of narrower channels than 6&8, especially the Taku
river area. Allowing 300 fathoms in these areas could be devastating to the fishing
stocks, resulting in reduced fishing time in the future.

In crowded areas, allowing some boats to have longer gear than others would
make it hard to maneuver through the lleet. especially in the fog. One would be
wondering if the other tisherman's end was 200 - 400 fathoms n'om their boat. The radar
won't tell you if the boat is specially marked. Also, how much distance between sets
would you have to give the guy with the longer nel, the 200-300fathoms your fishing or
the 300-400 fathoms the dual permit holder is fishing?

#2. Additional Expenses. The State would spend more money through law enforcement
and administrative expenses if this proposal passes. These expenses could affect the
single permit holder through an increase in fish taxes and an increase in license fees. (

The Buy Back program would be less expensive in the long run than the states
continual expense in monitoring the dual permit holder's fishery. The Buy Back program
would eliminate the permit, which would truly be the answer to a less crowded and Ii

fairer fishery for all.

Thanks,

Shannon Vandervest and Chelsea Berg

(
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Board ofFisheries Members
C/O Shannon Stone/Scott Crass
Board Support
Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811

Dear Board ofFisheries Members,

JUNEAU PUBLIC LIBRARY 1{lJ00I
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Southeast/Yakutat 2009 finfish
proposals before you. I am commercial salmon troller based out of Juneau. Please
consider my comments on the following proposals.

Proposal 224. I oppose this proposal. Golden North Salmon Derby participants should
never be exempt from the possession/bag limits. This sets a dangerous precedent and
undermines the intent of the regulations. The exception dates should not be changed and
the exception for the Derby should be revisited.

Proposal 225. I oppose this proposal. This proposal would greatly increase the number
of Chinook salmon taken by sport fishermen. In addition to hatchery Chinook, treaty
salmon would also be incidentally caught. SpOlt fishermen would likely exceed their

.king salmon quota. Furthermore, I pay salmon enhancement tax that is in turn spent on
producing hatchery kings.

Proposal 226. I oppose this proposal. This proposal would greatly increase the number
of Chinook salmon taken by sport fishermen. In addition to hatchery Chinook, treaty
salmon would also be incidentally caught. Sport fishermen would likely exceed their
king salmon quota. Furthermore, I pay salmon enhancement tax that is in turn spent on
producing hatchery kings.

P,'oposal 227. I support this proposal. Trollers deserve fair access to Stikine River
Chinook salmon in District 8 when the transboundary river fishery is open. Catch
records show that the current three day openings do not allow trollers fair access to the
resource in comparison with the gillnetters. Seven day openings will help equalize the
catch rates between the two gear groups.

Proposal 228. I support this proposal. This proposal will help allow fair access Stikine
River Chinook salmon by allowing trollers an opportunity to fish in an area that is not
open to gillnetters.

Proposal 229. I oppose this proposal. Increasing the daily bag limit by four times for
nonresident fishermen is a huge, unsustainable increase. The charter industry is notorious
for exceeding their set quota and this is a step in the wrong direction. Not only will it set
a dangerous precedent it will put increased pressure on the limited Stilcine River Chinook
Salmon stocks.

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 2:37PM 1/5 Public Comment # g2
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Proposal 230. I support this proposal. T.rollers deserve fair access to the Taku River (
transboundary fishery when it is open. Allowing seven day a week access to the fishery
for trollers will help equalize the Chinook salmon catch between the trollers and
gillnetters. In 2006 when the fishery was open trollers they were given limited time to
fish, and they only caught one tenth of one percent of the king salmon harvested. This is
not fair.

l'roposal231. I suPPOtt this proposal. Trollers deserve fair access to the Taku River
transboundary fishery when it is open. Allowing trollers to fish throughout district 11
will help equalize catch rates between gillnetters and trollers. In 2006 when the fishery
was open trollers were limit to a small portion of District 11 and they only caught one
tenth of one percent of the Chinook salmon harvested.

Proposal 244. I oppose this proposal. Private nonprofit associations should not be
excluded from the hatchery allocation plan.

Proposal245. I oppose this proposal.

Proposal246. I oppose this proposal. Coffman Cove should not be closed to
commercial fishing during anytime of the year. Commercial fishermen have the same
right to fish in Coffman Cove as a sport and charter fishermen do. Closing waters to
commercial fishermen is a dangerous and unjust precedent to set.

Proposal 248. I support this proposal. I makes sense to uncouple the troll and set gillnet
openings in Yakutat so area trollers will not continue to lose fishing time during the
second summer king salmon opening.

Proposal252. I support this proposal. Vessels participating in both troll and gillnet .
fisheries should be required to offload fish prior to changing fisheries. If not required to
offload these vessels would affect allocation of fish and fish quality, Gillnet fish should
not be sold as troll caught as they are not caught or cared for in the same way.

Proposal266. I oppose this proposaL Allowing a longer gillnet in Yakutat will greatly
increase the pressure on the area fisheries and will upset the current balance.

Proposal 269. I oppose this proposal. Greatly expanding the Neets Bay Hatchery
fishety for sport fishermen is unnecessary. In addition to impacting the hatchery returns
it will increase the treaty catch of Chinook salmon.

Proposal 286. I support this proposal. It is extremely important that all fish in
possession, including preserved fish, are counted towards possession and bag limits. The
way the current regulation is written provides a loop hole for non-resident sport anglers
that lodges with sophisticated processing facilities cater to. The regulation needs to be
amended so Fish and Game can more accurately monitor sport fish catch rates and
effectively enforce bag and possession limits. '

(

(
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l'roposll.1 288. I support this proposal. As pressure on Coho stocks by guided non
resident anglers increases it is necessary to require a nontransferable harvest record with
a daily bag limit and an annual possession limit. As it stands there is no way to be certain
how many Coho are harvested by sport fishermen each year,

Proposal289. I support this proposal for the reasons outlined above. As pressure on
Coho stocks by guided non-resident anglers increases it is necessary to require a
nontransferable harvest record with. As it stands there is no way to be certain how mallY
Coho are harvested by sport fishermen each year.

l'roposal 295. I support this proposal. It is important to study the catch and release issue
and minimize the mortality of the fish released, especially in light of the increased
pressure on Chinook salmon by sport fishermen who catch and release large numbers.

Proposal 296. I support this proposal. The use of hydraulic and electrical sport fishing
gear will greatly increase the pressure on the fisheries.

Proposal 297. I oppose this proposal. An electric reel should not be used in sport
fishing. This will increase the pressure on fisheries in an unintended way.

Proposal 298. I oppose this proposal for the reasons described above. An electric reel
should not be used in sport fishing. This will increase the pressure on fisheries in an
unintended way.

Proposal 299. I oppose this proposal. Allowing charter operators to use nets to catch
herring in 2C would significantly impact the resource.

Proposal305. I support this proposal. It is important to prohibit the use of felt soles for
wadding in our pristine streams and rivers, Invasive species are a very real concern and it
is extremely important that the Department ofFish and Game does all it can to reduce
invasive species impact on Alaska.

Proposal 308. I support this proposal. Subsistence and personal fishing by lodge and
charter operators when paying clients are present should be prohibited. Feeding or giving
these resources to paying clients is to the intent of the subsistence and personal use
fisheries.

Proposll1310. I support this proposal. The guided sport fish harvest must be monitored
in a timely manner. This will allow managers to more effectively regulate all fisheries.
A fish ticket system is a logical way to monitor the guided sport fish harvest.

Proposal 311. I support this proposal. ADF&G and DPS personnel should have free
access to lodges and charter operations just as they have access to commercial processing
plants and commercial fishing vessels. This is necessary to effectively monitor catch and
enforce regulations equitably.
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Proposal312. I support this proposal. ADF&G and DPS personnel should have free
access to lodges and charter operations just as they have access to commercial processing
plants and commercial fishing vessels. This is necessary to effectively monitor catch and
enforce regulations equitably.

P.-oposaI313. I support this proposal. Facilities associated with charter fishing must be
monitored just as commercial facilities and vessels currently are. This will help facilitate
more accurate management of all fisheries,

:Proposal 320. I support this proposal. It makes sense to transfer the uncaught winter
Chinook quota to the spring fishery when Chinook are worth more than they are during
the summer months.

Proposal 321. I support this proposaL Fishing opportunities should be greatest when the
fish are worth the most. Chinook salmon are worth more in the winter than they are in
the summer and for this reason the number ofhatchery salmon estimated to be caught (in
the winter) should be added to the guideline harvest of treat salmon,

P"oposal322. I support this proposal. As long as the District 8 closure does not serve
any conservation purposes it should be reversed so that fishing is allowed until March
31".

(

Proposal 324. I support this proposal. This proposal will not affect the Chinook salmon (
quota, but it will allow area trollers greater fishing opportunities.

Proposal 325. I support this pro£osal. Trollers and processors will benefit from having
a fixed end date ofSeptember 30 '. ADF&G will still have the opportunity to cut the
season short by emergency order.

Proposal 326. I oppose this proposal. Trollers catch significant numbers of Cohos
between June 15 and July 10 and while they smaller' they are still a very valuable product
to trollers. Furthermore, during some years, such as 2008, the fish are bigger during this
time.

Proposal 327. I support this proposaL Trollers deserve fair access to Neets Bay
Hatchery Coho that often return after the troll season has closed. Extending the closure
date in Behm Canal and Clarence Straight to September 30 will help allow trollers to
catch fi sh they pay to have produced.

Proposal 328. I oppose this proposal. This proposal would greatly increase the catch
rate of hand trollers. Xt would increase competition on the fishing grounds and hand troll
permit prices would significalitly rise. I have made a living hand trolling. If you want to
power troll, buy a power troll permit.

(
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Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Th~r~
FN Whale Bird
PO Box 22927
Juneau, AK 99802
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United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
1011 E. Tudor Rd.

Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6199

(

IN REPLY REFER TO:

FWS/OSM/9009IBOF PWS

Mr. John Jensen, Chair
Alaska Board of Fisheries
Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 25526
Juneau, Alaska 99802-5526

Dear Chair Jensen:

FEB 3 2009
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The Alaska Board of Fishelies will deliberate 200812009 regulatory proposals that address
Southeast and Yakutat groundfish, herring, shellfish, commercial, sport, personal use, and
subsistence finfish fishelies beginning February 17, 2009. We understand that the Board will be
consideling approximately 156 proposals at this meeting.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Office of Subsistence Management, working with other
Federal agencies, has reviewed these proposals and developed preliminary comments on the (
proposals, which may have an impact on Federally qualified subsistence users and Federal
subsistence fishelies in these areas. The enclosed comments address proposals 236, and 290. We
may wish to comment on other specific proposals if issues arise during the meeting which may
have an impact on Federal subsistence users and fisheries.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these important regulatory matters and look forward
to working with your Board and the Alaska Depmiment ofFish and Game on these issues.

Peter J. Probasco
Assistant Regional Director

cc: Denby S. Lloyd, ADF&G
Michael Fleagle, Chair FSB
John Hilsinger, ADF&G, Anchorage
Craig Fleener, ADF&G, Juneau
Charles Swanton, ADF&G, Juneau
Rob Bentz, ADF&G, Juneau
Sue Aspelund, ADF&G, Juneau
Scott Kelley, ADF&G, Juneau

Marianne See ADF&G, Anchorage
Brian Frenette ADF&G, Juneau
Mike Turek, ADF&G, Juneau
Tina Cunning, ADF&G, Anchorage
Nancy Hendrickson, ADF&G, Anchorage
George Pappas, ADF&G, Anchorage
Jim Marcotte, ADF&G, Juneau
Interagency Staff Committee

(
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The following comments address these proposals only as they affect Federally qualified
subsistence users and resource conservation.

Proposal 236 requests the Alaska Board of Fisheries set the amounts necessary for
subsistence for salmon in Southeast Alaska by stock (location) rather than by
"management area."

Existing State Regulation:

5 AAC 01.716. Customary and traditional subsistence uses offish stocks and
amount necessary for subsistence uses.

c) The boardfinds that the following numbers ofsalmon are reasonably necessaryfor subsistence
uses in the Southeastern Alaska Area:

(1) Districts 1 - 4: 9,068 -17,503;

(2) Districts 5 - 8, District 10, and Section 9-B: 4,120 - 7,345;

(3) Section 9-A and District 13: 10,487 - 20,225;

(4) Districts 11, 12, 14, and 16: 4,178 -10,133;

(5) District15: 7,174 -10,414.

Existing Federal regulations: The Federal Subsistence Management Program does not
have a definition of Amounts Necessary for Subsistence (ANS) in regulation nor are
there Federal regulations related to ANS.

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No.

Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: Adopting this proposal could have a
positive impact on Federally qualified subsistence users. This proposal would guide
State sport and commercial fisheries managers to achieve appropriate escapement levels
and provide for subsistence needs. Federal subsistence users directly benefit when the
State manages fisheries to achieve returns to Federal subsistence fishing locations. State
regulations that use broad geographic management areas can be inconsistent with the
need to provide for local subsistence uses.

(

2
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Federal Position/Recommended Action: Neutral. If adopted, this proposal would
require the State to calculate its ANS detenninations for salmon in the Southeastern
Alaska Area by fish stock or populations (species and location) rather than by each of the
five broad management areas. The Federal Program supports more local orientated
management as it is important for conservation of the resource and to help meet
subsistence harvest requirements in Federal public waters.

As an example, recent low sockeye salmon runs to some Southeast Alaska systems have
made it increasingly difficult for some rural residents to obtain sufficient salmon to
provide for their subsistence uses under both State and Federal regulations. This is
especially true for Kanalku Lake sockeye which are an important subsistence resource for
the residents of Angoon.

We support the State using the best available infonnation (e.g. harvest pennits, household
surveys etc.), but are neutral on what the ANS numbers should be or how they are
derived.

Proposal 290 requests restrictions on the retention of sport caught steelhead in the fresh
and salt waters of the Southeast Alaska Area. The published issue statement for this
proposal states that the reason for this proposed regulation is because of the expansion
and liberalization of the Federal subsistence steelhead fishery in Southeast Alaska.

Existing State Regulations:

5 AAC 47.020. General provisions for seasons and bag, possession, annual, and size
limits for the salt waters of the Southeast Alaska Area
4) steelhead: may be taken from January 1 - December 31; bag limit of one fish;
possession limit of two fish; must be 36 inches or greater in length; annual limit of two
fish; a harvest record is required as specified in 5 AAC 47.024(c);

5 AAC 47.021. Special provisions for seasons, bag, possession, and size limits, and
methods and means for the salt waters of Southeast Alaska Area;

5 AAC 47.022. General provisions for seasons and bag, possession, annual, and size
limits for the fresh waters of the Southeast Alaska Area
(b) In the fresh waters east of the longitude of Cape Fairweather:
(4) steelhead: may be taken from January 1 - December 31; bag limit of one fish;
possession limit of two fish; must be 36 inches or greater in length; annual limit of two
fish; a harvest record is required as specified in 5 AAC 47.024(c);

(c) In the fresh waters between the longitude of Cape Suckling and the longitude of Cape
Fairweather:
(4) steelhead: may be taken from January 1 - December 31; bag limit of one fish;
possession limit of two fish; must be 36 inches or greater in length; annual limit of two
fish; a harvest record is required as specified in 5 AAC 47.024(c);

3
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5 AAC 47.023. Special provisions for seasons, bag, possession, and size limits, and
methods and means for the fresh waters of the Southeast Alaska Area.

Existing Federal Regulations:

§ .27(i)(13) Southeastern Alaska Area

(ii) You mustpossess a subsistence fishing permit to take salmon, trout, grayling, and
char.

(iii)In the Southeastern Alaska Area, a rainbow trout is defined as a fish ofthe species
Oncorhynchus mykiss less than 22 inches in overall length. A steelhead is defined as a
rainbow trout with an overall length of22 inches or larger. §_.27(i)(I3)(iv)In areas
where the use ofrod and reel is allowed, you may use artificialfly, lure, or bait when
fishing with rod and reel, unless restricted by Federal permit. Ifyou use bait, you must
retain all Federally-regulatedfish species caught, and they apply to your applicable
daily, seasonal, and annual limits for that species.

(A) For streams with steelhead, once your daily, seasonal, or annual limit ofsteelhead is
harvested, you may no longer fish with bait for that species.

(B) Unless otherwise specified in this §_.27(i)(I3), allowable gearfor salmon or
steelhead is restricted to gaffs, spears, gillnets, seines, dip nets, cast nets, handlines,
or rod and reel.

(v) Unless otherwise specified in this §_.27(i)(13), you may use a handline for
snagging salmon or steelhead.

(xviii) Unless otherwise specified in this § IOO.27(i)(13), you may take steelhead under
the terms ofa subsistencefishing permit. The open season is January I through May 31.
The daily household harvest and possession limit is one with an annual household limit of
two. You may only use a dip net, gaff, handline, spear, or rod and reel. The permit
conditions and systems to receive specialprotection will be determined by the local
Federalfisheries manager in consultation with ADF&G.

(

(

(xix) You may take steelhead trout on Prince ofWales and Kosciusko Islands under the
terms ofFederal subsistence fishing permits. You must obtain a separate permitfor the
winter and spring seasons.

(A) The winter season is December I through the last day ofFebruary, with a harvest
limit oftwo fish per household. You may use only a dip net, handline, spear, or rod
and reel. The winter season may be closed when the harvest level cap of100
steelheadfor Prince ofWales/Kosciusko Islands has been reached. You must return
your winter season permit within 15 days ofthe close ofthe season and before
receiving another permitfor a Prince ofWales/Kosciusko steelhead subsistence
fishery. The permit conditions and systems to receive specialprotection will be
determined by the local Federal fisheries manager in consultation with ADF&G.

(B) The spring season is March I through May 31, with a harvest limit offivefish per
household. You may use only a dip net, handline, spear, or rod and reel. The spring
season may be closedprior to May 3I ifthe harvest quota of600 fish minus the
number ofsteelhead harvested in the winter subsistence steelheadfishery is reached. (
You must return your spring season permit within 15 days ofthe close ofthe season
and before receiving another permit for a Prince ofWales/Kosciusko steelhead

4
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subsistencefishery. The permit conditions and systems to receive special protection
will be determined by the local Federalfisheries manager in consultation with
ADF&G.

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? Yes, FP09-03
submitted by the Alaska Department ofFish and Game (ADF&G) requested that the
Federal Subsistence Board (FSB) alter various management components of the Prince of
Wales/Kosciusko Islands and Southeastern Alaska Federal subsistence fisheries,
including allowing subsistence fishing for steelhead only where ADF&G and the Office
ofSubsistence Management (OSM) agree there is a harvestable surplus and adequate
monitoring is in place.

Prior to its January 2009 meeting, the FSB was provided with written copies ofFederal
staff analyses, public comments, ADF&G comments, and Interagency Staff Cormnittee
(ISe) comments. During its January 2009 meeting, the FSB heard Federal staff reports
and comments, public testimony, ADF&G comments, Southeast Alaska Subsistence
Regional Advisory Council (Council) cormnents, and ISC comments before deliberating
on FP09-03. Before taking action on this proposal, the FSB used this information as well
as additional information requested from Council members, Federal staff, and ADF&G
staff, in considering potential effects of the proposal on the health of fish populations, the
subsistence priority being provided, and potential effects upon other fisheries and uses.

The FSB unanimously rejected FP09-03. Some justifications provided for not adopting
the proposal included: 1) low harvest in Federal subsistence fishery, 2) ability of inseason
managers to monitor the fishery, 3) permit stipulations that address known conservation
concerns, 4) increased burden on Federal users without a demonstrated need,S) no
reported enforcement issues, and 6) required harvest reporting. The FSB continued to
voice concerns about the number ofunreported steelhead caught in commercial salmon
net fisheries and recommends that a method be established where this infOlmation can be
obtained.

The FSB and the Commissioner (ADF&G) support increased cooperation between
Federal and State staffs concerning steelhead populations in Southeast Alaska. The
Federal staff will develop a charge statement outlining a joint effort by OSM and US
Forest Service staffs and ADF&G staff to address steelhead management issues.

Impact to Federal subsistence usersffisheries: No. Adoption of this proposal would
not affect Federally qualified subsistence users fishing under Federal regulations. It
would only affect people fishing under State sPOlt fishing regulations.

The total reported Federal subsistence harvest of steelhead in Southeast Alaska
(excluding Yakutat) has ranged from 25 to 48 fish annually from 2003 to 2008, and all
permits issued were returned. Table 1 (FWS 2005,2009) lists steelhead harvest reports
by fishery since 1969.
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The Fisheries Resource Monitoring Program (administered by OSM) funded a joint
Federal, State, and Tribal agency three year steelhead assessment project (05-604) that
began in 2005 on Prince of Wales Island (pOW). Investigators placed weirs on two
streams each yeaI'. The goal was to study both a "small" (thought to contain <150 adult
steelhead) and a "large" (>150) population each year. Road access and identified harvest
were factors in choosing the study sites. Weirs were placed in the Harris River and Big
Ratz Creek during 2005, Cable Creek and Eagle Creek in 2006, and Natuzhini Creek and
Big Ratz Creek during 2007.

Steelhead were counted as they passed through the weirs. Length measurements were
taken, gender recorded, scales collected for aging, and fish were marked with either a
caudal clip or punch. Preliminary length data from this project suggests that 1.4 % of the
1,229 steelhead sampled met the minimum spOli size limit.

Data from these projects has been used to manage the POW fishery. For example, data
from the 2005 project was used to change the management of the Harris River steelhead
fishery. The Harris River was thought to be a "large" system, but the weir count was
lower than expected. Accordingly, in 2006, the Harris River was placed on the list of
small, road accessible streams requiring extra conservation measures. Big Ratz Creek, on
the other hand, was originally thought to be a "small" system but, weir counts indicated
otherwise, and this creek was removed from the list of small, road accessible streams
with extra conservation measures.

(

Federal position/recommended action: Neutral. Adoption of this proposal would not (
affect Federally qualified subsistence users fishing under Federal regulations.
This proposal is unnecessary for the conservation of steelhead populations in Southeast
Alaska at this time. We do not agree with the proponent's characterization that the
Federal subsistence steelhead fishery requires the actions proposed. With a mandatory
36-inch minimum size limit, the current sport fishery is essentially a catch and release
fishery. Allowing a very limited sport harvest will not make a noti~eable difference since
catch and release mortality will remain the same whether or not this proposed regulation
is adopted. Since the more restrictive sport fishing regulations went into effect in 1994
the reported harvest of steelhead in the sport fishery has been relatively small in
Southeast Alaska. The average State sport stee1head harvest from streams in Southeast
Alaska from 1995 to 2004 was 138 fish per year, which is neaTly 5 times higher than the
average annual Federal subsistence harvest. From 2004 to 2006 the average reported
sport harvest in Southeast Alaska was 170 steelhead per year. The average reported sport
catch during that time was 3,903 steelhead per year, resulting in an additional "harvest"
of steelhead of 117 assuming 3% catch and release mortality. Recent increases in
average sport harvest and reported catch seem to indicate that steelhead stocks have
improved since regulatory action was taken in 1994.

Table 1- COIDuarison of steelhead harvests by fishery, 1969-2008 IFWS 2005,
State State State Federal

Year Commercial Sport SubsistenceIPU Subsistence
Harvest 1,2,3 Harvese Harvest Harvest4

1969 2,414

1970 2,401

1971 1,802

2009)

(
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Table 1 Continued

Sta~e State State Federal
Year Conunercial Sport Subsistence/PU Subsistence

Harvest 1,2,3,4 Harvest3 Harvest HarvestS

1972 1,653

1973 1,836

1974 1,940

1975 533

1976 1,027

1977 963 1,750

1978 1,610 1,618

1979 1,031 1,424

1980 1,412 2,769

1981 934 1,537

1982 1,989 2,368

1983 4,074 3,469

1984 5,390 4,160

1985 7,112 3,088

1986 11,540 4,722

1987 3,621 4,677

1988 4,339 4,309

1989 3,209 5,409

1990 3,309 4,274

1991 4,632

1992 2,439

1993 1,249

1994 685

1995 233

1996 105

1997 142

1998 108

1999 199

2000 180

2001 206

2002 3 72

2003 4 95 3 26

2004 108 169 3 31

2005 57 143 1 37

2006 24 198 48

2007 22 113 1 25

2008 27

1 1969-1990 commercial fishing by-catch ofsteelhead for all of Southeast Alaska. These values were reported by fish buyers and do
not include steelhead caught but not sold or misidentified and sold as other species.
22002-2005 steelhead harvest in commercial troll fishery.
3 Beginning 1994 State regulations required SPOlt caught steelhead to be 36 inches or larger and steelhead taken in commercial net
fisheries were no longer required to be rep0l1ed. Since 2006, when the commissioner was given authority to institute mandatory
reporting of net taken steelhead, this requirement has only been required in the Stikine Chinook gillnet fishelY.
42006-2007 includes commercial troll fishery, and District 8 Stikinc Chinook gillnet fishery harvests.
5 The first Federal subsistence steelhead fishely began in 2003 on Plince ofWales Island. The remainder of Southeast Alaska was
included beg.iIming 2005.

7
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United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters
P.O. Box 20538, Juneau Alaska 99802-0538 (907) 586-6550 usag@alaska.net

February 2, 2009

John Jensen, Chair
Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 hand delivered

Dear Mr. Jensen:

The United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters (USAG) is an association of about 150 small business
owners who catch salmon by drift gillnetting in Southeast Alaska and market salmon throughout
the United States. USAG is a southeast, district-wide organization, representing all 475 drift
gilInet permits in existence. Please find our positions on the respective proposals below as listed
along with many ofour concerns. In advance we appreciate the time and concern put forth by
you and members of the board to carefully consider each proposal.

Proposal 236: Oppose
This proposal would require numeration ofthe numbers offish in various systems required for
subsistence purposes. The proposal is using the concept of"weak stock management", but
instead of applying the concept to escapement requirements, it applies it to subsistence needs.
The concept is no more valid when applied to subsistence than it is when applied to escapement.
We see the following problems with this proposal:
1. It is not possible to tell what portion of the subsistence eligible population in an area would

take fish from and from which system. Therefore, it is impossible to say with any degree of
precision how many fish are necessary for subsistence in a specific stream. The only way this
would be even remotely possible is if the subsistence user had their permit for only one
system and could take fish from only that system. If such a system was put into place, it
would lead to overharvest during years oflow escapement.

2. The Department ofFish and Game (Department) does not have the budget or manpower to
monitor the number of streams involved to determine that the specific number offish
specified were present in excess of escapement needs.

3. The Department would have to restrict commercial and sport fishing until the numbers of fish
were assured to be in the system as required rather than managing on a catch per unit effort, a
management technique that has proven to be successful over the years. By the time the target
numbers were reached, it would be too late to fish on those fish that are surplus to
escapement and subsistence needs.
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4. The quality ofthe commercial catch would be severely reduced as most commercial fishing
would have to be conducted in inside waters only and near targeted systems.

Proposal 238: Oppose
Using a seine boat to catch subsistence fish is not using traditional means for harvest. This (
would also extend the federal subsistence criteria out into the off shore areas and perhaps extend
their jurisdiction. No area is specified, so fish could be taken from any population that was
nearby. We fmd it interesting that in proposal 236 they want a specific number offish in each
system, but in # 238 fish will take from any population that is available in the common property
fishery. Who would oversee and regulate this program?

Proposal 240: Oppose
We believe it is necessary and appropriate that a permit holder must be present when their net is
in the water fishing. How else would law enforcement determine that the net actually belonged
to a specific permit holder? How else could the permit holder determine how many fish were
being caught and adjust the gear accordingly? This proposal is plagued by enforcement issues
and likely will be abused in some manner.

Proposals 244,245,246,267,268,271, 273, and 274: USAG Supports recommendations in RPT
report. These proposals are part of the Industry Consensus Report (RPT) dated 12/9/08. USAG
at this time believes that adoption of the RPT report is in the best interest of the gi11net fleet
when considering long term sustainability ofthe gillnet fisheries on the north end and on the
south end. Adoption of the RPT report with associated recommendations on the above referenced
proposals is the best alternative for gil1netters without giving up additional time or allocation in
other areas. USAG understands the significant costs and lost opportunities associated with
adoption of the RPT report; however until enhanced allocation is increased for other gear groups
the gi11net fleet will continue to be outside of its enhanced allocation, thus potentially putting at
risk fishing time and fishing areas in both the Northern and Southern gi11net districts of Southeast
Alaska.

Proposal 246: Oppose as Part of the Industry Consensus Report(RPT) 12/9/08
When the folks of Coffman Cove were working to get the permits approved by the Department
and the Regional Planning Team, they promised there would be no adverse impact on our
existing commercial fisheries and now right out of the chute they want to close water that has
traditionally been open to us. This is a betrayal offaith. Ifthey wanted Coffman closed they
should have included it in the original permitting documents so the issue could have been dealt
with then.

Proposal 253 & 254: Oppose
These two proposals do effectively the same thing and will be addressed with one statement.
Permitting seine boats larger than the existing 58 foot limit will probably upset the efficiency
bal~nce between the present salmon fleets, Larger boats will allow seiners to hold more fish and
therefore catch more fish between deliveries. It will allow boats to stay on the grounds longer
thus increasing their fishing efficiency. We are also concerned that larger boats will eventually
lead to requests for larger seines to make the larger boat more economically feasible and
efficient. The initial reason for the length limit on seiners and on gillnetters in Bristol Bay was
to limit their efficiency and make local fishermen or disadvantaged permit holder at least
partially competitive with the generally more economically advantaged
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Each salmon fleet knows how to increase its efficiency and catch more fish for each hour spent
fishing or each gallon of diesel consumed. For troll fleets it would be to add additional gurdy
lines. For the gillnet fleet it would be to increase gillnet depth or length. Just because these
things could be done, does not mean they should be done.

Proposal 255 & 256: Oppose
These two proposals would grant additional privileges to gillnet fishermen who hold two
(stacked) permits. While there is a wide range of opinion on these types of proposals, we are
opposing them because we believe a large majority of he gillnet fleet is opposed. The most
significant argument in support ofthe proposal is that it would provide an incentive for
fishermen to purchase an additional permit, thereby reducing the size of the fleet and providing
more opportunity for the fishermen remaining in the fishery. The major argument against the
proposal is that it would create two classes of gillnetters. This would force current fishermen to
recapitalize their fishery in order to remain competitive with those holding additional privileges.
One often overlooked issue is that implementation of this concept would drive up the cost of
entering the fishery making it harder for younger fishermen to enter the fishery. The State of
Alaska through its various agencies has held seminars on the "graying of the fleet" and what can
and should be done to promote younger people getting into the fishery. By driving up the cost of
entry, acceptance of this proposal would aggravate an already widely acknowledged problem.

Proposal 257 & 258: Oppose
Proposal 257 and 258 address the same issue and this comment applies equally to both. This
proposal would change the starting day for gillnet openings to Monday from Sunday. We do not
support a requirement to change the opening day to Monday. We do support changing the
language ofthe current regulation to make it similar to the purse seine regulation and say that
openings will "generally" begin on Sunday. The requirement to begin on Sunday has been
overridden by the special case of the management plan for the directed king salmon fishery on
the Stikine and Taku rivers which requires an 8:00 AM Monday start for the fishing week. The
addition of the word "generally" would remove this minor conflict and allow the Department to
begin a fishery on another day by Emergency Order (EO) ifwarranted by circumstances.

Proposal 259: Oppose
This proposal would shift the gillnet sockeye openings from beginning on Sunday to a Monday
beginning. The author indicates that because this was done in the king salmon management plan
for the Stikine it should be done for the District 8 sockeye fishery. We do not agree that because
this was done for the directed king fishery it should also be applied to our directed sockeye
fishery.

Proposal 260: Oppose
This proposal would open a portion of District 7 to seining when gillnetting is open in District 8.
We oppose this proposal for the following reasons:
I. To conserve wild stocks in the area, the area has not been open in the past.
2. The gillnet openings that take place in District 8 are a directed sockeye fishery and are

predicated on the strength of the sockeye return to the Stikine River and other local systems.
The hatchery chums caught in this fishery are incidental to the sockeye fishery.

3. To open this area for the exclusive purpose ofharvesting hatchery stocks would violate the
principal ofnot adjusting wild stock fishery patterns to harvest hatchery fish.

4. Gillnetters proposed at the 03 and 06 BoF meetings that a portion of District 8 be opened to
common property fishing based on the strength ofthe return of hatchery fish to Anita Bay.
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The BoF did not approve these proposals during those meetings which represented the same
situation being proposed here.

5. The sharing balance referred to in the proposal applies to the fish that are harvested in Anita
Bay. It does not include the fish caught in common property fisheries as they make their way
to Anita Bay. (

6. The rotation between the seine and gillnet fleets in the Anita Bay terminal harvest area has
demonstrated the capacity to harvest all the fish that return to Anita Bay.

Proposal 262: Oppose
This proposal would arbitrarily restrict the Northern Southeast Seine Sahnon Management Plan
regardless of the abundance ofthe specific sahnon addressed by the specific proposed changes.
This proposal is a good example of the federal subsistence fishery regime attempting to reach out
into State of Alaska controlled waters and its common property fisheries to adjust those fisheries
bases on unsubstantiated subsistence needs. It also attempts to force the Department into weak
stock management for our salmon fisheries which would reduce the economic vitality and
overall quality of the sahnon harvest in Southeast Alaska.

Proposal 264 & 265: Oppose
This proposal would arbitrarily restrict the Southern Southeast Seine Salmon Management Plan
and accordingly the District 4 seine season regardless of the abundance of salmon stocks or the
strength of in-season retums. Like Proposal 262, this is another example of the federal
subsistence fishery regime attempting to reach out into State ofAlaska controlled waters and its
common property fisheries to adjust those fisheries bases on unsubstantiated subsistence needs.
It also attempts to force the Department into weak stock management for our salmon fisheries
which would reduce the economic vitality and overall quality ofthe salmon harvest in Southeast
Alaska.

Proposal 270: Oppose
This proposal requests that Herring Cove no longer be used as a salmon release site. The
commercial fishing community and the sport fishing community in Ketchikan in conjunction
with the Department wanted the king salmon production from the Whitman Lake Hatchery
moved from the remote release site in Carol Inlet to Herring Cove. Prior to that action, the
number of fish released from Herring Cove was tailored to return enough fish for brood stock
only. No other release site provides the protection from straying that the Herring Cove site
provides. The Herring Cove release point also provides the best opportunity for local sport and
sport charters to access a significant number ofking sahnon on a consistent basis. There is an
acknowledged problem with folks who want to fish using private lands without permission. In
part, the fact that this problem exists demonstrates how popular the area is as a sport fishing
location. Facilities should be improved in the area to accommodate public use and we would
encourage the state to take the initiative and develop such facilities. However, the number of
people in the community who benefit from the fish returning to Herring Cove, both financially
and recreationally suggests the location should not be moved.

Proposal 275: Support
We support the changes in operation and boundaries outlined in this proposal. The boundaries
have been used the past two years and provide for improved terminal area harvest with very
minimal impact on wild stocks in the area.

Proposal 284: Support

(
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The Boat Harbor management plan as proposed by the Department in this proposal is consistent
with prior year's management and we support its adoption.

Proposal 305: Support
This proposal would prohibit the use of felt soled shoes in Alaska's fresh water streams. If it is
true that the use of felt soled shoes contributes to the spread of invasive species and diseases then
we support this proposal.

Proposal 306: Support
This proposal prohibits operators or crew on charter boats from fishing while paying customers
are on board. This corrects an area of long standing abuse where lines purportedly being fished
by operators or crew were actually being fished by charter customers. It also prevents the
operator or crew from "giving their fish" to paying charter customers such that they obtained
more fish than they could catch under bag and possession limits. We strongly believe this should
be approved into regulation.

Proposal 307: Support
This would prohibit charter boats from being used for subsistence or personal use within 30 days
ofbeing used for charter fishing. We support the concept of this proposal but believe charter
boats should be subject to the same restrictions as other commercial boats. The time required
between a break in activities between uses of commercial boats changing from one fishery to
another is 14 days !L.'1d wit.~ king crab it is one month. If the 14 day restriction is in fact thc
standard break required when changing from personal use to a commercial fishery then we
believe that similar requirement should be applicable to the charter fleet.

Proposal 308: Support
This proposal will restrict a lodge or charter boat from having subsistence or personal use
resources on site while paying customers are present. This corrects a long standing abuse by
lodges and charter boats and should be adopted.

Proposal325: Oppose
This proposal would extend the troll season from September 20 to September 30 with a closure
by EO ifwarranted. We much prefer the present language that closes the season September 20
unless abundance permits a longer season by EO. This requires the Department to make an
active assessment of the fishery to determine if an extension is appropriate rather that just
extending the season without proper assessment. 10 of the past 13 years one or both districts
were extended for additional Trolling time. Why change the system ifit already works when
there is high Coho abundance? It will likely be more difficult to close the fishery early under
low-abundance years as trollers would like put additional pressure on area wide biologists. We
believe the current regulation language best protects the coho resource.

Proposal 327: Oppose
This proposal would open a portion ofBehm Canal and Clarence Straight to September 30 to
access coho. We oppose this change for the following reasons:
I. It modifies a wild stock fishery with the sole purpose of accessing hatchery fish. This is the

same principal under which the BoF and the Department has refused to approve changes for
wild stock fisheries to access hatchery fish for other commercial fleets in the past.

2. There are numerous wild stocks of coho in the area of the proposal that could be adversely
impacted by the adoption of this proposal.
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3. The Department can extend fishing in the area by EO if the abundance ofcoho warrants such
an extension.

4. There would be no review ofthe potential impact on the cost recovery needs of SSRAA
caused by increased interception of these coho.

(

(
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United Southeast Alaska Gilinetters
P.O. Box 20538, Juneau Alaska 99802-0538 (907) 586-6550 usag@alaska.net

FebrualY 2, 2009

John Jensen, Chair
Board ofFisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 hand delivered

Dear Mr. Jensen:

The United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters (USAG) is an association of about 150 small business owners who
~atch sahnon by drift gillnetting in Southeast Alaska and market salmon throughout the United States.
USAG is a southeast, district-wide organization, representing all 475 drift gillnet permits in existence.
Please find our positions on the respective proposals below as listed along with many of our concerns. In
advance, we appreciate the time and concern put forth by you and members of the board to carefully
consider each proposal.

Proposal261: Oppose-
1. 261 advocates development of a management plan that will increase purse seine access to

pink sahnon stocks bound north from District 12. This proposal is just the latest effort at
increasing purse seine harvest of all sahnon species that spawn in Districts lIB and 15
and that sustain the drift gillnet fisheries in those districts. The proposal is unnecessary
and it poses a number of negative considerations. It should be rejected.

2. 26 I is unnecessary because existing regulations already cover the issue in detail. These
regulations include test-fishing procedures for monitoring the relative abundance ofpink,
sockeye, and chum sahnon in determin.ing whether purse seine harvests can be allowed
and established limits on the halvest of sockeye when purse seine fishing is permitted.
The current proposal makes no reference to these regulations, suggests nothing that is
deficient in the existing management scheme, and offers no specific rationale for
considering its adoption as a justifiable or even reasonable change in regulations. In
truth, this area ofDistrict 12 presents such a great mixture of species and stocks bound
for widespread spawning areas that a far better argument can be made that the appropriate
fishery management approach to the area is to allow no fishing at all.
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3. Adoption of26l should be denied based on several serious considerations beyond the
fact that it seeks direct, uncompensated reallocation from another gear type in its
established fishing areas.

4. The stocks in the mixing area ofnorthern District 12 involve runs that are bound both to
the north and south. The vast majority ofpink salmon that enter this area are southbound
into Chatham Strait where the purse seine fishery has exclusive access to those stocks
after they have segregated from northbound stocks of all species.

5. Proponents of26l suggest that unharvested surpluses of pink salmon occur in some years
in Districts lIB and 15. That is true as is the fact that significant unharvested surpluses
occur in Districts 12 and 14. In fact, in the few years that extra pink salmon return to
Districts lIB and 15, District 12 shows even greater levels ofunharvested pinks. In
addition, such surpluses occur in District 12 in many years when few pink salmon return
to the more inside districts.

6. Small Chatham Strait sockeye stocks, and the effect of the northern District 12 purse
seine fishery, previously have been the focus of concern for subsistence users. Those
sockeye generally are exhibiting returns below optimal levels and should not be subjected
to unnecessary harvest before they have moved toward their spawning streams and begun
to segregate from harvestable pink and/or chum salmon.

7. Pink salmon that reach Districts lIB and 15 are harvested in the gillnet fisheries there.
Those fisheries are regulated by the abundance of wild sockeye salmon, not pinks. In
years of low sockeye abundance, pink salmon in excess of escapement need may go
unharvested. However, when in northern District 12, those pink salmon are mixed with
the same weak sockeye stocks and thus cannot be harvested without catching more ofthe
sockeye that already are causing restrictions on the gillnet fisheries.

8. Regarding the various sockeye populations returning to Districts 11B and 15, the gillnet
fisheries can be managed to protect individual weak sockeye stocks while harvesting
stronger sockeye returns as well as pink salmon migrating with those sockeye. As noted
above, the northern District 12 purse seine fishery cannot be controlled in this manner.
Fishery management that can respond to specific stock needs is more consistent with
Board of Fisheries mixed stock and sustainable fishery policies than is the indiscriminate
mixed stock purse seine harvest in northern District 12.

9. Recent returns of sockeye salmon to Chilkat Lake in District 15 have been so poor that
the gillnet fishery is unlikely to be permitted any directed harvest in 2009 or quite
possibly in subsequent years as well. Chilkat sockeye mix with pink salmon throughout
the Hawk Inlet shore area ofnorthern District 12. No incidental harvest of these sockeye
should be allowed in District 12 when the more terminal District 15 gillnet fishery is
restricted based on the status of this stock. In addition, provided that Chilkoot Lake
sockeye are not a serious management concern, the most significant run ofpink salmon
in District 15 can be harvested in the gillnet fishery without impacting Chilkat sockeye.

10. Wild Spee1 Lake sockeye mix extensively with the other salmon stocks that enter through
northern District 15. The escapement level of those wild sockeye governs the ability of
the District lIB gillnet fishery to harvest returns to the Snettisham hatchery, especially
within Port Snettisham itself. In 2008, the minimum escapement goal was not attained
and thus no terminal area harvest by the fleet was allowed. The wild Spee1 sockeye
population is always quite small in numbers, so any harvest in District 12 may delay and
possibly prevent gillnet access to the terminal area of a major production hatchery.

(
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11. 261 looks to create a plan that will increase purse seine harvest ofpink salmon. It needs
to be understood, however, as an effort to increase access to the other salmon species that
sustain the gillnet fisheries. Districts lIB and 15 do not support major pink salmon
production, accounting for only small percentage of the cumulative pink salmon
escapement goal index for northern southeast Alaska (Districts 9-15). The pinks that do
return to the gillnet districts are utilized by those fisheries. The purse seine fishery
typically foregoes more pinks in its traditional fishing districts than return in total to
Districts lIB and 15. In sum, the advocates of261 do not propose a legitimate or even
plausible reason for requesting more of the salmon on which another gear group has
depended for decades. Proposal #261 should be rejected by the Board.
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United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters
P.O. Box 20538, Juneau Alaska 99802-0538 (907) 586-6550 usag@alaska.net

February 2, 2009

John Jensen, Chair
Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 hand delivered

Dear Mr. Jensen:

The United Southeast Alaska Gililletters (USAG) is an association of about 150 small business owners whq
catch salmon by drift gillnetting in Southeast Alaska and market salmon throughout the United States. \
USAG is a southeast, district-wide organization, representing all 475 drift gillnet permits in existence.
Please find our positions on the respective proposals below as listed along with many ofour concerns. In
advance, we appreciate the time and concern put forth by you and members of the board to carefully
consider each proposal.

Proposal 227: Oppose
This proposal would open District 8 to trolling 7 days a week during any week that gilinetting is permitted.
The management of the District 8 directed King salmon fishery was a major issue of focus during the 2006
Board of Fisheries (BoF) meeting. We believe it is inappropriate to return to the board for more time and
opportunity for additional troll time and area so soon after the BoF enacted the Stikine Chinook
management plan at its last meeting. The proposal inaccurately suggests that the trollers are not catching
their "historic" volume offish.
1. The "historic" figures cited by the troll fleet are questionable at best and incorrect at worst. The

Department has never done a systematic review or study of the "historic" fishery that was available for
industry review. We believe such a study should be done before more opportunity is made available to
the trollers based on any "historic" sharing argument. While historical anecdotal data is often thrown
around between differing gear groups, systematic changes were made during implementation ofthe
limited entry program. Whereas occasioned usage was factored in to create long-term sustainable and
usable district areas for each type of gear. Reversing this trend and overlapping, stacking, granting
additional time and advantaging one gear group over another will likely set a precedent for all gear
groups to aggressively expand and seek area and time in other areas not currently available to a
particular gear group. (
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2. There has been a low participation by trollers fishing in District 8 in the last two years since the BoF
decision to allow expanded trolling opportunities. If current area and time is under utilized, then why
give even more time for a disinterested fleet that chooses to focus more on the spring troll openings and
hatchery production areas?

3. The spring access fisheries for the trollers provide nearly constant access to Stikine bound chinook.
These spring time troll openings provide an opportunity for the trollers to harvest Stikine chinook
regardless of whether there is a joint US-Canada Transboundary fishery. In other words, when the
transboundary fishery is not occurring (no gillnetting) trollers still have ample opportunity to catch
StOOne bound Chinook in many ofthe spring time troll areas. Most of these areas are open for most if
not all of May and June when 98% of Stikine chinook pass through these troll areas to return to the
nver.

4. Under the current regulations for District 8, trollers are allowed to fish 3 days for each day of gillnetting
and 5 days when the gillnetters receive Ihour more than I day. These directed District 8 openings do
not preclude any spring troll king fishery from occurring. Those spring king troll fisheries are unaffected
by any District 8 openings. Expanding to seven days a week is not only unwarranted, but places all
conservation efforts onto the gillnet fishery as they are the only group with any closure time on Stikine
bound chinook.
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United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters
P.O. Box 20538, Juneau Alaska 99802-0538 (907) 586-6550 usag@alaska.net

February 2, 2009

John Jensen, Chair
Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 hand delivered

Dear Mr. Jensen:

The United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters (USAG) is an association of about 150 small business (
owners who catch salmon by drift gillnetting in Southeast Alaska and market salmon throughout
the United States. USAG is a southeast, district-wide organization, representing all 475 drift
gillnet permits in existence. Please find our positions on the respective proposals below as listed
along with many of our concerns. In advance we appreciate the time and concern put forth by you
and members of the board to carefully consider each proposal.

Proposal 230 & 231: Oppose
Since District 11 has been open for directed Chinook sahnon harvest in only one season since
the current regulations were enacted at the 2006 Board meeting, no credible claim about
catch patterns relative to some prior era is possible. At the least, it is premature, and really
inappropriate, to return to the Board requesting more time and opportunity in District lIon
the basis on one season's experience, one in which very little troll effort was recorded despite
successful sport and gillnet harvests of Taku River Chinook. However, basic issues
regarding Chinook salmon fisheries in southeast Alaska, especially relating to the salmon
treaty with Canada, are raised by this proposal. Hence, it is necessary to review important
factors that argue, on the merits, against expanded, or any, troll fishing in this area.

1. The proposal requests 7-day-per-week access to this Chinook resource that is fully
utilized in the temrinal areas (District 11) by the extensive sport and gillnet user
groups.

2. There is currently adequate troll time directly in front ofthe transboundary fishery
utilizing large swaths of area in District 11. This newly designed troll area was
negotiated by an advisory fisheries task force for the Taku in response to the troller's
request for additional chinook harvest opportunities. The agreement was put into

12(14
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regulation in 2006 specifying that for every day of a transboundary fishery
(gillnetting), there would be 3 days of trolling directly in front which encompasses the
south and north corridors of the Taku. For every day, plus one hour of gillnetting,
there would be five days of trolling. Saturday and Sunday fishing for both groups
was removed as an alternative in order to not interfere with local sport fisheries
primarily utilizing the weekends.

3. There is no history of significant troll harvest of Taku River Chinook salmon in the
spring time in District 11. At best the troll fleet can point to anecdotal evidence
meant to reverse limited entry implementation ofgear group areas. Only data
available on District 11 troll, points to harvest opportunities on chinook well past the
May and June currently directed fisheries. This limited data suggests a limited troll
take after Statistical week 26 or later. Troll harvests of Chinook involved an
undocumented mix of stocks that could have contained at most a trace of Takn-origin
fish as 98% ofthe Taku run would have already escaped up the river by this time.
Virtually all troll effort and catch occurred in more southern portions of Stephens
Passage, particularly in the vicinities ofPt. Hugh and Holkham Bay.

4. The assertion that trolling interests contributed substantially to the rebuilding ofTaku
River Chinook is essentially empty. The directed gillnet Chinook fishery in Taku
lnlet was closed for 30 years. However, following ratification of the Pacific Salmon
Treaty with Canada in 1985, an extensive effort was undertaken to increase Chinook
salmon abundance throughout southeast Alaska using existing enhancement facilities.
In order to harvest production from these new enhancement projects, 31 "hatchery
access" areas were created exclusively for spring troll fishing around the region. Five
of those areas are in the migration corridor for returning Taku River Chinook.
Estimates by ADFG staff indicate that roughly 1,600 Taku-origin fish are taken in
these areas annually. The troll fishery has not sacrificed much of anything as part of
the successful rebuilding of Taku River Chinook. The spring fisheries occur every
year regardless of whether there are substantial numbers to warrant a transboundary
(US or Canadian gillnet) fishery.

5. Any troll fishery in District 11, certainly if on a 7-day-per-week basis, would cause
significant conflict with other user groups. Juneau area population roughly has
tripled since the "historic" 1960's-1970's period. Sport fishing in the area arguably
has increased even more with more capable vessels and the development of a charter
fishery. Superimposing a troll fishery that would compete for salmon and for prime
fishing locations with this active, established sport fishery is an obvious formula for
resentment and confrontation. Since the gillnet fishery for Chinook is confined to the
vicinity ofTaku Inlet and occurs in glacially influenced waters, there is very little
conflict with the sport fishery. It is unlikely that much troll effort would be directed
into the limited gillnet area, but any mixing of the commercial gear types while
actively fishing would generate serious conflict and likely spur violent interactions.

6. Trolling in District 11 undoubtedly would capture Chinook salmon. However,
experience indicates that the sport and sport charter fisheries encounter large numbers
of immature Chinook, a large proportion ofwhich are below legal retention length.
(Takn River Chinook rear in distant offshore waters and are not encountered in
District 11 prior returning in their spawning run.) Increased trolling in an area with
known concentrations ofrearing Chinook means that significant incidental mortalities

Public Comment # iJ4
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of sub-legal fish would occur. Under the Treaty, accounting for total mortalities of
Chinook in a fishery, not simply for total harvest, is required. Especially in a fishery
that would not provide net benefit in harvest to the regional troll fishery and would
affect other user groups negatively, increased incidental mortalities cannot be
justified.

(
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John Peckham
7825 South Tongass
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901

Alaska Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526

Mr. Chairman and Board Members,

FAX NO. 9072259014
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Proposal 271 Anita Bay. I purse seine for salmon in southeast. I support this proposal.
However, if the board chooses to support the JRPT agreement and adopt it's special
harvest area management suggestions, then I support the recommendation to make the
rotations at Anita Bay a 1 to 1 ratio between gillnet and seine for the next three years, and
would oppose 271 as written.

I support the JRPT consensus agreement recommendations because, when possible,
fishermen should try to agree on how to allocate enhanced fish and how to reach those
allocations. The JRPT is the body most able to look at enhanced allocation region wide
and best able to help coordinate a balance between short term and long term adjustments,
and between SHA changes and production changes to attempt to meet allocation
percentage goals.

If the board accepts the JRPT recommendation then I would suggest the following
proposal be adopted:

PROPOSALm (8I1W...II) -lAAC33383 (II) (3). DIIlIrIcI7: Anna Bar TennInIII H8MllItAI-.
SIIImOI'I~PIm Amand tho regulation to modify tha ratio of seine and gllillot
openings for Anita Bay area as follows.

In establishing emergency order season openings for the seine and drift glllnet fisheries,
the department shall rotatB openings between these gur groups and shall provide for a
time ratio for gllinet to seine openings of 2 to 1, for 2009, 2010, IIId 2011" ndIo Is one
lit one. 11IIl dIlparIment, InJI'lIdJ COIlIUIbdIon wtIIt SSR....... wII dIII8I._U. exact1be8
and dlIf8s or...... [HOWEVER, IF APPROXIMATELY EQUAL NUMBERS OF SALMON ARE
NOT BEINE HARVESTED BYTHE TWO GEAR GROUPS, TlIE RATIO AND TIMING OF OPENINGS
MAY BE ALTERED.]

My understanding of the JRPT agreement (I am on the RPT and participated in the
agreement) is that this amended proposal is appropriate. I support it.

A part of this amended proposal language (also in Proposal 271) adds into regulation the
notion that SSRAA and ADF&G consult over the dares and times of fisheries. (There are
many different ways to conduct I to 1 or 2 to I ratio fisheries.) This consultation is the

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3. 3:27PM Public Comment # $
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current practice. It is important for fishennen to understand how the process actually
works.

Another part of this amended proposal language (also in Proposal 271) deletes the notion
that ADF&G be responsible to set fisheries that result in equal sharing of the SHA fish.
This "equal sharing" provision is a vestige of the regulation that was put in place to
harvest surplus fish returning to Anita Bay from releases by the bankrupt Alaska
Aquaculture Association. It has never been discussed by the Board of Fisheries accept in
relation to mopping up the remaining fish that were not taken for cost recovery (to pay
off debts) in Anita Bay. In fact, any inseason management for allocation goes against
finding #12 of the Alaska Board of Fisheries, Southeastern Alaska Area Enhanced
Salmon Allocation Management Plan (no 94-m-FB). "There should be no inseason
changes in management of enhanced salmon in or out of the special harvest area to
achieve the allocation percentage goals."

If the Board does not support the JRPI' agreement package then 1 support proposal 271
because Anita Bay would be the second best place (after Nakat) to shift opportunities to
help meet allocation goals and because the opportunities provided in the proposal would
be related to and enhance the opportunities in the common property fisheries.

It is a good SHA to shift opportUnities because most of the fish are harvested outside of
the SHA in cornmon property fisheries, therefore a change in SHA opportunities would
not radically change fishennen's seasonal behavior patterns. (

It makes sense to try to have tenninal opportunities available when the fleets can best
take advantage of them. June and July for seiners. August and September for gillnetters.

Thank you for considering my comments.

(

(
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John Peckham
7825 South Tongass
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901

Alaslal Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526

Mr. Chairman and Board Members,

FAX NO, 9072259014 P. 04

Proposal 267 Nakat Inlet. I have been a southeast purse seiner since 1975. I support this
proposal. However, if the Board chooses to support the JRPf consensus agreement and
adopts the SHA management suggestions, then I would oppose this proposal and support
no change in the Nakat management schedule for the next three years.

The enhanced allocation management plan calls for short term changes while long term
changes are made. If the board does not act on the JRPf agreement, then the Nakat SHA
would be the best place for short term changes to address the current imbalance in the
distribution of the value of enhanced fish between seiners and gillnetters,. It is the best
SHA because it has a long history of being shared by gillnetters and seiners. Up through
2007 and 2008 it was shared on rotational fisheries schedules of 2 gillnet to 1 seine.
Therefore, changing Nakat back to a shared SHA would cause the least disruption in
fishermen's historical patterns of fishing.

I have been a purse seine representative on the SSRAA board of directors for twelve
years. I have been on the RPf for ten. Last year I wrote the following letter to the
SSRAA board requesting that SSRAA submit a proposal to the Board of Fisheries that
would reinstate seiners into the Nakat SHA. I am enclosing this letter to help you
understand why Na1aIt became gillnet only, to show you that the enhanced allocation plan
has continued to be a consideration in SSRAA production plans and SHA management,
and to help explain why I think, if the JRPf agreement is not accepted, seiners should be
returned to NakaI.

"Soard Members,

Five years ago SSRAA decided to invest money in increased chum production
and to release more fish at Anita, Kendrik, and Neets Bay, and to remove
seiners from Nakat.

The seiners on the board very reluctantly agreed to this decision. We did not
think it was a fair deal in the context of the current and future benefit of
common property harvests from ssRAA production. However, we were
hamstrung to argue for a fair deal because, at the time, the seine fleet was
above and had been above their range in the overall southeast enhanced
allocation plan.

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 3:27PM 3/7 Public Comment #~_it_D=-__
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Most seiners we're flabbergasted that we would even consider ageeing to
leave Nakat. The rotational fishery at Nakat had provided a good opportunity
for seiners, diversifying and increasing our enhanced fish opportunities in
summer and fall.

Seiners on the board agreed because the gillnetters on the board made it
clear they were not going to be in favor of increased chum production unless
seiners left Nakat. I have been telling seiners that we agreed because the
overall chum production increase was going to increase chum common property
harvest for all fishermen, C100 that the seine fleet would likely catch more
chums than we had without the increased production. We recognized that
gillnetters were going to benefit for more than seiners, but we couldn't
successfully argue for a fairer deal becC1use of the overall southeast wide
enhanced allocC1tion distribution at the time. Some would say seiners on the
board blinked.

In retrospect seiners on the bOC1rd probably should have waited a year or two
before agreeing to the chum production increase to begin. The enhanced
allocation situation started to change radicC1l1y and it started to become
clear thC1t gillnetters were going to benefit the most from Anita Bay (
releases. Removing seiners from Nakat would not have been part of the deal.

At the time we made the decisions it was less clear who would benefit most
from Anita Bay production. I think both seiners and gillnetters suspected that
gillnetters would benefit substantially more than seiners from this production,
but the little tag data we had from Alaska AquaCUlture association releases
showed otherwise. Our odelith tag information is also showing a better than
we would have predicted harvest of KeOOrik Bay chums in the 101 and 106
gillnet fisheries.

Gillnetters are now above above their southeastwide allocation range, seiners
below. I would like the SSRAA board to consider submitting a proposal to
the board of fisheries that would reinstate the rotational fishery at Nakat.
This would be the easiest place to adjust the allocation situation. The
Gillnetters will have only had it to themselves for two summers and one fall.
"

If the you do not decide to accept the JRPT package I hope you will consider passing a
regulation that reestablishes a net rotational fishery in Nakat.

Thank you for your consideration.
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John :Peckham
7825 South Tongass
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901

Alaska Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526

Mr. Chainnan and Board Members,

FAX NO, 9072259014 P, 06

Prqposal 268 NeelS Bay. 1 support the concept of the proposal. A number of details
would need to be worked out to establish when the imbalances are detennined, when the
changes are to be implemented and what happens when one group is barely outside of
their range and the other is barely within their range. However, if the Board of Fisheries
chooses to support the JRPT consensus agreement and adopt an amended proposal that
would establish a 1 to 1 gillnet to seine ratio in the NeelS Bay Special Harvest Area, then
I would support the JRPT agreement and oppose proposal 268.

I would suggest the following proposal to implement a 1 to 1 ratio fishery in the Neets
Bay SHA between seine and gillnet.

PBOP08AI. 268 -(amended) UAC 33.310. D11t11ct 1: ...... Bar llatchery SUIIan
Management PIIn. Amend the regulation to modify allocation of SBine and glllnet time for
Nee15 Bay Special Harvest Area as follows:

a) The Intent of the Board of FIsh9rles In adopting this plsn Is to distrlbutll the harvest of
hatchery produced fall chum. !I!IDIIIQ[ chum. c:N!.t* and coho salmon In Neels Bay
between the purse seine, troll and drift glllnet f111l11s. In addlUon to that goal the Board and
the public would like to have a fishery In Neels Bay that produces a quality product that
will allow the SoUUlern Southeast Regional Aquaculture AssocIBUon (SSRAA) to reach lis
coJ1lorate escapement goal wI1h the least number of fish and provide the highest possible
price to fishermen.

(b) (2) (A) Wb8n SSRAA d81&ind... tIIat a upIIIIlB mllllll8.a NIt iubilbi81 tllbeiy
the time ratio far OIlln8t openJlIII to aaIne opRIllII wII .. one to anellftBrJune...
[OPENINGS FOR SEINE AND GILLNETS MUST BE ROTATED BETWEEN NET GEAR GROUPS
WITH A CLOSURE OF AT LEAST 24 HOURS BETWEEN OPENINGS; THE FIRST OPENING MUST
BE FOR GILLNETS.]

(b) (2) [(B) A GILLNET OPENING MUST BE NO LESS THAT 24 HOURS IN DURATION AND A
SEINE OPENING MUST BE NO LESS THAN 12 HOURS IN DURATION]

I believe the above amended proposal has language that fits the JRPf recommendations
on Neets Bay and is appropriate. (1 was a participant in the JRPf meeting where the
agreement was hashed out.) I support it.

Public Comment # 5
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(
The intent 0.[ the current NeefS Bay regulation is regarding fall chum and coho. This
needs to be changed. SSRAA already. conducts rotational fisheries in Neets Bay on
chinook through June 20lh and has, when the run is exceptionally large, conducted
rotational fisheries on summer churn. Also, SSRAA may have increased opportunities to
conduct Chinook and sununer chum net fisheries in Neets Bay in late June and July.

I am a SSRAA board member. You should know that opportunities for net fisheries in
Neets Bay have been relatively minor and intermittent. SSRAA currently uses the Neets
Bay SHA mostly for cost recovery and to provide opportunities in the summer for a troll
summer chum harvest. More net opportunities in the future are possible, depending on
SSRAA's financial condition and prices and survivals of salmon. These opportunities
will be limited by cost recovery needs and the need to try to provide opportunities for
trollers to harvest 200,000 summer churn.

Thank you for considering my comments.

PUblic Comment # \.CZ5
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John Peckham
7825 South Tongass
Ketchikan. Alaska 99901

Alaska Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526

Mr. Chairman and Board Members,

FAX NO. 9072259014 P, 08

Proposal 244. I have purse seined in SE Alaska since 1975. I am opposed to this
proposal.

Though far from perfect, the enhanced allocation plan, put together by a consensus of
fisherman, and adopted by the Board of Fisheries is what SSRAA, NSRAA, the RPrs,
the JRPr, advisory committees, and the Board of Fisheries have relied on in making
decisions related to allocation of enhanced fish since 1994.

This plan includes all countable enhanced fish, not just NSRAA's and SSRAA's. If this
proposal were adopted all SHA management and all production would have to be
reconsidered. The percentage shares established in the enhanced allocation plan would
have to be renegotiated and changed.

Because one PNP association has produced substantial numbers offish in recent years,
benefiting one gear group more than others is not a reason to radically change the plan.

If the PNP's were taken out of the equation, a new separate allocation plan would have to
be adopted to cover PNP fish.

For these reasons I oppose this proposal.

Thank you for considering my comments.
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George Meintel
PO Box 2028
Petersburg, AK 99833

Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

RE: Finfish proposals #255, 256 -Gillnet specifications and operations

Dear Board of Fisheries Chairman and Members:

RECEiVeo
FEB 03 21J09

~
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I am a SE Gillnetter and direct marketer fishing out of Petersburg for over 15 years.

Issues addressed in proposals:

Fishing extra 100 fathoms of gear. This would be a logistical nightmare in Sumner Strait. The
velocity of current make fishing 300 fathoms a chore and 400 a danger. Enforcement would
have a hard time with the extra gear.
Gillnetters must participate in other fisheries. There are very few people depending on a gillnet
income alone to support themselves. An extra 100 fathoms of gear would not offset the need to (
participate in other fisheries.
Will the quality of the resource be improved? No. Catching more fish and haVing more fishing
time will probably do the opposite.
Who will benefit. Those with extra gear who will monopolize the fishery.
Who will suffer. The remainder of the single permit fleet.

Conclusion: These proposals (#255 and #256) will not consolidate the fleet It will likely put
more gear in the water with more moth-balled permits being fished. The State has done a good
job of making sure the permit system does not get monopolized by the wealthy and these
proposals 'are counter active to this.
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John Jensen, Chair
1255 West 8th Street
Juneau, Alaska 9811-5526

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board of Fish Members,

RE: SE Finfish Proposals-February 2009

My name is Scott File. I am a fisherman of 40 years and J am representing myself. I hold a SE Seine
permit and IFQ. Thank you for this chance to weigh in on these proposals.

Proposal#86,253 & 254-0PPOSE-1 would oppose any proposal that would allow vessels larger than 58' to
seine. As a state, individuals and small businesses we have spent decades and mimons of dollars to build
the SE Seine fleet into what it is today. Allowing larger vessels in, would create an economic hardship on
the smaHer vessels, and eventually would cause the current fleet to be obsolete. larger vessels would
have a competitive edge over smaller vessels. Tenders could become seiners and because of tank
holding capacity, processors might opt to dump smaller boats. This could lead to a buy-out program or
most of the fleet putting up their boats and permits for sale with processors buying them up and owning
the boats and permits. This would have effectively Utaken out the middle-manU-the commercial
fishermen. This would create economic devastation for many fishermen and coastal communities.

Proposal#224 & 226,-OPPOSE-There should be no exception for non-resident s when it comes to salmon
bag limits. Residents should take priority.

Proposal#225-0PPOSE-5port fishers 00 NOT pay AQUA Culture tax. They should not be allowed to
harvest hatchery fish. No stake, No take.

Proposal#261-SUPPORT-Seiners have been locked out of area 12B & 14 fordl>cades. These areas are
traditional seine areas. The gil/net fleet does not traditionally target pink salmon. I support seiners
being allowed to fish thl>se areas in years of pink salmon abundance, especially When north migrating
sockeye and hatchery chums have all passed through. This would also allow the fleet to spread out a bit
and relieve pressure from other areas.

ProposaI#262-0PPOSES-ThiS would further devastate the northern seine fleet. As it was this year, Jonly
fished for 10 days the entlrl> seine season. Six of those days were spent fishing at a terminal hatchery
harvest area. Area 12 & 14 were closed all summer. This would put more pressure on other areas and
would haVe impact on the southern seinl> flel>t. I have fished the northern end for the last 15 years, to
say that I have to go someWhere else and fish would create a hardship for me, my processor and other
boats in other areas. ADF&G already protects migrating sockeyl> salmon in areas 12 & 14.

Public Comment #--:g~.L7__
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Proposal#31D,311,312&313-SUPPORT-ThIs would create real-time reporting offish caught. log books
are not verifiable and it takes too long to compile the information. This (s no small problem as there are
currently 700 charter vessels in SE alorie.

proposal#334,335,339,340,341&343-0PPOSE-I am against ANY increase, In ANY species by the sport fish
industry, until there is real enforcement put in place by ADF&G to replace logbooks with a real-time
system of reporting. We need to accrue some history ofthe charter catch BEFORE any talk, of any
increases, of any species can take piace.

Thank you for reading and considering my point of view.

Sincerely,

Scott File

(

(
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Petersburg Vessel Owners Association
PO Box 232

Petersburg, AK 99833
Phone & Fax: 907.772.9323

pVQa@gci.net • www.RvoaonJine.org

February 2, 2009

RECEIVED

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Via Fax: (907) 465·6094

RE: SOUTHEAST FINFISH BOARD OF FISHERIES PROPOSALS

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board Members,

Petersburg Vessel Owners Association (PVOA) is a diverse group of commercial
fishermen based in Alaska operating primarily in Southeast. Our members participate in a (
variety of fisheries statewide including halibut, cod, salmon, herring, crab, and shrimp.
PVOA appreciates the opportunity to comment on the following Southeast finfish Board
ofFisheries proposals:

HERRING

PROPOSAL #199 PVOA OPPOSES the closure of registration areas IA through 16 for
commercial herring fisheries for bait, spawn-on-kelp, and roe without any significant
biological reasoning. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G or
Department) successfully manages to 5AAC 27.190. Herring Management Plan for
Southeast Alaska Area that provides for sustainable commercial uses of herring
populations through stock assessment programs, threshold levels, and harvest rate policy.

PROPOSAL #200 PVOA OPPOSES establishing minimum threshold levels for Sitka
Sound herring stocks and temporarily restricting all harvest in Salisbury Sound as the
Department adequately manages this important fishery (see proposal #199).

PROPOSAL #201 PVOA OPPOSES amending regulation to allow a gillnet sac roe
harvest in District 3 and reallocate herring from the bait and pound fisheries as herring in
this district are currently fully allocated and properly managed.

PROPOSAL #202 PVOA OPPOSES increasing the guideline harvest level (GHL) in
the District 10 gillnet fishery as this would reallocate 100% of the available harvest from (
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the winter food and bait fishery to the gillnet fishery. Herring are a fully allocated species
in Southeast with many different user groups who are dependent on the resource for
livelihood, any reallocation to the gillnet fishery would disadvantage other users such as
the seine and pound fleets.

PROPOSAL #203 PVOA OPPOSES changing the harvest level and harvest rate for
herring sac roe fishery in Section 13-A and 13-B to not exceed 10,000 tons, lower the
maximum harvest rate from 20% to 10% ofthe forecasted mature biomass
when it is greater than the threshold, and change the threshold from 20,000 tons to an
undetennined value given that the Department successfully manages to 5AAC 27.190.
Herring Management Plan for Southeast Alaska Area that provides for sustainable
commercial uses of herring populations through stock assessment programs, threshold
levels, and harvest rate policy. The biomass in the Sitka Sound area is the highest on
record, which would indicate that the Department is managing the herring fishery
correctly and conservatively.

PROPOSAL #204 PVOA OPPOSES including herring taken in test fishery in the GHL.
With this proposal, deducting all test sets from the GHL would assume a 100% mortality
rate and although the Department acknowledges that there is likely some mortality
resulting from test sets, that level is assumed to be relatively low. The current harvest rate
policy is considered to be conservative and careful release oftest sets is practiced.

PROPOSALS #205 PVOA OPPOSES setting an allocation target of25% ofherring to
the gillnet fishery (see proposal #202).

PROPOSALS #206 PVOA is unclear as to what tbis proposal is referencing but would
reference our comrtlents made on proposal #202.

PROPOSALS #207 PVOA OPPOSES reallocating the GHL in District IOta herring
gillnet (see proposal #202).

PROPOSALS #208 PVOA OPPOSES restricting fisbing and tendering in the Southeast
herring fisheries as this would unnecessarily disrupt the historic utilization of fishing
vessels as tenders, especially in the Sitka Sound sac roe fishery. Fishing vessels that do
not catch fish in a given opening would be restricted from assisting other vessels in
transporting catch as they have traditionally done throughout the fishery.

PROPOSAL #212 PVOA SUPPORTS allowing the use of multiple permits and
aggregating units of gear in the herring roe on kelp fishery to join legal units ofgear to
make larger single pens without increasing their legal kelp allocation. This would not
result in an increased harvest, but would rather allow the opportunity to increase roe
quality while reducing stress on spawning herring.

PROPOSAL #217 PVOA SUPPORTS this housekeeping proposal.
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PROPOSAL #219 PVOA OPPOSES lisling Bradfield Canal king salmon as a stock of
concern. 5 AAC 39.222 Policy for the Management of Sustainable Salmon Fisheries
(Sustainable Salmon Fisheries Policy) directs the Department to provide the BOF with
reports on the status of salmon stocks and identify any salmon stocks that present a
concern related to yield, management, or conservation. We defer to Department
comments that maintain these stocks do not meet the criteria in 5 AAC 39.222 to be
considered stock ofconcern.

PROPOSAL #221 PVOA OPPOSES actions that would limit anglers to one king
salmon over 28 inches per day as this proposal is too restrictive on resident anglers,
although we fully believe that resident and non-resident anglers can be managed with
different bag limits to protect resident anglers.

PROPOSAL #223 PVOA SUPPORTS allowing the use of two rods for sport anglers in
the winter king salmon fishery (from October to March) given that around 2% of the
Southeast harvest occurs in this time frame and resident anglers would be the primary
beneficiaries.

PROPOSAL #225 & #226 PVOA OPPOSES amending the regulation to double the
sport bag limit in all hatchery troll access corridors in the Ketchikan area as this
reallocation would create inequity among user groups and the Department continues to
manage the sport fishery in terminal hatchery areas (THAs) on emergency order basis.
The Department effectively manages the harvest of excess hatchery-produced king
salmon in TRAs on an annual basis with in-season emergency orders as opposed to
options fixed in regulation.

PROPOSAL #227 PVOA OPPOSES opening the troll fishery seven days per week in
District 8 when the transboundary river fishery is open as this fishery is already fully
allocated and may cause possible gear conflicts.

PROPOSAL #229 PVOA OPPOSES increasing the nonresident annual limit for king
salmon to a multiple of 4 daily bag limits in district 8 as this treaty fishery is currently
fully allocated and we are disagree with actions taken to increase non-resident
opportunity when the current opportunity is more than sufficient. The current ammal bag
limit for nomesidents is 5 king salmon (greater than 28 inches) per angler which equates
to 10 fillets.

CUSTOMARY & TRADITIONAL

PROPOSAL #234 PVOA OPPOSES increasing the amount necessary for subsistence of
herring spawn in Area l3A and l3B as a C&T finding has already been established in 5
AAC 01.716. Customary and traditional subsistence uses offIsh stDcks and amount
necessary for subsistence uses. (b) The board finds that 105,000-158,000 pounds of
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herring spawn are reasonably necessary for subsistence uses in Section 13-A, and Section
13-B north of the latitude ofAspid Cape.

PROPOSAL #235 PVOA SUPPORTS expanding the permit and reporting requirements
for all herring harvest in Sitka Sound to include permits for subsistence harvest to
increase accurate and timely information gathered by the Department to aid in the
protection of sustainable stocks.

PROPOSAL #236, #237, #238, #239, #240 & #243 PVOA OPPOSES
additional/expanded C&T findings or subsistence modifications for Southeast due to
Department comments "In 1989, the Alaska Board of Fisheries (board) made Customary
and Traditional (C&T) determinations covering all of Southeast Alaska communities for
all fisheries. In 1993 the board made an administrative ANS finding of 21,000 to 34,000
salmon for all Southeastern Alaska that was not adopted in regulations. In 2006, the
board established the current ANS findings for all salmon in the Southeastern Alaska
area. Subsistence harvest data collected over an eight year period (1996-2003) were
considered in setting these amounts or ranges." We feel that the Department adequately
manages subsistence harvests and means ofharvest, and areas open to subsistence.

ALLOCATION

PROPOSALS #244, #245, #246, #267, #268, #269, #271, #273, #274, #327 PVOA
REFERS TO THE REGIONAL PLAN TEAM (RPT) INDUSTRY CONSENSUS
AND SUPPORTS THE AGREEMENT REACHED BY THE RPT.

SALMON CONTINUED

PROPOSAL #247 PVOA SUPPORTS allowing the waters ofDistrict 8 to be open
consistent with the commercial drift gillnet fishery beginning July 151 as this
housekeeping proposal would put into regulation what is currently open by emergency
order.

PROPOSAL #249 & #252 PVOA SUPPORTS allowing gilInet and troll gear on board
a vessel while participating in either fishery as long as this proposal is specific to
Southeast, gear not being fished is properly stowed (in a non-fishing capacity) and fish
are fully offloaded between switching fisheries to fully account for catch by gear type.

PROPOSAL #253 PVOA OPFOSES amending the length limit for Southeast salmon
seine vessels. We view these proposals as restructuring, and although this proposal may
have some merit in the future, at this time significant investments have been made to
comply with the current limit and allowing for addilionallength would severely
disadvantage current vessel owners.

PROPOSAL #259 PVOA SUPPORTS changing the regulation to open the Southeast
gillnet fishery on Mondays during June to allow for weekends offfoT the gillnet fleet. .

Public Comment # gg
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PROPOSAL #260 PVOA OPPOSES amending regulation to open a portion ofDistrict
7 outside of Anita Bay Terminal Harvest Area to seining whenever gillnetting is open in
the adjacent area ofDistrict 8 as this increases the potential to intercept non-THA
salmon.

PROPOSAL #261 PVOA SUPPORTS development of a pink salmon management plan
in Districts 11, 12, and 14 to incorporate seine openings as this would allow access to the
seine fleet.

PROPOSAL #262 PVOA OPPOSES amending Northern Southeast seine salmon
fishery management plan to open the area only after JUly and address subsistence
necessary as the Department adequately manages and monitors the seine harvests and
stock strength. We are opposed to reducing commercial harvest where conservation
concerns do not exist.

PROPOSAL #263 PVOA OPPOSES amending the regulation to allow purse seine
vessels to carry an extra net onboard as it would allow for the use oftwo nets and would
alter fishing behavior with unforeseen effects.

PROPOSAL #264 & #265 PVOA OPPOSES closing commercial salmon fishing in
Klawock as the Department manages this area effectively and provides ample protection
of subsistence stocks.

PROPOSAL #270 PVOA OPPOSES closing shoreline fishing in herring Cove and
change the hatchery release location as there are no biological or conservation concerns
in this area.

PROPOSAL #275, #276, #277, #279, #280, #281, #282, #283, #284, #285 PVOA
SUPPORTS these housekeeping proposals and is NEUTRAL on #278 pending further
discussion at the Sitka meeting to gather additional infonnation.

SPORT FISIDNG

PROPOSAL #286, #287, #288, & #289 PVOA SUPPORTS establishing reasonable bag
and possession limits and accurate and timely data collection including harvest records. It
is imperative that sport fishing is established as an opportunity to harvest fish and meat
hunting for resources is strongly discouraged. In order to maintain sustainable fisheries,
extraordinary measures must be taken to accurately account for harvest of all species as
the commercial fleet has demonstrated is possible. All data collected must be reported
quickly and accurately to provide better catch accounting.

PROPOSAL #290 PVOA OPPOSES this proposal that would severely limit streams
available for steelhead as it as viewed as too restrictive.

PROPOSAL #292 PVOA OPPOSES amending the size and bag limits for Dolly Varden
as there is no conservation concern and the proposal affects all of Southeast.

(
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PROPOSAL #293 PVOA OPPOSES increase limits for harvest of dogfish and change
reporting requirements as the Department maintains these are long-living and slow
growing species.

PROPOSAL #294 PVOA SUPPORTS this proposal that would limit guided sport
harvest for aU salmon species for production not funded by the department to protect
broodstock and cost recovery fish.

PROPOSAL #295 PVOA is reluctant to support catch and release proposals until proper
data concerning catch aod release mortality rates on king salmon is provided. We are
supportive of catch aod release fisheries ifmortality rates are low, proper steps are taken
to ensure the highest possible survival rate, and education programs put in place to reduce
cycling through fish unnecessarily.

PROPOSAL #297, #298 & #298 PVOA maintains that sport fishing is considered an
opportunity to catch fish and defining sport fishing gcar is IMPERATIVE TO
MAINTAINING sustainable and reasonable fisheries. Sport finfish gear should not
include electric or power assisted devices such as dowmiggers and electric reels that
encourage meat hunting and discourage the 'sport' in sport fishing. Southeast has seen an
alarming growth in the number oflodges catering to guided clients who target blackcod
using power assisted gear.

PROPOSAL #299 PVOA OPPOSES allowing the use ofnets to harvest herring by
charter operators as this would result in higher harvest rates than traditional sport fishing
gear currently provides aod could cause conflicts with other user groups and could
possibly increase bycatch of other species.

PROPOSAL #302 PVOA OPPOSES prohibiting all catch and release in guided sport
fishing as this would contain all species to a two fish bag limit.

PROPOSAL #303 PVOA OPPOSES allowing guided and unguided anglers from
deploying an extra line for jigging herring while salmon fishing as this regulation would
be difficult to enforce given the extra line could be used to fish for any species while
claiming the line is used for herring'.

PROPOSAL #304 PVOA OPPOSES this proposal that would prohibit removing
steelhead under 36 inches from the water as it would be extremely difficult to enforce.

PROPOSAL #305 PVOA is reluctant to support this proposal that would prohibit the use
of felt sole waders in fresh water and would suggest that extensive outreach and
education efforts be made to inform fishermen on the potential for invasive species
transfer and disinfection protocol.

PROPOSAL #306 PVOA SUPPORTS this housekeeping proposal.
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PROPOSAL #308 PVOA SUPPORTS restricting subsistence and personal use fishing
by lodges or charter operators while clients are present as this would begin to address the
current practice of guided operations harvesting subsistence and personal use fish to feed
to clients and is already in place in the Bristol Bay area.

PROPOSAL #310 TO #313 PVOA SUPPORTS these proposals that would allow
access to sport lodges, freezers, and vessels to further monitor sport harvest similar to
regulations already in effect for commercial vessels and processing facilities. This action
is necessary to gather accurate and timely data regarding sport harvest. The harvest of
state resources should be accessible to the Department and enforcement, and opposition
could be considered as harvesters having something to hide and possible illegal activity.

PROPOSAL #319 PVOA OPPOSES closing areas where no conservation concern
exists.

LINGCOD & DEMERSHAL SHELF ROCKFISH (DSR)

PROPOSAL #333, #334 & #335 PVOA OPPOSES increasing lingcod allocations to the
sport fishery as this species is currently fully allocated and fully utilized. A directed
commercial fishery exists and current sport bag limits provide ample opportunity for
resource harvest Increased bag limits could also increase bycatch of other long living and
slow growing species.

PROPOSAL #339 PVOA OPPOSES this action that could allow for additional cycling
through fish in order to get a trophy-sized lingcod. Lingcod is a fully allocated and fully
utilized species witlt a directed fishery and is long living and slow growing. Extra steps
should be taken to ensure resource health.

PROPOSAL #340 PVOA OPPOSES amending the boundary for lingcod sport fishery
near Cross Sound and Yakobi Island as action to modify lingcod management areas
would require further information on lingcod abundance and this species has been
managed with the current boundaries for over 20 years.

PROPOSAL #341 PVOA OPPOSES modifying the allocation ofDSR as this resource
and we reference our comments from similar proposals (see proposal #333).

PROPOSAL #342 PVOA SUPPORTS this housekeeping proposal.

PROPOSAL #343 PVOA OPPOSES amending tlte regulation to open a summer season
for directed fishing ofDSR as that could possibly cause an increase in catch of halibut
and cycling through fish. The directed winter fishery provides ample opportunity to target
DSR.

PROPOSAL #345 & #346 PVOA SUPPORTS adjusting bycatch allowances for DSR
as this would allow the longline fleet to harvest and fully utilize their historic allocation.
The department would also have more flexibility in adjusting bycatch of DSR in

(
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commercial fisheries by taking into consideration the arnlUal effect of halibut quota, DSR
ABC, and gives the Department an option to increase the bycatch allowance of DSR in
season so that the commercial TAC could be fully utilized. This proposal additionally
allows for the possibility ofa directed fishery.

PROPOSAL #348 PVOA SUPPORTS this housekeeping proposal.

PROPOSAL #349, #350, #351 #353 PVOA is reluctant to support proposals requiring
the use of a recompression device for rockfish without significant scientific data to
substantiate mortality rates and whether survival rates are high enough to offset potential
mortality associated with increased release fishing. We look forward to staff
presentations and further discussions on this issue.

PROPOSAL #354 PVOA SUPPORTS the Departments proposal to allow fishermen to
sell the black rockfish caught in the closure areas, up to their legal bycatch allowance, as
is allowed in the non-closure areas.

Thank you for consideration ofour comments on these proposals. We look forward to
discussing these proposals in further detail at the February meeting in Sitka. ]fwe can
answer any questions or provide any additional information please feel free to contact us,

Sincerely,

9-~~viafax

Juliarnte Curry
Director
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February 3, 2009

Steve Stumpf
PO Box 1240
Craig, AK 99921

Attn: BOF COMMENTS

Dear Board of Fish,
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I would like to introduce myself and offer you a brief glimpse into my experience
before I comment on a few proposals.

I have been a charter boat captain, fishing guide, and sport fisherman in Southeast
Alaska continuously since 1988. I currently own a three-boat sport fishing
operation in Craig, AK. I am a long time year-round Alaskan resident with a family
of six.

We (charter fishermen and our non-resident anglers) have endured cutbacks in the
harvest of many of Alaska game fish over the past two decades. These include
reduced king salmon limits, season closures and reductions in the harvest of lingcod, (
rockfish and halibut All ofwhich have negatively impacted our industry.

As you know, our customers are not from Alaska. Each lodge and charter operator
spends a considerable amount of time, money and resources recruiting their
customers. It is by far the hardest part of the business. I can testilY that each time a
restriction has been imposed we (the charter industry) have lost clients. It is human
nature for them to think about what they can't catch, get discouraged and cancel
their trip. I have dealt with this many times.

With the limits currently in place for king salmon, ling cod, rockfish. and halibut I
strongly believe that a 6 fish per person daily, 12 fish possession limit on silver
salmon will put most charter boats and fishing lodges out of business by 2010. We
already face serious challenges with a downturn in our nation's economy. The loss
of the charter fleet on our coastal communities would be catastrophic.

With that being said, I believe there is common ground that can be reached. I am
aware of the abuses that some anglers commit. There is no reason for a person to
fish for a week or more and keep a daily limit each day. So I would support a
possession limit that eliminates the abuse and promotes sustainability for the
charter fleet. Region wide, the majority of our clients fish 3 to 4 days. In an effort to
eliminate greed and promote a sustainable charter industry I would propose either
6 silvers per person daily 18 in possession or 5 silvers per person daily 20 in
possession. (
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For the above reasons I will support Proposal 286
For the above reasons I oppose Proposal 288 and Proposal 289

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely, //

soov,sruP
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Support for Proposal 244
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I encourage the Board of Fisheries to support Proposal 244. I have been paying a 3%
enhancement tax to the Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association (NSRAA);
by comparison to other gear groups my return is pretty close to nothing. The overall
gillnett portion of the NSRAA budget is around 8%. The fish I catch are predominantly
produced by the Douglas Island Pink and Chum hatchery in Juneau and I believe they
should not be included in the Southeast Allocation Plan. The Southeast Enhanced Salmon
Allocation Plan is allowing us to be both taxed and penalized by our Regional
Aquaculture Association.
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My name is Stephen Rhoads. I am the President of the Chum Trollers 'BOARDs
Association, a loosely knit group of between 12 and 20 members who have
contributed to the Association for the cost of correspondence protecting and
promoting chum troll interests. We have worked over the last 10 years to negotiate
agreements with NSRAA, Southeast Seiners, and the Alaska Trollers Association to
both enhance chum troll opportunities, and collaborate on harvest sharing proposals
to the Board of Fisheries. As noted in our comments on proposals 244 & 245 the
SE Alaska Enhanced Salmon Plan has been critical to successful negotiations to
protect and enhance chum troll oppOltullity.

A representative of our group had planned to attend the December 9, 2008
Industry and JRPT meetings in Ketchikan. Unfortunately he was weathered out in
Wrangell. We are confident that ifhe had attended the meeting at least some of the
following recommended changes to the Industry Consensus would have been
included.

As chmn trollers we know better than anyone how impOltant troll chum harvest
is to returning trollers to their allocated % of the value of SE enhanced salmon
harvest. Troll chums were WOlth $0.83 cents per pound to our group last year. It
looks like the Seafood Producers Co-operative is likely to settle at over $1.00 per
pound for last years round troll chums. At these prices or even the overall
relatively lower prices expected next year, but better comparative prices for troll
chums, the way for trollers to harvest within their allocated range of SE enhanced
salmon is by improved chum troll opportunity.

Unfortunately I will be unable to attend the meeting in Sitka, even though I live
there, because I will be running my new chum troll/freezer troller up from Canada
that week. Eric Jordan, secretary of our Chum Trollers Association, will be
representing us. We fully endorse the following comments.

Sincerely,

Stephen Rhoads, President
Chum Trollers Association

Proposal # 244 and 245 page 184 & 185 (Exclude PNP's from SE Enhanced
Salmon Allocation Plan) are the most important proposals for chum trollers before
the BOF this year. We strongly oppose these proposals. The SE enhanced salmon
allocation plan, 5AAC 33.364, adopted by the Board of Fisheries in 1994, allocates
trollers, gillnetters, and seiners a % range of the value of SE enhanced salmon. It was
recommended by consensus agreement by a task force of the commercial gear
groups and adopted unanimously by the Board of Fisheries.

As noted by the Joint Regional Planning Team and the Industry Consensus
statement of December 9, 2008 trollers are out of their target range. While we have
been allocated 27-32% of the value ofSE enhanced salmon over the last 14 years we
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have actually harvested 19% of the value according to JRPT and NSRAA figures.
This is a difference of$25 million dollars from the low end (27%) of our allocation
and $41 million from the high (32%) of our allocation over the 14 years of the plan.
Here are the exact figures:

• The Problem:
• Since 1994 the total commercial value of SE enhanced salmon is $306,475,385.

• Trollers have harvested $56,928,851 or 19%.

• Their minimum share is $82,748,354 @ 27%

• The difference is $25,819,503!

• The trollers share at 29.5% midpoint of their allocation range would be
$90,410,239.

• The difference is $33,481,388.

• The trollers share at 32% would be $98,072,123.

• The difference is $41,143,272.

Removing the PNP hatcheries, particularly DIPAC, which contributes practically
nothing to the seine fleet, very little to the troll fleet, and millions of dollars to the
gillnet fleet would fracture the allocation plan. It would also seriously compromise
the process of collaboration and consensus the SE commercial fleets have developed
through creation and adherence to this plan over the years.

Chum trollers would like the Board of Fisheries to reiterate their support for
the SE Enhanced Salmon Allocation Plan and state their support for the
Industry Consensus statement of December 9, 2008.

And while we believe these statements, the rest of the consensus, and the existing
allocation plan give facility operators plenty of incentive to improve hatchery
salmon harvest opportunity for trollers we would prefer stronger, more concise, and
more detailed language from the Board of Fisheries by rolling the 3 points

1) Encourage facility operators to try to increase production in a way that will
provide additional opportunities to harvestfish by the seine fleet and trollfleet.

1) Encourage facility operators and ADF&G to identifY additional times and areas
where enhanced coho and Chinook could be harvested by trollers without affecting
wild stocks.

(
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3) Request regional associations to look at the possibility ofotolith marking ofall
Coho and Chinook towards the goal ofgetting additional information about
migration patterns and run timing.

into one statement such as:

1) Direct SE facility operators to work together to develop a regional plan to
provide the gear group(s) below their allocation range additional opportunities
to harvest SE enhanced salmon without affecting wild stocks toward the goal of
each gear group achieving enhanced salmon harvest values within their
allocated range as soon as possible.

The reason we prefer the stronger language is that encouraging facilities to try
and increase production to benefit the group(s) out of their allocation means years
ofwaiting while increased production is planned, permitted, brood stock is
developed, and the salmon mature. Meanwhile the salmon ah'eady produced and
returning are not adequately targeted for the group(s) below their allocation.

This language is why trollers are still below their allocated range after 14 years.
We lose over two million dollars a year that has been allocated to us. Furthermore
this language does not recognize the realities ofour SE enhancement program which
is that our Chinook programs have largely failed to produce troll Chinook harvest
goals, our coho enhancement programs, while successful, provide little foreseeable
additional opportunity for trollers, and that our chum hatchery programs are one of
the greatest salmon hatchery success stories in history.

The hard truth is that if you look into the models developed by Chip Blair and
Steve Reifenstuhl ofNSRAA for the JRPT for trying to move trollers within their
allocated range the only way to do it in the near term is to include chums. For the
Industry task force to leave out chums in statements 2) and 3) is baffling to chum
trollers.

While we believe the best way to improve the industry consensus statement by the
Board of Fisheries is to adopt the single statement we suggest above we also see that
an altemative would be to add chums to statements 2 and 3 as listed below.

2) Encourage facility operators and ADF&G to identifY additional times and areas
where enhanced coho, chum, and Chinook could be harvested by trollers without
affecting wild stocks.

3) Request regional associations to look at the possibility ofotolith marking ofall
coho, chum, and Chinook towards the goal ofgetting additional information about
migration patterns and run timing.

Chum trollers believe it is important for the Board of Fisheries to leave as much latitude
as possible for the facility operators to figure out their own best way to provide those
additional harvest opportunities. These opportunities are going to vary from facility to
facility, from species to species, and from retum to retum. Our association has had good
luck working with both NSRAA and SRAA over the years. We don't recommend that the
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Board step in and adjust fisheries as specified in © of 5 AAC 33.364; (c) If the value ofthe
harvest of enhanced salmon stocks by a gear group listed in (a) of this section is outside of
its allocation percentage for three consecutive years, the board will, in its discretion, adjust
fisheries within special harvest areas to bring the gear group within its allocation percentage.

With the amended language suggested above, facility operators will have clear
direction fi·om the Board ofFisheries to get the job accomplished.

Chum trollers are confident that if the Board of Fisheries provides clear direction to
facility operators in SE that they want the trollers given better oPPOltunity to move within
their allocated share as soon as possible we could do it. Please provide this direction.

(
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February 3, 2009

To Who Tt May Concern:

·1 am writing this leltcr to express my concern about the dramatic downturn in the abundance of
herring within SE Alaska. I have lived in SE Alaska since 1973 and during this period I have
witnessed a dnlInatic decline in helTing stocks from the Kah Shakes area near Kctchikan to Auke
Bay in Juneau to all areas within SE Ala~ka. I have also noticed a dramatic increase in whale
populations through out SE Alaska which appears to correspond with the decline in hcrring
stocks through out the region. I am concerned that the decline in herring populations will impact
the survival of salmon from all sections of SE Alaska ( including the Ketchikan Area) as they
migrate through their feeding grounds from the outside waters ofSE Alaska (I.e. Sitka, etc.)
through to the inside waters ofSE Alaska as they return to spawn.
In addition, Tam concerned that the downturn in herring stocks will force predators sU<;h as seals,
sea lions" etc to become mort' aggressive in feeding on out migratingjuvcnile salmon and
steelhead as well as adults of these species a~ they return to their natal streams.

sz::~--
Steve Ho;rz;~
Retired Sport Fish biologist
PO Box 7064
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
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To: Alaska Department of Fish and Game
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RECEIVED (

FEB 03 2009

BOARDS

I moved to Sitka, Alaska in 1939 when I was 22 years old.! have now
lived here in Sitka for 73 years 45 of them right on the water and I
can "Clearly" remember when the "Herring stocks where healthy"..
After they spawned the roe was over 12" deep on the beaches
everywhere. Did you know that Silver Bay got it's name from the
herring! It's been "several years" since there has been any herring or
spawn in Silver BaY,Jamestown Bay, Redoubt Bay, Gotterd Bay,
Whale Bay just to name a few. Based on Historical facts and over 73 .
years of personal observation I would say that our S.E. Herring stocks
are in "Great Danger of Collapse". The herring stocks in Alaska are
the foundation/heart of or resource and it is very critical to properly
manage them and do not allow "Over Harvest" to the point of no
return like Lynn Cannell, Hoonah, Auke Bay, Tenakee, Ketchikan,
Craig Etc.. Just take a good look at history the farther back you go the
more healthy our herring stocks where. Do you think there is a
connection that the fact that our herring stocks are at very low levels (
and the salmon and halibut fishing is on the decline? for the past
several years. The king salmon stocks where so low this past 2008 .
season ADF&G closed the king salmon fishing right in the middle of
the season. The silver salmon and halibut fishing in and around the
Sitka area has "clearly" dropped off in the past several years and the
low herring stocks would playa big factor. Even if the salmon and
halibut stocks where healthy .... how would they survive with no
herring/feed?

It is a well known that "Commercial Over Harvest" is the main
reason that Lynn Cannell, Kake, Ketchikan,West Beam Cannell,
Hoone, Auke Bay, Tennakee, Silver Bay, Jamestown Bay have never
recovered and it has been several years since there has been any
spawn there at all.

I am deeply concerned thai if you do not allow our "Herring
Stocks to Recover" we will not have a resource at all!

~.~~

RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3, 4: 17PM
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Sitka Conservation Society
P.O. Box 6533
20 I Lincoln, Suite 4 '
Sitka, AK 99835
(907) 747 - 7509 (ph.)
(907) 747 - 6105 (fax)

Attn,: BOF Comments
Boards Support Section
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
(907) 465 - 6094

Alaska Board of Fisheries:

February 3, 2009 (

RECEIVED

FEB'O " '11\1'0J ..:,,,,'J...-

BOARDS

The Sitka Conservation Society (SeS) is a membership organization that has participated in
land and coastal management activities since 1967. Our members use marine resources in
Southeast Alaska and particularly in the coastal areas near Sitka for commercial, sport,
recreational and subsistence activities. The long-term sustainability of the herring
resource is important to the SCS membership because of the various community uses of
the resource and because of the importance of this resource to the marine ecosystem.

The Sitka Conservation Society has reviewed the proposals pertaining to herring and does
not specifically support or oppose any of the specific proposals. Instead, we write to
support and encourage the development of a sustainable Sitka Sound management plan for (
the purpose of providing guidance for future herring harvests in Sitka Sound based on ,
updated scientific research and community participation.

We encourage the Board of Fish to work with the Governor, Legislature and the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game to develop the legal and/or regulatory mechanisms
necessary to authorize and fully fund at least one full time biologist/biometrician position
based in Sitka for the purpose of evaluating; improving and updating herring research in
the Sitka Sound Herring Management Area.

Marine resource productivity is changing rapidly with ocean current conditions and
temperature changes associated with climate change. There is some indication that
dynamics in Sitka Sound may be changing with significant implications for the herring
resource. We support science-based management of fishery resources and believe that a
full-time staff person dedicated solely to herring will help to ensure that this important
resource is managed in a way that best ensures its availability for future generations of
commercial-fishermen, subsistence resource users, the general public and marine species
dependent on herring for forage.

PrJ.«( (. 0 {,dcJYt
Paul Olson .
Contractor
Sitka Conservation Society
(907) 747 - 7509

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3, 4:20PM Public Comment #-J-~....5.L-_
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I am 74 years old. I was born and raised in Sitka, Alaska. I began subsistence herringiggARDS

fishing In 1975. I would Jay branches In front of Big Gavanski, Little Gavanski, Middle Island, all

the wayan to the other end of town by Pirate's Cove and Samsing Cove. I would do well laying

branches in these areas. Since 1975 I have noticed a steady decline of herring, and in some

places the herring are no longer returning; Just as they have quit returning to Goddard Hot

Springs and even Redoubt Bay due to over fishing of the herring stock. Furthermore, since the

commercial fishing boats have been allowed to come into inside waters, there Is hardly any

herring spawn along Halibut Point Road, or into Thompson Harbor, as there used to be.

The Fish and Game tell us that the herring biomass is Just moving around, but they're

not. They're being fished out. I believe that even when the test sets are made, to monitor the

herring fishing that, when released; roughly one third of the herring in the test set go straight to

the bottom ofthe ocean, wasted, every test set.

I believe there Is a need to reduce the allowed tonnage of herring fishing caught

commercially, or possibly even stop the commercial herring flshlng for a few years. We also

need to include the herring caught in the test sets Into the total tonnage caught thus giving us a

more accurate depletion of the remaining uncaught herring in the biomass. We need to do this

if we want to save the tradition of herring fishing for future generations, and protect the

marine ecosystem.

PUblic Comment #--100
RECEIVED TIME FEB. 3. 4: mM
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~y fJIGNING THIS YOUIWE ARE IN FULL SUPPORT/AGREEMENT OF T~E FOLLOWING
PROPOSAL-199- 5AAC 27.035 CLOSURE OF REGISTRATION AREAS. CLOSE COMMERCIAL
HERRING FISHERIES IN AREA 1-A THRU 16 AS FOLLOWS. ALL HERRING FISHERIES IN S.E.
ALASKA: AREA i-A THRU 16 SHALL BE CLOSED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. EXCEPTION:
SUBSISTENCE PERSONAL USEAT.CURRENT LEVELS.' (

PROPOSAL-203 CHANGING THE QUOTAS AND GUIDELINE HARVEST LEVEL (GHL) TO CAP
THE HARVEST RATE PERCENTAGE AT 10% RAISE THE CONSERVATiON THRESHOULD ,AND
CAP THE (GHL) AT 10,000 TONS.

PROPOSAL-204 INCLUDE HERRING TAKEN IN TEST FISHERY IN THE GUIDLINE HARVEST
LIMIT
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Y SIGNING THIS YOUIWE ARE IN FULL SUPPORT/AGREEMENT OF THE FOLLOWING
,:>ROPOSAL- 199~ 5AAC 27.035 CLOSURE OF REGISTRATION AREAS. CLOSE COMMERCIAL
HERRING FISHERIES IN AREA 1-A THRU 16AS FOLLOWS. ALL HERRING FISHERIES IN S.E.

'_ASKA: AREA 1-A THRU 16 SHALL BE CLOSED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. EXCEPTION:
JBSISTENCE PERSONAL USE AT CURREN' LEVELS.

PROPOSAL-203 CHANGING THE QUOTAS AND GUIDELINE HARVEST LEVEL (GHL) TO CAP
THE HARVEST RATE PERCENTAGE AT 10% RAISE THE CONSERVATION THRESHOULD ,AND
CAP THE (GHL) AT 10.000 TONS.

PROPOSAL.204 INCLUDE HERRING TAKEN IN TEST FISHERY IN THE GUIDLINE HARVEST
LIMIT
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~Y SIGNING THIS YOu/WE ARE IN FUl.l. SUPPORT/AGREEMENT OF THE FOLLOWING
... PROPOSAL- 199- 5AAC 27.035 CLOSURE OF REGISTRATION AREAS. CLOSE COMMERCIAL

HERRING FISHERIES IN AREA 1-A THRU 16 AS FOLLOWS. ALL HERRING FISHERIES IN S.E.
\LASKA: AREA 1-A THRU 16 SHALL BE CLOSED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. EXCEPTION:

UBSISTENCE PERSONAL USE AT CURRENT LEVELS.

PROPOSAL-203 CHANGING THE QUOTAS AND GUIDELINE HARVEST LEVEL (GHL) TO CAP
THE HARVEST RATE PERCENTAGE AT 10% RAISE THE CONSERVATION THRESHOULD ,AND
CAP THE (GHL) AT 10,000 TONS.

PROPOSAL-204 INCLUDE HERRING TAKEN IN TEST FISHERY IN THE GUIDLINE HARVEST
LIMIT

. PROPOSAL-234 INCREASE THE AMOUNT REASONABLY NECESSARY FOR SUBSISTENCE
«(\NS) OF HERRING EGGS FROM 265,000 TO 325,000 LBS (FROM 105,000 TO 158,000)
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UNLII4ITED

Febmary 3, 2009
RECEIVED

Attn: Board of Fish comment
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Board Support
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Dear Board ofFish:

FEB 032009

BOARDS

The Juneau Chapter of Trout Unlimited and our membership of about 100 anglers wish to thank (
you for this opportunity to submit comments for the upcoming Board of Fish meeting in Sitka.
We urge you to support the following proposals:

--Proposal 290 to reduce sport harvest of steelhead in Southeast Alaska:
Reductions in the overall harvest of steelhead are needed to protect the resource and to maintain
fishing opportunity into the future. This proposal would accomplish our goal ofhalting the
harvest of steelhead on the Juneau road system (see proposal 317 below) and would restrict
harvest in all of Southeast Alaska.

--Proposal 292 to reduce the sport harvest of dolly varden and to protect larger dolly
varden:
The Cill1"ent region-wide regulation allowing the daily harvest of 10 dolly varden with no size
restrictions is too high and does not include size restrictions which protect the opportunity to
catch large Dolly Varden. We propose a reduction in the daily bag limit from 10 to 4, of which
only one may exceed 20 inches.

--Proposal 305 to bau the use of felt soles in freshwater in Southeast:
We support this proposal with the addition of a 2011 or 2012 phase-in date and a program to
educate anglers and guides about the new regulation and the reasons behind it. This will allow
the industry to develop more non-felt sole waders and wading boots. Simms is already phasing
out the use of felt, while Patagonia and Orvis are moving toward rubber soles. Although
invasive species are a state wide issue and this proposal only addresses one vector for their (

Public Comment#~



spread, we have to start somewhere to address this issue in Alaska. It is vital that Alaska head
off invasive species as soon as possible, rather than waiting until we are certain they are here.

--Proposal 316 to ban snagging from the Macaulay Salmon Hatchery fish ladder to the
fishing dock:
The cunent situation at the Macaulay Hatchery is unsafe and is causing wanton waste and abuse
of fish. The cunent situation is also contrary to the original intent at Macaulay, which was to
create a zone for snagging and a zone for other anglers who wanted to fish with lures, bait or
flies. This proposal will significantly reduce the potential for injuries and wanton waste and
abuse. This proposal will also create a fishing oppOltunity for gear and fly anglers at DIPAC.

--Proposal 317 to ban sport harvest of steelhead on the Juneau road system:
Fishing pressure on the Juneau road system has increased dramatically in the last five or so
years. Continued harvest on these small streams with small populations of steelhead could
reduce populations below sustainable levels and could lead to pressure to close these streams
entirely. Establishing catch and release for steelhead on the Juneau road system will help
maintain accessible steelhead fisheries on the road system.

We appreciate your attention to these proposals. Please feel fi·ee to contact me at 586-2166 or
via email at info@tujuneau.org.

Sincerely,

Chris Zimmer
President, Juneau Trout Unlimited Chapter

\0]Public Comment #
---'-'-"'---
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February 3,2009

Board Support Section
ADFG
John Jensen, Chair
1255 West 8lh Street
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board of Fisheries Members,

RE: SE Finfish Proposals- February, 2009, Sitka

Southeast Alaska Seiners Association (SEAS) was incorporated in 1968 in Ketchikan. (
Our membership has 131 purse seiners along with 500 crew members. We also have 58
local business members in Southeast Alaska. We represent and support the entire
commercial industry infrastructure and support industries in Southeast Alaska with a goal
ofhaving a healthy resource is perpetuated for future salmon run strength and harvest.
We also work very hard to cover state and federal issues that impact Alaska commercial
fishing in general.

While we have comments on several proposals, the major overriding issue we believe the
board needs to decide in the affirmative is to support the "RPT Consensus Agreement", a
durable arrangement crafted after intense negotiations by the industry members of the
Southeast Regional Planning Team: two gillnetters, two seiners and two trollers who are
assigned to representation by their different gear groups, The RPT agreement was sib'Jled
and agreed to by all of the major commercial fishing interests represented throughout all
ofSE Alaska: ATA, USAG, SEAFA and SEAS. Now the Petersburg ADFG Advisory
Committee, Petersburg Vessel Owners Association and the Southem SE Regional
Aquaculture Association have signed on as will several other groups by the time you read
this.

'/3 PubHe Comme" oj ~~(
<:< PO Box 23081, Juneau, AK 99802 <> 907-463-5030 <JC Fax: 907-463-5083 <>

RECEIVED TIME FEB, 3, 4:33PM PRINT TIME FEB. 3. 4:35PM
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PROPOSALS COVERED UNDER THE JOINT RPT CONSENSUS. AGREEMENT
INCLUDE:

Proposals 244-6 SEAS Opposes 244,245, and 246.

Proposals 267 Follow recommendation ofRPT Consensus Agreement.

Proposal268 Follow SE RPT Consensus Agreement ofl-I seine to gillnet time at
Neets Bay beginning June 20.

Proposal271 Follow SE RPT Consensus Agreement of I-I seine to gillnet time at
Anita Bay.

Proposals 273-4 Follow SE RPT Consensus Agreement of I-I seine to gillnet time at
Deep Inlet.

Proposal 327 Follow SE RPT Consensus Agreement

COMMENTS ON PROPOSALS NOT DIRECTLY ADDRESSED BY THE
JOINT REGIONAL PLANNING TEAM CONSENSUS AGREEMENT

Proposal 219 - Oppose
The Bradfield system is not a good candidate for a stock-of-concern status. During the
eaTly season seine fishery, when Bradfield kings may be present, Seiners are already
operating under non-retention rules. ADF&G has little specific information on king
salmon stocks and their composition in adjacent fisheries. A listing would be premature,
at best. More likely, any analysis will show that this system suffers from extreme habitat
degradation - siltation, lack of woody debris, excessive velocity and scouring. It's
unclear whether there is any "fix" to this system, but curtailing fisheries is not the right
place to start.

p.2

Proposal 260 ~ Oppose
While SEAS supports the JRPT agreement and as the proponent noted under the
solutions the timing ratio was/is a possible solution we there for believe that this proposal
does not warrant support. However the question of the amount ofAnita Bay chum
production that is currently being harvested in the Gi11net sub district 108-10, and the
Department's management intent for that sub~district during those stat weeks ofhighest
take is still amatter of interest. Without changes in the take outside of the Anita Bay
THA the time adjustments in Anita Bay are significantly reduced. It seems the proposal
while not supported because ofthe whole ofthe pending JRPT proposal still asks a valid

. 2/3 Public Comment #.-lP.....;n~_
J;t PO Box 23081, Juneau, AK 99802 ¢' 907-463-5030 <t Fax: 907-463-5083 J;t
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question of contribution and management intent which the JRPT proposal does not
address.

Proposal 262 - Oppose
This proposal would place additional regulatory restrictions on the Chatham Strait purse
seine with a presumed goal of moving additional sockeye to various streams within the
district 12 management area, at the expense of the seine fleet. First the ability to forsee
how a particular season will develop is not easy, in fact not realistically possible. So the
concept of ret,'Ulatory, as opposed to E.O. management makes this a ineffective procedure
and something that SEAS opposes on pJincipal. Regardless that, the proponents solution
from a management does not seem to be supported by the ADF&G data, particularly in
years of high pink salmon abundance (2004 &2005), While any take is a reduction in
some degree, the amounts of sockeye that can be allocated to these small stocks are
minimal and there are currently in season management actions which are aimed at
minimizing that take and by the data it seems to be working. If there are changes that
should be done it would be best done by in season management and reflect best current
available data, not by regulation which at best is speculative.

p.3

(

Proposal 275 - Oppose/support
SEAS is supporting the JRPT consensus agreement which, for at least the next three
years, does not allow for seine opportunities in the Nakat THA. Given that there is
concern in the seine fleet for any future possibility of access we oppose the extraction of
paIi (b)(2)(A)(B) of the Nakat Inlet Terminal Harvest Plan. We can support the other
housekeeping measures and the extension of the southern boundary line to the Surprise
p~~ (

31 Public Comment #JO_~.::<' _
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February 3, 2009

Board ofFisheries Comments
Alaska Dept of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax 907-465-6094

SE finfish proposals

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board ofFish Members,

FAX NO. 907 772 4804 P, 02/03

RECEIVED

FEBD 3 2009 (

BOARDS

I oppose proposals 255-5 AAC 33.331. GiBnet spedfications llnd operation. Provide
incentive for dual permit use by allowing additional .fishing time or gear in drift gillnet
fishery, and 256-5 AAC 33.331. Gillnet specifications and operations. Allow dual
permit use and use of additional 100 fathoms of gillnet.

These proposals would cause financial hardship for my family because we have
leveraged everything to get into the Southeast drift gillnet fishery last year under the
existing .regulations. We would not be able to compete against longer nets and less
fishing time which would prohibit us from earning the money to buy an additional
permit. This would force out the active single permit holder and not be the attrition goal
that the proposals suggest. Idle penuits would immediately enter the fishery and add to (
instead of removing gear in the water. ADFG has stated, "Depending upon how many \
double permit holders were active in the fisheries the department would be more
conservative in providing fishing time on all area specific basis:' Staff Comments on
Res;ulatory Proposals for Southeast Alaska and Yakutat Area Finfish. Herring. and
Groundfish For The Board of Fisheries Meeting. February 17-26, 2009. pp. 162. If the
time allowed to fish is also restricted this would negatively impact the single permit
holder that just entered the fishery and/or does not have the financial means to purchase
another permit. The single permit holder would have to enter other fisheries in order to
support a living which contradicts the proposals.

Several of the older Southeast drift gillnet fisherman told me the fleet did very well in the
late 80's and early 90's. There were over 400 penuits tlshed per year from 1975 to 2001
than in 2008 which had only 382 permits fished and was also a good year, data from
Staff Comments on Regulatory Proposals for Southeast Alaska and Yakutat Area Finfish.
Herring, and GrQuudfish For The Board of Fisheries Meeting. February 17-26,2009,
pp,165. There are fluctuations in fishing income and we cannot blame this entirely on the
proposed idea that the fleet is currently saturated with boats. There is currently incentive
to own two Southeast drift gillnet permits because the owner ofthe pennits will have the
knowledge they have reduced the fishery by a boat and all its gear. Dual pennit holders
know they have compensated themselves as well as the entire fleet by this reduction.

The small boat fishing fleets are a part of the economic well-being of the Southeast
Alaska communities. lfthe fleet is reduced as the proposals suggest this could negatively (
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impact those communities. With a reduced fleet the opl:)rational and maintenance costs
for the small boats would likely increase due to less services being used. There would be
no incentive to purchase boat and permit packages because the buyer would only want
the permit. The prices of vessels that retiring fisherman have maintained would drop and
they would be unfairly denied a fair market price for their premium vessel and permit
package they had counted on selling.

The proposals do not permanently remove the permits from the fishery and they may only
temporarily contract it. Under these proposals the Southeast drift gillnet permits could
later be sold individually for any number of reasons and the fishery would expand to its
current number of single permit holders.

If the Southeast drift gillnet fleet reaches a consensus that permit reduction is our goal
then we as a group should pool our resources and develop a real buyback program or a
fair solution for all permit holders.

Thank you,

Joel Randrup
FNMoriah
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John H. Littlefield ITT
4102 Halibut Point Road
Sitka, AK 99835

2/3/2009

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Secti')n
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

RECEIVED

rEB 0 32009

BOARDS

(

Dear Chairman Jensen and members of the Board of Fish (BOF),

My name is John Littlefield. I have lived in Sitka for 62 years and like my grandfathers and
grandchildren, I was born here.

I plan to testify on three separate concerns I have with Sitka SOImd Herring. No specific proposal
speaks to exactly what I think is best but it is fair to say 1generally support the positions ofthe
Sitka Tribe of Alaska (STA). We differ only on some targets and languagt: but overall, I fully
support tlUlir positions and proposals. I will comment on all of the propos~lls effecting Sitka
Sound Herring.

Many of the herring proposals I support and some I oppose. I could suppcut some ofthem ifthe
language was amended. The ultimate resolutions agreed on by the B01" have far reaching
implications on all local residents, many statewide residents, and other US residents. Other
nation's residents are· affected as well.

Herring is a keystone species and your decisions could impact all predato:r:s higher on the food
chain. Keystone species proposals warrant comprehensive consideration by this BOF.

Wikipedia's definition is on the internet at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/!~Ceystone species

A keystone species is a species that has a disproportionate effect on ilS !~rJvironment relative to
its abun(lancelll. Such species e4fect many other organisms in an ecosystem and help to
determine the types and numbers ofvarious others species in a communi~)I.

Such an organism plays a role in its ecosystem thai is analogous to the role ofa keystone in
an arch. While the keyslone feels the least pressure ofany ofthe stones in an arch, the arch still
collapses without it. Similarly, an ecoJystem may experience a drame/lic shift ifa keystone
species is remove,!, even though that species was a small part ofthe ecosystem by measuresof
biomass or productivity. It has become a very popular concept in conSetVation biology.ill
A keystone species is a species that plays a critical role in maintaining thfl structure ofan
ecological community and whose impact on the community is greater than would be expected
based on its relative abundance Or total biomass.

(

(
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Lastly, but certainly no less important is the affect your decisions will havl~ on the subsistence
users. 1 will address that comment in additional testimony.

All three issues are interrelated but for clarity I'm trying to address each iilSue separately.

Concerns I have m'e:

1. The need tor using the best available science and methodology to manage the Sitka
Sound Herring stock. (The form below) Although that need mllY presumably be
present in other areas, I'll leave that to others. This point also affects the next two
Issues.

2. Conservation of the Sitka Sound herring stock based on a series of events that have
occurred since around 1997.

3. The inability of subsistence uSers to harvest the amounts of subsistence roe products
that we need.

Concern I: Better Science

I am the author of this fonn which I have distributed to residents to fax or mail in. This section of
my testimony provides the rationale for why these steps should be taken. Testimony on concerns
2 and 3 above will be submitted in writing and orally at the meeting in Sitica on February 27th•

The mail or fax in form:

The Alaska Board of Fisheries proposes to adopt, amend, or repeal regulations contained in Title
5 of the Alaska Administrative Code dealing with fish and aquatic products for: Southeast and
Yakutat I'infish (including salmon, herring, and groundfish) From February 17-26th, 2009 at the
Hanington Centennial Hall, 330 Harbor Drive, Sitka
A complete copy of the proposed regulations changes is available trom thc: Alaska Department of
Fish and Game, Boards Support Section, P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526; Phone 907
465·4110.
You may also view them on the internet at: http://www.boards.adfg.state.::Ik.us/
Public lestinIOny is scheduled to start the afternoon of the 17th; the sign-up d\'ladline for public
testimony is 10:00AM: Wednesday February 18th. Mail or fax your written comments on
individual proposals to the address below. Written comments must be rec(~:ivedby the February
3,2009 ensure inclusion in the board workbook,
When providing written comments on a specific proposals list the proposa:! number you are
commenting on and specifically whether you support cir oppose the proposal or include support
tor amended language. THE BOARD OF FISH: IS NOT LIMITED BY THE SPECIFIC
LANGUAGE OR CONFINES OF THE ACTUAL PROPOSALS THAT HAVE BEEN
SUBMITTED BY THE PUBLiC OR STAFF.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
P.O.13ox 115526

Public Comment #--.:.\...!lu.t _
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Juneau, AK 99811-5526 (
Fax: 907-465-6094

Proposal: All Sitka SOlUld and Salisbury Sound Herring Committee A Proposals
By signing this proposall support the development of a sustainable Sitka 80und Management
Plan for the commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka Sound. This comment form does not support or
oppose any specific herring proposal under consideration in this Board cyde. The Board ofFish
and Department ofFish and Game presently develop the Sitka Sound Commercial Sac Roe
Management Plan ba~ed very heavily on the herring forecast biomass that [s provided armually
by the department. The present methodology used to predict the biomass does not include
sufficient scientific information to respond to the changing dynamics of tlli~ fishery in Sitka
Sound.
I support the efforts of the Board ofFish (BOF) to work with the Governor, Legislature,
Department, and others to develop the required regulations, nile changes, and language that are
necessary to fund sut1lcient (at least one full time biometrician) biologist position(s) to be based
in the Sitka Fish and Game Office for the purpose of improving herring re:iiearch in the Sitka
Sound Herring Ivlanagement Area and developing a new prediction meth()l:lology that includes all
of the best avail!ible science. Funding should be sufficient to fund any reasonable requests by the
Department to ensure the best available scientific information is made available and used.
Name: Date: _
Address: _

Signature: ,---,----,::- ----=--:-:-----=-__--=-=-=-:-=-::-::-::-:

You may fax the tlrst page of this form to 907-465-6094 or fold and mail in this form to the (
address on the back page. A stamp is required and it must be received by February 3rd.

I hope you have received many ofthese forms because most people I've t'lllked to recognize the
need for using the best av;lilable science for managing any species. They also recognize the need
for additional research and seek the Board's endorsement oflhese concept:, for presentation to
the Legislatllre for funding methods. I realize form letters by the hundreds rarely have meaning
to Boards but 1 will offer this rationale in support ofthe form letter contents.

State ofAlaska regulation number SAAC 27.160 (g) defines the method lIl:;led by the Alaska
Department ofFish and Game (Deparrment) to manage the herring sac rOl; fishery in Sitka
Sound.
(g) The guideline harvest levelfor the herring sac roe fi.\:hery in Section 13'-B shall be
established by the department and will be a harvesr rate percentage that is not less than 10
percent, not more than 20 percent, and within that range shall be determi'I'ed by the following
formula:

Harvest Rate Percentage = 2 ;.. 8 (.'Ipawning Biomass (in tons) 120, 000)

The fishery will not be conducted ifthe spawning biomass is less than 20,000 tons.

The board may change any part of this section and completely alter or eliminate the formula but
any calculation using the Spawning Biomass (BM) is determined by the D<epartment. The

PO 39\1d
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Department selects the 8M based upon the use of an Age Structured Analysis (ASA) model that
has been used for many years to predict the 8M. This model in some form has commonly been
used throughout California, Canada, and Alaska for decades.

The existing ASA model used in the sac roe fishery was developed by usimg observations after
many years of collecting dive survey and weight at age data. Divers count the present year's
spawn deposition along a random transect in measured squares, then apply cast net samples of
weight at age factors and thence predict the next years forecast biomass. There are some
weighting factors which are also used.

Using a model that is based on observations of a long period of lime is an empirical model, not
scientifIc experiment~ so a discussion of empirical methods is in order. Empirical models have
prove quite accurate when the input data remains constant, the rule is reviewed by peers, and
adjusts to feed back from the users. The grading scores on a test can maki: good use of the Bell
curve as any teacher knows.

http://en.wikipedia.ol'g/wiki/Empirical methods

Empirical method is generally taken to mean the collection ofdata on which to base a theQIJ!. or
derive a concluJIion in science. It is part ofthe scientific method. but is oj),m mistakenly assumed
to be synonymous with the experimental method

The empirical method is not liharply defined and is often contrasted with the precision ofthe
experimen/al method, where data are derivedfrom the systematic manipl,lJ'ation ofYariable~' in
an experiment,

The empirical ASA rule used by the Department should resemble a norma,l distribution or what
is also called a Bell curve. As used by the Department, their normal distribution (Bell curve)
would imply that 68% percent offorecast biomass will be within one starldard deviation from the
forecast. 95% will be within two standard deviations, llIId 99.7% of the forecast predictions
would be within three standard deviations. That would be a perfect example of the expected
results if all the observations remained constant. I don't know what standm'd deviation the
department uses but I will use one threshold level of Sitka Sound, or 20,000 tons, for this
illustration.

Assume a 100,000 ton BM.

At one standard deviation 68% of the time the prediction could be llIIywhl~rewithin the range of
120,000 lons to 80,000 tons.
At two standard deviations 95% ofthe time the prediction could be anywh.ere within the rllIlge of
140,000 tons to 60.000 tons.
At three standard deviations 99.7% of the time the prediction could be llII~wherewithin the range
of 160,000 to 40,000 tons,
Predictions within one standard deviation is the hoped for result. At a 20% harvest rate of the
BM the GHL should be within +/- 20,000 tOilS. At plus three standard deviations the 20,000 ton

"0 39\1d
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GHL would actually be only 12.5% ofthe 160,000 tons of fish that actuaJ.ly showed up. That (
would be very good. However, at minus three standard deviations the 20,000 ton GHL would be
a staggering 50% ofthe actual 40,000 lons offish returning. As long as au, biomass is increasing
we'll be OK with this model. But if the returning biomass significantly d",;reases even for a year
we will be in serious trouble, perhaps even have a catastrophic collapse.

There have been threlo years in the las'! 32 years in which the BM was ove~ 200% different from
the prediction. Luckily they were underestimates. As long as the BM is re,ally increasing we'll
may be safe with the existing model. But if the returning biomass significantly decreases even
for one year we will be in serious trouble, perhaps even have a catastrophi,; collapse.

Use of an empirical rule demands good data identification and the value of the mean (BM) and
the standard deviation. It also requires good empirical data collection don(: by repeatable
scientific researchmethods (every diver will count eggs in each square differently than the next
diver will). I think the depaltment believes that their years ofcounting egg deposition on random
transects established a sound empirical empire and gave them a standard deviation they felt they
could live with. And in the past it has somewhat successfully predicted the next years forecast
with some success and minor adjustments.
What has been neglected since the department has been using the ASA mc),del is peer review of
the model by independent institutions to verity the model and make suggt,:ltions on how the
accuracy can be improved. 'Ibis action should take place immediately. Ind..ependent institution
such as the U of A. orher university, or the ISER could easily conduct a p't'er review.
The Department presently has one part time biometriciall <lssigned to the Sitka office. They need
one fuJI time assigned to the Sitka office. Much more for studying ofa keystone species like (
herring is needed.
The Department has also incorrectly neglected traditional knowledge of the affected users. Peer
review and input from users must be included to verify an empirical rule alld make it an accurate
and useful predictor of the herring 13M. Presently the ASA model is a best. guess and low returns
and high 13M forecasts could spell disaster for the commercial sac roe fish.l~ry.

The Department (Dave Gordon, et. al) chose a 16.8% harvest rate in 2008 on a 13M of87.715
tons. 20% was required by 5AAC 27.160 (g) but it was indeed the correct decision for
conservation purposes. In 2008 the spawn deposition plus catch did not e'~lual or exceed the BM
prediction. They still harvested over 20% of the actual return. At the hight:,r 20% harvest rate
there would have been another 3,157 tons ofherring harvested with the WITesponding tUrther
decrease in spawn deposition. This was a good decision and I for one appreciate that small step
on the side of conservation. 1 do not want to demonize the Department but at last year's pre
fishery meeting on March 24th this discussion was part of the recorded mel~ting with STA and is
used with their permission. 'However he did state that the Department is :finding slower growth
and maturation rates for age-3 and age-4 herring, and that there are age-5 and age-6 herring that
are not mature, which is very different than what has been observed. Mr. (Jordon stated "No
other populations are experiencing this trend," alld for forecasting biomass, the Department
"doesn't know what this means.'''

This year at the preseason announcement meeting required to be held with. the Tribe on
December 4th 2008 I was fillll11y able to get Bill Davidson to admit that by using the old ASA

(
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model, the initial 2009 BM prediction for Sitka Sound was 150,000 tons 1l11d the harvest GHL at
a 20% harvest rate would produced a GHL of 30,000 tons. They didn 't Jikl~ that number so they
"tweaked" the model and carne to ll-'l with an official number of 76,542 tons of biomass and at a
harvest rate of 20% set the GfiL at 15,303 tons. This was a massive 73,458 ton differencel The
Department took issue with the word tweaking and said thar the changes 'were accomplished by
PHDs and they had confidence in the new numbers so the approved the 20% harvest rate set in
regulations. I don't know what changes in mortality or fecundity or other !actors gave them the
confidence in this figure. 1have none. Every good fisherman I knew who "ipent significant time
on the water said there appears to be more herring than ever and the Depaltrnent was saying
some of the best spawn deposition they've ever seen was in 2008.1 had expected a larger number
than last year but the number was smaller but the GHL at 20% is the larg()st harvest on record
since 1978. I know ofno one that would bet their house or even their bike on what the true BM
is. No one knows what's going on. The Department has admitted this in the past so a complete or
partial closure or some set limit makes sense until we can l1gure it out. WI!' must err on the side
of conservation.

I want to insert some graphs that illustrate the changing dynamics of this :5,shery that have
become especially evident since the BOP action in 1997 that changed the 'Ihreshold level (TL)
and the harvest rate percentage that was previously was a strategy was ch,flnged and made a
regulation (160 (g» that established the harvest rate for Sitka Sound ONLY in regulation. All
other areas use the existing fonnula as far as I know.
The harvest dynamics (input data) have changed and the old ASA model c:an not be trusted to
predict The BM with any accuracy approaching what we need. If the BOF I;hanges the harvest
dynamics for conservation purposes J can still support some forms of a sa,,:, roe fishery which the
merchants here will demand as well as the permit holders. This fishery is economically important
to Sitka residents. It belonged to Sitka since time immemorial and lately Ius become the property
of the permit holders. A sustainable sac roe fishery with changed dynamkg is desired forever.

The Chart below shows the younger fish; age-3, age-4, and age-S class offish are combined and
plotted as the dotted lines. The older fish; age-6, age-7, and age-8+ are cmnbined and plotted as
the solid line. From 1978 ro 1997/9 the fishery shows thevariation in age dass composition that
is common in herring stocks, The changes started becoming evident about 2001 with this graph.
That is also the time when the STA asked for an ACR to try to solve the horrible subsistence
returns. By 2007 it looks like the age classes have reversed. Now the old~,j' fish are predominant
which has not happened here before. It has happened in Prince Rupert and the results were a
crash.

Citation: DFO. 2005. Stock Ass~ssmr..nL Report on Princ~ Rupert Dil$lrict Pucific HetTing, DFO Om, Sci.
Advi•. Soc, Sci, Advi•. Rop. 2005/066
DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUE
From the mid-1940s until the lntt:" 19605.. herring were harvostt=d und proc~sscd (reduced) jrlro I'elalivoly low vulue products such.
as tishmcal and oil. The largest catch was lak~n in the }')RD in 1952 and the t1shcry wm~ c!osdd In J 953 and 1958 due (Q industrial
disputes. Catches increased dramatically in Lh~ early 1960s but were unsustainable. By 1965, mO.!lt of the older fish had bOCln
removed from the spawning population by a oombination of Qvertishing. and a sequonce oJ'weak: year..clas::l:oli, Q.ttribured to
unfavorable environmontal .)ondittons and a low spawning biomass, As a result, the comm¢rcinl tluhery collapsed (.... ig. 1), and
wa~ closed by tho tbdorul govtlmment 1n J967 to robuild the stock,

I don't know what this chart means but it looks like it should be investigated and lower limits on
harvest be put in place to prevent a crash,
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Average AGE of younger and older classes of Herring il~ Sitka Sound
from 1978 to 2009 projection
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The next chart shows the percentage of miles of spawn On the spawning hIomass in Sitka Sound
from 1978 to 2008.
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This charl shows the spawning biomass in Ions in chart view. The amounts of tons arc shown on (
the left. The percentage of the miles ofspavm on the spawning biomass is plotted as a dashed
line. The Percentage values are on the right of the graph. Trend lines show the spawning biomass
is trending upward steadily (at least until 2008). The l'rend line of the % oj'miles of spawn on
spawning biomass is steadily trending down. This defies common SenSe ~md deserves answers.
Most people would think that with increasing biomass we should see corn::sponding increase in
miles of spawn. That has not been the case. The trend lines cross in 1998. The BOF harvest cate
changes occurred in 1. 997. The STA reported hill'vest that did not meet nel!:ds and were below the
Amount Nt:cessary for Subsistence (ANS) in 2002, 2005, 2007, and 2008. We met the existing
ANS amounts in 2003, 2004, and 2006. That is also clearly indicated by the dashed trend line.
When it was above the dashed trend line since records were started in 2002, we met our ANS
amounts. When it was below we did not. Again I don't know why this is Ihappening but it gives
me more rt:llS01l to suspect changes in 1997. Looking only at the dotted tn:nd line, we may have
been overharvesting for a while and that needs to be studied.

(
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!only have suffici,ml li.me before I fax this to insert one more graph. I have many more that
ll1ustrate the problems In the last 13 years and will present them at the BOF meeting.

••- __._,-...•_.'_N,.<.•• __"._.._.__.•. ._

Individual age classes from cast net samples from 1997 tl) 2007, 2008
commercial catch, 2009 projection

·····Age 3 ---Age 4 - -Age 5 - • Age 6 - ,o~~e 7 - Age 8+

Cast net samples of AGE - 8+ class has gone from 1% in 1999 to 67.6% in the
2008 fishery. This age class is predicted to be 55% in 2009. The average age of
AGE - 8+ class fish from 1978 to 1996 was 3.2% of tt,e cast net samples,
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This graph shows the changes in age classes that have occurred t!'om 1997 to 2008 and includes
the BM prediction for 2009. The age - 3 classes have disappeared since 2004. The Department
projects 7% to return in 2009. The age - 4 classes have also decreased to a 2008 commercial
catch of0.6% which was predicted to btl 6% pre-fishery in 2008. The D"partment projection for
2009 is 6% Lets hop" they are right. The age-8 classes have increased tho:, most dramatically,
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comprising 67.6% of the 2008 commercial catch. 57% had been predicted in 2008 and 55% is (
predicted for 2009. These age class changes when using a cast net sample of weight at age as
one-halfof the ASA model observations do not lend great credence to tiu, projections of8M
without significant tweaking. The ASA model appears to be looking backward and is not a
confidl'llt forward predictor when the data changes so much.
There is additional dynamics in fishing dynamics that have also occurred. since 1997. The sac roe
fishery is almost always taken before major spawning (escapement) has ol;curred. FrioI' to 1997
the fleet normally fished much closer to a multiple day spawning event llI1d in one year fished 11
days after a major spawning event.
These changes in dynamics or input data to the ASA model demand peer review and a modest
harvest lUltil the Department can fUlly grasp what is happening.

I will be willing to serve on the herring committee.

Thank You,

John H, Littlefield
907-7 7-6866--
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I grew up working on a seine boat in southern California fishing for squid and anchovics. The
boat ran almost every night year around. I loved the job and worked on the boat all through high
school, by the time 1was 20 I had accumulated over 1,000 fishing days and decided to obtain a
captains license (100 ton ,near coastal).
The ncxt three years I continued working the seine boat along with running sport fishing vessels ..
The main boat was an 85 foot overnight boat running to the Channel Islands along with fishing
tuna offshore. This is when I found I had a knack with people and though a lot of our passengers
had little to no fishing skills, I found it a rewarding challenge to work with people and children
who don't gct a chance to catch a fish very often because of there financial status or because of
ware they live.
In 1987 I met a boat operator who worked in Alaska, I always wanted to go to Alaska to work in
the seine industry, I never thought I would be heading there to run a sport boat.
I instantly fell in love with Prince of Wales Island. 1 worked in the Alaska charter industry the
next Seven years, finding jobs on tug boats, commercial fishing, or sport boats in the 01T season. I
also upgraded my license to (500 ton near coastal) during this time.
In 1993 1 decided to move to Craig Alaska and start my own charter business, I had no money,
my charter boat was a 21 ft. glass ply that was old and in desperate need of some TLC. After
rebuilding and repowering my little vessel I embarked on my new journey, investing my skills
and my youth into bUilding a small business with the hope of having my own fishing lodge with
several boats one day. By 2001 after putting evcl)'thing I made back into my business and the
local community my dream had finally become a reality I turned nothing into a small fishing
lodge with 5 boats and 11 employees. I was living lhe American dream.
Since then I have endured lhc winter after 9/11 when 1thought I would be going out of business
do to no bookings for 2002, to a mud slide that almOSI wiped me out in 2005.
Now I am faced with one of my most difficult challenges. Over the last few years the Alaska
sport fishing indUstry has taken substantial limit cuts starting with king salmon, then lingcod,
Rock fish, halibut and now Coho along with additional proposals. The halibut issue alone along
with last years king salmon closure has impacted my business with a 40% drop. If some of the
current proposals go through I fear of cancelations for this coming season. Many ofmy guest
have concerns that lhe state of Alaska doesn'l want them to spend there vacations in Alaska any
more. Over the years when we have settled for less' convinced people it was for the good of the
fisheries but now im having a hard time convincing myself.

A little help would be much ap~peClale/,?

Sincerelv / /'4 ~"'-_..

c"r/2.t-4.~/ /~
/'
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Please note my comments to on the following proposed changes.

Thank y~u:. / '" ,A ."
./ v' ( ./~ .. ?-,- L..

. ,.~'." (.

PrllposaI22tl- Oppose. Log books already keep track ofnumber of Chinook and Halibut
harvested by the guided sector.
Pmposal238- Oppose. Using a seine boat with power block and seine skiff!s not a
traditional subsistence practice and takes away from community involvement of
subsistence lifestyle. Who determines which family or persons get what fish, (will one
family or person get the less desirable or damaged fish).
Proposal 253· Oppose. 58' boats and gear are very productive with record catches.
Proposal 288- Oppose. Typical guided trips sold to the majority oflodges are 3 day
trips. An 18 fish limit has worked well for selling trips; to cut the Coho to 12 when all
other species have also been cut will drastically reduce the number of people willing to
spend the money to come to the state and suppOrt the small communities and families that
depend on the income.

Proposal 289- Guided anglers typically fish 3 days bringing home 18 silvers or less,
these fish are recorded daily in log books with angler's name, license number, and
number offish caught and signed by the angler. 'Ibis mechanism for information is
delivered weekly to the state and reviewed so the numbers are very accurate.

Proposal 294- Oppose. The Craig area has a new terminal Chinook program highly
supported by the local charter industry, support businesses, and non resident and residenl
sport fishermen who raise dollars through the local fishing derby, and donations. Without
their support the hatchery would be struggling even more, this proposal would negatively
affect the people who have supported this non profit hatchery which is not supported by
the state or Alaska TroUers Association.
Proposal 302-0ppose. A fisherman should be able to release a fish ifit is hooked in the
jaw area and is a marginal length fish, (barely legal).
Proposal 307-0ppose. Although [ do not subsistence fish for halibut I do like to take my
family out fishing when guests are not at our home. This proposal will prevent my family
to sport fish in summer months and supply our much needed fish for winter. Regulations
prevent a charter captain from retaining fish while paying guests are on board of any kind
even though required to possess a sport fishing license and king stamp, To have to
purchase another boat for the purpose of being able to bring family members out on a day
offwould be cost prohibitive.
Proposal 308-0ppose. No frozen or processed fish can be legally used for meals at
lodges only fresh fish of the day can be used (the anglers personal catch). This proposal
would again make it impossible for families to supply their homes with their winter food.
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Proposal 310-0ppose. The fish are recorded daily in log books with anglers name,
license number, number of fish caught and signed by the angler. This mechanism for
information is delivered weekly to the state and already established.
ProposIl1333-Support. Evidence on the fishing grounds shows an abundance oflingcod.
Proposal 334 - Support. Consistently under-utilized by catch would greatly benefit the
guided sport fishery and their communities which is currently hamstrung with restrictions
of one annual lingcod within 30-35" slotlimil.
Proposal 335-suppon. Same reasons for proposal 334.
Proposal 336- Oppose. The longline by catch allocation has been consistently under
harvested in the past 4 years, so the by catch allowance appears to be more than
sufficient.
Proposal 337- Oppose. I believe that the guided spon fishery and its communities would
by far monetarily benefit with Ihis highly prized sport fish as it is very marketable to non
resident anglers.
Proposal 338- Oppose. Same reasons as for 337.
Proposal 339- Support. Allowing guided anglers to have a chance to take a state record
lingcod would provide a marketing tool and would result in minor impact on an already
strong fishery.
Proposal 340- Support. Where there is a surplus not being harvested it should be
available.
Proposal 341- Suppon. For reasons that the Southeast Alaska Guides Organization has
stated. .
Proposal 343,344- Oppose. For same reasons as in 341.
Proposal 345,346- Oppose. This proposal would encourage targeting DSR instead of
taking them incidentally.
Proposal 347- Oppose. This might encourage targeting ofslope rock fish instead of
taking them incidentally as by catch.
Proposal 351- Suppon.lfrequired in the sport fishery as making sense then all fisheries
should adopt this practice.

P313
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Alaska Trollers Association
130 Seward St., No. 211
Juneau, Alaska 99801
(907) 586-9400
(907) 586-4473 Fax

RECEIVED

FEB 032009 (

BOARDs

Febmary 3, 2009

John Jensen, Chairman
Alaska Board of Fisheries
Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Dear Chairman Jensen:

You should fmd attached ATA's initial comments on the Southeast Finfish meeting proposals. If I can
answer questions that you and other board members might have in advance of the meeting, please
don't hesitate to contact me.

Best regards,

Executive Director
(
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PROPOSAL

137

138

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231

244

245

246

247

248

250

252

266

269

286

288

289

295

296

297

298

299

303

305

308

310

311

ISSUE

Groundfish bag limits

Groundfish bag limits

Exception to chinook bag limit during Golden North Derby

Double bag limit in hatchel'Y access areas - all areas

Donble bag limit in hatchery access areas - Ketchikan only

District 8 Transboundary Rivers Fishery 7d/wk for troll

Open part ofFredrick Sonnd to troll M-W only in May/June

Increase Non-resident annnallimit - Stikine River Mgmt Plan

District 11 Transbonndary Rivers Fishery 7d/wk for troll

District 11 Transbonndal'Y Rivers Fishery open district-wide

Exclude PNPs from hatchery allocation plan

NSRAA and hatchery allocation

Close Coffmann Cove to commercial fishing

Re-opened District 8 waters can be managed for any fishel'Y

Uncouple troll and set gillnet openings in Yakutat

Allow gillnet and troll gear onboard simultaneonsly.

Offload from one fishery before participating in another

Increase allowable set gillnet length for Yakutat area

Expand Neets Bay harvest area / increase sport king limits

Define possession limit as maximum number fish taken home

Annual limit of 12 coho for non-residents & harvest record

Amend harvest reporting for non-residents to inclnde coho

Develop a plan to address sport catch and release mortality

Modify the definition of sportfishing gear in SE Alaska

Modify the definition of a fishing rod in Southeast AK

Allow the nse of electric reels for sportfishing

Allow beach seine, cast net, purse seine, gillnet for herring

Allow unguided angler an additional rod/line to jig herring

Prohibit use of felt soles for wading in freshwater

Restrict subsistence and personal use fishing when guiding

Develop fish ticket system for guided sportfishery

Allow monitoring of guided sport vessels, lodges, facilities

ATA POSITION

S

S

S - wlamend at (II)

o
o

S

S

o
S

S

o

o

o
s
s

S - only with #252

S

o
o
S

S

S

Support concept

S - wi amend

o
o
o

S

S

S

S

S
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PROPOSAL ISSUE ATA POSITION

312 Allow monitoring of gnided sport vessels, lodges, facilities S (
313 Allow monitoring of gnided sport vessels, lodges, facilities S

320 Allow unharvested winter chinook to be caught in spring fishery 0

321 Don't count hatchery fish against winter guideline harvest 0

322 Remove the Stikine River winter troll closure in District 8 Position pending

324 Allow fishing 7 days pel' week in Cross Sound in June S

325 Extend troll fishery closure date to September 30th S

326 Delay coho fishery opening date to July 10th 0

327 Extend troll closure date in Behm Canal to September 30th S

328 Allow transferrable HT permit holders to use 2 power gurdies 0

329 Increase number ofHT gurdies to 4 West of Cape Spencer 0

333 Raise lingcod guideline harvest in Central Outside SEAK 0

334 Increase sport allocation of lingcod 0

335 Equal shares lingcod allocation for commercial and sport 0

337 Make any surplus dinglebar quota available to troll fleet S

341 Increase sport allocation of DSR rockfish to 25 percent 0

3/11
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PROPOSAL

137 & 138 Groundfish bag limits

ISSUE POSITION

S

ATA

ATA supports establishing bag and possession limits for all game fish species, to both meet the goals of
conservation and avoid future gear conflicts. Many of the fish species without bag limits are considered fully
utilized and in some cases, such as blackcod, are constrained by quotas that have been cut and are likely to be at
the low end of the abundance cycle for the uext few years. Enforceable bag and possession limits could assist
managers evaluate stocks and develop appropriate management plans, particularly if conservation concerns arise
for sensitive groundfish species that appear to be experiencing increasing levels of sPOlt exploitation.

224 Exception to chinook bag limit during Golden North Derby S - w/amend at (b)

The Golden North Derby is held later in the year than most sport derbies in SE and provides many positive
benefits for the community ofJuneau. ATA SUPPOltS the exception requested, for the specific time and area
proposed, which will allow chinook to be retained by derby participants in years of lower chinook abundance.
However, we suggest reviewing the text of the proposal, as it appears the proper cite may actually be: 5 AAC
47.055 (h) (3) - not (e) (3) as written.

225

226

Double bag limit in hatchery access areas - all areas

Double bag limit in hatchelj' access areas - Ketchilmu only

o

o
ATA has no problem with sport anglers harvesting common propelty hatchery fish paid for, in large part, with
monies secured from a direct tax on commercial fishennen. However, we do oppose providing expanded access
to anglers in hatchery access cOlTidors beyond current suite of regulations governing bag/possession and gear.

Hatchery Spring Fishel'}' harvest areas were established specifically to help trollers harvest hatchery fish and
serve two purposes: 1) to mitigate harvest losses incwTed by the troll fleet since Pacific Sahnon Treaty signing in
1985; and, 2) to assist trollers in getting a fair propOltion of the hatchel'}' fish they help pay for, as mandated by
the Board of Fisheries enhanced salmon allocation plan.

Trollers continue to trail behind in the Board ofFisheries hatchery allocation mandate, so should be given
priority access to any species being raised on their behalf.

Additional concerns about increased angler access in the relatively small hatchet'}' corridors include the potential
for gear conflicts and the questionable ability to enforce variable bag/possession limits around the region.

227

228

District 8 Transboundary Rivers Fishery 7d/wk for troll

Open part ofFredrick Sound to troll M-W only in May/June

S

S

From Statehood until the Stikine River chinook fishel'}' was closed (1977), the troll fleet averaged 31% of the
harvest share. The percentage was higher than that pre-statehood. ADFG has stated that in past years the troll
harvest was half that of gillnet. Since the directed chinook fishery was re-opened in 2006, trollers have taken an
average of9% (1,421) ofthe all gear harvest (15,733) ofStikine River Chinook.

It would be difficult to achieve a fixed allocated nwnber or percent without unduly dislUpting other users, but
trollers still want an opportunity to harvest a fair harvest share. To do that, the troll fleet needs additional time
and area.

Typical gillnet harvest rates are many times that ofthe troll fishery. In 2005, gillnetters in District 8 harvested at
a rate 4.5 times that of the trollers. CPUE in District 8 averaged 2.4 for troll and 10.6 for gillnetters in 200608
or 5 gillnet fish for every 1 fish caught by trollers. In 2008 alone, that ratio was 7: I. Trollers need more fishing
time and area to achieve parity with the gillnet fleet.

ATA has a revised proposal that we will discuss at the Board ofFisheries meeting and looks forward to working
in committee with Board members and other user groups.

229 Increase non-resident annual limit - Stikine River Mgmt Plan o

4/11 Public Comment#-lJL



Concerned about accounting and enforcement issues surrounding variable daily bag and possession/annual limits.

230

231

District 11 Transboundary Rivers Fishery 7d/wk for troIl

District 11 Transboundary Rivers Fishery open district-wide

S

S

From Statehood until the chinook fishery was closed (1977), the troll fleet averaged 35% of the Taku River
harvest share. Considering the modification and improvement of gillnet gear in the 60s and 70s, it's likely that
the troll proportion of harvest was even higher than 35% pre-statehood.

ATA recognizes that achieving a fixed allocation or percentage would be unduly dislUptive for other users.
However, trollers still want an opportunity to harvest a fair share of the sahnon lUns they helped to rebuild.

Trollers need more fishing time and area to achieve a level ofparity with the gillnet fleet. ATA is not asking to
open ll-C or 11-D and supports ADFG's remarks on those portions of the district. In fact, ATA is requesting
modest increases in time/area in ll-A & B, to help accomplish the goal of improved access. Differences in gear
efficiency in terminal areas makes·it unlikely that increased time and area would significantly impact the balance
of harvest, but it could do a lot to provide opportunity for a few boats in the local fleet during a slow time ofyear.

Under the current Taku River King Sahnon Management Plan, troll openings are based on a ratio of days open to
drift gillnet gear vs. days open to troll gear. Trollers averagedjnst 16 fish (0.001%) of the average commercial
harvest in 2005 and 2006 (15,404). ADFG estimates that if trollers had fished 7 days a week throughout District
11 they would only have averaged 34 fish per year. It would take a massive increase in effort to push troll
numbers to any significant level. Such an increase is highly unlikely given the tetminal nature ofthe fishety,
Juneau's significant harbor costs, and current processor focus and capacity.

Gillnet harvest rates are usually many times that of the troll fishery. In 2005-06, troll and gillnet CPUE in the
District 11 fishetywas 0.2 and 4.3 respectively. To compare, CPUE in District 8 averaged 2.4 for troll and 10.6 (
for gillnetters in 2006-08 - or 5 gillnet fish for every 1 fish caught by trollers. In 2008 alone, that ratio was 7:1. It
is also possible that gillnet efficiency will go up as more fishermen move to larger mesh gear.

ATA will present an alternate proposal at the Board ofFisheries, which will clarifY what we seek. It is a phased
in approach based on the annual allowable catch, with slight line modifications that, as a practical matter, are
unlikely to create user conflict. We look forward to working in committee towards a compromise solution.

244 Exclude PNPs from hatchery allocatiou piau 0

Adoption of this proposal would result in the removing roughly one half ofthe enhanced fish production in
Southeast Alaska from consideration when detetmining enhanced fish allocation benefits. This will create
conflicts and problems for fishermen, aquaculture associations, and ADF&G.

245 NSRAA and hatchery aIlocation o
ATA appreciates recent efforts by a number of industry representatives to develop a compromise on hatchery
allocation. ATA is reviewing this proposal and will speak to it during the Board of Fisheries meeting.

246

247

248

250

252

Close Coffmann Cove to commercial fishing

Re-opened District 8 waters can be managed for any fishery

Uncouple troll and set gillnet openings in Yakutat

Allow gillnet and troll gear onboard simnltaneously.

Offload from one fishery before participating in another

o

S

s

S - only with #252

S
(

4
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266

269

286

Increase allowable set giIlnet length for Yakntat area

Expand Neets Bay harvest area / increase sport king limits

Define possession limit as maximum number fish takeu home

o

o

s
For many years ATA and other groups pursued a statewide change tD the possessiDn limit definition, which
clliTently allows processed fish to be removed frDm the pDssession limit tally. This issue has been exacerbated by
a guided industry that ahnost universally offers processing options as a convenience for its clients.

Fishermen and other residents have long expressed CDncern about the large quantities of sportfish that leave the
state, region, or local area each year. Given the proximity of the sport fishery to local spawning streams and
ocean rearing habitat, many people have grDwn increasingly cDncerned abDut conservation and lDcal area
depletion, particularly in years of low abundance. That is not to say there are conservation problems now, but
hDw do we know, when data for the sPOlt fishely is unavailable for Dver a year? It makes very little sense that
ADFG provides timely inseasDn and annual estimates of harvest from evelY commercial fishery under its
jurisdictiDn, but not the spDrtfishely.

At minimum, there is a public perception problem that stems from what are essentially unenfDrceable pDssession
limits. There appear tD be fish transported - bDth in and out of state - well in excess ofthe possession limits
currently Dn the bDDks. In most cases this is completely legal, because the pDssession limit definition provides
the means to take whatever you want under the existing law. Some enforcement officials have even expressed
CDncerns about their ability tD enforce pDssessiDn limits, because of the law as written. ATA suggests that Dur
state needs a few new laws tD clarifY pDssession rules, and there are many models in Dther states and nations tD
use as a template. Attached is a grid of regulations submitted with ATA's 2006 testimony. We have similar
informatiDn gathered from even more states and countries, which will be available at the Sitka meeting.

After years Dfno BDard ofFish action on the statewide possessiDnlimit definition and related issues, ATA tried
limiting its request for a changed definition to the Southeast Region, in hopes the BDard would start the ball
rolling by addressing the CDncerns Df Dur membership in a region knDwn for high volumes of SPOlt product
leaving the state each year. The BDard authDrized a task force and assigned twD co-chairmen, to work with ATA,
the guided industry, and sport anglers on issues related to possessiDn and transpOlt of sPDrt caught fish. ATA
was hopeful that this group would gather informatiDn, identifY the issues, develop and submit CDnsensus
proposals in time fDr the 2008 meeting. While several meetings were held between Board members, ADFG staff,
and ATA the chairmen never appoiuted the Task Force members. This has been a great disappointment to many
people in the region, and, we believe, a disservice to bDth the guided industry and agency, both which might have
benefited fi'om accurate information coming tD light as oppDsed to perception and hearsay.

Because there was no Task Force product, ATA offered several propDsals and ideas, in hopes of attaining our
gDals Df: a) creating enforceable pDssession limits; b) imprDving data gathering and securing in-season
tabulation of sport caught data; improved mDnitoring Df spDrtfish fish transport; and, c) enforcement of both
existing and new regulations. We believe these goals are in the best interest of the state, as they will help to
provide better informatiDn to accurately catalogue harvest informatiDn, track use patterns, and evaluate
conservation and allocation CDncerns in a rational manner.

And, while sport harvest is only a portion of the tDtal exploitation Df our resources, it shDuld still be considered
part Dfthe whole in our state's sustainable management program. All fishery managers should have as much
information available to them inseason as possible. At the present time, spDrtfishing guides cDmplete a IDgbook
and must submit data in a timely fashion. It seems unreasonable tD ask the public to go to that kind ofadded
hassle if the state does nDt input this valuable data in a timely manner and have it available for fishery managers
and the public to review during and after the fishing season. The creel census and, in SDme cases, a punch card
system may be the best fit for quickly estimating the harvest ofunguided anglers, but it would appear that even
that data needs to be tabulated in a more timely fashion. Again, we had hDped the Task Force would flesh Dut
many of these issues.

It is our hope that this Board DfFisheries will provide the necessary leadership and put people tD work at the
SDutheast finfish meeting, and possibly the statewide, to work through these issues this cycle. It is critical tD
secure timely, accurate data and enforceable pDssessiDn limits. An added benefit is that dDing so should help

5
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tone down the significant and needless acrimony that we have seen erupt between the gnided sport and
commercial fishing sectors. ATA looks forward to working in cOlmnittee on this issne in Sitka and, ifnecessary,
at the Statewide meeting in Anchorage. (

288

289

Annual limit of 12 coho for non-residents & harvest record

Amend harvest reporting for non-residents to include coho

S

S

It should be noted that sportfish data for this meeting was unavailable for review until just days before these
comments were written. When proposals were submitted last year, many data were still preliminary or
unavailable. We acknowledge that a few of our comments about coho harvest may not be borne out in the data
before you. One of our concerns about growing harvest had to do with preliminary data from 2005, which
suggested the sport harvest of coho had reached nearly 500,000. In fact, the number turned out to be quite a bit
lower. This is frustrating and puts a point on why it is so impOltant to have timely data so that the public can be
well informed.

Please also see comments at proposal 286. Again, ATA offered a few ideas so enforceable possession limits
could be addressed in lieu of a Task Force proposal.

The annual limit concept seemed to make the most sense when we spoke to enforcement, and works very well for
chinook. Since we were not after a direct allocation, we simply used the existing possession limit. In Southeast
that is 12 for all salmon species other than chinook, which has an annual limit that varies with the Treaty quota.

To our way of thinking, the only people who would consider this an allocative proposal are those who are
currently going over the possession limit of 12 fish. It's unclear to us how many people that might be. Some
guided operators tell ns it's rare for people to take home more than 12 fish - others tell us this is part of their
operational plan and their clients have come to expect significant quantities to take home.

To further complicate things, bareboat charters have become much more widespread, which begs the question of
what quantities are being transported not only out of state, but within the state.

This issue merits serious discussion, but the goal of ATA's proposal was not to reduce the cun'ent 12 in
possession limit. Meaningful enforcement of the cunent limits might allow the state and Board of Fisheries to
gain a better lmderstanding of how many fish are being caught, and how/where they are ultimately transpOlted.

For the record, many of our members question the ethics of taking more fish than a person's immediate family
can reasonably expect to consume. They do not think that a person needs to take enough fish home to feed the
entire clan and neighborhood. Obviously, possession limits can be set to achieve a variety ofpurposes, including
avoidance ofwanton waste. However, ATA felt it best when submitting its proposals to set aside the debate
about what the appropriate number is and instead [md the means to secure the goals of accurate/timely data and
enforceable possession limits.

TranspOlt to a person's pennanent domicile is reqnired by a number of other states (Oregon) and
provinces/countries (Ontario, CAN), often with a number of additional regulations to make it easier for both
anglers to prove, and enforcement officials to check, what's in the fish box or on private property. A harvest
record that follows the angler and fish, with timely tabulation system is an essential part ofthe equation. We
don't want to see anglers harassed, nor do we anticipate significant increases in enforcement's time. With the
right system in place, it might be quicker to do random checks, since officers would have clear rules to enforce.

(

295 Develop a plan to address sport catch and release mortality Support concept

296 Modify the definition of sportfishing gear in SE Alaska S - wi ameud

ATA is concerned about what appears to be a growing use ofpower assisted gear to retrieve sport caught fish.
The Depmtments of Law and Public Safety both analyzed the issue and indicated that the law is broad enough
that there are no prohibitions on types of reels or power assists. This proposal seeks to rectify the situation, but as
written would jeopardize the use of dowmiggers and gurdies to set and retrieve sport gear. We recommend
modifying this proposal by adding the following: Use ofpower to retrieve sportfish is prohibited (

297 Modify the definition of a fishing rod in Southeast AK to inclnde o
6
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the use of powered reels to retrieve gear.

298 Allow the use of electric reels for sportfishing 0

We note that if these regulations were implemented, it might come at a cost to anglers. If effort grew as a result
of allowing powered reels, ADFG might ultimately be forced to impose more restrictions on the fishelY in order
to meet regulatory goals and conservation mandates.

299 Allow beach seine, cast net, purse seine, gillnet for herring o

This The proposer's wish to have the same one ton herring allowance as a commerciallongliner and also claim
that it takes a half ton of bait herring per year to, "operate a charter for the season". That's a lot ofbait! In fact,
with that much bait, a longliner can catch more than 15,000 pounds of blackcod, so at the absolute minimum,
haifa ton ofherring might catch the equivalent of 1,000 IS pound king sahnon (e.g. top of the line highline
troller armual catch), or about 1,800 coho. Put another way, it's like 200 clients fishing to the uppermost 5 fish
armual king limit, and/or ISO clients fishing to the 12 in possession coho limit. In fact, thinking OfsPOIt trips
gone by and a package of 12 herring for four people, much of it typically left unused, it's just hard to fathom.
This proposal essentially makes beach seines sport gear, which is obviously more efficient, but just seems like a
bad precedent to set. The proposers say this provides a way to allow Alaskans to use local bait, which they also
remark is already happening with the use of hand jig. They also claim it helps the local economy - how? This
method ofmaking bait appears to cut out the local economy entirely, since you aren't buying from the local
herring fleets or pounders. Ifyou aren't buying herring, are you perhaps angling to sell it? If so, commercial
fishermen aren't allowed to do that, so the proposer's might want to take another look at the regulations.

303 Allow unguided angler an additional rod/line to jig herring s
ATA does not object to resident anglers having an additional line for jigging bait herring.

305 Prohibit use of felt soles for wading in freshwater s
This is a forward thinking proposal that attempts to protect local sahnonids and other species that might be
impacted by diseases carried in on felt soled waders. ATA supports this idea. However, we understand that
several sport organizations and gear suppliers are requesting a ShOit phase-in period to allow anglers time to find
out about the regulation and get new boots. This seems reasonable and ifADFG

308

310

Restrict subsistence and personal nse fishing when guiding

Develop fish ticket system for guided sportfishery

s

s
Commercial fishermen are held to a very high standard of accountability when it comes to their landed harvest.
Each troll caught fish is recorded on a fish ticket, which helps with timely data collection, tracking of fish, and
enforcement of laws. ADFG must tabulate fish tickets upon receipt and uses the infOimation inseason to monitor
and enforce a variety ofharvest rules. Post-season, this data is compiled and used to analyze stock health and
abundance, which in tnrn is used to make some projections pre-season. It is also used for comparison during the
next fishing yelll·.

While a similar reporting system has been developing for spOitfish, the data is not is not entered in a timely way.
ATA has suggested fish tickets as an alternative, but realizes there is also an existing logbook program that could
be used to accomplish data gathering and inseason reporting goals. ATA is not endorsing a complex system of
reporting or added layers of regulatory requirement or expense. We are suppOiting one tool, or a set of tools
accommodating a diverse user group, that will better catalogue and track sport harvest.

In addition to timely enby of data collected from sportfish guides, monitoring and enforcement would have to be
enhanced to mirror the commercial fisheries system. Something different may have to be developed for bareboat
charters and other semi-guided operations than more 'traditional' charterboats and lodges. And,
maintaining/improving creel census for resident angler's, is essential to better document and record inseason
catches. We are confident that the state and user groups working together can come up with an appropriate set of

<0 fII
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tools to provide valuable in-season data and better track the transport caught fish.

311 Allow monitoring of guided sport vessels, lodges, facilities S (
312 Allow monitoring of guided sport vessels, lodges, facilities S

313 Allow monitoring of guided sport vessels, lodges, facilities S

Our understanding is that the laws need to be amended in order for guided spOlifishing facilities to be inspected
by protection officers in the same way as commercial fishing vessels, processing plants, and other associated
property. Apparently there is some question about whether or not these types of regulations can only be
implemented in one region of the state. Ifneed be, ATA suppOlis this discussion being moved to the statewide
and/or other appropriate meeting forum, post-haste, so that all fishing businesses are treated equally with respect
to accountability and enforcement. It is also important that the processed fish defmition be re-tooled, so that
every fish caught is counted against the possession limit. The Board of Fisheries ensuring that information is
generated about constitutional laws that might effect inspection regulations, as well as a draft proposal that
outlines a clear process for recordkeeping, storage, and marking requirements for processed fish would be
helpful to inform 2009 statewide meeting participants.

320 Allow unharvested winter chinook to be caught in spring fishery o
ATA's position has long been to save as many Chinook as possible for the summer fishery, in order to reduce
incidental mortality, while recognizing the importance of providing winter and spring opportunity for trollers.
For these reasons, our organization snppOlied the mid-1990s Chinook Task Force Proposal that underpins much
of our management system. Given that our issues have remained mostly unchanged and recent Treaty reductions
in Alaska's upcoming chinook harvests, ATA can't support this proposal which seeks to take more Chinook
earlier in the year.

We also question whether or not this proposal would work as suggested. The proposal seems to suggest a level
of management precision that would be, at best, difficult to achieve.

The proposal incorrectly states that fish not caught in the winter are automatically moved to the summer fishery.
That is not the case. In fact, they transfer to the 'general pool', which includes the spring, July, and August
chinook openings.

The proposer also suggests that August chinook often bring lower exvessel prices than April or June fish.
However, price does vary and sometimes August fish are extremely valuable. And, the loss of coho fishing time
through the potential lengthening of the summer closure or other management methods must also be accounted
for when determining the dollar value to the fleet.

321 Don't count hatchery fish against winter guideline harvest 0

In 1994, the Board ofFisheries set the winter fishery harvest range at about twice its historic average to ensure
opportunity for small communities. This proposal has the potential to allow more fish in the winter, while
potentially reducing the chinook available in the spring and summer. This could negatively impact our coho
fishery and all SoutheastIYakutat communities through increased incidental mortality estimates, which may lead
to reduced fishing time. Trollers can't risk the potential loss of any coho fishing time, particularly when the fleet
can fish for all available Chinook salmon during the summer fishery. ATA opposes.

322 Remove the StUrine River winter troll closure in District 8 Position
pending

324 Allow fishing 7 days per week in Cross Sound in June S

325 Extend troll fishery closure date to September 30th S

(

~ III

The troll coho fishery is managed on abundance yet closes on a fix date, unless ADFG extends the fishery on
Emergency Order. While fishery extensions under this provision are appreciated, they come at the end of the
season on short notice, which has led to confusion and logistical difficulties for the fleet and processors.

Recent years have seen increasing numbers of coho arriving late in the season, so itseems to make more sense to

8
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change the coho closure date to September 30. ADFG could manage according to the actual stock timing and
abundance and has full EO authority to close the fishery before Sept. 30 if conservation and/or other regulatory
goals dictate.

326 Delay coho fishery opening date to .Jnly 10th o

327 Extend troll closure date iu Behm Canal to September 30th S

328 Allow transferrable HT permit holders to use 2 power gurdies o

329 Iucrease number ofHT gurdies to 4 West of Cape Spencer o

333 Raise lingcod guideline harvest in Central Outside SEAK o

General statement about most of this cycle's lingcod proposals: In 2000 the Board ofFish implemented a task
force consisting of all gear groups, to make recommendations to conceming lingcod. Once this difficult task was
accomplished the Board adopted the recommendations of this bipartisan group. We find no good reason to
review any ofthe task force work at this time.

Specific to this proposal, the data does not support the claim that the stocks are healthy enough to raise GHL.

334 Increase SpOl·t allocation of lingcod o
The decline in sport caught lingcod in 2007 was l5,0461bs compared to 2008. That's with no change in
management from 2007. The sport harvest was 102% of its GHL in SSEO in 2007, and in 2008 caught only 68%
of the GHL. Changes in harvest occurred without any associated change in fishery management. There is no
reason to micro manage this fishery year to year. Sometimes you catch, sometimes you don't.

335 Equal shares lingcod allocation for commercial and sport o

337 Make any surplus dinglebar quota available to troll fleet S

Some of the allocation oflingcod to the dinglebar fleet is not being harvested, due to new vessel monitoring
system requirements that have deterred the fleet from fishing. When troll harvest caps are reached in the various
lingcod areas, trollers must release lingcod caught incidental to the salmon troll fishery. We would like the
Board to make surplus dinglebar quota available to the troll fleet. Note that we are not requesting that the
dinglebar quota be reallocated to the troll fleet, but simply that trollers be allowed to catch any remaining
harvestable surplus.

341 Increase sport allocation of DSR rockfish to 25 percent o
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Possession Limit Definition
Examples of Quantities Includes To Place of

Related Rules
Allowed Processed Fish Residence

2 daily bag limits of
Most SEAK FW closed to the taking of

Maximum number of unpreserved chinook. Emergency Order authority for
SEAlaska fish that a person may have in

unprocessed salmon (12
No No conservation. Preserved fish must be fit

possession.
fish most species); non-

for human consumption 15 days or
resident annual king limit.

more.
Marine: 2 daily limits fresh
plus 40# proc/frzn; while Marine waters subject to inseason

Washington The number of daily limits allowed on boat, one daily limit plus
Yes Yes

management. In freshwater, can't fish
to be kept in the field, or in transit. 40# proc/frzn. FW: Same, after adult daily limit is reached. Catch

plus no size or daily limit record cards required.
on Atlantics.

1 daily limit on vessel and
Maximum number or amount of a 2 on land for P.Halibut. Permanent residence = a residential
type offish or shellfish that a Anglers limited to 1 daily dwelling where a person normally lives,

Oregon person may lawfully possess in and 1 annual catch limit Yes Yes with associated features such as an
the field or forest, or in transit to from the Columbia River - address, telephone number, utility
the place of permanent residence. even if they hold both OR account, etc.

and WA licenses.

A sport angler may not possess
May fish only until passenger boat limit

10 fish all species rockfish reached. Trip completed when person- California more than the individual daily bag
- no more than 2 Bocaccio.

Yes Yes disembarks from vessel and individual- and possession limits as defined.
possession limits apply.

2 daily limits of aggregate
The possession limit is the salmon-limit 2 chinook.

Head/tail of finfish and carapace of any
number of fish (all species) that Tidal waters all species

crab should be retained until fishBritish an angler may have in daily limit is 4 fish w/30
Yes Yes consumed. The amount of fish a personColumbia possession, at any given time, annual chinook limit. FW

is preparing to consume cannot exceed
except at place of ordinary annual limit 10 chinook.
residence. Tidal/FW combined daily

the possession limit.

limit all species = 4/dav.
Persons fishing and staying
overnight before returning home
can have more than one day's

10 fish all species
Public noticed that rules may change

Atlantic
catch in their possession,

combined - no exceeding
inseason. All groundfish caugl1t must be

provided the catch limit on any Yes Yes retained. Boat limits - catch only yourCanada
day has not been exceeded, the

total daily bag limit for own - issued unique tags and must keep
fish are properly logged, and all

each day fished.
with cod until eaten.

Atlantic cod are tagged per
license...
The possession limit is a key 20 kilos fillets or pieces of

To enable enforcement of bag/possesion
'""'- conservation measure that fish; or 10kilos plus one limits, two fillets or pieces of fish are

~ Wester9-
prevents the accumulation of daily limit whole fish; or, counted as one whole fish onJigy trips;

Austra' excessive quantities of fish by two daily limits whole fish Yes Yes fish can be filleted at sea if t' "e over
individuals on a fishing trip and equiv. to 60kilos whole fiE 30cm. Fillets must be meaSl " withI sets a clear ceiling for socially or 100 individual servings

I skin/scales attached.
acceptable catch levels. of fish.
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A'ITN: BOFCOMMENTS
Alaska Dept, of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526
Fax: 907·465.6094

Chairman Jensen, and Board Members:

RECEIVE.O

fEB \} 32609

BOARDS

I'm writing to provide comments on Board ofFisheries proposals to be considered during the Southeast
Finfish meeting in Sitka,

The Sitl<a Charterhoat Operators Association (SCBOA) J'\lpresents about 50 charter and lodge operations
in and near Sitl<a. We appreciate the opportunity to ptovide written comments in this process.

We belleve the fishery resources ofsoutheast Alaska are world class and require active and sustainable
management. Our livelihoods depend on providing our clients with an opportunity lllld reasonable
expectation to catch fish. In addition, most clients prefer to retain their catch for transport and
consumption at their homes.

We totally understand that there are. only ~so many fish in the sea". We also understand and support that
regulation and allocation are necessary to maintain sustainable stocks. We, and our clients will be the first
to accept conservation-oriented measures to protect diminished stocks. We support many of the current
resmctioDs, s\lch as the six-line limit for charterboats, and daily bag limits ofone or two fish ofvarious
species.

In general, some of the proposals that you will be considering, if bnplemented, will have devastating
effects on the charter1)odge illdustry, Most would be highly allocatlve, with no conservatioll benefit to the
J'\lsource. We ask and trust that you will act responsibly based on facts, providing J'\lasonable and fair
access for all users ofvaluable public resources. Specific comments follow:

Proposals 137/138
l'urpose~ Place 2 fish bag limit on all species not having bag limits.
Resllons.: OprOSE. These proposals are too broad and wide-ranging. We would support these

restrictions species if the science shows a conservation problem that can ~ addressed.

Proposal 286/287
Purpose; To change the definition oiPossession limit for sport anglers.
RespoDse: UprOSE. We support the comments made by other charterOOst organizations and add

the following. The intent ofthe proposals obviously is targeting nonresident anglers on charterboats.
Alaska is a fisb eXpOrting state. In 2007, the most recent year with statistics, there were over 7 bllIion
pounds offish ca\lght in Alaska, We believe a reasonable person would conclude that over 95% of
nonresideols exported fish for consumption. In fact, mlUlY of the proceSsor. are owned not only by
nonresidents, but foreign entities. If the intent is to restrict or eliminate the export offish, why are
nontesident charter olients sinllled oUI, when they harvest such a small portion ofthe fish?

Sitka Chartert>oat Operators Association
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Proposals 2881289

Purpose: Adopt possession/annual limit on coho salmon
Response: OPPOSE. Otlce again these proposals are highly discriminatory and serve no

conservation purpose, targeting nonresident anglers on cbarterboats. Sport anglers account, on average,
for less 1:/Jal) J0"/0 of tbe coho barvest in soufueast Alaska. Nonresidents can purchase as much
commercially caught coho as tlley Want. To be fair, shouldn't an annual or possession limit apply to
everyone?

Proposal 290
Purpose: ReduCl' sport and ~onaJ use steelhead harvest.
Response: We could support this concept with documentation that it will achieve a positive impact on

steelhead. We feel the impact of the gillnet fishery is far more devastating on steelhead, and issues there
must also be addressed.

Proposal 293
Purpose: Provide separate regulations for spiny dogfish.
Response, SUPPORT. Dogfish have been inadvertently included in harvest limitatiOnS for otller

less abundant shark species. Dogfish are abundant to the point ofnuisance in many marine waters in
Soufueast Alaska. Keeping the current bag limits will deprive anglers who want to relain dogfish while
allowing the dogfish population to continue increasing reducing the abundance ofmore desirable species.

Proposal 294 - See Attached DetaJled Documentation offunding for Hatcheries
Purpose: Close regional aquacultnre areas to guided sport fishing, allegedly because we don't pay.
Rl:Ilponse, OPPOSE.· The allegation is totally false, as shown in the attached table and supporting

infonnation.

Proposal. 296
Purpose: Ban electric reels
Respolllle: OPPOSE. Elderly people and handicapped people need this equipment in order to

access the fish. Able-bodied people fishing in SE waters which are characteristically deep, many places
(up to a quarter mile) also benefit from tbe use ofeleolric reels. Bag limits are already in place to serve M

a conservation tool. We see no conservation rellSons for this proposal. All user groups have equal assess
to all fisheries as stated in Alaska's constitution. This gear restriction proposal is an attempt to limit
access 10 fisheties predominontly fished by commercial fishermen and is in complete disregard for rights
ofother user groups to this fishery.

Proposal' 297, 298
Purpose: Officially add elcottio reels as legal fishing gear in regulations.
Response: SUPPORT. The elderly and the physically challenged need this gear to fish deep water.

This will clarify to law enforcement that electric reels are legal spOrt fishillg gear.

Proposal: 299
Purpose: Allow broader harvest methods ofbait herring for use by charter operations.
Response: SUPPORT. This would allow charter operators more efficient access to a local resource.

Proposal. 301
Pwpose; Require barb less hooks whenever release is a possibility or is contemplated.
Response' OPPOSE. This regulation would require enforcement personnel to determine the intent

of an angler or the possible outcome ofa day's fishing prior to fue fact. Again there is nO resource issue

(
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involved hexe as sport fishing is ollly a small fraotion ofthe harvest. Far more fish mortality occurs from
commercial release silllplyon the basis that they caleh and release nearly Ilille times more fish. Ifdamage
to the resour<:e were occUJ'ling from releasing fish it would then be logical that to ban barbs in commercial
fishing where release is possible and would be nine limes more successful in decreasing mortlllity.

Proposal: 302
Purpose: No hook and release fishing
Response: The US/Canada Treaty counts only landed mortality in both the sport and commercial

fishety. Adding a projected hooking mortality number to the treaty will likely lower harvestable numbers
ofsalmon to both sectors. Sport fishers land only a small percentage ofthe salmon harvl'st-less than
20% of the kings and roughly 10% ofthe coho. Ifthe State ofAlaska grows concerned about release
mortalitY. a study ofthl' impaots ofrelease mortality in both the commercial and sport fishorics would be
step one. Management needs to be science based.

Proposal: 303
Purpose; Unguided anglers' use ofllerringjig,

Respoose: SUPPORT. We support this proposal and consistency in regulations for the guided and
unguided angler.

Proposal: 307
Purpose: No personal use or subsistence 30 days prior during or after season
RespoD!le: OPPOSE. There is no biological reason or any other quantifiable support for this

proposal, Charter operators would not be able !(l access personal use resource without buying a second
boat exclusively for that putpose. This proposal seems !(l be nothing more than a punitive action directed
at everyone owning a charter boat.

Proposal: 308
Purpose: No personal use fish while paying guests are present or gear in water.
RespoD!le, OPPOSE. Many of us live at our small lodges and B&Bs. We are Alaska residents with

personal use and subsistence rights. This regulation would suspend much ofour hlln'esting rights. There
are ample laws on the books regarding legal use ofpersonlllllnd subsistence fish and shellfish. The
concerns ofthis proposal are already addressed by cUlTent regulations. It is also currently illegal to furnish
subsistence or personal use products to clients.

Proposal: 309
Purpose: Allocate Coho
Respon",,: OPPOSE. Coho are managed on a sustained yield basis without ill-season management

!(l any gear group. There is no preseason forecast or larget harvest number for the commercial or sport
harvesters. The sport fishery currently catches about 10% ofthe overall harvest. There are no resource
COJ)CI'I'1lS with over harvest or under escapement ofcoho in Southeast Alaska other than specific
jeopardized stocks that are protected by specific management measures, not an overall reduction in
harvest.

SCBOA opposes the implementation ofa coho alloClltion for the guided _polifishing sector. The premise
that the guided flel't has caused lost opportunity for resident anglers, subsistence fishermen, and the
commercial fleet is unsubstantiated. Resident coho limits have stayed the same for the past many years.
There is no biological basis for this proposal, making it appear pUllitive to guides and their customerS. In
addition, ADF&G manages Alaska's sport fishery salmon catch with no distinction between the guided
{lee! and non-guided fleet.

Sitka Charterboat Operators Association
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Proposal: 310
Purpose: In seasOn fish ticket system to regulate guided recreational anglers.
Response: OPPOSE. This propo",,1 would add a costly, cumbersome, and redundant layer of .

bureaucl:llCY for ADF&G with no benefit to the resource.

Proposal: 311,312,313
Purpose: Suspend the constitutional protection from illegal search and seizure oflOOge owners.

Respoose: OPPOSE. Enforcement currently has the authority to board and check vessels and gear
engaged in charter fishing. We agree that enforcement or creel census personnel should have access to
vessels and landing faclUties where sport caught fish are being harvested or offtoaded. The portions of
these proposals that grant authority to inspect freeZCNl, hQmes, hotels or B&Bs assooiated with charter
fishennen seems to be extreme and would facilitate little ifany enforcement concerns while lnfiinging on
personal rights. Reporting ofcatch in the guided recreatiQnal fishing sector is already accolUlted for in
verifiable logbooks, creel surveys, and the statewide harvest survey.

Propooll); 368
Purpose: Non-resident sport bag possession limits reduced to one daily bag limit.
Responoe: OPPOSE. This proposal seeks 10 reduce the possession limit on all species to one daily

bag limit for non-residents. The possession limit on species ofconcern is currently one dally bag limit for
non-residems and two daily bag limits for otber species. There are no biolQgical or resQuroe concerns to
justifY this proposal. There is no verification of tbe charges ofwidespread abuse ofcurrent possession
limits or ofnon-residents taking home large amounts of fish just to "eventually be thrown out". Alaska
does not give away large amQunts offishery resources to non-residents. Non-residents pay dearly to come
to Alaska and harvest relatively small amounts of fish for their personal consumption. The state and local
economies benefit greatly from this harvest opportunity provided to non-residents.

This proposal would effectively bankrupt all lodge and charter operators that catef to multi-day clients
without any biological jU~'1ification. 11 would have a crippling effect on the economies towns and villages
across Southeast Alaska and cost countless jobs in diverse industries including hotel, restaurant, retail, air
travel, and fish processing to name just a few. This would be done despite providing no gain to the
resource or law enforcement. This type of propoS'll only serves to furthet acrimony and distrust between
user groups.

Tbank you for your consideration ofour comments,

Theresa Weiser
President
Sitka Charterbo'lt Operators Association (SCBOA)
907.747·322
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Response to Proposal 294
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Brief Background: With respect to proP<lsaI294, a Is relevant to mention that all of the hatcheries in southeast Alaska were
constructed with federal taxpayer money, to provide and enhance salmon stocks for the ·common property". Part of the Intent of the
3% Salmon Enhancement Tax that commercial fishermen are assessed when they sell salmon, Is to payoff the loans. To date the
only statewide hatchery operation that Is current In paying off their loan is, to their credit, the Northern Southeast Regional
Aquaculture Assodation (NSRAA). Most of the hatcheries in southeast Alaska are solvent and productive, only because Sport Ash
Division is contributing sport angler dollars.

Six of the hatcheries are operated by the Southern (SSRAA-4) and Northern (NSRAA-2) Southeast Aquaculture Associations.

Only the NSRAA hatcheries at Medvejie and Hidden Falls are 100% funded by the 3% Salmon Enhancement tax.

The two DIPAC (Douglas Island) hatcheries are 100% Funded from sport fishing sources.

The remaining six operations receive from 33 to 7S % of their funding from sport fish sources.

HARVEST INFORMATION: From 1999 through 2007, a total of 520,143 king salmon were harvested that were contributed by
these operations. Of the total, 397,811 were harvested by the commercial seine, gillnet and tr~ fisheries. SP<lrt anglers harvested
122,332 of the southeast hatchery k1ngs. Guided sport anglers harvested about 60% of the 122,332 or 73,339 kings.

Funding/Harvest Comparison Examples (see attached table)

Medvejie Hatchery neilr Sitka, is funded 100% by 3% salmon Enhancement money. From 1999 through 2007, a total of 115,993
Medvejle produced kings were caught. Of the total 97,607 (84.1%) were caught by commercial fishermen, and 18,386 (15.9%)
kings were caught by sport anglers.

For the same years, the Whitman lake operation produced 65,919 kings that were caught In "the common property". Sport funding
was 75%, but sport harvest was only 35% (23,082).

For all southeast hatcheries, these overages ancl underages are summarized in the follOWing statements.
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From 1999 tm-ough 2007, sport anglers harvested 122,332 kings, of which 24,795 kings originated from hatcherkls I\Inded by the
commercial fishing 3% salmon Enhancement tax, and commercial fishermen harvested 397,811 kings of which 100,240 kings can be
attributed to hatchery funding by sport anglers.

So, sport angler funding Is actually contributing more kings to commercial fishing, than the 3% Commercial Enhancement funding Is
contributing to sport catch, by 75,445 kings.

FUNDING SOURCES: Commercial fishing funding is relatively simple compared to sport fishing funding. Commercial fishermen
pay a 3% Salmon Enhancement tax on gross value at the time of sale of salmon.

Sport anglers contribute in a number of different ways. For Fiscal years 2005 through 2009 the ADF&G Sport Fish Division prollided
$5,526,600 to fund southeast Alaska hatcheries. This money came from 5 separate accounts as follows.

1) Federal Aid In sport Fistl Restoration (Dlngell/Johnson - Wallop/Breaux) - $3,286,600. This money is collected and distributed by
the federal government. It Is derived in 2. ways. a) - A tax on recreational motorboat fuel and b) A 10% excise tax "Imposed on the
sale of any artlde of sport fishing equipment by the manufacturer, producer or Importer". Equipment listed as subject to the tax
indude rods, reels, downriggers, nets, line less than 130-pound test, tackle box, lIests and rod hoiders,

Nationwide, these taxes are expected to generate about $570 million In 2009. It will be distributed to ail 50 states using a formula
that is based on license sales and shoreline. No state may receive. more than 5% nor less than 1% of the amount collected. Alaska
receives the futl 5%, which has aileraged around $20 mUllon fur the past 5 years. Oller $4 million per year has been allocated to
SOlltheast Alaska, for the past 4 years.

In addition to providing funding to hatcheries, this money has funded the 5tarrlgavin ramp, paving and float, Herring Cove ramp,
Thomson Harbor fish cleaning stations and Heart Lake fishing pier, all near Sitka.

2) Fistl and Game Fund - $557,300 - All money from the sale of sport fishing licenses and stamps is deposited In this account. It
Indudes sport fishing guide and operator license fees.
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3) Sport Ash Enterprise Account· $1,350,000 - Derived from the surcharge on sport FIshing licenses legislatively established to pay
for improvements to hatcheries.

4) Sport Fish Construction Account - $140,000 - This account was established by law after the sale of State of Alaska Sport Ashing
Revenue Bonds in April of 2006. This would allow the Division of Sport Fish to utilize investment earnings of the Alaska Sport Rshing
Construction Account for construction of new hatchery facilities In the Anchorage and Fairbanks areas, as well as Increase king
salmon production in Southeast Alaska.

S) Southeast Sustainable Salmon fund - $192,700 • The Alaska Sustainable Salmon fund (AKSSF) is comprised of Alaska's allocation
of lunds from the federal Padlic Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund (PCSRF) appropriated by Congress through the National Marine
Asheries Service (NMFS). The AKSSF was established in 2000 to provide grants to the states and tribes to assist state, tribal, and
local salmon conservaUon and recovery efforts. It supports important programs and projects for implementation of the 1999 PaciFIc
Salmon Treaty agreement, as well as programs and projects to help ensure that the salmon stocks, salmon habitat, and a vibrant
salmon related economy in AlasKa are sustained. There is a 33.3% non-federal match requirement for funds received under the
current award.

In summary, anyone who pays federal tax or purchased a sport fishing license or sport fishing equipment is contributing to salmon
enhancement in Alaska hatcheries. And contrary to the charge made in Proposal 294, this information proves that sport anglers are
more than paying for their share of salmon harvest in southeast Alaska.

The table below provides harvest of king salmon produced by hatcheries partially funded by Sport Fish and Commercial Fisheries
Enhancement Tax in 1999·2007. Shaded area indicates release area not currently funded by Sport Fish Division. Some of the release sites
not currently funded were fimded in the past.
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Aqua. SeiDe GiOnet Troll Commercial Sport Common Commen:ial Sport Sport Assoc. "'
Asloc. Location Harvest Harvest Harvest Total Harvest Properly Harvest ifllrvest flllldillg Funding .....

en

'"SSRAA Whitman Lake l,S09 3,519 31,809 42,331 23,082 65,919 6S.0% 35.0"~ 15.0% 25'(1"~
....

Earl West Cove' $,658 28,372 2,793 39,823 1,048 40,871 97.4% 2,63'.. 33.0""" 33.0"A. "'co..........,
Neels BaylLong Lk.. 7,644 4,014 23,932 35,590 9,403 44,993 79.1% 20,9"/0 41.2% S&.8% ....

w
en..,
en

CartoD lJIld' 41 O· ltlll 10& 184 m ·37.t1% SAI%' lMM· . 10lJ.0l!'

ADf&G Crystal Lake 444 3,474 13,928 17,846 ],3,863 51,109 34.5% 65.5% 67.0% 33.0"/.

Anila Bay 9,220 18,940 9,300 37,460 1,730 39,190 9S.6% 4.~'c. 67.0% 33.0"1.

(jD NSRAA' Medvejio 7,818 10,141 79,648 97,607 18,386 115,993 84.1% 15.9% 0.00/0 100.0%-~ J>
A

IliddcnFa& 63,833 2,056 47,S47 113,436 6,219 1l9,655 94.8% 5.2"/0 0.0% lOO.ll% ";u
'"'"J>JPAC'
0-0

Macaulay 853 5,231 Ii,no 12,404 27,112 ]'9,SI6 31.4% 68..~io/D 100.0% 0.0% '";u0
I

Sk.agway 221 353 126 100 1,305 2,005 34.9% 6S.I% 100.0% (},O%
J>
;u
--j

'";u
TolIII 100,200 76,100 221,511 397,811 122,332 76.5% 23.5% '"'1lI 520,143 0-0

z
C 0
U'
O· "Re'llOte release at Lulal< Inlet by NSRAA IS runded 100% by SFD. Not shown here because 2008 was the first release and there are no returns as yet

0
"CI1inook salmon releases In the Juneau area are 100% fUnded by SFD. DIPAC Is not one of the Regional Aquacuilure Associ.llions.a

3
3 <chinook solmoo releases In COl11ll11nlet ended in 1995.
(J)
~....

"'it: 'last Chinook salmon returns at Ea~ West Cave ended on 2003. Funding changed during the du",tloo r:tf the projeCt. ReaJrded in the table is the current funding spilt J>
for 2003. Gl
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To: Alaska Board of Fisheries

From: Jan Sande
Tokeen Cove
P.O. BoxNKI
Naukati Bay, AK 99950

Date: 26 February 2009

Re: Herring Fisheries, proposals concerning herring stocks

The question is, what to do about the herring fishery?

RECEJVED

FEB 032009

-BOARDS
~. '_.

I will explain a little history ofmyself. I was raised in Ketchikan, fished with my father on a
troller, beginning at 11 years of age in 1951, sailing off shore at age 18 and retired as Master for
the Alaska Marine Highway in 1999. I am now retired, live on Marble Island in Davidson Inlet
on the west coast of Prince of Wales Island.

In my youth I would watch herring seiners fishing in lower Chatham Strait, supplying the needs
of the reduction plants such as Washington Bay and many others. In the winter the FN Pirat
took all the bait herring from in front of the Ketchikan Cold Storage plant. These fish are no
more.

In 50+ years we have seen total annihilation of the herring stocks, the low end of the food chain.

Humpback whales are becoming more and more numerous and wintering here.

I propose a total moratorium ofthe herring fishery.

Public Comment#~



Robert Anderson
PO Box 2674
Everett, WA 998213

RECEIVED

FEB 0 32009

BOARDS

(

Alaska Board ofFisheries:
This comment is written to address BOF proposals #244(take out DIPAC production out of the
SE allocation plan), #273 and #274 (to make Deep Inlet a 1:1 rotation with the seine fleet).
Being both proposals are Allocative driven it's easier to address them as one.
I urge the Board to vote against re-allocating the hatchery catches based on the following facts.
The long term catch statistics and targets are as follows:

Troll: 19%, target 27% to 32%.
Seine: 49%, target 44% to 49%. 
Gillnet: 32%, target 24% to 29%.

As you can see the seine and gillnet fleets are NOT that far offoftheir targeted goals, From
1994 to 2000, the seine fleet was above their allocative range, while the gillnet fleet was below
their allocated range.
It has only been the last four or five years that the seine fleet has dropped below their allocated
range. The most obvious factor for this change is likely to be because of the seine fleet reduction
that has occurred in recent years.
Recent numbers were published stating how many permits were fished in 2008.
Seine permits fished: 213 out of415 minus 35 eliminated through buyback program. This is (
51% the original fleet. (The Southeast Revitalization Association, SRA, plans to retire 35%-45%
ofthe fleet by 2010).
The gilmetters continue to fish the majority of their permits.
Gillnet permits fished: 395 out of475. This is 83% ofthe fleet.
Because ofthe small percentage of seine permits that are currently fished, I believe this is the
logical reason for the catches to have fallen slightly below their target range.
Any allocation proposal to The Board of Fisheries to reduce fishing time to the gillnetters , and
increase the seine fleet's fishing time, (Hatchery Terminal Harvest areas only), does not seem to
be the solution.
This decision needs very careful consideration. For example if the other gear groups had a major
fleet reduction, would the Board be considering proposals to reduce the seine effort to try and
keep the catch percentages consistent with the past?
I urge the Board to vote against any proposals to re-allocate HATCHERY fish catches at this
time.
This subject needs much more careful analysis before any changes are made. Currently there is a
small, mostly, local gilmet fleet that almost exclusively fishes Deep Inlet. Much ofthe fishery is
presently 2 days per week gillnet, one day per week seine. The proposal to change this to a 1: I
ratio, (one day gil1net one day seine), would make the fishery NOT economically feasible for the
gillnetters. There are no other gillnet openings in close proximity to Sitka, like there is for the
seiners. I believe a I: I fishery will force the locJf gillnetters to relocate and sadly unable to
participate in much ofthis fishery. 2
Thank You for your careful consideration. I ????/;/
Robert Anderson ._.J.(_~-","","q..lL....I.",__"-£"'~""""_=- _
Alaska Gilmet Fishennan for 36 years.

Public Comment#~
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REPRESENTATIVE BILL THOMAS

ALASKA STATE LEGISLATURE DISTRICT 5

State Cal=1~

Juneau, AK 99801-1 t.
(907) 465-3732

(888) 461-3732

FAX (907) 465-2652

February 3, 2009

Board Support Section
Alaska Dept of Fish and Game
John Jensen, Chair
1255 livest 8th Street
,Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Fax: 907-465-6094

RE: Proposal #296 - 298: Support

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board of Fish Members,

ReCEIVED

FEB032~

~

I am the Representative for District 5, covering rural Southeast Alaska, Yakutat and
Prince William Sound and am an Alaskan Native born and raised in Klukwan, Alaska.
am currently a resident of the City of Haines.

I would like to comment and support on Proposals #296 - 298. I believe that it is
important to clarify and define sport fish gear such that it is a fishing pole/rod that is held
in the hand and does not extend into commercial fishing gear such as electric jigging
machines that bolt onto the bulwarks of a boat.

I firmly believe that the Legislature has in the enactment of HB 26 in 2005 and 2006
made clear that they wanted separation between commercial and recreational gear
when they did not allow the use of "rod and reel" for short term crew licenses "dude
license". On Feb 9, 2005 at 8:38AM, as co-chair of the fisheries committee, I asked a
question regarding section 3 of HB 26 which read as follows:

"During the period for which the i,cense is vaiid, a person who holds a one-day
crewmember fishing license or a three day crewmember fishing license may not
engage in fishing with a rod and reel while present on a commercial fishing
vessel.·"
Mr Berg [Staff to Representative Carl Moses] responded, "I don't know all the
details of this." He explained that [this sentence] is geared toward the hand troll
fleet in Southeast. He said "Charter operators were really worried about people
going out on a hand-troller where you can fish with rods. They were worried
about people trying to get around king salmon stamps. They were worried about
allocations between commercial and sport on the king and coho fishing"

On April 25, 2005 at 2:18:27PM in the House Finance. Committee "Representative
Hawker opined that this legislation is not creating a new competitor for the charter

email: Representative.Bill.Thomas@legis.state.ak.us ~_1I.01
webpage: www.akrepublicans.org/thomaspublic Comment #_ UV
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industry because the existing language in the bill, as amended, prohibits rod and reel
fishing while on a commercial fishing vessel. Mr. Berg said that's the way he sees it.

HB 26 passed the legislature with the rod and reel clause passed although they did
extend the crew license to a seven day license rather than a one day or three day
license before passage.

I believe that this legislation and record surrounding it clearly shows the desire of the
legislature to maintain separation between commercial fishing and recreational fishing.
Therefore I support the Board of Fish clarifying and defining sport fish gear for Southeast
Alaska as a rod and reel that is held in the hand. Power reels as part of a machine that
bolts onto the vessel where fishing consists of pushing a button should be outlawed for
the retrieval of the fishing line and fish.

Other West Coast States have already enacted similar laws as to what is being
proposed in these proposals. The regulations are as follows:

Washington: All fishing gear must be kept in immediate control, and gear may
not be left unattended while fishing; Downriggers may be used with a line if the
line releases from the downrigger while playing and landing the fish; Rod holders
may be used; the rod must be easily removed without delay; rod may be left in
the holder while playing the fish; and Electric reels may be used if designed for
sport fishing and attached to a fishing rod.
Oregon: The following activities are unlawful: use of gurdies, winches or reels
affixed to a boat to land fish (rod or line must be held in hand) except when used
for retrieving crab rings or pots.

Slowing down the recreational harvest by the outlaw of power operated fishing gear is a
conservation measure used to slow down the recreational harvest. Sport fishing shouid
not be a race for catching all the allowable bag limits in the shortest time possible. Just
as the law to require a plug to prevent more than 3 shots in your shot gun was enacted
to slow down the harvest of the daily bag limit of ducks so should this regUlation be
adopted for sport fishing.

Please enact a Board of Fish regulation such as Washington State has to define sport
fish gear. Please contact our office if you have any questions or would like additional
information.

Public Comment #__1JiL



FEB-06-2009 10:00 From: To: 9074656094

City of Coffman Cove
1'0 'Box 18U5
1021JenaJl

CoJ71nan Cove, AX. 9.9918
Thone: (907) 329-2233 :Tax: (g07) 329-2212

Email: coJImancove@msn.com

.
Alaska Board or Fisheries
Shannon Stone/Scott. Cmss
Southeast Region
PO Box 115526
,1\J1J~au. AK 99811-5526

Dear Sirs:

2-6-09

The City ofCofflllan Cove submitted a Regulation Proposal Fonn on 3-21-08 requesting
the Board of Fisheries to close Coffman Cove to commercial fishing. Due \0 some . ~
misunder~lauding among the commercial fishemlen the City would like to withdraw uur
request.

We arc very sorry 1'01' the ineunveniencc. We did not anticipate the problems this
proposal created.

Sincerely, /J _
-#~~

Elaine Price
Projects Manager

(

Public Comma,! #---ll1-
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Native Village ofKotzebue
Kotzebue IRA

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Boll. 115526
Juneau. AK 99811-5526
FAX: 907-465-6094

Dear Board ofFisheries Members:

The Native Village of Kotzebue writes in support of proposals that address Sitka Sound
subsistence and commercial herring fisheries. The members of our Tribe have benefited from
the subsistence herring spawn fisheries occurring in Sitka Sound for decades and continue to
have strong connections with this area and harvest. More broadly, the Tribe belleves that the
need to provide food for the people ofAlaska is the best use of wild resources, which are held in
common by ell Ala.kans under the Constitution. Proposal 234 - 5AAC 01.716(b) speaks
directly to this issue, by requesting alljustments in the Amount NecesS3l)' for Subsistence from
all outdated, and for some time inadequate, amount of herring spawn allocated to subsistence
use. The Sitka Tribe has taken the initiative to survey its members since 2002 on the amount of
herring spawn necessary to meet basic subsistence needs and consistently found the current
level of lIeed significantly higher than current allocation levels. The State and Federal
governments have for many years encouraged the development of harvest survey programs and
involvement by all Alaska Tribes in the management regimes they helieve are necesS3l)' to
promote conservation over the long term in Alaska. Increased Information that can be brought
to bear on management issues is desirable by all parties and one way to promote this is by taking
action based on survey efforts carried out by Tribes. Ignoring, or minimizing the worthiness of
such efforts, by 1I0t acting on what they document, will discourage such future proactive efforts
and risk creating an adversarial environment that will not serve the resource, or the people of
Alaska, well.

Herring fisheries, and for that matter all baitfish fisheries, are notoriously difficult to manage
effectively over time and there are many examples of management tailures. Frequently, this
occurred because of overconfidence by managers on the sufficiency of data and/or their ability
to interpret, or fully understand the data. Unaccounted for environmental changes and limited
and/or incorrect data also has contributed to the collapse of many baitfish fisheries. No one can
deny that changes have been occurring in the North Pacific that raise large and justifiable
concern over the future health of the entire ecosystem sustained there (e.g. warmer temperatures,
northern movement of new fish and predators such as large squid, increase in acidity of ocean
water, increase in large whale populations). In this context of a vel)' dynamic system, stalic
management levels are at a high risk of becoming quickly obsolete and incompatible with long
term management goals, and extra attention and scrutiny, with a large err on the cautious side,
should be the rule. Proposal 203 - SAAC 27.160(g) requesting a reduction in harvest levels in
the herring sac roe fishery sec. 13-A and 13-B addresses this very valid concern. Not only is it
hard to imagine that all the ecosystem changes documented since the time current harvest levels
were put in place I I years ago have had no impact on underlying assumptions used to set this
level, hut the recent lack of strong age class cohorts and the number of proposals addressing
concorns with the atatUi9 of SOUthC6.3t AIQ3kQ hcn-in~ "houlJ l.Xi ~\,IVH ~ prillln ft1\;ic; evidence tl13t
harvest levels are inadequate to address the conservation of a healthy and abundant herring
population.

P 1/2
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NVOK Aealty Dept. (907)442-3536» 9074656094

The Department of Fish and Game should also reassess the way they carry out their test fishery.
The Sitka Tribe points out that the current methodology is disruptive to their harvest of herring
spawn and the Department should strive to have the least impact on resources and users when

'. implementing test fisheries. It is also reasonable to request that when test fisheries remove an
amount of herring that impact overall stock allocatIons that these should be included in the
Guideline Harvest Limit., which Proposal 204 - 5AAC 27.195 addresses. Anytime
management methods raise concerns of negative impacts to users, tbe Depanment should be
required to defend such an approach, including lower impact methods that have been considered
and why they were rejected, or not implemented.

Also, one of the best defenses available to protect wild resources Alaskans depend on in this
continuously changing environment, is a diverse genetic pool that provides adaptive benefits,
most of which are unknowable, to allow for resiliency and continued survival of wild species,
whether they are harvested, or not. Proposal 200- 5AAC 27.195 at least raises the question of
whether a mischaracterization of stocks has, or continues to occur, and that additional research
should be encouraged and carried out to reaffirm a major premise of Sitka Sound herring
management - accurate stock identification.

P2/2

The Ketch ikan Herring Action Group through their Proposal 199 - 5AAC 27.053 does a good
job of discussing many of the public benefits and uses that are supported through healthy
herring stocks in Southeast Alaska. While the Native Village of Kotzebue lacks the necessary
information to take a position on whether all commercial fishing for herring should be closed in
areas IA through 16, this proposal should remind the Board that all the people of Alaska have a
right to benefit from Alaska's wild resources and that in the case of herring, more weight needs
to be given to the ecosystem benefits that derive from abundant and healthy herring populations.
These fish drive a major part of the Southeast Alaska ecosystem; their beneficial influence and (
ecosystem contributions even extends beyond the waters themselves, to include healthy \
watersheds, forests, and the flora and fauna that are part of these systems, and the people that
benefit from same. The Tribe also believes that it is the duty of the State of Alaska, through the
Department ofFish and Game, to protect this resource for all Alaskans and that commercial use
of wild resources only be allowed when populations are sufficient to accommodate all users and
a healthy ecosystem.

The Native Village of Kotzebue encourages the Board of Fisheries to adopt Proposals 203, 204,
and 234, during their spring 2009 meeting.

Thank you for your consideration.

Alex Whiting
Environmental Specialist

"

Linda Joule
Executive Director

Public Comment #_)W
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